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..arch 30, 1979

Mr. Barry w. Paulson, Drector
International Fconic Studies Genter
University of Clorado-Sconomics Bilding
Boulder, Colcrado 80309

tar Mr. Poulsont

I received your letter ct Mahrch Iih and read, with great interest,
the proposal on "Corztnnity ocial Profile oproach tc Rbural Develcpment'.
Rural development projects, supported by the Bank, have essentially similar
approach with regard to plan, design and monitoring and evaluation. The
major concerns in such projects are sccio-economic conditions in the project
area, constraints to developmnt, exploitable resources; and the design cf
built-in monitoring and evaluation systems. Other multilateral and bilateral
developmnt agencies are increasingly focusing on projects desi gned to reach
specified poverty target groups in rural areas of developing countries/and
including monitoring and evaluation as an Important elemnt of project in-
vestments. Evaluation of rural development projects during iuplamntation
should be able to identify the current shortcomings in project designs and
implemontation and facilitate correction. Fragmatic action oriented re-
search on *ssues peu propose to explore abould contribute to the growing
rural development programs.

An area of major cencern is the wveakess in develing countries
of institutional capability to plan, design and implAent rural development
programs and projects. Your proposal to assist local institutions to ex-
pand their capacity for rural dvelopment As important if the methodoloies
fit the target group approach, and focus on mechanism forsustained iml-
mentation-not just planning. We've sen too many good plans gathering
dust on the shelf.

I shall be grateful to have access te the results of your research.

Yours truly,

Ted J. Dais
Chief, Iural Operations Review and Support Unit

Tlavis :dcm
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Those Listed Belr March 30, 1979

Ted J. Davis, Chief, 1oiU

World Conference on Agrarian teform and earal Development -- "Draft
Declaration of Principles and Programa of Action' - Request for Canments

The World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Dvelopmnt
(WCARRD) will be held at FAO in Rome from July 12-20, 1979. The preparation
for this World Conference has bem underway for over twi years and we have
been cooperating with FAC to the extent possible without calling for major
efforts from our staff. I have been the Blank's representative to two UN
Inter-Agency preparatory meeting., as wll as the big "Preparatory Cositteen
attended by som 700 government and agency representatives held during the
week of March 12-16. I attach a copy of ; Back-to-(ffice Report.

More important, I attach the "Draft Declaration of Principles and
Tgra of Action". The Bank's coments on this paper will be coordinated
by me through the aternal Relations Department. The contents of these
papers are global in their implicatdons. Part 1 is entitled, "National
Programs of Action in Developing Countries", and Part 2 is entitled,
"International Policies for Agrarian Reform and Ibral Develoent". Wile
I welcome any cotmints on any part of the papers, perhaps we should call
specific attention to Para. X, "Official Development Assistance", and
Para XII, "Programa of Action for FA in Cooperation with other Organi-
sati on of the United Nations Family". The content cf these sections may
lead to pressures en the scope and content cf cur own rural development
lenring program; on the other hand, they may lead to consciousness raising
which could facilitate our country progravning efforts.

The one issue that see= to be raising the most concern among UN
Agencies is the language iich calls on FAO (in cooperation with other UN
Agencies) to monitor both capital assistance and technical cooperation flows
from the donor agencies. Perhaps the language is too vague to know what
the future implications are, but we do need to make the Bilank's views known
to FAO before this draft is fttalized at the end of April. Therefore, if
you have conmnts, could you please forwrd then to me no later than April 10.

Attachent

Distributiont Messrs. W. Baum, CPSVP; H. van der Tak, PAS; R. Dosik, CPSVP;
Assistant Directors for Agriculture and I1ral Development
M. YDadlMn, AOR; L. Christoffersen, AGRj D. Pickering, AGR;
D. Turnham, AGR; G. Dealldeon, AGR M. Veraart, AGR;
J. Merria, IPA; re. . Boskey, IRD

TDavis:dcm
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Leif Christoffersen (AGR) (through Te J.YDavis) rDATE March 30, 1979

FROM: Michael Cernea (AGR) ,

SUBJECT: Computerization of the Sociological Roster

1. This is to inform you that the computerization of our entire

roster of consultant/sociologists has been completed. Our roster was thus

incorporated in full into the Bank's computerized listing of consultants.

2. As you may remember, we started to develop our own roster about

three years ago. In the meantime, we have identified about 160 development
oriented and operationally experienced social scientists (sociologists and

anthropologists), whom we have invited to join our roster. These roster

consultants were recruited from about 40 different countries. Their

expertise covers practically all sectors of agriculture and rural develop-

ment and virtually all the geographic areas in which the Bank is operating

(94 countries).

3. RORSU's roster has already proven to be highly useful for those

agricultural divisions which have been interested in using sociological
expertise. About one-third of our roster consultants have already been hired

for short-term assignments in the last two-three years, with excellent

results in most cases. The existence of the roster has greatly facilitated

the identification and recruitment of consultants by interested divisions.

4. The computerization of the roster would further facilitate the

use of the roster. We have worked outclassification by areas of socio-

logical expertise, with particular emphasis on rural development issues.
The Personnel Department has agreed to apply the classification system we

proposed. We have also financed and supervised the coding of our files by
the Personnel Department, in order to prevent errors and misclassification.
Our cooperation in this respect with the Personnel Department has been excellent.

5. I believe we should find a way to inform the agricultural divisions
about this improved facility available to them and use this as an additional
encouragement for hiring sociologist/consultants.

6. I intend to pursue the identification of highly qualified potential
consultants and to add them to the current roster, as I expect a continuous
increase in the use of consultant/sociologists in Bank activities.

MCernea:dc

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Pickering, R. Clarkeis. Stone(roen, Ms. Comia



Tatrick Yeung, EXE March 29, 1979

Shamsher Singh, Acting Director, EPD

ITERCOWDr.-TAL COUP? 0l M=, DM, MAY 7-11 ,979 - T"M OT or

1. You will attend, as Uank observer, the Ei;hth Session of the

FA0 Inter;;overnmental Group on !!eat, Roma, 7-11 Vay 1979. Oince there

has not been a racsting of this Group for over a year, you will pay special

attention to the discussions on the recent developments of the neat sector.

2. Retarding the item on "recent international activities bearing

on livestock and meat", the Bank has been invited to report on its

activities in fields of interest to the Group. The statenent you will

Use will essentially be our reply (January 3J, 1979) to the FAO Secretariat's

request.(attaced).

3. You will prepare a brief back-to-office report after your return

to headquarters.

Attachment

cleared with and cc: Mr. Choeng Chung, Acting Ihief, 7 ,E

cleared in substance and ect Mr. 11. Yadelman, Director, AGR

PThung :abr



WORLD BANK / INTERIATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATI

OFFICE MEMORANDU
TO Mr. F.L. Hotes (AGR/CPS) DATE: March 29, 1979

FROM: J.C. Collins (AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Some Thoughts Arising Out of Papers on Irrigation Crop Production Functions

1. The effects of a water availability constraint on crop yield may

be divided into two, namely, those which are characteristic of the plants
themselves and those characteristic of the environment in which they are

growing. The difficulty experienced in attempting to maximise yield per unit

of water results from the difficulty of forecasting with any degree of

precision how these effects will combine and interact in any particular

situation aru in the absence of data obtained under precise local conditions.

2. Th.:charrteristics of the plants include:

(a) Drought Resistance - the ability of the particular

species and variety to undergo periods of physio-

logical wilting without impairing its ability to

resume normal growth and reproduction processes

subsequently. While photosynthesis will be drastic-

ally reduced or cease in the wilted condition, this

may not have a serious effect on yield providing

subsequent recovery is rapid and complete;

(b) Physiological Growth Stage - plants often are parti-

cularly sensitive to moisture deficit conditions at

particular stages in their development---germination,

flower bud initiation, flower opening, pollination,

seed setting, 'etc. The time when a deficit occurs

can, therefore, be a major factor in determining

whether the effect on yield will be large or small.

As the change from one growth phase to another can

take place over a very few days for an entire crop
plant propulation, it would be very difficult to

forecast the occurance of a water deficit sufficiently

accurately in a model;

(c) Leaf/Root Balance - the effect of a moisture stress
condition in the soil will depend on both the degree

of stress and the rate of which the plant can remove

water against that stress to prevent wilting. Water

loss from a turgid plant under a particular set of

climatic conditions will be a function of its leaf

area. The rate of extraction of moisture from the

soil to balanci that loss will be a function of the

area of root f tirs in contact with soil in which

moisture is st.Ull available (i.e. soil moisture stress

has not yet reached a level which prevents water move-

zmn Intv rhp rnot hair). As the leaf/root balance
changes during.r crop growth so will the plant's sensi-

tivity to champs. in soil moisture stress. This will

be further comp.eated by the ability of the plant to

exploit deeper soil, horizons in search of moisture

under drying conditions, and the rate at which a drying
front in the surface soil extends downwards to overtake

exploiting roots.



Mr. Hotes -2- March 29, 1979

3. The characteristics of the environment include:

(a) Exploitable Soil Depth - the depth to which crop roots

may be expected to penetrate in search of moisture

under drying conditions. It may be significantly

deeper than roots would normally penetrate in large
numbers were the soil to be maintained at or near to

field capacity. The limit may be a physical barrier,

e.g. a compact horizon, or may be the result of gradual

physical or chemical changes with increasing depth. In

the latter case the limit may not be very clearly de-
finc id could be influenced by soil conditions, e.g.

redti, conditions due to a period of waterlogging, or

cuLa.ion practices;

(b) Soil Structure - root development will, in general, be
better in a rather coarse, open- well drained and aerated

soil. This same more extensive root system can more

rapidly deplete moisture reserved and, because of the low

available moisture-holding capacity of coarse compared
with fine-textured soils, the onset of severe stress will

occur much more rapidly in the former than in the latter,

leaving little margin for error in the timing of irrigation

applications.

(c) Soil Chemical Characteristics - rate of root development
will be considerably influenced by the chemistry of the
soil and soil moisture. Furthermore, the presence of
toxic ions will inhibit root development;

(d) Past Weather - The past weather will have been a major
factor in determining the rate of development of the
plant and, in particular, air and soil temperatures will
influence leaf and root development rates respectively;

(e) Past and Current Rate of Evapotranspiration - There is
evidence for the existence of an upper limit for evapo-
transpiration beyond which the plant is unable to abstract
water from a soil even at field capacity sufficiently
rapidly to meet the demand. Furthermore, the rate at
which a crop abstracts moisture from the upp'er layers of
the soil and, as these dry out, from successively deeper
layers, will determine how rapidly the drying front
proceeds downwards and whether or not exploitive root

growth into.deeper horizons can keep pace;

4. This is not claimed to be a complete list. However, I think it

illustrates the co-4' T the problem, bearing in mind the inherent complexi-
ties of the plants and soil themselves within which these characteristics manifest
themselves. If crop production functions are to be of use, they must enable us
with some confidence to make statements of the kind:



Mr. Hotes -3- March 29, 1979

"At geographic location A, where soil conditions S1 , S2' S3 ''Sn
prevail and where climatic conditions C1, C2 , C3 ...Cn can be

expected in, say, 4 years out of 5 during growing season of crop B,

the application of irrigation water X days beyond the presently

practised interval during growth stages bi to b2and b3 to b4 will not

result in yield reductions in excess of Y and by saving V volume

of scarce water will be economically worthwhile."

I just do not believe that we can make predictions of this level of reliability

without a considerable amount of test data for the area and crop in question.

While it would appear highly desireible on equity grounds to save, say, 10%

of design water delivery at the seasoisof peak demand in order to serve 10%

more farmers year iound, it is only so if the anticipated yield reduction is

low and the probability of the forecaLt being correct is high. The occurrence

of a set of circumstances resulting in- severe losses in a particular year from

such a design modification could be disastrous for all the participants, and

this must be guarded against.

5. It seems to me that we could go a very long way towards increasing

water use efficiency by means other than placing design limitations on water

transport systems. With present water use efficiencies, derived from studies

of delivering systems in developing countries at 40-50% and even lower,

enormous opportunities exist for savings through:

(a) improved management to cut down:

(i) transmission lasses through better maintenance,
weed control and water scheduling; and

(ii) on-farm losses through better extension and
training coupled with water pricing incentives;

(b) better drainage, water collection and recycling systems

and the development of wells to recycle deep percolation

losses.

These would probably permit expansion of irrigation service to a larger
number of farmers than would be possible through reductions in peak design

capacities of systems and with no accompanying yield penalties. Indeed,

some of the measures might well result in an appreciable yield improvement.

I think it is significant that Hagan, in a recent paper/i, cautions the

reader on interpretation of preliminary data presented from research on

the effects of deficit irrigation regimes on corn yield. He recognises,

however, that in some situations, where water availability will decline in

the future, there is possibility to develop water management strategies to

optimise production from limited water supplies. The need to maintain at

least sufficient deep percdlation to prevent salinisation of the root zone

must be stressed.

/1 Hagan, R.M. "Water Management: Some Effects of New Societal Attitudes",
American Society of Agronomists, Spreck Publication No. 26, 1976.
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6. Until the average irrigation farmer in the developing world

has a much better understanding of plant/water/soil relations and their

implications for irrigation management and until other means of inducing

increased overall water use efficiency have been exploited, I would

suggest that proposals to limit water deliveries to anything 
less than

the total crop requirement determined by conventional methods be treated

with extreme caution.

JCCollins:rm

cc: Mr. W. Peters (AGR/CPS)



Mr. Ducksoo Lee, Chief, ASPAD March 27, 1979

T. David lodgkinson, ASPAD

Internatioal Aquaculture Syposium, March 19-21, 1979
Woods <ole Oceanographic Institution
vail bility of Conferenpe Taper

1. I attended the above-mentioned conference and brought back a
set of conference papers, some of which may be of interest to other
Ban' staff.

As indicated below, many of the papers are country or project-
related, while others deal vith general aquaculture policy issues.

CoutntrvfPro ect-_Related Papers

Costa Rica - trategies for Aquaculture Development in

Costa Rica and Factors that Limit their Expansion

gy7pt Aquaculture Policies in Egypt

In4onesia Brackish Water Aquaculture Development in
Northern Sumatra

Israel isl CultirI srael as a Cash Crop Model

Nicaragua - An Analysis of the Proposed Puerto Morazan

Shrip uilture Project

Sierra Leone - Oyster Culture in Sierra Leone

kI y--fagers,

Allocation of Aquacultire Resources k

- The atioae, Promise and Realities of Aquaculture: A J
Cultural-'utritional Perspective

- Aquaculture Development in Rural Atomistic Societies

- Social Science Issues for Ac ulture lanners 2
- Sociocultural Aspects of Impleenting Aquaculture Systems

in Marine Fishing Commuities

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



"r. Ducksoo Lee - 2 - March 27, 1979

3. Those interested in obtaining copies of the above-listed
papers should contact Mrs. C. Heron, Extension 74797.

cc: Messrs. Pickering, Thoolen, Donaldson, Sprague, Kada, Sfeir-Younis,
Schebeck (AGR), aas ies (LCP), Naylor (EMP , Wadsworth (AEP),
Peberdy (WAP), Frank Tan, van Santen, Reidinger (ASPAD)

TPodgkinson/cgh

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



The World Bank / 1813 11 ';tret, N.W., Whbinglon, D, 2I431 U.A• Telen i AED

March 27, 1979

Mr. Jean-Jacques Schul
European Investment Bank
Boite Postale 2005
Luxembourg

Dear Jean-Jacques:

The "Guide to the Economic Evaluation of Irrigation Projects"

arrived several hours ahead of your nice letter of March 19, 1979, and
for a while I was perplexed, wondering if Dr. Bergmann had sent them.

I had just met him earlier in the month in Rome at an FAO Expert Consulta-

tion on Land Classification but did not have an opportunity to talk to him.

In any event, I was delighted to hear from you and to receive the copy of

what appears, from a very quick initial perusal, to be an excellent

publication.

Your comments on the usefulness of having some uniformity in presenta-

tion are worth serious consideration on our part, especially in view of your

own past Bank service. I have passed the copy to Graham Donaldson, Chief of

Economic Division AGR/CPS, and we will be discussing it further to see to

what extent this idea can be meshed with our APAS and CB DISPLAY programs

(copies under separate cover) and other procedures.

Many thanks for your help. I am still hoping to stop by to see you

and some of your colleagues involved with irrigation projects. Maybe I can

do this in June enroute to Roumania.

Forwarded under separate cover also is some informal information on

drip irrigation. If you have any economic analyses of such installations

and/or ex-post evaluations, we would be most appreciative of receiving a

copy. They seem to be very rare documents.

Some other memoranda are enclosed in the separate cover, which may be

of interest to you.

With all best wishes, I am ( erely,
F0 s

Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural

Under Separate Cover: Development Department

Users Guide to CBDISPLAY, 3/25/79.

Irrigation Crop Production Functions, 2/12/79.

Mechanized Irrigation in Developing Countries, 7/26-28, 1978.

On-Farm Irrigation Costs, 6/1/78.
Information Note on Drip Irrigation (CONFIDENTIAL), May 

1977.

FLUotes~rm

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Pickering, Donaldson (AGR/CPS), w/o enclosures.



WORLD BANK ' INIERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION f

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Donald Pickering, Assistant Director, ACR DATE: March 27, 1979

FROM Graham Donaldson, Chief, AGREP

SUBJECT: APAS - Management Responsibilities

1. In accordance with his wish (see attached memorandum) Jim Goering
will relinquish responsibility for APAS development and support as of
April 20, 1979. He will pass responsibility to Gordon Temple, who will
henceforth have charge of all Division computing activities, except where
individual research activities of other Division members are involved.

2. I would like to acknowledge the substantial contribution of
Jim Goering, and the able assistance of his several colleagues as identified,
in steering APAS into its operational phase.

cc: M. Yudelman D. Rix
P. Richardson P. Hamsher
T.J. Goering V. Sahasrabudhe
G. Temple H. Kim
Other AGREP Members Y. Kimaro

N. Pinto

GDonaldson:mt



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief, AGREP DATE: March 26, 1979

FROM Jim Goering J-

SUBJECT: Relinquishment of My Responsibilities in the
Development and Introduction of APAS

1. You will recall that in June 1977, I was asked to take over the

divisional responsibility for the development and introduction of APAS.

In the intervening months, I believe good progress has been made. This

is due in significant measure to fine technical support from Hyung Kim,

Young Kimaro, Nancy Pinto and others in the division, as well as good col-

laboration with David Rix, Patty Hamsher and Vikas Sahasrabudhe of CAD.

During these months, this AGR/CAD group has:

- identified, introduced and tested one set of enhancements to
APAS and identified a second set for possible completion in

FY1980;

- set up, and maintained regular contact with, a 6-member
regional APAS Advisory Group to better represent regional
interests in APAS development;

- completed a major rewrite and two subsequent minor revisions

of the APAS Users' Guide;

- carried out two 12-hour APAS training workshops for 28 project
staff (and organized a third workshop for April);

- completed the acceptance testing phase of APAS development;

and

- provided back-up support to facilitate the use of APAS in

some 17 project appraisals.

2. The development work on APAS is now entering a somewhat different

phase, with greater emphasis on "fine-tuning" enhancements and a focus on
integrating APAS with CB/Display and Project Processor. These efforts can

undoubtedly be carried out most effectively under single leadership and by
one with greater technical competency than I have in computers and program-

ming. I therefore request that I be relieved of the responsibility for

administering the divisional work as it pertains to APAS development. My

preference would be to relinquish this responsibility immediately after

the third training workshop is complete, i.e., about April 20. Of course,

I would be willing to assist in APAS development on an ad hoc basis in

future months if a need .should arise. As part of this change in responsi-

bilities, I also ask to be relieved of my assignment as member of the Task

Force on Application of Computing Techniques to Project Work and as chair-

man of the Agricultural Sub-group of that Task Force.

TJG:vau
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Mr. Mcsaara March 26, 1979

Shirley Boskey, Di 6 tcr, IRD (through !r. W. Clark)

World Conference 'ryAginn Reform and pural Pevelonment

The World Conference on A7,rarian reform and Rural Development will
be held in Pone this summer, July 12-20. This Conference, organized by
PAO, has been several years in the making. The bank has provided docu-
mentation for it and has actively participated in preparatory work. It
will be a major conference, one of interest to many org'anizations of the
UN system (some 15 took part in the most recent preparatory rmeting
earlier this nouth) - as well as to other inter-governmental and non-
governmental organizations.

Delegations to the Conference will be high-level. A number of
agency heads are planning to acted :- opening sessions of the Conference.
The Secretary-General of the Confe e told the Tank's representative at
the March preparatory comnittete ceJ that he very much hoped that you
would address the opening sessioi.

I have talked with Monty Yudelman about this. We both feel that the
Conference affords an appropriate occasion and! an appropriate forum for
a major statement by the B ank. Would you consider stopping in Rome on
your way to Romania/Yugoslavia to address the Conference? I am sure that
if you were willing to do so, arrangements could! be muade for you to speak
on the Friday, the second day of the Conference (unfortunately, Friday
the 13th). There would be no interference with your Romania/Yugoslavia
schedule.

The Bank should, in any case, be represented at a high level. While
Monty will spenkd somie time dt the Con.ference an could, if necessary,
make a statement for the Bank, he feels, and I agree, that it wouli be
better if a _ore scnior official :ma.e the stattieet. if yoU concLuue
that you cannot address the Conference yourself, we hope that you would
agree that one of the Vce-Presidents, preferably a ibird c'orier, might
do so.

SEBoskey: jfLa

c.c. Mr. YudeInan
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Burney, Genovt



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 6 P A

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Mr. D.C. Pickering (Assistant Director, AGR/CPS) DATE: March 26, 1979

FROM. F.L. Hotes (Irr 7/4/ln Adviser, AGR/CPS)

SUBJLCT Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation Projects

1. For some time I have been concerned about the generally poor

operation and maintenance (O&M) of irrigation projects which the Bank

has helped finance or is helping to finance, as well as other irrigation

projects in the developing countries. This concern stems from information

obtained from supervision, appraisal and completion reports, oral communica-

tions from staff, and personal observation. It appears to be especially

critical in countries with severe shortages of project and/or public revenues,

such as Bangladesh. Subnormal O&M efforts and results occur despite the

covenants appearing in all project legal documents, in which the Borrower or

Project Authority agrees to maintain the works in accordance with normal

engineering standards.

2. In the last issue of "Finance and Development", an article written

by an IMF staffer appeared on the subject but covered a wide range of project

types. It is a good article. In discussing Bangladesh Water Development

Board problems with Warren Fairchild, ASP, who has been leading the Bank

review work of the Board, O&M aspects came to the fore, and it was suggested

that the possibility be explored of preparing a ten-year O&M project for the

Board on a nationwide basis. His subsequent memorandum is attached, together

with a copy of a March 12, 1979, draft report by TRP/CPS on "The Highway

Maintenance Problem." A copy of this memorandum and attachments are being

circulated to CPS advisers for discussion at our April 11, 1979, meeting

with you. (Do not circulate.Fairchild memorandum.)

3. I would like to see a paper similar to the TRP draft prepared for

Irrigation Projects. It would differ in many respects from the TRP paper,

primarily in that maintenance and operations would have to be treated initi-

ally somewhat separately and then together. I would like to see the economic

benefits of irrigation project maintenance demonstrated in an initial paper.
I am not aware of any papers or publications focusing on this point. From

there, we could proceed to blend in the results of our ODI and McSwain studies.

4. In the meantime, I think it might be worthwhile to circulate the

TRP draft among the Regions and to solicit comments on the desirability, or

need, to look for ways to improve O&M in irrigation projects, perhaps by means

of O&M projects.

Attachments

FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. Darnell, Fransen, Gray, Spall, Spears, Turnham, Donaldson, Collins,

Russell, Naseem, Sutherland (AGR/CPS)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. K. Pranich, Chief, ASPAA DATE: March 16, 1979

FROM: Warren D. Fairchild, ASPAA-44

SUBJECT: BANGLADESH: Water Sector Operation and Maintenance Proposal

1. The purpose of this memo is to "float" some preliminary views
for a project proposal for an O&M program for schemes of the Bangladesh

Water Development Board (BWDB).

2. A major finding of the Joint GOB/World Bank Review of BWDB was

the sizeable disinvestments occurring to water sector facilities because

of inadequate O&M. The Green Cover Report (January 16, 1979) recommends

that a member for operation and maintenance be added to the Board with

assignment of appropriate staff and adequate funding (see para 3.33 and

4.29). It was further recommended that the field organization be re-

organized to facilitate a strengthened O&M program. COB officials (in-.

cluding BWDB) concurred in these recommendations, which will now be in-

cluded in the Final Joint Report.

3. . . Without affirmative action by World Bank, I fear that the follow-
through to fully implement this institutional improvement on O&M by GOB

will be of little more consequence than past efforts to implement the O&M

covenants found in the various Development Credit Agreements. Under the

current fiscal environment in Bangladesh, when the "push comes to shove,"

such items as O&M in the annual recurrent budget will come out second best

to the annual development budget.

4. I find an analogy between this situation and that outlined in a

draft report (March 12, 1979) prepared by the World Lank Transportation

Department (TRP), "The Highway Maintenance Problem"(copy attached). (I am

'also attaching copy of an article, "The Underfinancing of Recurrent Develop-

ment Costs," published in the March 1979 issue of "Finance and Development").

The TRP draft document traces past World Bank lending programs and policies
on Highway O&M. Because of continuing deficiencies in O&M (particularly in

the developing countries with the severest financial constraints), this report

advocates a broadened World Bank lending policy to include not only institu-

tion building for O&M, but participation by World Bank on a declining basis

for recurrent 0&M costs.

5. Agreement by BWDB to strengthen its O&M institutional arrangement

is a good first step, however, without ia cquate anpower and funding this

organizational improvement would probably .e of little consequence. With BWDB
desire to improve its O&M function, I would propose that the World Bank move

expeditiously to assist in equipping and funding this organization. Such

assistance, (based upon a project proposal) would be in the form of an IDA

credit. Such a credit could include funJing for required equipment, facili-

ties, repairs, spares, and ziaterials as well as a training component for
personnel and finnif a port ion of recurrent costs on a declining scale over

a period of 10 years. This proposed credit should include covenants on the

continued and roqi[red 01 fundig as well as implementing increased cost

recovery from water sector schemes to cover such 0&M costs (see para 4.35 of

the Cre0n COve r Roert). Ti creit sheuld serve as "seed money" In developing
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an 0&M institution with the stature that would afford likely assurance' of its

continuity as a viable and effective organization.

6. Currently, BWDB's 0&M requirements for irrigation are small

(150,000 ac), but they will grow substantially in the next few years. Many

of its flood protection and drainage facilities require immediate attention

with some deteriorating to the condition that they now require rehabilitation.

Now is a good time to cooperate with BWDB in developing its O&M program because

it can develop with the growth of the BWDB program and be phased and funded

accordingly.

7. As a supplement to this program, an expanded program should be up-

dated to rehabilitate existing BWDB facilities to get them up to a satisfactory

operating level. This also should be a priority for World Bank and other donor

agency lending. A start on this program for smaller rehabilitation projects

can be covered under the proposed sector credit for small schemes.

8. I strongly recommend that the World Bank consider an O&M program

for BWDB administered facilities somewhat in line with the March 16 TRP draft

report. Such a program would be quite small--possibly US$25 to 30 M over a

period up'to 10 years on a declining basis. We cannot be assured that such

a program will result in a strong continuing program, but the likelihood of

success is better than the current scenario that generally follows the script

of: (a) new scheme, (b) deterioration, (c) rehabilitation, (d) deterioration,

(e) - - - -. Such an O&M program should have priority for World Bank lending
over new schemes and with reasonable success will improve the efficiency and

effectiveness of such schemes. As indicated in the TRP Report, the ROR for

O&M projects are generally considerably higher than for new schemes.

9. I would propose that such a program be discussed with GOB and BWDB

officials in the near future as a followiup to the final report of the Joint

GOB/World Bank Review of BWDB. Such a program could be initiated as early as

FY 1980/81.

10. Conceivably, such a program may be required also in Pakistan.

Experience in Bangladesh, where the need is greater, would so indicate. In

the meantime, I would not propose that the upcoming Pakistan 0&M program for

flood control and drainage facilities should include recurrent cost for World

Bank lending. However, such recurring costs should be included as part of the

project costs to be borne by GOB and the Provinces. The other components, i.e.,

facilities, equipment, spares, materials, training, etc., should be considered

for funding under the proposed credit.

Attachments

WDFai rchild/km
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The Highway Maintenance Problem

MAJOR ISSUES

There is abundant evidence, supported by recent research, that the economicreturn from maintenance of existing highway infrastructure is extremely high. Yet es-tablishing adequate maintenance has proven to be the most difficult area in highwaydevelopment and the Bank's lending therefor.

The causes of poor maintenance performance are complex and interrelated:

-- Governmental authorities have erroneously viewed maintenance efforts aslow priority and easily postponable so that budget allocations are oftentoo low. (Paragraphs 2.09-11, 2.24-25, 3.06)

-- Difficulties in recruiting, training and retaining qualified and motivatedstaff, at both managerial and vocational levels, severely hamper main-tenance activities in most countries. (Paragraphs 6.01-6.02)

-- Maintenance operations, being small scale and widely scattered, are inher-ently difficult to manage and prone to inefficiencies; in fact maintenanceis more a managerial than an engineering problem. (Paragraphs 7.01-7.06)

SInadequate domestic financing mechanisms, uneven supplies of spare parts,fuel and materials, and delayed renewal of equipment frequently underminethe efficiency of operations. (Paragraphs 5.01, 5.10, 5.15)

The main steps to be taken to improve the situation are:

The Bank should broaden its efforts to disseminate information to borrowersand co-lenders on the economic priority of maintenance and foster improved attitudesand planning procedures. (Paragraphs 3.09, 4.05, 5.11-12)

The guiding principle of Bank efforts should be to develop local capacity for
planning and executing comprehensive, well balanced programs with an' appropriate blendof routine and periodic maintenance and capital rehabilitation and strengthening. This
will imply that the Bank should:

-- Continue to seek more specific, stronger agreements with its borrowers onthe financing of maintenance programs, on Action Plans to remedy operationaldeficiencies, and on terms of reference for technical assistance and train-
ing programs. (Paragraphs 5.23-25, 7.13-14, 9.02-03)

-- Be prepared to finance, on a declining basis, a proportion of the incremental
recurrent costs of an expanded maintenance program during a period of insti-
tution building in a few of the poorest countries. (Paragraphs 5.06-16)

-- Give particular attention to more effective equipment management and appro-priate accounting mechanisms. (Paragraphs 5.17-21, 7.14)

-Further increase t he emphasis given to borrower's training programs and,especially, their continuity. (Paragraphs 6.02-04, 6.14-15)

Simplified management systems, emphasizing field inspection, equipment per-formance, and small cost improvement studies, should be encouraged. (Paragraphs 7.04-10)
Competitive tendering and contracting of maintenance activities should be con-sidered where feasible; contractors are often mor cost effective and the small scale

and continuous nature of maintenance activities provides an excellent vehicle to foster
local contracting industries. (Paragraphs 8.02-05, 8.12)
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OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

i. Among problems in the growth of countries' highway transport systems,
development of effective highway maintenance is one of the most important and
the most intractable. It has increasingly come to the fore in the developing
countries since the completion in the late 1960s and early 1970s of extensive
additions to national trunk networks, and with the aging of earlier-built sec-
tions. Current construction of large amounts of secondary and rural roads adds
to the maintenance workload. Countries are increasingly recognizing the impor-
tance of maintenance and coming to the Bank for assistance.

ii. While the Bank has long been concerned with the maintenance problem
and the development of maintenance systems, its experience -- equally of projects
specifically devoted to this purpose as with maintenance covenants in highway
construction loans -- also shows that building up the necessary institutional
capacities is much more difficult than building road networks. No maintenance
development effort with, which the Bank has been involved was foreseen as being
more than ten years in duration. Yet none has taken less than ten years in
practice.

iii. The purpose of this paper is to distill the results of the Bank's ex-
perience, and of the research that it has done over the last ten years on high-
way construction and maintenance economics, with a view to identifying approaches
and solutions that seem to work better than others. The focus is mainly on the
still unresolved problems of national highway maintenance; rural roads often
require approaches mobilizing more local or regional capacities and resources,
but they too can benefit from many of the measures suggested.

iv. The history of the Bank's involvement in highway maintenance is one of
increasing emphasis in its highway operations on this problem area, and increas-
ing specificity in maintenance covenants, maintenance projects and consultant
terms of reference. The general conclusion of the current review is that this
same trend should be further extended, in full recognition that the maintenance
problem is structural and institutional. The justification for Bank financing
in this area is not so much the expected physical impact of the hardware provided
as the contribution such lending, and related arrangements, can make to building
up the institutional framework for adequate performance of maintenance on a con-
tinuous basis.

v. Highway construction and maintenance form an integrated cycle over
time that needs to be adjusted to the conditions of a particular road, its physical
state and traffic growth. Earth roads need routine maintenance (i.e. operations
repeated one or more times every year), such as ditch cleaning, pothole filling,
grading and vegetation control. Normally it is worthwhile to construct the road
to gravel standard when traffic reaches 15-40 vehicles per day. Regular routine
maintenance continues to be needed, and in addition periodic maintenance (i.e.
operations repeated every five to ten years) in the form of regravelling. Con-
struction to paved standards is normally warranted at traffic volumes of 200-500



vehicles per day. Routine maintenance then includes patching of cracks, and
periodic maintenance takes the form of bituminous surface dressings or seals.
A further type of operation, partially substituting for maintenance but sub-
stantially improving the road, is upgrading or betterment, such as asphalt
overlays and minor drainage and alignment improvements. Finally there is main-
tenance of the equipment used for maintenance itself.

vi. Many countries have tried to economize by adopting time-staging
strategies for paving, i.e. starting with a relatively low-cost pavement and
strengthening it over time as traffic grows. The Bank's research on alternative
highway construction/maintenance strategies suggests that while this is theor-
etically the best approach, it can easily turn out much more costly (in terms
of present worth of total costs) if subsequent maintenance does not reach the
high standards and timeliness assumed. Vehicle loading much beyond legal limits
is also widespread in developing countries, particularly on main roads, and
can do severe damage to pavements. Thus new construction needs to take careful
account of these risks of vehicle overloading and inadequate maintenance, while
pavement underdesign in the past makes maintenance and overlays or other strengthen-
ing measures even more important than otherwise.

vii. The Bank lends in support of national or regional maintenance programs
or parts of them -- such as routine maintenance systems, periodic gravel road
maintenance, or equipment maintenance arrangements. One aspect of program for-
mulation is to minimize the economic costs of each type of operation, for exam-
ple emphasizing efficiently run, labor-intensive techniques where unskilled
labor is plentiful. Another aspect is to get the best combination of the
different operations on the various classes of road in the network, in principle
carrying each activity to the point where it yields a marginal return equal to
the opportunity cost of capital. To avoid low-priority operations hidden within
a broader program, it is helpful to consider what amounts of which operations
would be sacrificed in the event of, say, a 20% cutback in annual appropriations
for maintenance operations, and what would be added with a 20% increase, and then
to determine the returns to these decremental and incremental expenditures.

viii. The resultant savings in vehicle operating costs, particularly in
vehicle maintenance and tire wear, are normally of overriding importance within
the total returns to maintenance expenditures. These savings are estimates on
the basis of road tests and user surveys regarding operating costs on roads in
different condition, plus surveys and inventories of the state of the network
and assessment of the improvements that different maintenance operations will
bring about. Other important benefits are postponements of major expenditures
that would otherwise become necessary for rehabilitation and reconstruction,
and avoidance or reduction of road closures, for instance of unpaved roads in
the wet season.

ix. Recent Bank experience shows that the estimated overall economic returns
to proposed maintenance projects are very high, and higher than those for proposed
road construction projects: an average of 40% or higher, for instance, over
eight major maintenance schemes supported by loans in FY 1978, compared with an
average of 24% for all the new construction for which the Bank made loans in that
year. High returns seem actually to have been achieved too. Completed maintenance
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projects show returns at ex-post audit that are sometimes several times the
opportunity cost of capital and only very rarely beneath it, even in cases where
physical achievements fell substantially short of forecasts. Basically the high
returns reflect the great profitability of small expenditures to maintain the
full service value obtainable from very large earlier investments in construc-
tion. But they also suggest that some shift of additional resources into
maintenance would be worthwhile in many countries.

x. The broader purpose of the Bank projects is to enable this to be
carried through effectively, and then sustained. The problems are generally
much more than can be dealt with simply by a covenant requiring good maintenance
or adequate funding. In a few countries one constraint - such as insufficient
budgetary allocations, inefficiency in use of available resources, or inadequate
staff -- is clearly dominant. But in most the situation is much more complex.
Budgetary allocations are insufficient in part because the Finance Ministry has
low faith in the efficiency with which the funds will be spent. Existing in-
efficiency is often closely connected with poorly trained, motivated and organized
staff, and diversion of their efforts to other works. These deficiencies result
in part from inadequate incentive structures and shortage of financial resources.
Yet it is not worthwhile -- and may not be politically possible -- to loosen the
financial leash unless efficiency improves. In many countries there is at one
and the same time both need for additional regular funding and scope for cost
reduction.

xi. Capacity building is in some ways a better description of what needs
to be done than institution-building, due to the narrow interpretation sometimes
given the latter expression. Creation of legal and administrative structures
and institutions, clarifying responsibilities for maintenance in general or par-
ticular parts of the task, is an area where the Bank projects have had the least
difficulties. Such reorganizations have often been delayed, but they have usually
been done. The problems have arisen more in filling out the new organizational
structures with adequate staff, developing the necessary discipline and sense of
responsibility, providing needed operating funds and reaching an effective day-to-
day functioning on a countrywide basis.

xii. The main burden of this type of work within a Public Works Ministry is
normally carried by a few key nationals - whose dedication and leadership can
often make the difference between success and failure -- and by the foreign con-
sultants and technical assistance whose role has been vital in such advances as
have been made in almost all Bank-supported maintenance projects. The consultant
job in maintenance is difficult and delicate. It involves local attitudinal and
cultural factors as much as technical ones. Also, a careful balance has to be
maintained among the many resources assembled to perform maintenance, many of
which, like attitudes and staff capacities, have to be developed gradually. The
absorptive capacity for consultants and technical assistance can itself increase
over time. Thus maintaining a good balance is partly a matter of foresight by
the consultants assisting the program, and partly one of defining and structuring
their terms of reference and the physical components of the project realistically -
in many cases phased over longer time periods than previously thought.

xiii. A central task in capacity-building, but one where the appropriate
balance has been particularly difficult to achieve, is staff training. The Bank
has been ahead of many other foreign assistance agencies in supporting such
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training, through financing for physical facilities, training equipment,
foreign trainers and overseas scholarships. It is continuing to deepen its

involvement. Past programs have often been too small, too partial, too desk-

dependent or too unrelated to the real starting point of existing staff.

Proper planning has to be based on a comprehensive, forward-looking analysis

of the prospective balance between changing skill requirements, at different

levels and in different specialties, and prospective availabilities from exist-

ing sources; allowance has to be made for typical high losses of staff to the

private sector. This requires an early appraisal and inventory of staff and

their educational attainments, just as engineering works require collection of

basic data on soils and hydrology.

xiv. To give it sufficient continuity, status and weight in broader policy

making for the highway department, the whole- function of training or staff-

development, for all levels from senior engineers and managers to patrolmen

and drivers, needs to be institutionalized. Training efforts have too often

been seen as one-shot affairs, without. allowance for the fact that 10% or more

of the staff may need to be replaced each year due to retirements and losses to

the private sector, and that remaining staff may need recycling. Modern main-

tenance training programs supported by the Bank usually provide for at least

brief training of between one-tenth and one-fifth of total staff above the grade

of laborer each year. Most countries have by now set up training sections in their

Highway Departments, but many of these need upgrading to higher administrative

standing.

xv. Discontinuity of training efforts has been an unfortunate and frequent

problem in the past, It would be highly desirable for the Bank to find adminis-

tratively simple means for providing on a last-resort basis the small amount of

financing sometimes required to sustain efforts between completion of one project

and initiation of another. This could be through the Project Preparation

Facility or other similar arrangement.

xvi. With reasonably efficient operations, the total amount of money required

for maintenance of the highway network is not.very great. Some 2%, or slightly

less, of the road capital stock (replacement or updated original investment value)

is generally sufficient to cover a year's requirements for routine and periodic

operations as well as maintenance and renewal of the equipment involved. This

seldom represents more than a fraction of annual government revenues from road

users and, provided it is efficiently spent, almost immediately repays itself

several-fold.

xvii. But the funds do need to be provided on a regular and timely basis,

even in face of sharp budgetary fluctuations. If they are not, then the costs

to the country - first in the form of extra operating costs (with a substantial

foreign exchange component) for road users, and soon after in the form of claims

on the public fisc for rehabilitation and reconstruction -- become much higher.

New construction can be postponed during periods of financial stringency, but

very little maintenance can be. Experience with automatic mechanisms, such as

Road Funds, for channelling sufficient resources into road maintenance has not

generally been good. The solution to the problem is more a matter of fiscal

and administrative discipline and advance planning, and wider recognition of the

economic importance of maintenance.



xviii. Sub-Saharan Africa faces special problems because of the sparseness
of population relative to the large size of the countries and of the heavy
dependence on foreign economic assistance. On the one hand, it is already
devoting to road maintenance twice as high a proportion of national GDP as
developing countries in other regions, while minimally adequate maintenance
would require it devote 50% more, or three times as much as other countries.
On the other hand, foreign assistance agencies working in the highways field
have generally been prepared to cover about three times as high a proportion-
of the total costs of road construction (and reconstruction) as of road main-
tenance projects; this in turn creates some bias against maintenance under
circumstances where foreign aid is such an important factor in total public
expenditure allocations.

xix. The Bank's policy in financing of maintenance, in Africa as elsewhere,
has generally been to lend for capital expenditures, roughly defined asthose
that yield benefits over a five-year period or longer. This has meant in prac-
tice that the Bank has lent readily for technical assistance and training,
construction of workshops, procurement of maintenance equipment, rehabilitation
of existing equipment, initial inventories of spare parts and any periodic main-
tenance operations, whether carried out by force account or by contract. It has
thus been able to lend -- and in Africa has lent -- for a considerably higher
proportion of the total costs of maintenance projects than most other aid-
suppliers have normally done. On the other hand, like them, it has very seldom
lent to cover any part of the operating costs of routine maintenance.

xx. The Bank's approach reflects the basic proposition that ultimate re-
ponsibility for maintenance, including in particular the recurrent costs of
routine operations, should be that of the borrower. The Bank's reluctance
to finance such recurrent costs has undoubtedly strengthened financial/adminis-
trative discipline, and resulted in increased Government support for these
expenditures, in many countries.

xxi. But this policy has at times been in conflict with the basic capacity-
building purpose of the Bank's lending for maintenance, and may to some extent
have inhibited an appropriate Bank/borrower focus on building up routine main-
tenance capacity where this is the most critical need. Where budgetary con-
straints are as.tight as in many sub-Saharan African countries, this stringency
has sometimes led to personnel and equipment lying idle for long periods for
lack of fuel, materials and spares. Also, in many countries, regular government
funding is most critically needed for keeping spare parts inventories at a satis-
factory level, but the short-run injections of spares sometimes financed by the
Bank have not contributed substantially to a more permanent resolution of the
problem.

xxii.. Therefore, the focus of Bank lending should be on the overall objectives
and priorities of maintenance programs and the build-up of local efforts and
institutions to the most cost-effective combination of routine and periodic main-
tenance, equipment maintenance and renewal. Emphasis should be placed on the in-
crease over time in the proportion of total maintenance outlays (capital as well
as recurrent) financed domestically, but the particular application of Bank/IDA
funds within the maintenance field would be chosen by reference to what would
contribute- most to strengthening the effectiveness of the maintenance institu-
tions. In special cases (e.g. poor countries in Africa) where an expanded Govern-
ment financial commitment is being asked for over a period of time, and there is
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critical shortage of funds (e.g. for fuel and spare parts) the Bank should be
prepared to finance a part of the incremental recurrent costs (normally on a
declining share basis) over the build-up period. Financial covenants would
reflect the great importance the Bank attaches to appropriate increases in
Government shares over time.

xxiii. The problems of equipment accounting and charging and of finding
regular domestic arrangements for keeping spare parts inventories at more ade-
quate levels need greater emphasis in Bank policy. Autonomous equipment funds
fed by hire charges from equipment users already exist in principle in many
countries and have substantial potential advantages for improving the efficiency
of equipment management and utilization. They can also _facilitate the financing
of renewals in those quite numerous better-off countries which should be able
to finance equipment replacement out of their own resources. Such funds could
be strengthened by use of more fully commercial accounting. This would be
supported by having equipment portions of Bank highway loans on-lent by Govern-
ment at harder commercial terms, as now sometimes done with lending destined for
credit institutions. Phasing of Bank-financed equipment procurement over
periods of years could also facilitate efficient management and eventual renewal.
Arrangements for local provision of the small amounts of foreign exchange re-
quired to replenish spare parts inventories are critically important. They
should be worked out to succeed any lending for initial spare parts inventories
and reflected, as necessary, in maintenance financing covenants.

xxiv. Current rates of availability, utilization and productivity of main-
tenance equipment are very low in many countries and present a significant area
for improvement in efficiency and for overall cost reduction. The use of auto-
nomous funds fed by hire charges can help improve the accuracy of detailed record-
ing and reporting systems, which are essential instruments of management in
the equipment field. The Bank has begun to work out with some borrowers Action
Plans detailing agreed measures to improve the efficiency of maintenance opera-
tions over the project period. The targetting and follow-up for such Action
Plans are based in large part on the borrower's own internal management information
system. Equipment performance is an aspect of maintenance which most needs pur-
suit in this manner, through Action Plans prepared with experienced mechanical
engineering input.

xxv, Another significant way to improve maintenance efficiency and cut costs
is by greater recourse to the private sector. Use of contractors can reduce the
burden on scarce Government staff, and also bring lower costs as a result of com-
petitive pressures to efficiency which it is hard to duplicate under civil
service arrangements. An even flow of relatively small jobs, such as maintenance
can provide, is moreover an ideal way of fostering nascent domestic contracting
industry. Periodic maintenance is normally contracted out in many of the more
advanced developing countries, as are specific jobs such as supply and transport
of materials. Ways are now being found to contract out routine maintenance also.

xxvi. Many consultants appear to have placed excessive emphasis on elaborate
management information systems, even in countries greatly lacking staff and facil-
ities. Under these conditions the need seems to be more for a simple but highly
disciplined inspection/supervision system for field operations, relying for
written reporting largely on existing accounting and work-order practices, and
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emphasizing regular and unexpected inspection visits by supervisors at each
level to units under their charge. The focus would be on developing a shared
concept of standards, and a strong sense of responsibility for keeping to those
standards whatever the necessary effort. The next step would be creation of a
small Organization and Methods section at headquarters, for ad hoc studies.
Only at this stage, and provided that the equipment information system is
already functioning without problem, should more elaborate field reporting
systems be attempted.

xxvii. At later stages in development, and already in many of the Bank's
borrowing countries better supplied with educated manpower, there can be more
systematic collection of planning data and regular comparison of budget and
plan against actual. But these systems should be built gradually and in re-
sponse to need. For instance, regular traffic counts, using a proper sampling
basis and with adequate checks, should be made first for roads with some 100-
200 vehicles per day. Focussed on situations and types of data which provide
scope for management choice, information systems can help significantly to get
a more efficient allocation of resources by identifying problem sections in the
network and showing up areas of operational inefficiency.

xxviii. Even then public attitudes and public interest will remain of great
importance. They will affect both the resources allocated to maintenance and
the standards of performance which the highway authorities will try to attain.
They will also impinge on the treatment of roads by the road users themselves,
for instance in regard to truck overloading, a problem that cannot usually be
solved except by close cooperation between Government and trucker associations.
The Bank could usefully help the growth of general road user associations and
similar public-interest groups by such means as provision of comparative country
statistics and general documentation. Also, the Bank should seek the cooperation
and support of ~iher leidera and aid-agencies in meeting the maintenance objectives,

xxix. Even though borrowing countries have often fallen short on relevant
loan covenants and project objectives, the Bank has played a useful role in the
development of maintenance capacity and it has improved the quality of its
assistance over time. It should continue and expand the emphasis it has been
giving to road maintenance, both in assessment of countries' eligibility for
further highway lending and in the composition of new projects. It should push
for more specific action plans, training programs, budgeting arrangements and
administrative systems. It should agree with Governments achievement targets
and control mechanisms to judge and guide progress. The suggestions for
strengthening the Bank's action in maintenance which emerge from this review
are summarized in the final chapter of the report.



I. Introduction

1.01 Highway maintenance is a worldwide problem, as suggested by the
difficulties that some of the states in the United States are having in ade-
quately preserving even some highly trafficked highways. But it is partic-
ularly a serious problem in most of the Bank's borrowing countries. The
Bank has long been concerned with maintenance of national highway networks,
and countries themselves are increasingly coming to the Bank to ask for help
and advice to improve their maintenance systems. Greater emphasis on rural
development in the 1970s, and much more lending for rural roads construction,
further raises maintenance needs. Yet maintenance has been an area of rather
limited success in the Bank's earlier highways and roads lending.

1.02 The purpose of this paper is to reexamine the economic priority of
highway maintenance, and its importance in development, and to see what solu-
tions seem to work in practice. Use is made of the research on highway design
and maintenance standards and strategies that the Bank has done over the last
ten years in conjunction with institutions in England, United States, France
and, subsequently, Kenya, Brazil and India; this research has produced a fairly
comprehensive computer model, which has now been applied in several cases, for
analysis of road investment/maintenance decisions. Also, special reviews have
been made of past projects financed by the Bank/IDA with maintenance objectives
and components, and in particular of certain programs which have worked better
than others despite difficult circumstances. These reviews have tended to
show that there is still quite a long way to go in maintenance improvement even
in these cases.

1.03 In the course of the investigations various questions have arisen
about Bank policies and advice with regard to highway maintenance and its fin-
ancing, and the paper makes some suggestions for strengthening them.

1.04 The basic issues which the paper tries to illuminate therefore cover
maintenance as such:

- how can the adequacy of maintenance be measured?

- how does one decide what is an appropriate expenditure on main-
tenance, and on different components of maintenance programs?

- why do many Governments appear to spend too little?

- what are the key constraints to effective maintenance develop-
ment, and how can they best be overcome?

and Bank policies with regard to maintenance:

- is maintenance an appropriate object of Bank financing and, if
so, what parts of it?

- is there internal contradiction between Bank readiness to finance
maintenance operations and the covenants generally included in
road construction loans whereby Governments agree to maintain the
roads?
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- are the high economic rates of return typical on maintenance
projects conceptually comparable with' the economic rates of
return calculated for road construction projects?

- how can maintenance covenants be made more effective?

1.05 The paper proceeds by discussing the evidence on the economic signif-
icanc.e of highway maintenance- and reviewing the Bank's overall experience with
assistance for development of maintenance capacity. It then treats, roughly
in the order of their current importance in the developing countries as a whole,
each of the five major dimensions of the maintenance problem - Attitudinal,
Financial, Staffing, Management and Institutional. A small section follows on
the role of consultants. The paper ends with a chapter of conclusions, sumariz-
ing principal suggestions.

II. The Significance of Maintenance

2.01 Maintenance of highways has three principal purposes. First, it
prolongs their life and postpones the day when renewal will be required. Second,
it lowers the cost of operating vehicles on them. Third, especially in the
form of emergency operations like landslide removal and washout repair, it helps
to keep them open more continuously and to enable greater regularity, punctuality
and safety of road transport services. The first purpose mentioned corresponds
most directly to the interest of the highway authority, the second to that of
vehicle operators, and the third to that of the area's inhabitants more generally.

2.02 Roads deteriorate over time; the rate of deterioration may vary widely
depending on the climate, the strength of the pavement, and the traffic volume
and weights. The wear and tear of road surfaces by traffic is aggravated by rain
water and changes in temperature. Cracking occurs in bituminous pavements,
which, together with rain water ingress, causes rapid formation of ruts and pot-
holes. The bitumen in the wearing course gradually loses its binding quality,
and the pavement becomes brittle. Joints in concrete roads under the effect
of traffic and water become subject to "pumping", leading to edge cracking, spall-
ing and slab disfigurement. Heavy rainfalls cause ruts and wash-outs in earth
and gravel roads, and excessive water in the upper layers reduces their load
bearing capacity, causing deformations. In dry climates evaporation of water
reduces the bond in the surface grain structure, which then disintegrates under
traffic, so that the. fine binder material is lost in dust, and loose gravel left.
Rains may cause damage to road shoulders, and unchecked vegetation may overgrow
shoulders and road to prevent run-off and evaporation of water. Drains and cul-
verts need clearing and steel bridges painting, and signalization has to be kept
in order. Therefore, roads have to be built to standards commensurate with climatic
conditions and expected traffic, and then they must be adequately maintained to
prevent deterioration.

2.03 Intensive analysis and data collection over the last ten years suggest
that the largest benefits of highway maintenance actually accrue not to the high-
way authority but rather in the form of vehicle operating cost savings, and that
these are most often the dominant factor in reaching economically optimal highway
maintenance policy choices. For instance, in the case of an old or weakened
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pavement, the preservation purpose could be adequately met by recurrent patch-
ing and periodic resealing, with substantial benefit in the form of postponing
the need for full rehabilitation of the road. But, when all purposes are
taken into account and evaluated together, the best solution may often turn out
to be an early asphalt overlay, mainly because of.the reduction in vehicle
operating costs which it will bring.

2.04 Empirical analysis has shown that a paved road surface in reasonably
good condition can so save on vehicle and tire wear and maintenance as to cause
total vehicle operating costs to be some 15% lower than they would be if the
surface was being poorly maintained_/. At modern prices, a 15% saving means
about USC2 per km for cars and US410-15 for heavy vehicles (excluding passenger
time savings), or an annual total of as much-as US$5,000 per- kilometer for roads
with 250 vehicles per day and US$15,000 for roads with 750 vehicles. For gravel
roads, the saving per vehicle can be about three times this, but of course the
vehicle numbers will normally be much less.

2.05 Highway maintenance is comprised of several different small-scale
engineering operations which are repeated at varying intervals, depending on
climate, terrain, traffic and design standards of the road. These operations
are normally classified according to the frequency with which they are repeated.
First, routine or recurrent maintenance consists of operations that normally
need to be repeated one or more times every year (e.g. vegetation control,
cleaning of ditches and culverts, shoulder repairs, grading of unpaved surfaces,
filling of potholes, patching of cracks, and emergency operations). Second,
periodic maintenance covers operations which typically need to be repeated only
every 5 to 10 years (e.g. regravelling for gravel roads, and bituminous surface
dressings or seals for paved roads). A third group of activities, the mainte-
nance of the maintenance equipment and facilities themselves, is an essential
support function which is typically incorporated within the highway organization
itself.

2.06 For paved and gravel roads in developing countries, the annual costs
of desirable routine maintenance (assuming reasonably efficient operations and
including equipment charges) will normally range today between about US$200 and
US$1,000 per km as a network-wide average, while a reasonable indicative average
figure for the periodic work (regravelling or reseal) is about US$8,000/km in
the years when it is required. For earth roads, desirable annual expenditures
on the same basis can be taken at about US$100-1,000/km. The ranges are very
wide because much depends on how extreme the climate is (especially with regard
to rainfall and freezing temperatures), how old the pavements are, and how great
the traffic is.

2.07 Combining both maintenance and new construction characteristics is
a fourth category of operations, upgrading or betterment (e.g. asphalt overlays,
other strengthening and rehabilitation measures, minor drainage and alignment

1/ Depending on vehicle fleet composition and age, and the degree of deteriora-
tion of the road network, the savings may vary from about 8 or 10% to as

much as 40%; the 15% cited is somewhat conservative.
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improvements). These measures substitute for, or reduce, routine and periodic
maintenance requirements, but they also yield an enhanced value of service and

extend the life of the existing asset to such degree as to constitute, in sub-

stantial part, capital renewal and improvement. Their cost is obviously highly
variable, depending on the extent of work involved, but reasonable indicative
figures for the more major operations are US$40-60,000/km for an overlay and
US$120-160,000/km for full rehabilitation of a two-lane paved road.

2.08 Without allowing for items in the last category, which are generally

treated as part of the capital budget, these figures imply that total annual

maintenance expenditures (the sum of routine and periodic) need be no more than
about 0.5 to 1.0% of replacement (or updated original investment) value for

paved roads and 1.0-3.0% for gravel roads. On a network-wide basis they would

work out, for example, at about 1.7% of total paved and gravel road capital

stock in Bolivia (roughly estimated replacement value: US$1,200 million) and
1.8% in Chad (approximate replacement value: US$85 million). The corresponding
benefits would normally be from five to ten times as much, with vehicle operating

cost savings representing 60-85% of the total and the savings from postponement

of the need for renewal the remainder.

2.09 Small though these expenditures are relative to the road capital

stock, and relative to the benefits they yield, they do have to be made in a

very regular and timely fashion to have their full potential value. This is

because of the significance of the vehicle operating cost savings each year
and because of the earlier and/or larger additional investments that are neces-

sary if they are not so made. Thus, if the amounts already given for routine

and periodic maintenance (making a combined annual average for a network of

about US$1500-2500/km) are spent regularly and effectively, not only will the
cited vehicle operating cost savings be realized, but also the need for rehabil-

itation or overlays can be postponed at-least five years1 /; moreover, especially
with weaker paved roads, the ultimate expenditure on rehabilitation can be

considerably less.

2.10 For unpaved roads, the empirical data gathered by the Bank deeply
underline the high value of regular routine operations to maintain a reasonable
minimum riding surface on roads with even as few as 10 vehicles per day. They
also show that, even for much higher traffic volumes, the economic profitability

of this work (largely grading) can greatly exceed that of regravelling. At a
more detailed operational level, where the same principles of timeliness still

apply, grading itself can be several times as effective if done immediately

following the rainy season (when there is still moisture in the upper layers),

rather than a few weeks later.

2.11 Timeliness is most critical of all in protection of paved roads from

water penetration. Pavement structures can be destroyed in a single season

when weakened by water penetration, as a result of cracks not being sealed or

1/ For a paved road, the savings in capital and interest costs (at 12%) for just
5 years additional life would be about $50,000/km if asphalt overlays could be

used, or more than $150,000/km if more extensive rehabilitation were required.
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ditches and culverts not being regularly maintained to ensure prompt evacuation
of rainfall. There is normally a critical phase in the life of a road pavement,
which may be just one or two years' duration in a wet climate, when pavement
strengthening is essential; delay beyond this period will necessitate far more
costly measures. One unfortunate illustration in the Bank's experience is the
case of a road which was to be rehabilitated a few years ago in West Africa;
deterioration during the one-year delay in award of contracts was sufficient
to require eventually full reconstruction, at a cost some US$6 million, or more
than one-third, higher than the rehabilitation would have cost; an additional
US$5-6 million could likely have been saved if, two or three years earlier, a
pavement overlay had been applied instead. Thus, contrary to views commonly
held outside engineering circles, there are few maintenance tasks -- grass
cutting being perhaps the principal one - which can be reduced or postponed
without engendering far larger penalties in terms of future maintenance and
reconstruction or vehicle operating costs.

2.12 Maintenance and construction really need to be seen as interacting
strategies over time, for the more of one that is done on any given section of
roads the less is needed of the other. The evidence indicates that, except
where gravelling is unusually expensive (say more than US$10/m3 laid), it is
generally worthwhile to gravel roads initially when they reach traffic volumes
of 15-40 vehicles per day. As traffic volumes increase, a point will be reached,
normally between 200 and 500 vehicles per day, where paving is warranted. At
this point the maintenance costs for the unpaved road may be twice to four times
as much as they would be for a paved road with the same traffic volume, and
vehicle operating costs will be substantially higher than on a paved road.

2.13 But how heavy should the pavement be? The research to date suggests
that the theoretically best approach (minimum present worth of total costs),
for a road with growing traffic, is a relatively low-cost pavement initially,
followed by rather frequent overlays (the first after only two-three years).
However it also shows that this approach, which requires very careful management
and timely maintenance interventions, is in the long run only slightly less
expensive than a heavier initial investment, to provide a stronger pavement.
Without that careful management, it easily turns out far more costly, leading to
the need for early rehabilitation or reconstruction. Thus the potentially most
economical time-staging strategies, with initial low-cost pavements, appear
to be a poor choice unless there is a relatively high probability that maintenance
will be performed in a timely manner.

2.14 Tight constraints on overall highway budgets are posing very difficult
dilemmas in many countries now and tending to give increasing importance to
maintenance and maintenance-related works. In some, past neglect of maintenance
means that the most crucial works in the construction category are in fact re-
habilitation to restore roads to the state where they can be preserved by regular
maintenance. In others, especially those where major additions were made to
the paved network in the 1960s and early 1970s, very careful maintenance and
timely overlays are of the highest priority now in order to avoid very large
requirements for premature rehabilitation in a few years' time. In others,
with low traffic volumes over extensive networks, major upgrading cannot yet be
economically justified and existing roads must be preserved. All of these factors
are causing a very selective attitude to new construction in many countries,
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often concentrating mainly on quick-return spot improvements and increases in
road capacity over short sections.

2.15 When roads do deteriorate more rapidly than expected, as has happened
in Bank-assisted construction programs, it is often hard to tell which of many
factors were determinant: excessively conservative traffic forecast, under-

design, faulty construction (and inadequate construction supervision), over-

loading of trucks, or lack of maintenance. Generally some combination of such
factors is involved, for timely maintenance interventions could in many cases
have largely compensated for small shortfalls on the other dimensions.

2.16 But a particularly serious factor in many cases appears to have been
truck overloading. With any given truck axle configuration, weight concentrated
on one truck does much greater damage to pavements than the same weight divided
over two, and has effects similar to a much greater than proportionate increase
of traffic. Thus, a load 50% above design load would be equivalent in its
effect on the pavement to 5 trucks of design load, while a load double the

design load would be equivalent to 20 such trucks. By the same token, a truck

with a single rear axle would cause a serious overload to a pavement if carrying

a load equivalent to the design load for a tandem rear axle truck; a similar
argument applies to single tires vs. dual tires. Traffic surveys have often
revealed overloading to be very extensively practiced, especially on main roads,
in developing countries. Reviews of Bank-assisted projects have sometimes

suggested that more attention should have been given, at the time of original

pavement design, to the possibility of overloading occurring, especially given
the great difficulties that have been experienced in actual enforcement of load

limits.

2.17 The broader issue of appropriate axle load limits for a country
requires very careful economic study, for the particular country, of what road
and bridge strengthening and maintenance costs would in fact be required with

various broad alternative axle load limit regimes and of what savings in truck

operating costs would be gained with the higher limits. The comparisons between

costs to the road authorities and savings to the road users also have to take

account of the higher cost to the Government of control and enforcement the

tighter the limits. Control of production and import of truck types can be as
important a means of overcoming the overloading problem as weight control on

the roads.

2.18 Some broad indicative ranges were cited earlier for appropriate

levels of maintenance expenditure, but the key practical question is how to

establish what is an adequate level for a particular country. Programs need to

be drawn up taking account of the distribution and growth of traffic as well as

the state of the roads and their surfaces, and the contribution each type of

maintenance operation can make. One aspect of such program formulation is to
minimize the economic costs of each type of operation, for example emphasizing

efficiently run labor-intensive techniques where unskilled labor is plentiful.

The other aspect is to get the best combination of maintenance operations, in
principle carrying each to the point where it yields a marginal return equal to

the opportunity cost of capital.

2.19 While the return to efficiently executed basic routine maintenance

(such as cleaning culverts, ditches and drains, filling potholes and controlling
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vegetation) is not normally in doubt, questions do arise, for unpaved roads,
about the appropriate frequency of routine grading and periodic regravelling.
Analysis has indicated, for example, that at low grading frequencies (one per
15,000 vehicle passes, i.e. one every 3-4 months for a road with a medium-high
gravel-road traffic of 150 vehicles per day), the return to additional gradings
is very high, but that as they increase there is a broad range (one per 4,000
to 10,000 vehicle passes) over which the returns to additional gradings are
relatively constant at about 10-15%. For a given traffic volume, somewhat higher
frequencies are normally economically justified for earth roads.

2.20 The key factors determining the return on regravelling are its costs,
the composition and growth of the roads' traffic, vehicle operating costs with
and without gravelling, and the social and economic costs of any temporary road
closures that may occur in the rainy season without regravelling; the higher
the regravelling cost, the higher will be the minimum level of traffic required
to warrant regravelling. Maintenance programming for paved roads means preparing
a specially designed combination of patching, resealing, overlays and rehabilita-
tion over the years for each section.

2.21 To emphasize the importance of optimizing program composition and of
excluding low-priority operations whose low return is hidden within a broader
program, there is much to be said for approaching programming with the objective
of establishing what amounts of which operations would be sacrificed in the
event of, say, a 20% reduction in annual appropriations for maintenance opera-
tions, and what would be added with a 20% increase, and what are the returns to
these decremental and incremental expenditures.

2.22 An inherent difficulty of maintenance planning -- and an additional
obstacle to convincing presentation of the case for Finance Ministry appropria-
tions for maintenance - is practical measurement of the parameters involved.
The economic importance of maintenance depends essentially on interrelated
small differences in the state of the roads and the costs of operating vehicles
on them. The research undertaken by the Bank is based largely on extensive
surveys of road roughnessl/, the difference that changes in this make to vehicle
operating costs, and the costs of maintenance operations restoring road rough-
ness to a lower level or keeping it there. A few developing countries (e.g.
Bolivia, Brazil, India, Kenya and Tunisia) have now obtained road roughness
measuring instruments. But this science is still at quite an early stage of
development and not universally known. Many developing countries are under-
taking deflection surveys2 / for paved roads, but not yet on the regular annual
basis that may be necessary to show rates of deterioration and hence establish
more precisely when and how thorough a strengthening is required. Moreover these
measuring devices deal with only part of what is involved in maintenance.

1/ Road roughness, as indicated by the cumulative recording of road distortions
over a certain road length (e.g. in mm/km) gives a measure of the road sur-
face quality. While a certain amount of roughness is built in at construc-
tion, it generally increases with the pounding of traffic and through
climatic effects.

2/ Pavement deflection, as measured under a specified loading, indicates the
structural strength of the pavement layer system. As the pavement is weakened
through the traffic action, ingress of water, etc., the deflection increases.
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2.23 Thus a good deal of experienced judgment is inevitably required for
establishing the values of the parameters which enter into preparation and
assessment of maintenance programs. Progress in the cases where more scientific
methods are applied helps to generate benchmarks and relationshsips for improv-
ing the application of judgment in other similar cases. Visual impression and
roughness "feel" will nonetheless remain very important primary indicators of
the state of roads and of what different maintenance operations can do about it,
in many developing countries as in most industrialized countries. These assess-
ments are then quantified, in terms of the various costs of the maintenance
operations and the benefits that they should bring in the form of reduced opera-
ting costs for rising traffic, substitution or postponement of heavier rehabil-
itation and reconstruction work, and preservation of year-round accessibility.
The difference between cost and benefit streams can be expressed as a rate of
return to the initial investment in maintenance equipment, workshops, technical
assistance, etc.

2.24 The resultant rates of return have tended typically to turn out very
high for maintenance projects considered for financing by the Bank in recent
years, and this does seem to be a further indication that in many countries
marginal shift of additional resources into maintenance from new construction
or from other sectors could indeed be advisable. Of the 21 highway loans and
credits totalling just over US$650 million which the Bank approved in the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1978, 13 included substantial maintenance components. An
economic rate of return was calculated for 12 of the maintenance components and
all of the new construction components. The rate of return for the maintenance
components was over 100% in four cases and averaged over 40% for the other cases,
while the rate of return for new construction averaged 24%, with a range from 11
to 56%. The flow of benefits from the physical investment in maintenance is
of course much shorter than from new construction, generally about 6-8 years
corresponding to the estimated average life of the equipment involved, compared
to 20 years for most new construction. But there is no reason to suppose benefits
cannot be reinvested over time at equally high returns in the maintenance field.

2.25 For the reasons discussed in paragraph 2.22, of dependence on
judgments about small differences in various large quantities, estimates of main-
tenance program rates of return may be considered subject to more variance than
those for construction programs. However the difference in the expected values
cited is very substantial. Most of the Bank-assisted maintenance projects
which have already been completed, despite substantial shortfalls in physical
achievement referred to in the next chapter, have nonetheless been judged to
show estimated actual rates of return far above the opportunity cost of capital.
This fact tends further to confirm the very high potential return to efficient
maintenance operations.

III. The Bank's Experience

3.01 The Bank has been concerned with the development of maintenance cap-
abilities from the start of its lending for highways in developing countries
in 1949. Many of the earliest loans for the highway sector were for the purchase
of maintenance equipment, identified by the borrowing countries as their most
pressing need. It was early made standard practice to attach to road construction
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loan agreements general covenants requiring that the roads to be built, or the
highway network as a whole, be 'adequately maintained in accordance with appro-
priate engineering-and economic standards'. Requiring for its effective accom-
plishment a complex and widely spread organizational infrastructure, properly
motivated and financed, this covenant often proved much more difficult to fulfil
than efficient construction of the particular roads financed. Experience per-
suaded the Bank that more active assistance was necessary to help borrowers
develop adequate systems of maintenance.

3.02 Over time the Bank's involvement in maintenance has therefore steadily
deepened and broadened. It has deepened in response to evidence that earlier
solutions had proved only partially effective or that there was still much more
to accomplish; no maintenance development effort was foreseen as being more
than ten years at most in duration, but none-has turned out in reality to be
that short. The Bank's involvement has broadened as the combined result of the
continuing need of most old borrowers and the widening range of highway borrowers.
Even within the last two or three years Bank/IDA highway lending has begun for
the first time - or recommenced after a gap of 15 years or more - to Bolivia,
Dominican Republic, Oman, Panama and Portugal - in each case, with a project
heavily oriented toward maintenance. Further new borrowers are expected.

3.03 In support for maintenance the objective has been constant -- to help
countries develop efficient systems for carrying out, on a continuing basis,
economically and technically appropriate operations. But the scope of this has
increasingly widened, especially in the 1970s, to include rural roads in addi-
tion to national networks. The objective itself has been attributed increasing
relative importance. There have also been numerous significant changes in the
Bank's techniques of support. In the earliest years assistance was largely
confined to finance for equipment purchases and, occasionally, workshop con-
struction. Later the Bank helped to bring in general highway department
consultants. But in neither case did the Bank itself go deeply into specific
objectives or targets of operational performance. The next approach was to
focus more specifically on pilot districts for improved maintenance. Long-term
results of these various efforts were generally limited.

3.04 By about 1968 the Bank was beginning a first major round of effort on

maintenance with many African or Asian countries which had not been large Bank/

IDA borrowers for highways before, and a second (or, in some cases, third)
round with many Latin American countries. A more comprehensive approach was

applied, of which the main elements were typically:

- As a basis for support, a consultant-formulated four-year program,
setting target kilometers on which periodic and routine maintenance
was to be carried out;

- Reform of organizational structure, generally stressing separate

units with specific responsibility for national network maintenance

and for maintenance equipment, and some rationalization of regional

structures; and emphasis on modern management information and cost-

ing systems for efficient control of maintenance works;

- Inclusion of more intensive specialized technicAl assistance or con-

sultant services, with a general brief for training as well as re-

sponsibility (executive or advisory, depending on the case) for the

operation of the ovirall maintenance program;
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- Agreement with borrowers on the specific amounts that would need
to be provided out of recurrent Government budgets for maintenance
over the program's years of operation, and sometimes on mechanisms
for channelling appropriate resources into maintenance (e.g. Road
Funds);

- Enforcement of vehicle weight limits, selected on the basis of
economic analysis for the country in question, plus stress on
the formulation of appropriate laws, establishment of weighing
stations, and clarification of enforcement responsibilities.

The Bank's financial support for these programs typically covered the foreign
exchange costs of the traditional items - workshops, new equipment (with initial
spare parts inventory), spares to rehabilitate existing equipment and technical
assistance. However it also now began to include more readily the foreign costs
of periodic maintenance operations, whether by contract or by force account,
and occasionally, in the poorest countries, small contributions to local currency
expenditures.

3.05 Many operations of this type were financed between 1968 and 1972, and
results are extensively covered in already completed PPAs/PCRs, twelve of which
deal with projects approved in this era that were devoted almost exclusively to
maintenance. The general pattern of results is disappointing; broadly con-
sistent with the wider pattern, the twelve specific maintenance projects show
two to have been moderately successful, four to have largely failed, and the
remainder in between with about 50-70% achievement of physical targets (within
a project period typically extended 1-3 years). The projects were overambitious,
not in the sense that they were not needed - even in the 'failures' the Bank-
assisted facilities generally accounted for most of what maintenance was actually
done -- but in the sense that hindsight suggests the various available resources
were not put together in the way to come closest to the objectives. While the
new organizational structures were largely created, equipment was procured normally
in the quantity planned, and new data and accounting systems were designed,
effective operation of these various components has been much more difficult.
Even so, the overall economic returns estimated to have been realized from these
projects have generally been high.

3.06 The main problems have been shortage of qualified and motivated per-
sonnel and of operating funds. Training programs were too small, too partial or
too discontinuous. In some cases, organizational structures and operating systems
created were too elaborate for the very great scarcity of trainable personnel.
Loss of qualified staff or potential recruits to a higher-paying private sector
has been an important additional constraint. While agreement on annual targets
for maintenance allocations does seem to have helped, nonetheless budgetary
appropriations have often proven inadequate, either because inflation has rendered
the agreed targets too low or because budgetary stringency prevented their being
met, despite in some cases very serious efforts. Actual maintenance operations
have suffered additionally from the rising share of appropriated funds which had
to be devoted to wages, pressing requests on the maintenance organization to
undertake other work, and particular difficulties in procuring foreign-exchange
items such as spares and fuel.

3.07 Another important problem has been start-up delay, characteristic of
almost all the projects; to illustrate, out of the twelve projects specifically
devoted to maintenance, in only one case (Benin) did the first main equipment
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delivery take place within about a year of credit signature, while in all other
cases it took at least one-and-a-half-years, and in four more than three years.
Weight control, other than that imposed by road conditions and gradients, has
seldom been effective, due to trucker opposition and shortage of appropriate
enforcement staff.

3.08 In response to this experience, the Bank and its borrowers have
further developed their approach to maintenance, and recent projects show an
important evolution from earlier efforts. Some of the main characteristics are:

- Increased emphasis on staff training, with initial comprehensive
staff inventory and program formulation by the consultants hired
for training, inclusion of training expertise in their team, and
establishment of training as a permanent function in the borrower's

organization, with its own physical facilities and established

posts, and a formal policy statement;

- Further precision-in budget requirement forecasts, with breakdown

between major expenditure categories, establishment of special
mechanisms for problem areas such as spare parts procurement and

equipment renewal, and provision for annual reviews; the Bank

has shown a wider readiness to finance periodic maintenance more

fully and spare parts inventory restoration, but has only very

rarely financed any part of recurrent maintenance operating costs;

- Agreement on specific annual operational targets, particularly
with regard to equipment availability, utilization and scrapping,

and on programs of action to attain these targets; and more crit-
ical analysis of equipment requirements, in light of the high

costs implied by past low availabilities, with a view to using
more labor-intensive techniques, where appropriate, or more
private contractors;

- More professional preparation of the mechanical engineering parts

of the project, carefully integrating phased programs of spare
parts procurement for overhaul (corrective maintenance) of exist-

ing units and future preventive maintenance, fleet replacement,

workshop development and related training and technical assistance;

- More in-depth economic analysis by the Bank in conjunction with

borrowers, to try to optimize levels and patterns of maintenance

expenditure more precisely and more convincingly;

- Introduction of automatic weighing scales, to reduce the human

frictions involved in vehicle weight control, and consideration of

this issue in the wider framework of trucking industry regulation.

The principal financial contribution of the Bank continues to be for purchase of

equipment (including workshops and weigh-stations) - an annual average of some

US$60 million in 1975/77 lending commitments, compared with about half that

amount in 1969/71.
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3.09 Very promising initiatives have been taken by several borrowers along
these lines, with maintenance projects that were, by the stage of their approval
by the Bank, far better prepared than any earlier such projects. At the same
time the Bank itself has been increasing the stress that it puts on the adequacy
of borrowers' maintenance efforts as one criterion of eligibility for further
highway loans; approval of several new loans was delayed in the last year or
two until appropriate steps were taken. The impact of such stands has been
unfortunately reduced in some cases in the past by the readiness of other in-
stitutions and bilateral export credit agencies to proceed with new lending.
But the evidence is clear that borrowers have often attached high value to
firm actions by the Bank on matters of principle that are as important as the
integrity of maintenance organization and maintenance funding.

IV. The Attitudinal Dimension

4.01 Most people, like most organizations, readily perceive the importance,
in principle, of properly maintaining the assets for which they are responsible.
The difficulty comes in steadily sustaining that conviction over time, particularly
when practical pressures arise. Not very different from the householder pressed
by his family to postpone a roof-repair so as to take advantage of a furniture
bargain, the highway department official often faces the strongest pressure to
skimp a bit on maintenance so as to meet the needs of at least a few of the groups
constantly at his door for access improvements. He has against him common
popular assumptions, such as that roads once paved take care of themselves or
that the effects of maintenance are anyway washed away by the next rains. Main-
tenance is unglamorous, never-ending, and noticed only after it has been absent
a while. It lacks the professional and political prestige of new works.

4.02 Creating and sustaining a compensating positive attitude toward main-
tenance, both in the public at large and among Highway Department employees, is
fundamental -- and often a more critical need than provision of additional budget
funds. But it can also help solve the funding problem, in two ways: greater
public understanding will make it easier for Governments to increase allocations,
and a serious attitude in the Highway Department will provide more assurance
the funds will be soundly spent.

4.03 Within the Highway Department, the attitude of the top officials is
crucial, in establishing the real importance attached to maintenance, generating
esprit de corps and sense of ,responsibility, inculcating a disciplined approach
to preventive servicing and maintenance, and setting high performance standards.
The degree of dedication and leadership shown by a few key executives has been
a critical factor in the relative success or failure of Bank-supported maintenance
projects. Seemingly simple aspects like whether the Minister and other senior
officials show interest in maintenance in their visits to the regions, whether
they take time there to inspect the facilities they pass and to commend or cri-
ticize those responsible, and how much of their best staff they put to maintenance
are vital factors. They appear much more important than gimnicks like performance
competitions between maintenance districts, although these too can sometimes be
useful. In some countries, broader national indoctrination movements stressing
discipline and responsibility, such as Saemaeul Undong in Korea, have also helped
considerably.
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4.04 For the broader public, special publicity campaigns are often needed,

to generate understanding and cooperation. For instance, again in Korea, a

nearly 100% increase in the maintenance budget has finally been won for 1979,

following an intensive public relations campaign by the Government highway

department to explain the importance of highway maintenance through the press,

radio and television and by letter to other ministries and to provincial govern-

ments. Equally, most of the few successful efforts to control vehicle overload-

ing have depended.critically on intensive public education and advertising cam-

paigns, such as the one undertaken in Honduras, prior to the introduction of

clearer regulations early in 1977. Automobile clubs, road transport associations,

transport user groups and broader public-interest groupings, like Chambers of

Commerce, can often play a vital intermediary role in disseminating information,

generating support and representing public demands.

4.05 The Bank's emphasis on good highway maintenance has been of recognized

value to many Ministers of Public Works in discussions within their own Govern-

ments and in strengthening their own organization. But the Bank might help more

broadly, possibly in association with groups like the International Road Federa-

tion or the international highway safety bodies, to build up the infrastructure

of public-interest institutions which will sustain maintenance and make it easier

for Governments to provide the necessary support. The Bank could, for instance,

encourage more the formation of road user associations and assist public educa-

tion campaigns with material illustrating in a straightforward way the importance

of maintenance and how countries compare with one another in effort and results.

The Bank should also actively seek to impress on other lenders and aid donors

the importance of maintenance, and the need for a unified approach.

V. The Financial Dimension

5.01 A perennial problem in highway maintenance is to ensure that sufficient

funds actually get steadily and effectively spent on the highways. Experience

shows that there are bottlenecks and obstacles at every level: for example,

political concern that public opinion will be more impressed with new works;

planners' reluctance to cut capital development budgets and preference for

schemes with sharp development impact; foreign assistance representatives'

anxiety to assure their principals of a durable contribution to development,

preferably with a local financial participation too; overbudgeting and unexpected

revenue shortfalls so that the Treasury can only release a part of funds autho-

rized; difficulties of stopping or slowing new construction contracts, once

started, and failures to budget adequately for debts due local suppliers. Detailed

country assessments that have been carried out in the last few years generally

recommend increases of anywhere from 25 to 200% in maintenance spending, depending

on the case.

5.02 There is hardly a country where overall revenues from road users --

in the form of gasoline/diesel tax receipts, license and registration fees, import

and excise taxes on vehicles and components, tolls and fines - are not a multiple

of existing maintenance budgets and fully adequate to cover all desirable expen-

diture on routine and periodic maintenance, at least for the main national network.

In many cases they are even more in total than the sum of all public highway ex-

penditures, construction included. But being so important, they are also a
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critical part of general Government revenue, for use in all fields. Sometimes
the Bank has acted quite effectively to encourage countries to make appropriate
increases of fuel taxes, but nonetheless this did not resolve the maintenance
funding problem. Thus the difficulty is more on the expenditure side of the
national budget.

5.03 Some countries have sought to simplify the matter by specifically
earmarking certain taxes for use on the highways, and the Bank has on several
occasions strongly supported the creation or recreation of such Road Funds in
the expectation they would fully cover the costs of routine and periodic main-
tenance and equipment maintenance and renewal. But almost no earmarking solu-
tions appear to have fully produced these results, and several countries have
moved away from the system. There have been many problems: in some cases,
Government decisions, under severe budgetary.pressures, not to pay in all the
taxes their laws would imply; where the Funds were for both maintenance and
construction, moneys were often inevitably preempted by ongoing construction
contracts; the earmarked taxes being at fixed rates (e.g. so many cents per
liter), revenues soon became insufficient with inflation; in some cases fuel
consumption fell with the difficulties of recent years, and revenues with them;
and maintenance department operations financed by the Funds have sometimes been
diverted to other purposes than highway maintenance.

5.04 One country in which the system of earmarked taxes does appear to be
working relatively effectively at present is Paraguay, where maintenance is now
largely financed by 10% of the fuel tax plus a special surcharge on imports, with
the revenues from these taxes being paid over in equal monthly installments, and
usable up until the end of the fiscal year. To improve the earmarking system,
the Bank has recently helped several African countries set up separate accounts
outside the national Treasury, specifically to receive all or part of fuel tax
revenues, and usable only by the Public Works Department and only for maintenance
operations.

5.05 Establishment of such accounts may be a step towards the creation of an
independent highway authority -- indeed, in one country, a legal precondition
was that the maintenance department be declared a Road Maintenance Authority.
Although imaginatively put forward by some transport economists as an appropriate
way of managing the highway network generally, the concept of a financially self-
sufficient semi-public national highway authority has not yet been applied any-
where. But approximations to it, on a limited scale, are toll-road authorities
such as exist in several countries. One of these which is highly successful is
the Korea Highways Corporation, responsible for some 1,200 km of expressways and
main highways and run along commercial lines, with much higher salariesthan
the national roads organization and strong incentive systems. It sustains a very
adequate level of maintenance, fully financed at an annual average of some
US$12,000 equivalent per km out of toll revenues.

5.06 Even without the constitution of an independent authority, the commer-
cial notion of a country's highways as fixed assets, for the maintenance of
which it is reasonable to pay, say, 2% of replacement value annually, is helpful
in promoting the cause of maintenance. Preservation of the national patrimony,
spreading to all the benefits of works contributed by outsiders, national pride
in having better roads than other countries, and recognition of the supreme
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importance of transport for a land-locked country, have all been significant
ideas in the debates in Niger which have led to that country making such a
strong effort in highway maintenance. One of the largest and poorest land-
locked countries in Africa, severely affected by the Sahelian drought of
1972-74, it nevertheless succeeded in raising maintenance allocations from
some 4.5% of total Central Government revenues in 1965 to a sustained 7%
throughout the first half of the 1970s -- compared with a normal existing
range of about 1.5-3.5% in most other African countries. General Government
conviction was far more important than any automatic mechanism in bringing this
about; indeed the Road Fund was abolished there as a separate account in
1970.

5.07 Yet the case of Niger is also instructive from the point of view of
illustrating the difficulties of developing countries in sustaining an adequate
level of maintenance funding. In 1970-72 an IDA credit was financing half the
costs of periodic maintenance, all contracted, and the routine maintenance ser-
vice had new equipment fully paid from the credit. The IDA project had largely
ended before the economically most difficult years 1973-75. In 1970-72 some 8.5%
of the national budget would have been required for maintenance of the main
national network alone if IDA assistance had not been available, and in 1973-75
about 10% would have been necessary to meet the original IDA objectives of Niger
sustaining, on its own, routine maintenance, periodic maintenance, equipment
repair and equipment renewal, all at adequate levels for the main national
network.1 /

5.08 The Government economized principally by cutting periodic maintenance
(only about 100 km a year were regravelled, compared with the 250-350 km which
would probably have been worthwhile) and by omitting build-up of reserves for re-
placement of equipment, strictly limiting new equipment purchases and running
down spares inventories below the most efficient levels. Routine maintenance
of the main national network was kept at fairly adequate constant levels. This
was probably the best course under the circumstances. But the postponement of
periodic maintenance means that some roads have deteriorated, to require a
more extensive deferred periodic maintenance now. Also there are indications
that the cumulative financial restrictions on the Equipment Division, together
with virtual cessation of training on the departure of the IDA project consultants
in 1973/74 and subsequent further sharp reduction in foreign technical assistance,
may have affected the adequacy of routine maintenance more recently -- due to low
equipment availability. In 1979, with the revenue increases of the last years
from uranium exploitation, Niger is beginning substantial equipment replacement
out of its own funds, and a larger periodic maintenance program is starting with
new IDA-financed equipment and technical assistance.

5.09 While Niger is somewhat exceptional in the magnitude of its maintenance
requirements, and in the intensity of its effort to meet them, it is quite clear
that highway maintenance is, generally, a much more serious burden in Africa
south of the Sahara than in most other parts of the world. Rough calculations
for a broad range of developing countries, half of them in that region and the
others distributed over. all continents, show that minimally adequate maintenance

1/ A rough assessment, on the basis of standard costs for different types of
road, suggests a figure of about 15% in this period for adequate maintenance
of the country's total network.
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of their road networks would require more than twice as high a proportion of
Government revenues in the African countries as elsewhere: a median of some
3.3% (range: 2.5-9.5%), compared with 1.6% (range: 0.5-3.0%) in the non-
subSaharan African countries. If the burden is measured as a proportion of
GDP, the difference is even greater: a median of 0.7% (range: 0.3-1.4%) for
the African countries, compared with only 0.22% (range: 0.1-0.5%) for the
others.

5.10 Analysis of current actual expenditures for the same sample of coun-
tries shows that while funds equivalent to twice as high a proportion of GDP

in the African countries as in the others are already being devoted to maintenance,
the shortfalls from the bare minimum desirable levels used in the above calcula-
tions are generally between 20 and 70% in the African countries, but small or

non-existent in the others. Comparisons within Africa, and with poorer developing
nations elsewhere, suggest that the explanation of these large differences in
the share of GDP which needs to be devoted to maintenance is less the poverty
of the African countries than their extensive geography and sparse population.

5.11 The fact that most of the African economies are so heavily dependent
on foreign financial assistance, however, has presented an additional problem
for them. Foreign assistance agencies have typically been prepared to finance,
in Africa, as much as 70-90%, or even more, of construction contracts, but only
the purchase of new equipment for maintenance, representing about a quarter to

a third of the total cost of the latter; they have been particularly reluctant
to finance spare parts for existing equipment. Maintenance seldom accounts for

more than a third of total public expenditures on highways in developing coun-
tries, and sometimes much less, but the amounts of local funds devoted to it are
often nearly as much as those devoted to highway construction in the poorer
countries and, in the poorest countries, sometimes considerably more.

5.12 In these circumstances the possibility of generating three times as
much foreign aid inflows for any given volume of incremental local budgetary
expenditure in the highways field must weigh in the mind of Finance Ministry
executives. There is no doubt that in many African countries this has given

rise to a bias in favor of new.construction projects rather than maintenance,
especially since neglect of a road's maintenance eventually means that rehabil-

itation is required, a capital investment that again normally qualifies for a

high proportion of foreign financing.

5.13 The Bank itself has had two policies affecting its own participation
in maintenance and the objectives it sought to agree with countries. The basic

aim is well stated in the Bank's normal maintenance covenant, requiring a country

to adequately maintain its roads - with the emphasis clearly on the need to

develop maintenance capacity and channel sufficient effort into this function,

whatever financing sources might be tapped. The second very relevant policy is

that the Bank normally limits its financing to capital expenditure. The applica-

tion of this policy to highway maintenance and similar operations has implied
that the Bank would lend only in exceptional circumstances for purchases of
goods and services that promise to yield benefits over less than, say, a five-

year period. A link between the two plicies is that one dimension of the capacity-
building aim is the development of local financing mechanisms to provide a suffi-

ciently regular and assured flow of funds into maintenance, especially for expendi-

tures yielding only short-run benefits but eventually for those with longer econ-

omic life too.
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5.14 Difficulties arise in cases where the first, essentially institution-
building, aim conflicts with the second, financial principle. This is further
complicated by the fact that failure on the first with regard to routine
maintenance can mean that the financial burden imposed on future generations
(or on donors in the event of grant aid) by eventual borrowing for expensive
rehabilitation is actually greater than what it would have been had funds been
borrowed to help finance regular routine maintenance. The latter costs less
in terms of discounted present worth and, in addition, the financial gap
preventing its execution is often only that part of its total cost corresponding to
fuel, spare parts and imported materials.

5.15 In many countries the highest-priority need from the institution-building
point of view is indeed to develop a smooth-running system of routine maintenance.
Yet the Bank's reluctance to finance recurrent expenditures largely limits its
financial contribution to payment for the equipment and initial spares inventories,
plus any related technical assistance. Often this should present no insuperable
problem, and many countries have in fact succeeded in very sharply increasing
their own budgetary contributions to maintenance; for example, contributions
have been sustained at a level 100% or more higher than before in Chad, Indonesia,
Liberia, Nepal, Philippines and Tanzania within the last few years. But in some
cases even these increases are not sufficient, while in others such rapid increases
are not feasible. Foreign exchange can be a particular problem; although initial
spare parts inventories, and their replenishment in a few instances out of savings
on other components in Bank-assisted projects, have helped, expensive equipment
has sometimes been left idle for long periods for lack of funds for fuel, spare
parts and materials.

5.16 Where these problems do not reflect merely lack of fiscal and adminis-
trative effort but real lack of room for maneuver -- as can happen principally
in the African countries with their comparatively very high maintenance burdens
- it would seem appropriate for the Bank to take a more liberal attitude than
in the past toward the financing of recurrent costs. A considerable Government
participation would still be necessary in the form of labor wages, payment of
which has seldom presented a major problem in routine maintenance operations,
while the Bank would cover part of the costs of purchased current inputs, parti-
cularly foreign exchange items such as fuel, spares and bitumen. Bank participa-
tion, on a declining basis, in the incremental recurrent costs of routine main-
tenance could help concentrate Bank and borrower effort on the top-priority need
and assist a country over a transition period to a higher regular level of recur-
rent maintenance performance. Justification for such financing would thus be
based on a combination of institution-building and budgetary considerations,
which would be explicitly stated, along with a plan for developing local financial
mechanisms and increasing local participation in maintenance financing more gener-
ally, as discussed below (paras. 5.23-25).

5.17 Equipment presents in some respects an opposite case, where Bank
financing is readily available but special provisions may be required to ensure
that it is fully supportive of the institution-building objectives. Equipment
clearly qualifies as capital expenditure because its useable life extends over
a period of years. Borrowing for purchase of equipment can be eminently desirable
in terms of overall country borrowing policy. But the efficiency with which
equipment fleets are presently run often leaves much to be desired. Availability,
utilization and productivity rates are extremely low. Provision of new equipment
has therefore often to be accompanied by major efforts to improve performance in
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these respects, in order to keep the numbers of units required to a reasonable
minimum, to get the best results from the investment made, and to increase a
country's self-sufficiency over time.

5.18 Recognizing the difficulties of running equipment fleets efficiently
within normal Government administrative systems, many countries have tried to
establish autonomous budgets or revolving funds for maintenance equipment, fed
by hire charges from equipment users. Bank appraisal reports have often
supported this objective. Such funds have a multiple potential purpose: first,
to make operations more flexible, for instance in facilitating expeditious
purchase of spare parts, and removing cumbersome pre-audit requirements of regula
Government procedures; second, to discourage diversion of equipment to non-road
uses, a major problem in some countries; third, to enable trends in the effi-
ciency of equipment maintenance and operation to be assessed and monitored, so
that management can act expeditiously to bring down costs; fourth, to promote
awareness within the highway department of the high cost of equipment (most
simply by an hourly use charge) and thereby encourage economic utilization;
fifth, to offset any possible distortionary effects on decision-making - e.g.
against labor-intensive operations or against contracting work out to the private
sector -- that might result from lending on Bank/IDA terms to the public sector
for equipment procurement; and sixth, for those quite numerous countries which
should reach the stage of being able to finance equipment replacement out of their
own resources, to facilitate such purchases and encourage decreasing reliance on
foreign borrowing.

5.19 However, effective operation of such hire-funding schemes has also
faced difficulties in many countries and seems to need more serious attention
from the Bank. They require a special initial effort to develop the necessary
accounting and management skills -- principally a few key staff -- and also
supporting technical programs for improving equipment availability and maintenance,
so as to reduce costs. The Divisions responsible for road works have to be
sufficiently funded, and in a regular manner, to pay the hire-charge rates. A
major problem in many cases has been that the rates have been set too low in the
past, essentially because large initial injections of equipment financed out of
Bank/IDA assistance have postponed the need for regular renewals, and build-up
of reserves for later replacement purchases has been difficult for financially
constrained Public Works Ministries to undertake when they knew that equipment
replacement could always be covered by further foreign borrowing.

5.20 The way to help strengthen the financial framework may be to put the
accounting operations on a more clearly commercial basis, including interest
on capital as well as. depreciation in the hire charges, and onlending equipment
portions of Bank/IDA financing to such revolving funds on the shorter, harder
terms (with transfer of exchange risk) now sometimes used with lending destined
for credit institutions. In this way the real costs of equipment operation
would become clear to all concerned. Also, setting up equipment procurement plans,
as in the recent Highway Maintenance Project in Oman, and even equipment procure-
ment contracts, in such a way that deliveries take place over a series of years,
would help. Such a system would avoid the absorption problems connected with
very large one-time injections of new equipment -- sudden needs for greatly
increased numbers of operators and mechanics that some countries have been unable
to meet properly. It would ensure a smoother pattern of equipment aging over time,
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thus helping to achieve more constant equipment availability and more even need
for mechanics. And it would lead to an eventual pattern of renewal needs that
could more easily be met by those countries which should be moving to finance
renewals themselves. The same principle of phased procurement applied to spare
parts, with only annual review of the price structure for approved dealerships
and contractors, would help ensure a smoother flow of spares and reduce the
burden of procurement work.

5.21 Even while encouraging adoption of a more fully commercial accounting
framework - because of the contribution it can make to solving the equipment
management problem -- the Bank/IDA should also be clear from the start that in
the poorer countries it would normally be prepared to lend for equipment replace-
ment. Greater clarity there could enable the Bank to be more precise and insis-
tent about countries providing out of their own foreign exchange resources (where
necessary, with transitional assistance from loans) regular funding to maintain
spares inventories at the 15% of aggregate value of equipment which is generally
essential for efficient equipment maintenance in countries far from main supply
routes. A few years ago Honduras set up a small but useful emergency revolving
fund, under the control of the maintenance department, to facilitate expeditious
import of spare parts. There may be possibilities of developing advance operating
funds provided under some recent IDA credits to African countries into more perma-
nent funds of this nature.

5.22 Financing of periodic maintenance, with an expected life to the
benefits of the work of at least five years, is an area where the Bank has
already typically shown greater flexibility than other lenders in recent years.
In some instances, where local funding could be sufficient to cover materials
and equipment operating costs, the Bank has simply lent for equipment purchase.
But in others, where adequate funding could not be provided from domestic sources,
the Bank has financed a share -- normally foreign exchange costs, but sometimes
more -- of total costs, as for any capital project. The institution-building
emphasis, in the case of periodic maintenance, would guard against a problem
that has sometimes arisen -- of expanding force account operations to a level
that the borrowing country cannot sustain over the medium term - and encourage
systematic consideration of the private contractor alternative, which can also
help significantly to build up the local contracting industry.

5.23 The long-run institution-building aim that all maintenance expendi-
tures, for periodic works and equipment renewdl as well as for routine opera-
tions, be recognized as the borrower's responsibility, to be financed internally
or on commercial terms, probably needs clearer emphasis in Bank policy. The
importance which the Bank attaches to increasing financial self-reliance should
be expressed by closely analyzing the longer-term trends -- before, during and
after a particular proposed project - in the proportion of total maintenance
expenditure covered by local budget funds. Clearly, account should be taken
of the size and growth of the maintenance burden relative to the country's econ-
omy, extensions of maintenance coverage, exogenous shocks to the Government's
financial performance such as decline in the market price of a major export
commodity or natural disasters, and the weight-of economically justified new
building requirements in the highways sector.

5.24 Treatment of all road maintenance obligations together would clarify
the real burden the country faces and avoid the definitional difficulties that
sometimes arise in precisely distinguishing recurrent and periodic expenditures.
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Among contries currently receiving the greatest external assistance for main-
tenance, these country internal-financing shares of total maintenance costs
now appear to stand at about 50% for the poorest, and 80% among the richer
ones; with development, they should clearly rise, to reach 100% in the most
advanced countries borrowing from the Bank at any particular moment. Direct
linkage of Bank assistance to a rising local financial effort may sometimes
be a useful short-run technique for assisting this trend.

5.25 The specific agreements on domestic appropriations to maintenance
in each of the coming four or five years that have been sought in connection
with loans and credits in recent years, while they have not always been ful-
filled, have nonetheless been undoubtedly useful in assisting Government
planning, reducing misunderstanding between Governments and the Bank, and
helping Ministries of Public Works to get adequate attention from Planning
and Finance Ministries. Sometimes they may need to be yet more specific -
more clearly covering routine, periodic and equipment maintenance, and iden-
tifying separately foreign-exchange operating funds required and total non-labor
expenditures -- and to include simple index formulae (e.g. local prices of fuel,
labor and spares, appropriately weighted) for updating the estimates. Proper
planning and project sizing would also be helped by including in such agreements
some indication of the expected magnitude of the maintenance burden after the

project, and a rough projection of how its financial requirements might be
covered.

5.26 In practical Bank policy, giving greater emphasis to the institution-
building objective defined in- the loan agreement maintenance covenants means
that Bank-assisted maintenance programs should turn out better balanced than
occurs in actual practice now. Also, more attention would go to developing
local financing mechanisms according to the order of their institutional
priority, with arrangements for spare parts -- whether for routine or periodic
operations, or indeed road betterment -- being the first essential. Equipment
funds, with their multiple advantages for operational efficiency, would have a
better chance of success. Finally, cumulative foreign lending required could in
some cases eventually be less, both because institution-building should be a bit
more rapid and because roads should be less often allowed to deteriorate into
major rehabilitation cases.

VI. The Staffing Dimension

6.01 In many regions, especially in Africa, the most serious constraint on
highway maintenance is the lack of adequately trained or experienced staff.
In other parts of the world, more amply supplied in general with skilled man-

power, severe shortages still often characterize the maintenance field, specially
the relevant Government Department, due to low interest of maintenance and poor
salaries. Apart from some countries where the matter was neglected until quite

recently, the Bank has given more attention than many other.foreign assistance
agencies to maintenance training, supporting it with financing for the foreign

exchange costs of construction of physical facilities, purchase of training
equipment, technical assistance and overseas fellowships. But the results have
so far been generally rather disappointing and, as Chapter III showed, this area

has been getting somewhat deeper attention in more recent projects whose results

cannot yet be known.
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6.02 Some past maintenance training programs have suffered from the fact
that the Governments or their consultants were overoptimistic as regards the
numbers of people that could be made available for training, or regarding
the educational basis that such trainees or counterparts would have. But
the more worrying problem is that it often seems in retrospect as though more
could have been accomplished within the program period, even given the scarcity
of human resources that prevailed. For instance, programs have sometimes been
envisaged only for mechanics and operators, although field supervisors and
inspectors were equally in need of training and would have been available. In
other cases training has been oriented too exclusively to the particular needs
of two or three new mechanized units, to the neglect of the consequences for
the remainder of the maintenance operation from skimming off the best existing
personnel for such units. And frequent problems have been internal imbalance
between the various complementary elements - equipment arriving late in the
stay of the technical assistance team, delays in workshops and classrooms, etc.
-- and unfortunate discontinuity in training due to failure to sustain programs
once started.

6.03 A serious training program for a maintenance organization needs to
be based on a careful, forward-looking analysis of the prospective balance
between changing skill requirements, at different levels and in different
specialties, and prospective availabilities from existing sources. Proper
allowance needs to be made for considerations such as the capacity of existing
staff to absorb new learning, their releasibility for training, the need to
replace expatriate employees, and the losses of staff that result from Government
agencies being in most countries, and particularly in developing countries,
training grounds for the private sector. The program needs to be comprehensive,
in terms of coverage, from senior engineers and managers to patrolmen and drivers
(of the highway department and any other entities responsible for maintenance,
such as local councils), and in terms of training modes considered -- overseas
schools and visits, counterpart arrangements, equipment supplier courses, class-
room and on-the-job, etc. Such planning can seldom be done in sufficient detail
without periodic thorough inventories of staff and their educational attainments.

6.04 But thorough program preparation and planning are only half the story,
for experience shows that adequate foresight of the need for trained staff and
the availability of trainable people, in all the relevant dimensions of specialty
and capacity, is hard if not impossible to reach. Thus continuity in the train-
ing effort, and flexibility in adjusting it to changing needs, are essential.
Too many programs have ceased with the departure of consultants after four or
five years, and then taken another three years to reinstall.

6.05 One exception to this pattern is Rwanda where a continuous, and in
fact growing, effort in highway maintenance training has been sustained since
1972. In 1970 consultants had been instructed to prepare a rather unusually
long 8-10 year maintenance program. Perhaps partly because of this long per-
spective from the outset, considerable effort was made to ensure continuation
of the technical assistance services: the principal group, financed for the
first four years by UNDP, was extended for 18 months under a supplementary IDA
credit mainly to cover a construction cost overrun, and then financed a
further four years under a new IDA maintenance credit.
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6.06 Together with bilateral technical assistance, particularly for the

workshops, this group has provided a fairly comprehensive range of counter-
part and practical field training, for inspectors, supervisors, foremen,
mechanics, fitters and electricians, operators and drivers, administrative
staff, and surveyors and laboratory technicians. With their efforts, and the
earnest support to training provided by the Government, the country was able

successfully to absorb a five-fold increase in its maintenance equipment park
in one year. Thanks to simultaneous large efforts by the Government to in-

crease the number of nationals graduating from local and foreign engineering
faculties, Rwandan engineers and technicians in the Roads Department have

increased from 3 in 1971 to 26 in 1977. But the technical assistance consult-

ants also saw early that a more thorough complementary classroom training effort

would be worthwhile. A program was prepared, and, while it could not begin in

1975 as originally intended mainly due to shortage of appropriate staff

releasable, it is now starting.

6.07 As a result of these changing needs and perceptions, the foreign staff
in the Roads Department, mainly concerned with advice and training of one sort
and another, has gone from nine in 1971 to 20 in 1973 and further to 22 in 1978.
The new formal training program will cover almost all Departmental staff above
the grade of laborer in its first four years, but continuation of training is
envisaged, with some continued foreign assistance for at least a further five
years and probably longer.

6.08 Thus training needs to be recognized as a continuing ongoing function,
and institutionalized to give both training considerations sufficient weight
in the formulation of overall Department policy, and training staff adequate
recognition and career prospects. Training is needed not only for new recruits
(who may be numerous if losses of staff to the private sector are high; 10% a
year is not unusual) but also for recycling existing staff. Some Governments
such as those of Romania and Korea have already introduced broad standard re-
quirements that all Government staff undergo at least minimum amounts of train-
ing every three or five years. Modern maintenance training programs supported
by the Bank usually .provide capacity for at least brief training of between one-
tenth and one-fifth of total staff above the grade of laborer each year.

6.09 Training of local staff to facilitate the communication process and
carry on the training program is essential. One particularly successful estab-
lishment of a lasting training center for mechanics and operators was by ILO
in Syria in 1972-73. After initial delays in obtaining counterparts and class-
rooms, equipment was installed, 500 trainees put through the course and the
going center handed over to nine Syrian instructors who had meantime been trained
abroad. A supplementary ILO project in 1975 provided a short-term specialist
to help organization.

6.10 In countries where training within the Highway Department is likely
to continue to be important, it may warrant the creation not only of a special
unit or section such as the large majority of Departments have now set up, but
of a division or other unit of higher administrative standing. This is mainly
because of the need to attract high-quality professionals and to give them
participation in decisions on such a wide range of matters as recruitment policy,
placement and promotions, training dimension of field operations, and equipment
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standardization. The division chief would be responsible for planning, promot-
ing and coordinating all forms and levels of training, in coordination with
development of relevant training outside the Highway Department and in
accordance with a Departmental policy statement on staff training.

6.11 Among training techniques, there is evidence that short classroom
courses followed by actual practice in a working brigade, under close but arms-
length observation by the teacher, has considerable potential. This is the
essence of the Training Production Unit concept, successfully applied in the
past in Tanzania and currently in Oman and Zaire, among many other countries;
it offers trainees more responsibility and opportunity to learn from their own
mistakes. One of the most successful features of the Rwanda experience was use
of the equipment when it first arrived in 1975 not for the maintenance opera-
tions envisaged under the project, which would necessarily be dispersed, but for
building a short road close to the capital where staff could be carefully
screened, trained and improved under full supervision before being sent to the
field. For the difficult task of successfully training illiterate mechanics
and operators, important advances have been made in recent years in audio-visual
techniques, and successfully applied in Sierra Leone, for example.

6.12 Trainee motivation is a key factor for training success. Partly it
is a question of attitude, and thus much dependent on appropriate leadership
and esprit de corps in the Highway Department. But salary and status both
during the training period and subsequently are crucial. One problem is paying
people during training or, in other words, recognizing in overall Departmental
personnel budgeting that a certain percentage of staff should at any one time
be undergoing training. Thus a small degree of overstaffing is warranted. In
a few countries potential new recruits can be attracted to training even without
salary during the training period (an interesting experiment in Rwanda is to
offer free food provided by the World Food Program to trainees). But the budget-
ary implications of staff absence on training, travel to the training center,
etc. do have to be recognized.

6.13 From the longer-term point of view, staff need to feel that good per-
formance during and after training will be appropriately rewarded in salary and
status. This is often a major problem due to the rigidities of civil service
salary structures. In some countries good training opportunities are seen as a
partial substitute for good salaries, but that means that high turnover is
inevitable. In some Highway Departments the argument has even been reversed,
to justify a low training effort on grounds that trained staff will quickly be
picked up by the private sector. That seems a negation of a critical development
role that Highway Departments should be playing. Moreover, in practice, provided
there is reasonable flexibility on the part of the civil service authorities,
it is often possible to provide at relatively low overall cost the small indivi-
dual adjustments in salaries, functions and status that can retain a reasonable
minimum of trained staff for the maintenance department.

6.14 In its support of training, the Bank may need to give even more atten-
tion to adequate program preparation and to the crucial importance of continuity
of effort. Although preparation of training components has improved, their
readiness for execution at the stage of loan approval is still generally consider-
ably less than that of engineering works, for which detailed engineering is nor-
mally required to be largely completed by the time of loan negotiations.
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In particular, the personnel inventory, corresponding to the collection of
basic data on soils and hydrology for engineering works, may need to be done
more often before loan approval, in order to permit an effective training
program to swing rapidly into motion in good coordination with the physical
components of a project.

6.15 As regards continuity of programs, once the importance of the problem
is recognized, the Bank may be able to provide adequate support through new
loans as it did in the cited case of Rwanda. But there are situations where new
projects unfortunately get delayed. In that circumstance, there would seem much
to be said for sustaining such a vital and yet relatively inexpensive organism
as a training center over the interim period until a new project loan is made,
by lending for the relatively small foreign exchange costs of continuing
operation -- mainly technical assistance with minor amounts of equipment or
other supplies. This would have been of great value in several African countries
over the last decade, and could now be done relatively easily, by a small exten-
sion of items eligible for financing under the Bank's Project Preparation
Facility, or by separate arrangements of similar administrative simplicity.

VII. The Management Dimension

7.01 Improvement of the efficiency of maintenance operations is the key
issue in a few countries, in the sense that existing budget allocations would
probably be adequate if they were efficiently spent. But it is an important
issue in most countries, both.because of the scope that does exist for accom-
plishing more with available funds and because of Finance Ministry tendency to
cut requested budgets on grounds the funds would not be well spent. Typical
major problems are: excessive numbers of staff, inadequate staff supervision,
low equipment availability and utilization, low productivity compared with
organizations performing similar functions in the private sector, diversion of

equipment and effort to non-maintenance works, and periodic running out of funds.

7.02 Most of these problems have a heavily structural side to them, which
can only be solved over time -- by staff attrition, introduction of more flex-
ibility in public service personnel policies, training of middle management,
setting up better arrangements for assuring a regular flow of spare parts,

limiting interference by politicians and local dignitaries, and finding alter-
native ways of meeting local authorities' need of modern equipment for their own
works. Some of the suggestions in other chapters on the organizational frame-

work for maintenance, equipment accounting and staff training are relevant.

7.03 But besides promoting, internally and with other branches of Govern-

ment, appropriate structural change, the main responsibility of management is

to make the best of the existing situation to run its own program as effectively
as possible. In this area a great deal of emphasis has been placed in many
Bank-assisted projects on the application of modern management systems for
planning, programming, budgeting, scheduling, control and data collection.
It is hard to avoid the conclusion that it has often been overdone. In some

cases the management information systems introduced by the consultants simply
proved too complex to function or to spread beyond headquarters offices. In

others they were excessively dependent on unavailable or poorly functioning
computers. More often, elaborate reports have continued to be produced at lower
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levels of the hierarchy, but no effective system has existed for checking them
and anyway they have been used little, for lack of qualified headquarters per-
sonnel to handle them or lack of interest. Basically the effort seems to have
been spread over too many systems, with too much detail, and with insufficient
attention to the structural constraints on management's ability to act.

7.04 The experience suggests that management may in fact be helped most
by introducing new systems on a phased basis, and rather cautiously and slowly
except where responding directly to its own already felt needs. At the earliest
stages it may be best not to attempt much regular collection of detailed data
for planning purposes (such as quantities and costings, traffic counts and
deflection measurements), or even for detailed comparison of actual against
plan, leaving this to periodic special efforts. Instead, the focus should be
wholly on two systems - one largely a matter of training and attitudes, and
the other a full-scale management information system, but limited to equipment
operation and maintenance.

7.05 The first might be entitled an 'intensive field inspection/supervision
system', but its main purpose would be to develop a strong sense of discipline
and responsibility throughout the maintenance organization. For written report-
ing it would rely on existing traditional budgeting and accounting systems at
the level of the field division/subdivision and the simplest (normally pre-
existing) work-order and daily activity reporting at the crew level. Rather it
would concentrate on developing and inculcating a responsibility down the line
for supervisors regularly (and on an ad hoc, unexpected basis also) to visit the
units of which they are in charge, to commend/criticize as appropriate the
quality of work done, and thereby to impress upon the staff the standards to be
attained and how to attain them.

7.06 Compilation of reports, other than essential expenditure accounts, for
forwarding to higher levels would be specifically discouraged in order to free
as much scarce management and supervisory time as possible for the inspection/
education visits. The only new regular report that might be considered would
be a simple six-monthly or yearly report by field supervisors on the state of the
roads (surfaces, shoulders, drainage, etc.) under their responsibility. This
report could strengthen the effort to focus supervision on basic purposes and
the adequacy of final output, and could be used for control and planning purposes.
It was pointed out in Chapter II that assessment of maintenance quality is still
in good part a matter of vision and feel even when the most complex measuring
systems are available. Correspondingly the most important need is to develop
such faculties throughout the staff: a concept of appropriate standards, and a_
sense of responsibility for keeping the roads under their charge up to those
standards whatever might be the necessary effort.

7.07 Equipment operation, service and maintenance is an area where sense
of responsibility for proper use and regular checks is of course equally essen-
tial. But here it is also both easier and more necessary to maintain full
written records, especially if, as suggested elsewhere in this report, equipment
is made the responsibility of a separate division which hires it out to the
field-division. And in the case of equipment, the records for each piece -- on
servicing, spare parts use, availability, utilization and productivity - do need
to be regularly compiled, verified and analyzed.
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7.08 Such data are essential for decisions on the reallocation of equip-
ment among field operations, decisions on spare parts stocking and ordering
policies, identification of pieces which should be scrapped, pros and cons of
standardization in each equipment type, and revision of hire charges. Moreover,
the records on equipment utilization and productivity, compiled in the right way,
can often yield the best information on quantities and costs of any major main-
tenance works done; highway maintenance management does need to have accurate
records of periodic maintenance work accomplished, and this can be obtained very
largely from the log-books of the responsible mechanized units.

7.09 Many countries have nonetheless encountered difficulties in intro-
ducing accurate and reliable equipment recording and accounting systems, largely
because of the high degree of precision continuously required of all involved
- operators, mechanics, store-clerks and their supervisors. One of the advan-
tages of the hire-charge system is that it gets more of the transactions and
operations on to a monetary basis, with two parties to the deal so that precision
- on matters like down-time due to awaiting a spare part -- automatically takes
on more importance. But the main point is probably to recognize that good
management information systems for equipment are both very important -- to
assist efficient use of the large amount of capital tied up in equipment fleets
-- and quite difficult, so that they should be brought to smooth operation
before embarking on systems for other areas.

7.10 An appropriate third step in development of management systems, highly
useful but not to be attempted before effective field inspection and equipment
information systems are well started, may be the establishment of a small Organ-
ization and Methods unit in headquarters. This unit would not normally gather
large amounts of data from all the field divisions, but would do spot studies
in highly focussed problem areas, at the request of top management. For instance,
questions may arise about performance in a particular subdivision, on which
management needs a more thorough assessment than line management would have the
time to produce; or a small-scale time-and-motion type study may be worthwhile,
to explore a suggestion for cost-reduction of some regular maintenance procedure;
or a detailed comparison may be needed between different makes of equipment, and
their performance records, before placing a new order. The function is one of
trouble-shooting studies, avoiding the twin dangers of becoming so involved in
day-to-day management that no time is left for the small-scale but serious studies,
or so swamped with regular reports from the field as to be little more than a
repository of history.

7.11 With good leadership the need will of course gradually be felt, and
the means will become more available -- mainly in highly educated middle-level
manpower -- for compilation of basic crew-level reports into regular written
subdivision, division and region reports on maintenance operations, and for
new types of reporting coverage. There are multiple alternative dimensions and
emphases in such reporting systems, with possible scope ranging from broad average
quantities and costs for different classes of road to full detail for each indi-
vidual road stretch. Rather than design an overall system, even for phased intro-
duction, at the outset, it may be best to simply let the system grow by following
the priorities that emerge from the interaction of field managers, headquarters
management and Organization and Methods unit, taking care only to replace and
conbine rather than to duplicate whenever a new information need is posed.
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7.12 Well before the stage of full sophistication is reached in cost in-
formation systems for maintenance operations on the road network, it is likely
that the need will be felt for collection of planning data more regularly than
the 'periodic basis' suggested earlier. A high priority in this area will be
traffic counts for roads with traffic in excess of say 100-200 vehicles per
day, initially possibly every two years, but soon annually in different seasons.
Equally important for the paved network in those countries which face the problem
of extensive kilometrages of light pavement will be deflection surveys, which
should really be done on an annual basis to give sufficient information on the
rate of deterioration. With the development of scientific work on the measure-
ment and interpretation of road roughness, regular roughness surveys are likely
to be seen increasingly as a useful aid in defining the type and nature of
maintenance interventions that should be undertaken each year. Eventually
these surveys might be combined with any broader pavement rating system to make
a permanent road inventory, as a tool for deciding maintenance priorities and
strategies.

7.13 The rather slow build-up of planning and costing information systems
suggested here means that overall planning, and economic analysis of maintenance
projects such as those financed by the Bank, will have to continue to be heavily
based on the kind of judgment that now guides maintenance planning. But the
most important implication for the Bank is that projects should directly support
and reflect the highway department's management systems in the sense of including
targets for key objectives highlighted in those systems. This is what is called
in recent Bank maintenance projects an Action Plan, by contrast with the main-
tenance project or program itself. While the latter would define the basic
standards and quantities of road maintenance to be accomplished, the Action Plan
would identify, for the same project period, key instrumental variables and the
measures needed to raise them to higher levels of performance. The Action Plan
focusses directly on operational efficiency and short-term measures to improve
it. Sometimes these might be matters of institutional or personnel-policy reform,
or relate to inspector training.

7.14 But the wide evidence of difficulties in efficient management of equip-
ment suggests that for many countries Action Plans should now focus on equipment-
related targets - such as availability and utilization rates and productivity
by type of equipment, and adequacy of parts inventories. Developed with the
aid of experienced mechanical engineering judgment, the Action Plan would detail
and phase the specific measures in terms of corrective and preventive equipment
maintenance programs, organizational and management improvements, spare parts
ordering procedures, etc., required to reach the targets. Because equipment is
such an important item in all but the most basic routine maintenance operations,
equipment performance indicators carefully interpreted can in fact be one of the
best summary indicators of the trend in overall highway maintenance performance.
They merit more emphasis than they have had in the past.

VIII. The Institutional Dimension

8.01 As for other functions in the economy, a country's institutional
arrangements for highway maintenance -- the allocation and distribution of re-
sponsibilities between public and private sectors, between different levels
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of Government, and within the central Government - have to evolve with
development and with change in the broader socio-political structure of a
country. The institutional issue is thus above all a matter of moving in the
right direction, toward an organizational structure that will apply available
resources most effectively to the tasks to be accomplished. The Bank has tra-
ditionally given considerable attention to Governmental institutional structures
for handling national highway maintenance. Many of the changes it has supported
have been accomplished, although often with delays of several years, and the
results appear generally positive except where structures proposed proved more
elaborate than the countries could effectively staff.

8.02 The first institutional question for countries to ask themselves,
which has probably often not been answered thoroughly enough in the past, is
how much of the highways work it is desirable to do in-house, by force account,
rather than by contractor. The answer to this question deeply affects the
nature and size of the Government organizational structure that will be required.
Many maintenance forces find themselves heavily diverted in practice to con-
struction and betterment, which might many times better be left to contractors.

8.03 Several past Bank-supported maintenance projects would likely have been
much more successful if they had followed the example of the first maintenance
project in Niger, where it was specifically agreed to leave not only new con-
struction but also periodic maintenance to private contractors, in a first stage.
Some other countries have changed policies in the course of a project, deciding
for example, as in the case of Chile and Pakistan, to contract out most equip-
ment maintenance rather than rely on the workshops supplied or planned to be
supplied under the project. Use of contractors can reduce the burden on scarce
Government staff and also bring lower costs as a result of competitive pressures
to efficiency which it is hard to duplicate under civil service arrangements.
An even flow of relatively small jobs, such as regravelling and resealing, is
moreover an ideal way of fostering nascent domestic contracting industry.

8.04 These periodic maintenance tasks can be specified and couched in con-
tractual terms fairly readily and are in fact normally contracted out in many of
the more advanced developing countries and industrialized countries. The same
is true of certain easily measurable goods and services, such as supply of
crushed stone and asphaltic premix, or transport of materials.

8.05 Routine maintenance as a whole is much less frequently contracted out,
but a number of countries are moving in that direction. Yugoslavia is a case
in point, using state enterprises specialized in maintenance works. Chile has
experimented, and Brazil is setting up pilot contracts making use of the measures
and controls that have had to be developed for the ongoing delegation of main-
tenance responsibilities from the Federal to the State Governments. Thus ways
are being found to write a fair and acceptable contract even for routine maintenance;
essentially it consists in evaluating and specifying the aggregate amount of work
in each category to be done per km per year on each given section of road, with
emergency repairs payable at tabulated unit prices.

8.06 While the requisite size of Departmental central and field staffs will
depend heavily on the proportion of work given over to contractors, the key
considerations in securing an effective allocation of internal responsibilities
are rather constant: first, to delegate specific responsibilities as far as is
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compatible with availability of trained staff and minimum feasible size of
unit, and, second, to develop a good system of communication and inspection.
The large majority of Bank-promoted institutional changes have in fact been
to pin responsibilities more precisely - for instance by setting up a separate
Roads Department within a Public Works Ministry, or a separate Maintenance
Division within a Roads Department - or, less frequently, to pool related
responsibilities - such as that for mechanized maintenance in several districts
-- in units of minimum efficient size.

8.07 Development of inspection systems, which is a matter mainly of
inspector training and to a lesser extent of regular written reporting, has
also received some attention, but taken longer to achieve. One particularly
interesting and promising attempt to develop delegation/inspection systems
appropriate to local circumstances, and on a.very large scale, is the highly
decentralized "autonomous brigade" form of organization used in Zaire since
1975, under which the engineers in charge of each brigade have considerable
freedom of action, under general supervision (including field visits) from a
special headquarters department.

8.08 Somewhat separate from the issue of the main structure for road main-
tenance proper - actual work on the roads themselves - is that of responsibility
for the equipment used in maintenance. This responsibility, including equipment
procurement, parts and supplies, and equipment maintenance, is often in the
hands of a separate Equipment Division or Mechanical Branch within the Highways
Department, with its own agents distributed among the field subdivisions and/or
with a separate network of regional workshops where scale considerations require
greater geographical concentration. Since flexibility of operation in matters
such as regional allocation of equipment and purchase of spare parts, and tight
costing and controls, are critical to the effective use of the large amounts
of capital tied up in equipment, many developing countries are moving in the
direction of endowing such Division with an autonomous budget, charging rentals
to the field subdivisions and other users. This requires the availability of
adequate accounting and management resources. One of the few developing countries
where such a system is already functioning very effectively is Malawi.

8.09 Institutional arrangements for maintenance of rural roads vary greatly
between countries -- from total decentralization into the hands of county
authorities, with little outside help, to full inclusion with the national
network under the responsibility of the Highway Department. But, whichever
the case, they are seldom working effectively; in many countries rural roads
have barely been maintained at all in the past.

8.10 Particularly interesting solutions to this problem are various ways
of securing local contributions, specially in the form of labor for routine main-
tenance. For instance, Kenya is redeveloping the system of the local lengthman,
responsible for routine maintenance of 1-2 km of road with the aid of tools
and materials provided by the Roads Department, and remunerated at a rate some-
what below the normal official minimum wage but in excess of what he would other-
wise be able to earn. Similar systems, known as cantonnage, are still being
applied in many of the more densely populated Francophone countries. In Mexico,
an enormous variety of systems is used, depending on what fits best with local
traditions, but in many areas agreements (convenios) are signed with specially

t
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formed local road maintenance associations under which the latter agree to
provide each year certain amounts of labor, again below the normal minimum
wage, to help keep their roads in good condition. Effective functioning of
these labor-intensive maintenance systems is particularly dependent on good
supervision. Such imaginative means of lowering the costs of maintenance
and securing local contributions to it will be essential to help solve the
vast problem of rural road maintenance.

8.11 For paved roads, and especially the trunk network, another institu-
tional responsibility which needs to be clearly provided for is axle load
control. Setting of axle load limits is generally the responsibility of the
Ministry of Transport or similar body, while enforcement and operation of vehicle
weigh-stations may be in the hands of its officials or of the regular police
force. But what the experience of extensive failures and difficulties in
this area shows above all is that the establishment and effective introduction
of appropriate limits needs to be done in close cooperation with trucker asso-
ciations and within the broader framework of trucking industry regulation.
Technical innovations, such as automatic weighing scales, can help considerably
but even they cannot be effective if the truckers feel that the treatment they
are afforded is unfair, e.g. because rates are kept at a level where they have

to overload in order to break even. Thus load control has become more effective
in Honduras and Kenya recently, when rate increases were allowed simultaneously.

8.12 Among these institutional issues there is little doubt that the most

important, which the Bank may need to raise more continually than it has in
the past, is the trend in the split of maintenance work between public and
private sectors. Many.countries appear to be trying to do more in-house in
the Highway Department than would best serve their socio-economic objectives.

The financial and technical assistance to the development of the domestic con-
struction industry which is increasingly being included in various types of
Bank/IDA lending should help to widen the scope for choice.

IX. The Role of Consultants

9.01 More traditional consultant functions such as preparation of bid
documents, bid evaluation and contract supervision, are only a minor part of
the contribution needed from consultants in most maintenance programs. Lay-out
of alternative organizational arrangements and implementation of the client's
chosen one, advice on procedures and systems, training both on the job and
in courses and seminars, preparation of manuals -- in a word, institution-building,
in the broadest sense -- are the main jobs that consultants are called upon to
help with in maintenance. The task is the more complex, because human
considerations -- sociological, cultural, political, attitudinal -- are often
more important than technical ones.

9.02 Foreign consultants and technical assistance, under increasingly
precise terms of reference, have been heavily involved in both preparation

and execution of almost all the major maintenance improvement efforts under-
taken with Bank assistance. While they have often been overoptimistic with
regard to what they would be able to accomplish, consultants have generally
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played a vital role in what was done - recognized by borrower and Bank in
the form of the contract extensions that have characterized the large majority
of maintenance projects. The most common problem was simply that for a great
variety of reasons -- ranging from insufficiently precise terms of reference
or guidance, to serious and widespread lack of counterparts -- their expensive
time was sometimes partially wasted.

9.03 One of the most difficult problems in guiding and managing consultants
is to set the right balance in their work between preparation of manuals and
systems (for accounting, costing, traffic counting, etc.) and actual training
of personnel. Systems leave something tangible at the end and can last; per-
sonnel may leave. Yet there is little doubt that in many cases too much atten-
tion was given to preparation of systems, and insufficient attention to training
and human contact. Some consultant teams had too much management expertise and
insufficient field experience, and most had too little training expertise. It
has become increasingly clear that teams need to include some individuals with
principal experience in, and primary responsibility for, training; and that
these trainers themselves need to be guided away from overemphasizing develop-
ment of training systems towards developing living programs which will continue
with local teachers after departure.

9.04 Foreign technical-assistance needs to be neither accepted too readily
nor resisted too strongly. There are cases where the authorities regret in
retrospect that the foreigners were not given executive responsibilities ini-
tially and others where change was greatly slowed or stopped by abrupt reduction
of expatriates. There are also cases where foreigners have been used too long
as a general prop, particularly in the relatively dull field that maintenance
is considered to be. A few projects supported by the Bank were simply started
with more technical assistance than could be well used, given the scarcity of
counterparts and local staff to work with them. The absorptive capacity for
technical assistance in a maintenance program can increase over time, as local
staff increases and overcomes any initial reluctance to take advantage of the
expatriates.

9.05 While the consultants and technical assistance used in Bank-supported
maintenance programs have come from a very wide variety of countries, firms and
sources, extremely little of it has come from other developing countries, whose
people might sometimes be best placed to help, given the importance of cultural
and attitudinal aspects. Strong private consulting groups on highways have
developed in some of the more advanced developing countries, partly because of
outdated salary ceilings in direct Government service. But for the same reason
they are often very heavily booked within their own countries. Some such coun-
tries are even considering the contracting out of maintenance management to con-
sultants.

9.06 Even European consultants new to Bank work have in several instances
caused serious delay in procurement of maintenance equipment by their unfamil-
iarity with Bank procurement procedures. Some special Bank-effort to orient
borrowers' consultants who are new to Bank projects in matters such as this
could help usefully to widen the consultancy sources used for maintenance
projects and perhaps introduce some groups with important potential advantages
in similarity of cultural and linguistic background to that of the borrowers.
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X. Conclusions

10.01 The highway maintenance problem has proved very resistant to past
Bank efforts to help countries deal with it, whether by inclusion of general
covenants in highway construction loan agreements or by financing projects
specifically addressed to the problem. Bank vigilance about observance of main-
tenance covenants -- and clarity with regard to the size of the future maintenance
burden being built up with the development of a highway network -- can help.
But the obstacles to effective fulfillment are often too deep-seated to be
successfully overcome by a loan covenant alone. This is indeed demonstrated
by the Bank's own experience with projects aimed specifically at maintenance
improvement. Such projects have frequently run into difficulties in properly
coordinating all the component elements of people, organizations, money, equip-
ment and materials and, even more, in building up structures and mechanisms to
sustain such coordination.

10.02 - The evidence is that the large majority of developing countries would
earn high enough returns from additional efforts to expand maintenance, or to
make it more efficient, that such efforts should be a high-priority claim on
their own budgets, and that countries are increasingly recognizing this. But
the difficulty is to carry through such efforts effectively.

10.03 The obstacles are multiple -- public attitudes, staff capacities, bud-
geting and planning procedures, and organizational techniques. Building up the
necessary institutional capacities is a great deal more difficult than building
road networks. The effort has to be concerted and sustained. The evidence
is abundant from past experiences that satisfactory basic systems can seldom
be established in less than 15-20 years, and that further help may still be
needed thereafter to deal with expansions of the maintenance workload and avoid
retrogressions.

10.04 While a central feature of the Bank's role is to analyze the economic
priority and balance of maintenance programs to be assisted, the justification
for Bank financing of maintenance is not so much the expected physical impact
of the hardware covered as the contribution such lending, and related arrange-
ments, can make to building up the institutional framework for adequate perfor-
mance of maintenance on a continuous basis. For this purpose, broad programs
designed to make headway on each of the interrelated obstacles and constraints,
and a steady concentration over many years on their successful accomplishment,
are essential.

10.05 The Bank should therefore continue and expand the emphasis it has been
attaching to road maintenance and the more practical expression it has been giv-
ing to this emphasis in Action Plans, training programs, development of financial
mechanisms, etc. To further strengthen this effort some specific suggestions
emerge from this review, whether reemphases of practices that have been used in
the past or minor modifications. They can be briefly summarized as follows:

(i) The prime criterion of eligibility of maintenance expenditures
for coverage out of a loan/credit should be consistency with capacity-
building objectives, including the development of regular domestic
funding mechanisms to sustain maintenance over the long term. Thus,
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in cases where country financial constraints are very severe and
yet development of routine maintenance capacity is a top priority,
the Bank should be prepared to participate, on a declining basis,
in the incremental recurrent costs of routine maintenance, while
changes in budgetary priorities are being effected and new domestic
financing mechanisms developed (paras. 5.14-16 and 5.26).

(ii)~ The trend of amounts (in real terms) for each of the upcoming
four or five years that should be spent on routine maintenance,
periodic maintenance, and maintenance and renewal of equipment, and
the proportion of the sum of these amounts to be covered out of
local resources should be closely analyzed in highway loan appraisals.
The local share should be expected gradually to rise as countries
develop. Except in cases where maintenance funding has been no prob-
lem, loan documents for all types of highway project should include
agreed targets (paras. 5.23-25).

(iii) The Bank should pay close continuing attention to borrowers'
fulfillment of maintenance covenants. To help expedite decisions
already accepted in principle, it should not hesitate to apply reme-
dies available under ongoing loans or to hold up new construction
loans when compliance is inadcquate (para. 3.09).

(iv) The Bank should actively assist the more effective operation
of separate autonomous funds, with commercial hire-charges and
accounting, for maintenance and renewal of equipment fleets. It
should support measures that contribute to this objective. One
such measure would be Government onlending of loan/credit proceeds
devoted to equipment at shorter commercial terms, with transfer of
exchange risk. Another would be phasing of equipment procurement
over several years to avoid excessive bunching of equipment main-
tenance load and renewal need. Particular attention should be given
to arrangements to enable maintenance of spare parts inventories at an
economically efficient level -- about 15% of total value of equipment
park in countries far from main supply lines (paras. 5.17-21).

(v) All loans for projects with maintenance components should normally
include an agreed Action Plan of steps to achieve the performance im-
provements sought. Such Plans will often relate to equipment avail-
ability and utilization and may require experienced mechanical engineer-
ing input into their formulation. Loan documents should list selected
key targets summarizing the expected outcome of this Action Plan and
corresponding to quantities whose actual values will be generated by
the borrower's management information system (paras. 7.13-14).

(vi) Careful attention should be given to the merits of using private
contractors, as opposed to Departmental forces, whether for whole
categories of work such as regravelling, or partidular tasks such as
supply of asphalt or transport of materials. Measures should be
developed, wherever needed and appropriate, to assist private contractors
to develop capacity to handle such jobs (paras. 8.02-05 and 8.12).
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(vii) Feasibility studies for maintenance programs and projects
should normally be required to consider explicitly the economic
loss that would result from cutting annual expenditures 20% below
the recommended level, and the economic gain that would result
from a 20% increase. Such analysis can contribute substantially
to demonstrating the potential value of incremental expenditures
on maintenance and to improving program composition (paras. 2.18-
2.21).

(viii) The Bank should try, in cases where Highway Department

staffing is a major constraint, to have full Personnel Inventories

undertaken at the same time as essential engineering preparation
work is done, i.e. before a loan for a project is approved. This
area needs more attention because .the whole pace at which main-
tenance programs generally, and training components in particular,
can be carried out depends critically on personnel numbers and

capacities (para. 6.14).

(ix) Considerably greater importance than in the past should be
attached to achieving continuity in maintenance development efforts

and especially in related training programs. Where new loans/cre-
dits which would include funds for necessary extension of training
programs may be delayed, and financing from other sources is not

already confirmed, the Bank should be ready to lend the small amounts

necessary to prevent an ongoing program from lapsing. The necessary
financing for an interim period could be provided through either

the existing Bank/IDA Project Preparation Facility or another similarly

flexible arrangement (para. 6.15).

(x) The Bank should encourage Highway Departments' publicity efforts

and the formation of road user associations. It should promote a

concern with the problems of road maintenance among public-interest
groups. Such support, for instance by provision of appropriate docu-

mentary material, could help significantly to build up public support

for Governments' increased maintenance efforts (para. 4.05).

(xi) When a borrower selects for a maintenance project a consultant

firm which has not previously worked with Bank/IDA projects, the Bank

should give special attention to familiarizing the team with Bank

experience on topics such as management systems and training. It
should make sure they are fully aware of Bank/IDA procedures on mat-
ters such as procurement (paras. 9.05-06).

(xii) The Bank should arrange a meeting of foreign assistance agen-
cies active in the highways field to discuss this paper. The purpose
of such a meeting would be to minimize recurrence of cases where foreign

lenders have worked at cross purposes with regard to highway maintenance,

and to assist the development of a shared approach to the matter
(paras. 3.09, 4.05- and 5.11-12).
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Binghamton, Yew York 1390C1

March 23, 1979

Mr. Michael Cernea
Room D-709
The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Cernea:

I half-suspect that you've forgotten our conversation of earlier this
year, though I certainly hone you have not. I was the mission sociolo-ist
with the Dosso Agricultural Development Project ap raisal mission headed
by: Jan ;eijenberg in Uover.er-December, 1978.

You may recall that durin a brief conversation we had, you suFgested that
I prepare som, notes or a statement of some kind on sociology, sociologist4,
and World Bank projects. In truth, our vonversation hzis been on mind
ever since then, and I have been hoping to have sor:ething for you long
before now. Alas, r.iuchhas gotten in the way and here I am, very late indeed,
with my notes.

The revisions of the sociology .orkin, paper reguired -uite a bit of time
and enerry, a-d all along I was tryin to decide ho-! to prepare something
something at once useful for you yet not terribly detailed and excessively
long. I have managed the problem, though in doing so have opted for a very
general discussion of some key issues. Nothing is resolved, and if you had
hoped for more detail, I fear you will not find it. As I suggest in the
attached paper, any more detailed treatment would require more than a
memo sent for circulation--it would require added reflection and not a
little discussion. Since ti:me and energies on both ends (yours and mine)
seem rather limited at the moment, it seems that further elaboration will
have to wait until later. Though I must confe-s that I would be willing.

Of course, any reactions you or anyone else might i;ave to the attached remarks
will be very welccme, and I do thank you for the opportunity to discuss the
issues a bit. I apologize for the tardiness and the very very preliminary
nature of the comfenas, however.

At the sam :e time, I should like to ask you if the Dank has any ongoing social
science research and/or evaluation programs either 'in Washington, D.C. or
elsewhere. If so, I wou~d be very interested to know, more about them, parti-
cularly as a number of the points discussed in the Dosso sociology working
paper strike me as being of fundamental importance---to Niger and the people
in the Dosso rerion, and to the Bank as it seks to better understand "social"
factors in development.
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I realize that the Bank has severe restrictions on the use/participation
of consultants in projects resutlin in any way from their 7articular
consulting activities, and I cert-inly agree with this--in princi--le.
Nonetheless, it strikes mc that there are a number bf significant problems
to investigatgd in the conte:ct of or so::iehow related to the Dosco project
(in particular, concerning wo-.en in the derestic economy, chanes in land
tenure and productio n patterns, and mi-rations), and at the very least,
I would like to ':now whethor it mi ht be pomoible--with Lank permission
and support--to look into somoe of these issues?

Any inforr:ation you might be willin- or able to provide will be very much
appreciated.

Please do accept my apolo ies for this late delivery; I do hope it will be
worth your while. It was --ood to m=:et you in 'Jashinyton; hopfully we will
be able to once again discuss these isoues before too long. Your greetings
to Immanuel Wallerstein were delivered and acknowledged.

Sincerely,

Thor:as 1. Painter
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D. Hughart, EWT

Comments on "Locally-Built Windmills as an Appropriate
Technology for Irrigation of Small IHoldings in Developing
Countries" by Ken Darrow, draft dated February 26, 1979

1) The draft includes a modest amount of poorly documented analysis
sandwiched into a great deal of repetitious flackery.

2) The draft concludes (or presupposes, if the first sentence is to
be taken literally) that "appropriate technology" windpowered water numpers
(ATWPPs') are the technology of choice and are viable economically for
millions of small farmers (1-2 ha) who need low-head (up to 5n) irrigation
pumping in areas with average windspeeds of about 10 km/h or. more. Compe-
titiveness is not claimed for larger areas or higher heads because these
applications require greater pumoing power and electric and internal com-
bustion engine (ICE) powered pumps offer greater economies of scale.

3) The draft returns repeatedly to the examples of Crete and Thailand
as demonstrations of ATWPWl's' viability. At least the Crete examole can
probably be written off as a special case in which water has an exceptionally
high value. The quote on page (4) indicates the water is used to qrow vege-
tables for export, and page (3) describes how the water is stored in masonry
tanks to minimize losses. The Thai case is less clear, but page (4/3) indi-
cates that ATWPWPs are used there to lift water into salt ponds as well as
rice paddies and the quote on page (13) describes both Crete and Thailand as
cases in which "valuable cash crops are grown." Similarly, the Justification
cited on page (14) for ATIPWP investments in Tanzania is based on the value
of irrigated onion plots. If ATWPWPs are only viable in high-value cash-
generating operations, they are much less interesting than if they can also
be justified for irrigating staple crops on basically subsistence farms.

4) If I understand page (12) correctly, it is saying that the typical
Java farmer could get an additional 700-1400 kg (milled) of rice per hectare
per year with no additional inputs other than an ATWIPWP. Taking the figures
from pages (7/3) and (7/4), these would pump between 30 and 50 m3 per day.
If the winds blow steadily through the dry season and if the way to irrigate
rice is to put on a little wrater each -ay through a 100-day season, then an
ATWPWP on a one hectare farm would apply a total of 30-50 cm of water to the
dry season crop. It may be worth checking whether:

(a) rice needs more water than t1at,
(b). the water needs to be applied in larger doses in specific

phases of the growing cycle,
(c) the increased yield claimed would also require additional

inputs of seed, fertilizer, labor, extenision, and "civil
works" associated with the winh1mill, and,

(d) the dependability of the wind mav be a critical factor to
consider if the farmer is risking a significant investment
in inputs.
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5) The cost comparisons with electric and ICE powered pumps are
less well documented than they ought to be. Surely, the costs of the
conventional alternatives can be established with better bases than the
assumptions made on pages (7/2) and (7/4). fin the ATWPWP side, we can't
expect any "hard" cost data, but it seems almust useless to cite cost
figures, as on pages (7/3) and (7/4) without any indication of what they
include or exclude or what materials prices, wage-rates, and exchange rates
were used in deriving them. Civen that they are built entirely or nearly
so with locally available materials and unskilled or semi-skilled labor
using hand tools, it is hard to know what an estimate, for example, of
US$480 for an ATWTPWP in Crete would correspond to in Indonesia or any-
where else without knowing how the US$480 figure was calculated.

6) It is probably unreasonable to ask Mr. Darrow to rework his
figures on irrigation benefits or on conventional pumping systems, so I
would suggest that either the draft be abandoned as a "good try" that
didn't result in what was hoped for or that Mr. Darrow be asked to strengthen
the treatment of ATJPWPs. Specifically, he may be able to:

(a) comment on the technical, performance, and economic data and
computations on WPt'YPs (AT and otherwise) and fill in some of
the blanks in the tables in Marcus Sherman's report, "Practi-
cal Application of Wind Powered Water Pumps" submitted to
ESCAP in February 1977.

(b) correct Sherman's treatment of capital charges. Sherman adds
a straight-line depreciation charge to an interest charge
based on the full, undepreciated amount to get an annual
fixed cost, and

(c) construct for at least some of the ATWPWPs a breakdown of
costs (by skill) and materials (by item or type) sufficiently
detailed to allow at least rough estimates of the cost in
country X based on wage rates and materials prices there.

7) Perhaps it would be useful to ask Mr. Hotes for guidance in es-
tablishing parameters for irrigation water requirements, net benefits of
irrigation, pumping heads, and costs of conventional pumping technologies
for a number of proto-typical small farmers in different parts of the world.
The Bank presumably has enough experience in irrigation by now to be able to
construct a yardstick with which to nieasure claims made for windmill (and
solar) irrigation systems.

8) Page (9) may have been written to offend economists. The argu-
ments are muddled, but as I understand them, they add nothing of substance
to standard economics and instead show Mr. Darrow's ignorance of what he is
attacking.

cc: Messrs. F. ITotes, ACR
A. Armar, PAS

D. .Hughart:ako
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R. Coodland, Environmental & Health Affairs

Locust Control

Herewith are some suggestions you requested on 0. C. La. Lav's locust
campaign document of 22 February 1979, annexed:

1. According to my sources (Dr. Fred Whittemore, literature,
FAO, AID, EPA) Malathion and Fenitrothion (i.e. the less objectionable
pesticides in this instance) are cost-effective on winged swarms, but
less so on the tinfledged hopper stage.

2. However, since it is economically and ecologically preferable
to concentrate on hoppers rather than on vagile swarms, then fenitrothion
may not be as effective. Even so, hopper control from the ground is
environmentally preferable (e.g. jeep-mounted nozzle blower), rather than
from the air as proposed.

3. This is clearly a complex case, so more information has been
requested in case you require more input (e.g. Dr. Whittemore and FAO's
Roy of the Plant Protection Service). Since dieldrin has been banned
because it has been shown to be unsafe in well-nourished and medically
pampered nations, the Bank should avoid its use whenever possible. If,
after having internalized the environmental costs (e.g. demise of non-
target species, especially predators) associated with the use of the
broad-spectrum, destructive generation of pesticides, their use is
considered unavi.able, then the Bank should insist on some surveillance
system to monitor the degree of damage. As soon as more information
arrives, I'll pass it on. Let me know if you require further amplifi-
cation.

Attachment

cc: Dr. Lee, OEHIA
Mr. J. C. Collins, AGR
Mr. Pickering, AGR
Mr. J. Gamba, WAP
Mr. D. Sutherland, AGR
Mr. P. : ihm, AEP
Mr. J. Coulter, CGR
Mr. Armar, CPSVP
Mr. Overby, OEHA

RG:0M c
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Mr. David Rix, CAD March 22, 1979

Jim Goering, AGPEP

Proposed~Lnhancement s to APAS

1. Pursuant to our meeting of March 16, we propose the followig
list of APAS enhancenents for investigation by CAD: (The listing is in

our approximate order of priority, although we recognize this may change
when the cost of each enhancement is known more clearly.)

i) A facility to copy into a without roject file the base-year

entries of all commodity, product-line, farm and subarea data

from the with project files which have base-year reference
years.

ii) Provision of another farm budget table, complementary to the
existing FBG, which focuses on the financing of the farm opern -

tion by indicating annual loan receipts (short--, medium and

long- term) and debt service (annuil payments of intercst and

principal on short., medium- ni lon -term loans). This table,

specified in financial terms, would be integrated with a debt

service module capable of calculating the above annual nayments
under comxn repayment systems with alternative assuuptions re-

garding interest rates, grace periods and repayment period. The

format of such a table is approximately indicated by Tables 4.5

and 4.6 in the Von Pischke memorandum to me of January 26 (cir -

culated at our meeting of March l). The uncerlying program
should be capable of calculating financial rates of return to:

(a) all resources in the farm operation and (h) the farmer's

own resources.

iii) A facility to increase the ease with which sensitivity testing

of APAS results can be perform ed. This requires a capacity to:

(a) examine the effects on POFs and NPVs of percentage changes

in individual project inputs or outputs and (b) calculate
switching values" for selected variables (the percent change

in the variable from its base case value which results in an NPV

equal to 0). Two options to achieve this enhancement should be

costed: (a) to create an output workfile which could he read by
other programs such as CB/Display and (b) to develop a "stand

alone" capability within APAS to perform this sensitivity test--

ing by altering input data before processing by APAS.

iv) A facility to simplify the inputting, of data in cases of delayed

entry of crops and farm types. A possible approach is indicated

in Ms. Y. Kimaro's memo to me of March 8, copied to you.

v) A facility to convert financial prices to economic prices for

all project inputs and outputs by indicating for each a single

conversion factor.
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vi) Suppression of the existing feature which automatically prints

all commodity, product-line and farm tables for each delayed

entry situation.

vii) Creation of a facility to automatically print the incremental

table where the report command is given for the with and without

projct situation.

viii) Addition to the FI, SIO anel PIO tables of informar tion showing

cropped area for each commodity.

ix) A single command to request the printing of a basic group of

tables, viz., those containing information most commonly used in

the staff appraisal report and annexes. All should relate to
years 0, 1-5, 10, 15 and 20 of the project and include with, with--

out and incremental

Those based on financial values

. Annual prices of all inputs and outputs (NIP)

. Monthly prices of all project labor (1!OP)

Commvodity budgets for all project outputs (CB3G)

. Farm budgets for all project farm models (FBG)

- Those based on economic valies

Annual prices of all inputs and outputs (APP)

. Monthly prices for all project labor (MOP)

Economic ROR and NPV for each project component

and the total project (SBC, PBC)

Those based on physical relationships

. Distribution of project farm models (FSD)

. Physical inputs and outputs for project comnodi.

ties (GO), farm models (FI), p :oj-t compo-
nents (CTI) and the total project (PIO)

. M onthly labor supply and demand for individual com-

ponents (SM) and the total project (PML)

x) Integration of a herd simulation model into APAS.

xi) A facility to permit calculation of RORs to new farms or project

components for which no without project situation exists.
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xii) A facility to show the distribution of project net incremental

benefits (in percent or value terms) by farm type an project

component. In the subarea tables, this information could be

shown by farm type. On the project-level tables. this could be

shown by subareas/components.

2. My hope is that a number of the above improvements (e.g, - vi,

vii, viii, ix and xii) can be considerea as part of normal APA anintenance
and thereby effected in the near future.

3. My understanding is that CAD will undertake a preliminary costing

of the above proposals as the basis for more detailed investigation of a

selected, number of enhancements considered to be of highest priority. That

investigation would then result in a joint CAD/AGR request to the Priorities

Committee for resources to undertake such enhancements in FY10.

Cc and cleared with: Mr. G. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP

cc; Agriculture and Rural Develonment

Mr. D. Pickering
Ms. Y. Kinaro

,. Pinto
Messrs. H. Kim

G. Temple

APAS Advisorv GrouD

Messrs. G. Ashkenazi (LC)
V. Bhargava (EPP)
E. Goetz (pA)
J. Tillier (W'p)
P. Whitford (APP)
M. Wilson (ASP)

TJGvau
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G. F. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP DATE: March 22, 1979

FROM: J. D. Von Pische and C. M. Lewisol.'

SUBJECT: Disbursements for Agricultural Projects -

Proposal for Quantitative Study

1. This memo proposes that a basic quantitative desk study be under-
taken of disbursements and disbursement rates for Bank and IDA projects in
the agricultural sector. The objective of the proposed study would be to
describe recent disbursement performance, using simple ratios and computer
graphics. The study would not seek causes of disbursement performance, al-
though it would provide a basis for the formulation of hypotheses concerning
such causes. This proposal is in response to concern that project implemen-
tation may be facing constraints which retard disbursements.

2. The proposed study would compare selected disbursement variables
with expectations, which could be adjusted to reflect delays in implementa-
tion, all in terms of quarterly statistics. The'purpose of the study is to
ascertain whether and how disbursement patterns have diverged from expecta-
tions and to identify changes over time and differences between various
classifications of disbursements. The study would be limited in scope,
dealing with analysis of financial data. It is expected that results of the
analysis would offer insights into any disbursement problem which may exist,
which would permit design of further studies directed at the identification
of underlying qualitative constraints which may be responsible for lags in
disbursement.

3. The study would begin with disbursement schedules found in ap-
praisal reports for agricultural projects approved from FY68 through FY78.

This time frame should permit meaningful analysis of results over the last
five or six years. Analyses would be based on comparisons of actual exper-
ience with expectations, and with disbursement expectations suitably lagged
to reflect delays in implementation, as outlined in Appendix 1.

4. Comparisons of actuals and expectations would be made by project
type, for annual tranchesjof projects, and by country or region. No attempt
would be made to break disbursements down by type (e.g., on farm investment,
institutional support and technical studies) at this stage, although the
analyses would provide a basis for such disaggregation in further research
(para. 6 below).

5. The study would use RORSU and P&B data wherever possible (see
Appendix 3) and would also involve primary data gathering. Data would be
computerized. It is possible that computer program size limitations and
analytical economy would require screening out small projects, with no mate-

rial impact on study results.

6. The following manpower allocation within the Division is proposed
for this study. Mr. Lewis would be re-sponsible for the project on a day-to-
day basis and for obtaining data from P&B and RORSU (30 man-days). He would
supervise one support staff person who would load and operate the computer
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(30 man-days). Mr. Temple would be responsible for setting up any program-
ming modifications required for the analysis and for guidance concerning
data handling (10 man-days). Mr. Von Pischke would take responsibility for
analytical design and would work with Mr. Lewis in drafting the study report
(20 man-days). Mr. Scandizzo would be kept fully informed of the study and
its progress (3 man-days). Messrs. Scandizzo and Lewis will conduct further
studies of disbursements, incorporating the same data and hypotheses sug-
gested by this study.

7. This project could begin on April 1 and be completed by July 1,
assuming that 20 man-days of support staff time could be provided in April
and 10 man-days at Mr. Von Pischke's discretion thereafter.

8. Since this memo was put into first draft, it has come to our atten-
tion that RORSU is considering entering appraisal estimates of disbursements
onto its computerized project data system. We endorse this step. As indi-
cated in para. 6 and Appendix 3 of this memo, cooperation with RORSU is en-
visaged in the proposed study.

CC and cleared with: Messrs. P. Scandizzo (AGREP)
G. Temple (AGREP)

cc: Messrs. D. Pickering (AGR)
T. Davis (RORSU) t

JDVPischke:vau



Appendix 1

Disbursement Variables to be Analyzed

1. D = expected disbursement profile

The expected disbursement profile would be derived using appraisal report

estimates for agricultural projects:

a) approved between July 1, 1968 and June 30, 1978

b) classified by region and country

c) classified by FY of approval

d) classified by project type

e) for each FY

f) by cross tabulations of the above, where meaningful.

Changes in this pattern would indicate whether projects were trending

towards longer or shorter disbursement horizons. Calculations of expected

disbursement profiles by project type and country or Region weighted by

Bank/IDA lending patterns would indicate the expected disbursement conse-

quences of changes in lending patterns.

2. Da - actual disbursement profile

The actual disbursement profile would be derived from actual disbursement

data, and would be manipulated for analysis in the same manner as D .

3. D
D = base disbursement rate
e

Base disbursement rate analysis would asce.rtain how actuals diverge from

expectaions and how this divergence has deveToped over time for the various

categories of projects litsted_
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4. D
D- =adjusted disbursement rate
ee

where D is the expected disbursement level lagged for delays in project

effectiveness. Analyses would be conducted as for the base disbursement

rate. Diferences between the base and expected disbursement rates would

indicate the effects of delayed effectiveness on disbursements. The adjusted

rate would permit a basis for identifying disbursement delays which are not

directly related to delays in project effectiveness.

5. D = disbursement time lag

This measure would indicate the number of fiscal-year quarters by which

disbursement lags behind appraisal expectations. If, for example, actual

disbursement reached US$1.0 million by the close of the third quarter of

FY 1977, while this level had been targeted for the close of the third

quarter of FY 1976, the disbursement time lag would be 4 quarters.

6. Dl = adjusted disbursement time lag

The adjusted disbursement lag would compare, in terms of time, the progress

of actual disbursements against appraisal expectations lagged for delays in

effectiveness.
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Basic Output Format

The basic output format shown below would be produced for each

project included in the study. This format would include a graphic

representation of expected disbursements, expected disbursements adjusted

for delays in effectiveness, and actual disbursements, plus disbursement

rates for each relevant quarter. The data given would be the basic building

block for various aggregations outlined in Appendix 1, which would employ

the same format. Additional abbreviations used in the format are:

FY = fiscal year

BDR = base disbursement rate

ADR = adjusted disbursement rate

CBDR = cumulative base disbursement rate

CADR = cumulative adjusted disbursement rate

QTR = quarter (of a fiscal year)

DISPRO = disbursement profile
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Country: Epitoria
Project ID Code: 3EPTLO1
Project Title: Livestock I

DISPRO:

US$M D D Da

10

9

8

7-

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

QTR 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 ,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4.,

FY 70 71 72 73 74

D 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

D * * 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
ee

D 0 0 0 0 .5 .8 1.2 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.0 6.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

D /D - BDR * 0 0 0 .50 .30 .40 .80 .50 1.00 .50* * * *
a e

CBDR * 0 0 0 .13 .16 .20 .29 .31 .39 .49 .60 .80 .90 1.00

Da/D • ADR * * 0 0 .50 .30 .40 .80 .50 1.00 .50 2.00 2.00 * *

CADR * * 0 0 .25 .27 .30 .40 .42 .50 .50 .67 .80 .90 1.00

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6' 4 4 4

D* * 0 1 2 3 .3 3 4 .4 4 3 2 2 2
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Data Source Inventory

Data dealing with disbursements come from three sources: (1) the

disbursement division's computer system (which includes various specifics on

the type of disbursement and whether it was used for local costs), (2) P&B's

compilation of Forms 590 includes revised disbursement estimates for each

project being supervised on a quarterly basis, and (3) P&B also has a sepa-

rate data system which uses disbursement information in order to project,

for financial purposes, future outlays. This data system is presently being

entered into the main P&B "focus" system which will soon make it accessible

to the present RORSU input and output matrixes, as well as the Time Recording

System information.
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Ted J. Davis, AGROR

ACC TaskFor ralarch 5-12, 1979

The ACC Task Force on Rural Development held its annual rmeetingwiome on areh 5-12, 1979 i attach the report of the Task Force to ACCvhich includes a list of participants. FAQ as lead agency has considerably
amproved Its leadership both in terms of administrative procedures as wellas substantive~ in~put Ito the work of the Task Force. This, I balieve,

atems fron theA hfher priority given to Poverty oriented rural 4evelopmant"by the FAO Dirictor Ceneral and to the appointment of a new Director,
Mr. rafael Morenio, in Octbber 1970. Th work of the Task Force and FAThs
attitude toward it is obviously influenced by the extensive and Intensivepreparation by AO for the Jorld Conference on Agrarian Reform and RuralDevelopment to be held in July 1979. (See my nemo of March 22, 1979 to you
on the preparation cotmaittee meeting for this Conference.)

The main issues in the deliberations of the Task Force were:

1) Considerable progress in the ACC coordinated country level exer-cise in three of the five countries in which the exercises were undertaken
The three countries making proross are Bolivia, Liberia and Lesotho. uch
less positive actions have resulted in the other two countries, Soalia and
Samoa. The ank was and is closely associated with the exercises in Bolivia
and Liberia and its own missions have been quite positive concerning the
natioal protrds of rural development which are being supported under theACC coordinated approacIA.

2) The ACC Task Force had a report from its own "Working Group onaonitoring and valuation of Rural Development Projects", in which the Bankbad a leadership role in the substantive effort of this Vlork-ing Group. TheTask Force adopted the report of the Working Group n Thonitorine and Evalua-
tion concluding that much progress has been made toward dveling a coaon
terinolog~y and attachiug great importance to the recommendations whichshould have a direct bearing and significant impact on the activities of thetIN Agencies.

3) aBecaue of the Bank's considerably different role as a specializedagency, it has ot been closely associated with the ACC recommendation relatingto thHa armonization. A Working Group on Prorram Harmonization reportedto the Task Force which included recommendations for defining proerams in broadub-catcories directly related to poverty oriented rural development. This,i itself, is a step forward in ACC cooperation. The Workin7 Group's additionalreconeatio) to focus on harm~onization iti the area of "'rural infrastructure"was not accepted. Instead the Task Force su5-eted the more crucial area of
manpower traiaing and informal education. It was su';ested that the Inter-
Secretariat Working Group (ISWG) on Aricultural Training and Ehucation, a
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contractual entity formed by DNSCO, yAO and ILO be the pattern for an expanded

effort at agency harmonization on the subject of rural development manpower
training and informal education.

Much concern was expressed by members of the Task Force with respect

to the recent reorganization of the ACC machinery. Mr. Yathiason, the repre-
sentative from the UN, explained that the ACC Preparatory Committee has beea

abolished and that most comittees and task forces of the ACC were to be

abolished. Apparently the exception will be those ACC activities which have

an ongoing operational function and will likely include the Nutrition Sub-

committee and the lter-Grganization Board (statistics). It was, however,

felt by nost representatives to the Task Force that the Task Force on Rural

Development would be continued in some form and nada certain recommendations

which required this continuity. The Bank's position has been that the Task

Force or some successor machinery should remain in existance at least through

the 2 year experimental country level exercises referred to above. The Task

Force recomended an evaluation of these exercises at the end of 1979 which

abould give information on which to determine the future course of the Task

force on Rural Development.

The regular back-to-office report will follow.

Attaebaent

ce: Thessrs. i. Baum, CPSVP; H. udelman, AGR; D. Pickering, AGR;
L. Chttstoffersen, AGR; P. Coffin, LCP: F. van Gigeh, WAP;
J. Wallis, LCP; A. Clift, WAP; B. Thoolen, AGR; D. Turnham, AGE

Mrs. Shirley Boskey, IIRD
RORSU Staff

TJDavis/cc
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM t

TO: Mr. William Clark, VPE DATE: March 22, 1979

FROM: Ted avis, AGROR

SUBJECT: Meeting of the Preparatory Committee for the World Conference on Agrarian

Reform and Rural Development Held in Rome, March 12-16, 1979

This large meeting was called by FAO to discuss preparation for the

World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development scheduled for

July 12-20, in Rome. The Preparatory Meeting was in effect a "Committee of

the Whole" to which all UN member governments were invited to send represen-

tatives as well as all UN agencies, other inter-governmental bodies and a

large number of NGOs. Representatives from approximately 130 member govern-

ments attended most of whom were backed by 3 or 4 alternates. Approximately

fifteen UN agencies' representatives attended; about 10 other inter-

governmental bodies; approximately 20 NGOs and 3 liberation 
organizations

for a total of about 700 persons.

Documentation for the preparatory meeting was prepared in 6 languages.

Likewise there was the simultaneous translation of the proceedings in the same

languages. The officers of the Preparatory Meeting were selected by consensus

on the first day and included as Chairman, Mr. Az,"z ul Haq of Bangladesh. Most

of the discussions (speech making) derived from comments on the reports of the

five regional preparatory meetings undertaken in the summer and the fall of 1978.

Considerable discussion also was taken up on the agenda for the World Conference,

the rules and procedures and, inspite of FAO resistance, on the draft program of

action.

The officers for the World Conference were elected and include 
as

follows:

Conference Chairman Ex President Caldara (Venezuela)

Conference Vice-Chairmen Tunisia
Senegal
China
Poland
Portugal

Crcdential Chairman Ambassador Borin (Italy)

Rapporteur General Minister Rao (India)

Commission I Chairman Minister Malacello (Tanzania)

Commission I Vice-Chairmen Egypt
Ireland
Vietnam

Commission Rapporteur G. Ericsson (Sweden)

Commission II Chairman Minister Judith Hartz (UK)

Commission II Vice-Chairmen Ghana
Colombia
Czechoslovakia

Commission II Rapporteur M. Trucola (Yugoslavia)
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The Preparatory Meeting was overall much better than one could have
expected. The arrangements and preparatory documentation were, on the whole,
very good and FAO should be recognized as having done a good job in a very
complex situation. Most of the debate was "responsible and responsive".
There were, of course, the expected political tirades, including the Eastern
Bloc led by the Russians against Western capitalist countries, Vietnam against
the Chinese, PLO against Irael, OAU against Rhodesia and South Africa, etc.
There were many references to the New International Economic Order and the
need for the Conference to recognize the importance of rectifying North/South
imbalances in economic terms of trade.

Overall the Preparatory Meeting was a success in raising the con-
sciousness of the participants and the development of a common terminology
which, I think, bodes well for the World Conference. The Bank should feel
complimented in that the terminology derives, to a great extent, from its
work over the last 5 years. For the first time FAO was coming out with a
strong poverty approach! "Imitation is the highest form of praise!"

Two matters need Bank's attention and action: (a) comments on the
draft Program of Action and (b) the designation of the Bank's delegation.

(a) The draft plan of action has two sections which may have impli-
cations for the Bank's future programs. These involve the draft recommendations
on Item XI - Official Development Assistance and Item XII - Program for Action
for FAO in Cooperation with other Organizations of the UN Family. (Excerpts
attached). I met in caucus with the representatives from other UN Agencies
every day during the Preparatory Meeting. We discussed- these recommendations
and the large agencies - UN, UNESCO, UNDP, UNIDO, and ILO feel that the
recommended activities for FAO are too much like those of a "super monitoring
agency" in the area of rural development and feel somewhat offended by such a
"super agency" role for FAQ. As we review this draft plan of action, we
should be mindful of the work of the World Food Council which has a primary
function of monitoring resource flows to increase food production. In recent
meetings of WFC working groups much discussion has focused not only on invest-
ments directly relating to food production, but also complementary investment in
rural areas which increase the productivity of rural populations and social
services investments. Therefore, a proposed monitoring of resource flows by
FAO may be duplicative of the WFC efforts. On the other hand, FAO is obviously
an important agency and we should not discourage the obvious shift in its
priorities toward poverty oriented multisectoral rural development. We should
discuss this matter in depth in the next 2 weeks and perhaps confer informally
with some of the other agencies. Comments are due before the end of April 1979.

(b) I was advised by Mr. Santa Cruz, the Secretary General of the
Conference, that they were indeed fervently hoping that Mr. McNamara would
attend and address the opening session. Mr. Santa Cruz plans to visit all
or most of the specialized agencies this Spring to urge the chief executives
to attend. Representatives of several of the agencies with whom I talked;
i.e. UNDP, UNESCO, ILO, UN, indicated that it was likely that their Directors
General would come to the opening session in July. This, of course, should
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be informally confirmed through our regular contacts. In any event, I feel

that the Bank should be represented by a delegation which would confirm

Bank's dedication and leadership in the field of rural development.

A full back-to-office report will follow.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. W. Baum, CPSVP; M. Yudelman, AGR; D. Pickering, AGR;

L. Christoffersen, AGR; P. Goffin, LCP; F. van Gigch, WAP;

J. Wallis, LCP; A. Clift, WAP; B. Thoolen, AGR; D. Turnham, AGR

Mrs. Shirley Boskey, IRD

RORSU Staff

TJDavisjcc



XI. OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

The volume, terms and conditions of official development
assistance, both bilateral and multilateral, are of great.
importance in supplementing national efforts by developiog
countries to achieve objectives of rural development. Devel-
oped countries should make every effort to raise the flow of
official development assistance to the target set under the
Second Development Decade of 0.7 percent of gross national
product. Both aid-giving and recipient countries should seek
to expand the amount and proportion of development aid going
to agricultural and rural development, and consider direct
support for programmes of agrarian reform. Rural development
is a huge, complex and long-term undertaking, requiring a
sustained commitment of financial resources and technical as-
sistance to achieve its goals.

Cooperation among developed and developing countries and
international institutions should include action to:

(I) Endorse and support the goals and targets set up by
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each country as outlined in Part I, Section I C, and
pledge substantial increases in development resources
to achieve them.

(ii) Increase the resources of international financial
agencies explicitly committed to rural development
and alleviation of rural poverty and ensure that their
lending capacity for such purposes is guaranteed
through long-term replenishment of resources.

(iii) Revise the lending criteria for rural development pro-
jects in the least developed countries. In particular:
(a) financing of local and foreign exchange costs
should be allowed without distinction; (b) recur-
rent as well as capital expenditures should be eligible:
(c) relatively more resources should be made available
for programme support as compared to project financing:
(d) no project or programme, whatever its size or
nature, should be a priori ineligible for aid under
a poverty-oriented aid strategy and criteria forselec-
tion should consider both direct and indirect impact
on development and poverty; (e) greater attention
should be given to complementarity of projects between
and within sectors; and (f) greater emphasis should
be given to pre-investment studies and preparation of
projects.

(iv) Re-examine criteria of appraisal, evaluation and mon-
itoring of small-scale rural development projects
with a view to increasing responsibility of institu-
tions at the local level, quicker absorption of aid,
greater responsiveness to the needs of programme bene-
ficiaries, and more active people's participation in
programme implementation.

(v) Ensure that proper weight is given to the comparative
advantages of concentrating external financing in
major physical infrastructure works, such as large-
scale irrigation projects, etc.

(vi) Provide international assistance on an untied basis
and insofar as feasible on a grant basis and cancel
outstanding official debts of the least developed and
poorest countries.

(vii) Give priority in allocating aid to those countries
which have demonstrated a strong and continuing com-
mitment to poverty-oriented rural development stra-
tegies, including redistribution of assets.
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viii) Provide through existing financial institutions addi-
tional development assistance, to finance direct and
indirect costs of agrarian reforms, i.e., cost of im-
plementation and administration (including land sur-
veys, establishment of land records, provision of
legal services, etc.) as well as indirect costs in-
volved in any transitional post-reform dislocations
in production, provision of inputs and services, and
marketing and storage.

(ix) Study the possible use of additional development as-
sistance to facilitate agrarian reforms through fi-
nancing compensation for expropriated assets (land
and water rights).

(x) Guarantee increased food aid for a stipulated period
to countries undertaking major agrarian reforms to
make up for any transitional fall in domestic produc-
tion.

(xi) Ensure that food aid, when received on a regularbasis,
is absorbed in such a way that disincentives to domes-
tic production are minimized, that equity and efficien-
cy in distribution are maintained, and that supplies
of food for lower income groups are stabilized.

XII. PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR FAO IN COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED

NATIONS FAMILY

In order to help implement this Programme of Action, the
Conference recommends that the Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion of the United Nations, in cooperation with other members
of the United Nations system, consider the adoption of the
following specific measures in the field of agrarian reform
and rural development:

A. Monitoring Agrarian Reform and Rural Development

(i) Develop, in consultation with other organizations
in the United Nations system, acting through the
appropriate ACC machinery and in cooperation with
Member Nations, a set of internationally comparable
indicators for each developing country, and col-
lect and analyse data pertinent to them in order
to monitor progress toward respective national
targets of rural development as laid down in Part
I, Sections 1 C and D of this Programme of Action.
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(ii) Review and evaluate, in cooperation with other

organizations of the United Nations system, the
environmental impact of rural development pro-

grammes, projects and technology currently in use

and incorporate considerations of ecological bal-

ance and environmental preservation in their de-

sign.

(iii) Monitor and evaluate the adequacy and terms of

flows of resources, both domestic and foreign, in

relation to the targets set for rural development
and submit the results of these evaluations through
its Governing Bodies to appropriate international
fora.

(iv) Undertake periodic reviews with each country and

with relevant international organizations in re-

spect of their policies and programmes for the

achievement of the objectives and targets outlined
in this Programme of Action.

B. Analysis and Dissemination of Knowledge

(i) Collaborate with Member Governments and other in-

ternational institutions in socio-economic and
technological research, including, inter alia,
national economic policies for rural development;
institutional factors of administration, programme
implementation and delivery of inputs andservices;
alternative systems of organization of production;
the socio-economic impact of new technology: ap-

propriate technology for small producers and for

crops grown and consumed by the poor; and prob-
lems of rainfed agriculture.

(ii) Strengthen the indigenous capacity for research

in developing countries in terms of institutions

and physical facilities, and promote research
training in technical and socio-economic aspects
of rural development with emphasis on poverty
alleviation.

(iii) Promote exchange among developing countries of

analysis and experience in the areas of agrarian
reform and rural development, especially those
noted in (i) above.
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Technical Assistance Activities

(i) Take the lead, in cooperation with other organiza-

tions of the United Nations system, in expanding
assistance programmes to developing countries in

all areas of this Programme of Action relating to
national actions.

(ii) Review and analyse, in cooperation with other or-

ganizations of the United Nations system, perform-

ance and progress in technical assistance activi-

ties and set targets for the proportion of such

technical assistance which should directly serve the
rural poor, and periodically evaluate whether these
targets are being met.

(iii) FAO to assist Member Nations, in cooperation with
other members of the United Nations system, to
undertake an evaluation of the impact of foreign
investments, in particular those of transnational
corporations, in the field of rural development
and assess their compatibility with the object-
ives of the host countries.

D. Assistance in Mobilizing Resources

(i) Act as a catalytic agent for the stimulation of
investment in rural development with special re-
gard to projects and programmes which have a sig-
nificant impact on poverty alleviation, and serve
as a focal point through the FAO Investment Centre
for promoting project assistance from external
agencies in the field of rural development.-

(ii) FAQ, in cooperation with external financing agen-
cies, both bilateral and multilateral, should ex-
pand its activities in the identification, formu-
lation, implementation and monitoring of agrarian
reform and rural development projects.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Montague amAuilL1 DATE:March 22, 1979.

FROM- J.C. Collins

SHBJECT: Meeting with representatives of Murray-Carver, Inc.,
manufacturers of oilseed processing equipment.

1. The representatives had already met Mr. Duester of EMENA region.
They were concerned over what they considered to be inadequate design for
oil extracting plant in two Bank projects - Sudan Rahad Irrigation and
Syria Oilseeds. In both cases there was no provision for delinting of
seed of medium staple Acala type cotton prior to oil extraction. They
considered the heavy lint cover of this seed would result in unacceptable
losses of oil and furthermore create mechanical problems when a solvent
extraction process was being installed. They were of the opinion that
frequently consultants were designing oil extraction plant for a specific
crop, such as cotton, without having had previous experience with building
plant for that crop, though possibly having considerable experience with
other oil crops having different design requirements.

2. I pointed out the considerable reliance placed on the Borrower
or his consultant for the feasibility and final design of such specialized
components in Bank projects and furthermore the Bank's reliance on
specialist consultants in the appraisal and subsequent supervision of
such components for which "in-house" expertise might not exist.

3. The representatives informed me that they were able to offer
adequate consulting services in this field as well as design and supply
capabilities and expressed an interest in possible employment in the
project formulation role. I put them in touch with Mr. Groen's office
in order that they might register as specialist consultants on the Bank's
list. I also informed them concerning the advertisement of forthcoming
opportunities for international tender for items such as equipment in
Development Forum.

JCCollins:cms

cc: Messrs. Pickering Rowe
Christoffersen Haynes
Hendry Goffin
van Gigch Duester
Blaxall Groen
Golan Dickerson
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Gordon Temple, AGRP

CEDISPLAY P.aseOn roress Report

. With the addition of a special facility for calculatine switching
values and the correction of bugs found during program testing the firet-
phase developent of CBDISPLAY is comp lete.

xtens io! 1Jortg

2 Two program manuals have been written for qank staff who plan to
use the program. The first manual, Introd uction to C II PLAY , provides a
siple escription of the program's language; it also serves as a perr.anent
'manua1 for swport staff who help analysts type raw data into the computer.

Y econd manual, Usersuide to CBDISPLAY, presents a comnlete description
of the pro raras comuand structure and its subroutine facilities. The Users
uide is for experienced users who plan to use C"lAPLAY for co plicated

data anipulations an expanded sensitivity analysis. After the release of
CBDISPLAY at the end of January, these manualq were used in a training
program vhich has introduced CTISPLAY to over sixty project analysts from

teank a ariculture and rural development divisions.

3 Experience ith analysts who have use the nrogra during the
last rnth u-Iests that C ISPLAY

(a) will reach a lare set of users more quickly than anticipated;

(b) will increae computer use in appraisal work

(c) will improve the econoIc analysis of projects.

user Acceptance

4. As wtTh any new program had expected an initial reluctance
an; analysts and secretaries to ad'opt GiDl L'AY, particularly among those
ho ha several years' experience using C3PAC. owever, that has not been
the case. y experience has been that after one analyst in a division begins
to use 5IPLAY 'te soon tells us colleagues about the prorra and thy
begin to use it. or example, staff in one division recently discussed the
possibility of ordering a DLC-vriter conpuiter ternisal, but decided against
it because they felt insufficient work would be done on the terwinal to
justify its costS. Then, one of the division's analysts used C )ISPLAY on
our ATAGFAPI and -iscovered that the provram could save as much as 40%
of the time usually required for economic and sensitivity analysis. In a
few days the analyst hOad convinced the other econoiists and financial
analysts in his ivision to learn the program and had convinced the division
chief to order a DATACRAP I. terninal.

continued ...

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Impac t Onl CoIptert Ue

5. As users bcome familiar with the capabilities of mlSPLAY, they
discover that a coeputer can save a reat deal of the Lie that they
currenty spend manipulatinv number on calculator. Consecuntly users
are beLaaing t- do nre of their wor% wita tee omputer and less with a

nand calculator. urthermore, many CMISPLAY users tell their colleArues

sow "uch easier an uiSke r vim wit a computer Is, and a a re-lt,

tSeir colleagues try using the con-uter to do vort tht it ot erwisc een

done on a calculator. The result is j 7radnal frowt. in corter use for

project work.

IM pct on Ecopoic AMnalSIS

6it the tools available before te r lease of C34IPLAY, nrolect
nAlyst qpet a orent 'cal of thelr time perforning sinple sensitivity
antis tat %as generaily restricted to fw nroora changes 1i aregate
enefit and cost streams. ecaCac these si le tets required s "ch
tire, an1 ats coul; not oerforr to more invortant testa of changes in

asic rojoct parameters (develonrent veriois, aonntion rates, ad build-up

rates). Wuc as ,rcict analyta use WIPLAY, they discover that sinle
t L4 ca e lone uickly, leavia. nre tire for coolicatel but inforrative

analysia. Por instance, ain comoleted traditional sensitivity testa.

annvsts try calculatin switchin values and discover that this new arnroach

to aensitivity saalysis reveals much more about the relative importance of
inforeseen chiaoes to project success than does traditional anlyMA. ther
e.nples of rltPLAY in act on project analvsis Include:

(a) Structuring a Credit. Project

A project aalyst had oo structur a credit project for twelve
Aifferent farn tyres wiin a Iven project hudgets. by usi

tn ubroutie fAcility in & PLAY b tie analyst could test

diff rent time distriburions for far, types enterin the wrotect
aod :till just exhaust t e proect's Tu .et. Because eac teat

requir d only a minute of the a lyst tine. 4v coulA experiment

wit ty different ways f structurir A project before Ae
chos tle fnal one.

(b) Fractioral ha aofAnual qlat

The subroutine facility cbi with the lar Conrand in nI&PLAY
allowM an analyst to test the effects o the project's internal

rate of return of changes in ene timinp of costs and beuefits.

Te a4iva discovered that ruch of the project's surrluu was an
illusion tOat derive fro> i-noring the tininp of costs and benefit
Athin the project year. be analyst restructured his data using

a rio of .I nonths Ad discovere t at inor short-fall in
incrental ields durine the early years of the proect would

great!y affct project ;centives.

continued

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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In te Ivory Coast orestry Project the analyst used the Mitc in -
vales > raph au the -resent-val c raph uroduca by wi- tLA
(Qe attM4ent) Tese raphs el ed the analyt justify the

deciAin to invest iQ ti.ber ratmr than rubber and denastrate
the ran, of internal rate of return that conli N eipected froa

the project,

(d) llsis of rougt

Several nalystn have ta en advanta-e of AS I.PLA's auroutine
facilt to analve the impact of diffrent drount natteras on

project viability. -ad CEDISPLAY not been available, these
analysts vould not have exaniaed the itUpact of droupht siOpy
ecaus alternative computer tools would have required too uch

Cot i sistance

ecause toe uWer of analyats who use CAWLAY is growing more
Wckly than anticipated and because these analysts are usin cAISPLAY
for rore cor licate analysis than expected, !eands on the ivision for
consultin asistance ~ay be unusually heavy throuyb the end of lay. buring
this yerioN ''S aro Ind I may be neaed to help "S. Pinto respond to
requests for sitnace. After the en of Voy. I would expect that As. Pinto

coul1 "Net oest requests for consultin asistance itn occasional assistance
jrom 'n. KI ro d .

cc: essra, Yu n :(
ickexiir .G4

Attachment
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IVORY COAST FORESTRY
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IVORY CORST
FORESTRY PROJECT GRAPH 4
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EUROPEAN INVESTM ENT BANK

Luxembourg, March 19, 1979

Mr Fred L. HOTES
Irrigation Adviser
WORLD BANK
1818 H Street N.W.
WASHINGTON D.C. 20433

Dear Fred,

Re Standardized Appraisal Procedures for Irrigation Projects

I send you enclosed a copy of the "Guide to the Economic Evaluation
of Irrigation Projects" and a set of tables for multiple use which theEuropean Investment Bank usesextensively. I have found that by and large,and with minor ad hoc changes, the use of the standard tables proposed inthis guide offers considerable advantages. They help the project preparationteam in reviewing all project aspects and in calculating basic appraisalcriteria. They also help Bank staff review the project preparation reportbecause the standard presentation brings immediately into focus the mainanomalies. In most cases, and eventually after correction of some of thefigures, they also allow direct use of the tables, in the Bank's report.

As you will see, the report also contains useful tables for moni-toring and evaluating the project during and after implementation.

Some time ago I had suggested to Mr Weiner that it might beworthwhile for the World Bank to look into this document, but I assumethat you are in fact the person I should have contacted directly.

I remember that at the World Bank we used to be too involved inday-to-day operations to sit back for a while and think at procedures andlonger term issues, but I hope that you will find some time to send meyour views about the Guide and the appropriateness of the criteria recom-mended.

I hope that we will have the opportunity to meet in a not-too-far-away future and discuss our experiences : since I joined the EIB, Ihave been involved mainly in irrigation in the Mediterranean Basin.

Sincerely yours,

Jean-Jacques Schul

Cc. Mr M. Weiner, Director General, World Bank, Washington

2, PLACE " , .TZ, LUXEMBOURG - Bo3TE POSTALE 2005



WORLD BANK / INIERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ted J. Davis (AGR) DATE: March 16, 1979

FROM: Guido J. Deboeck (AGR)

SUBJECT: Inclusion of Disbursem nt Information in the Data Bank

1. The AGR Data Bank currently contains information on (i) project

costs, expected beneficiaries, production, and employment effects of pro-

jects, (ii) the performance of projects under implementation 
-- as recorded

in the Supervision Summary form -- , (iii) co-financing of Bank projects

and (iv) the manpower time allocated to preappraisal, appraisal, negotiations,

supervision and completion -- as recorded on the time sheets --.

2. The inclusion of disbursement information in the data bank 
should

receive high priority in light of the significant growth of the lending

program over the last couple of years, and the increasing 
lags in disburse-

ment shortfalls. Evidence of the latter is illustrated by the following

figures recently obtained from Controller's Department.

% of AGR Commitments
Disbursed on Projects

Year of Board Percentage of AGR 4 Quarters Under

Approval Commitments Disbursed Implementation

FY78 0.9% 0.9%

77 7.6% 2%

76 25.1% 4%

75 38.5% - 7%

74 48%
73 79.8%

3. As these figures indicate the percentage of commitments 
disbursed

in the first year of project implementation (for projects four or less quarters

under implementation) has dropped from 7% to less than 1% in four years. Since

AGR lending operations represent more than one-third of total Bank operations,

there is urgent- need to analyze the sectorial, sub-sectorial, and country

specific trends on disbursement shortfalls. Relating these trends to the

changing composition of our projects might put some more 
light on to the

cause of these delays. Such analyses might also contribute to a better under-

standing of the absorption capacity and the factors that influence 
it.

4. To include disbursement information in the AGR data bank would 
be

relatively simple. Controller's Department does computerize actual disburse-

ment information. The major obstacle, however, is that this information is

currently available on tape only. It is not interactively accessible. To

make disbursement information accessible from the terminal it would 
be

necessary to construct an additional structure in the P & B data bank, and

load the information from the Controller's tapes into this structure. 
This

would require only two man-weeks from someone in P & B (Mr. Nayak has already

been assigned this task).
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5. For analysis of the AGR disbursement shortfalls in particular,
it would not only be interesting to obtain the actual disbursement short-falls for all projects currently under implementation, but also the original(or revised) disbursement schedules. For this purpose the AGR data bankwould have to be expanded to include the original and/or revised disburse-ment schedules. This can easily be accomplished by xeroxing the disbursementtable from some 450 appraisal reports (or their revised versions from super-vision reports) and sending these to CAD's key punch services with thenecessary instructions for the preparation of cards. From these cards theoriginal disbursement schedules could be loaded in the AGR data bank. -Thiswould also involve minimal manpower input from RORSU. Since we can link AGRwith P & B data banks we would then be able to do analyses of actual versusoriginal (or revised) disbursement schedules, and produce special studies onthe sectoral, subsectoral country specific disbursements; how they comparewith the original or revised schedules; how they relate to the composition ofthe AGR projects (single vs. multi-sectoral, or by dominant cost category) etc.

6. I recommend that the inclusion of disbursement information -- bothactual disbursements and original (or revised) schedules -- into the P & Band AGR data banks be given high priority.

GDeboeck:dc

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Pickering, Christofferse, Turnham, Thoolen, Lewis



Colorado State UniversityWater Management Research Project Fort Collins, Colorado
Engineering Research Center 80523
303/491-8216

March 15, 1979

,01, Ted J. Davis
Agricultural & Rural
Development Dept.
X3294 D834
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Davis:

Dave Freeman and I hope you have received Volume 1 of
our 6 volume study, "Farm Irrigation Constraints and Farmers'
Responses: Comprehensive Field Survey in Pakistan." We were
only able to send the summary of findings but you can receive
the other volumes if desired from the Publications Center
listed in Volume 1.

We decided to write to each of you who received Volume 1
with a personal request. We would like for you to evaluate
this study in terms of its relevance for the social sciences
in general and sociology in particular as a contribution to the
study of irrigation organization at the micro level. We need a
brief letter from you to us providing your evaluation. We will
use your support to help us gain departmental sanction for a
major thrust in the sociology of water resources as a legitimate
part of our Ph.D. developmental change focus. There are some
who do not feel that the study of irrigation organization is a
legitimate arena for the sociologists. Also, there is the
perception of some, probably in any department, that inter-
national research and development with a policy focus is
inferior to other types of sociological pursuits. We have
deliberated for almost a year about the focus of our Ph.D.
program and in Aii<,Y-a decision will be made. Naturally Dave
and I, with a few 6thers who have invested so much in this area
of research, would like to see a program in which we can make
a solid contribution.

This is no doubt an unusual request, however, we trust
that you understand such political issues and hope you do not
mind the imposition. If you also feel that a letter would be
appropriate for our new department Chairman, David Rogers,
feel free to write to him directly. We are personally

APR 1 S El



committed to this area of research. We feel fortunate that
research on irrigation systems is considered significant in
Colorado and the Southwest which gives us the base for
comparative studies as we participate in the research
required for our three international projects,

Thank you for your time and interest. If Dave and I
can be of any assistance to you and your programs, let us
know.

Yours sincerely,

Max K. Lowdermilk

and

David M. Freeman
(signed in his absence)
Sociology Department
Clark Building
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

C-"
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MEETING ON INFANT AND YOUNG CHILD FEEDING

REUNION SUR L'ALIMENTATION DU NOURRISSON ET DU JEUNE ENFANT

(organized by WHO and UNICEF) (organisde par l'OMS et I'UNICEF)

Geneva, 9-12 October 1979 .Geneve, 9-12 octobre 1979

The President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
In reply please refer to: B13/87/3(A)-4b

- . 1818 H Street, N.W.
Priere de rappeler la riference: Washington, D.C.20433

- ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

5 March 1979

Dear Sir,

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF) are jointly organizing a Meeting on Infant and Young Child Feeding.
This meeting is to be held at the headquarters of the World Health Organization,
Geneva, from 9 to 12 October 1979. We have pleasure in inviting you to appoint
a representative to attend on behalf of your o anization.

A copy of the provisional agenda is enclosed. The languages of the meeting
will be English, French, Russian and Spanish. Simultaneous interpretation will
be provided.

The meeting is being held as part of the activities related to the development

of primary health care, and also responds to concerns expressed by countries with
respect to the state of infant and young child health and nutrition, especially in

developing countries. It is proposed to bring together senior policy-makers from
a representative group of governments, participants from the United Nations agencies,

nongovernmental organizations, heads of a representative group of the infant food

industry, and other interested parties.

The objectives of this meeting are twofold: to discuss and summarize the

current state of knowledge concerning appropriate infant and young child nutrition,

the social, health and environmental factors affecting it, contemporary trends in

feeding practices and the factors contributing to them, and their implications;

and to consider what activities could be undertaken by governments, United Nations

agencies, nongovernmental organizations, industry and other interested parties in

order to improve infant and young child feeding practices.

/..



B13/87 /3(A) -4b Page
15 March 1979

The meeting is intended to stimulate a discussion between appropriate

national authorities and other groups of participants mentioned above 
on

effective ways of promoting infant and young child nutrition 
as a major element

of primary health care. The meeting will be organized into a plenary and

five multidisciplinary working groups, or committees of the whole, who will

address themselves to the topics of how to encourage breast feeding; how to

promote and support appropriate and timely complementary feeding 
(weaning)

practices, with the use of local food and other resources; education, training

and information on infant and young child feeding; support for improved health

and social status of women in relation to infant and young child health 
and

nutrition; and rational marketing, distribution and appropriate use of infant

formulae when indicated.

With regard to the official documentation, a joint WHO/UNICEF paper will be

the only working document. A copy of this will be sent, together with the

annotated agenda in the language requested, to the person nominated by you to

attend.

It would be appreciated if the name of your representative could be

communicated to the Director-General of the World Health Organization at your

earliest convenience, but not later than 15 June 1979.

Yours very truly,

H. Mahler, M.D. Henry R. Labouisse

Director-General Executive Director

World Health Organization United Nations Children's Fund



MEETING ON INFANT AND YOUNG CHILD FEEDING

REUNION SUR L'ALIMENTATION DU NOURRISSON ET DU JEUNE ENFANT

(organized by WHO and UNICEF) (organisde par l'OMS et I'UNICEF)

Geneva, 9-12 October 1979 Geneve, 9-12 octobre 1979

FHE/ICF/79.1

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

PLENARY MEETINGS

1.1 Opening of the meeting

1.2 Election of the Officers of the meeting

1.3 Adoption of the Agenda and method of work of the meeting

1.4 State of art re present situation of infant and young child feeding practices,

based on the WHO/UNICEF background/working paper, followed by general discussions

1.5 Introduction of five issues for discussion by working groups (see below)

1.6 Discussion of reports of working groups and adoption of conclusions and recommendations

of the meeting

1.7 Closing of the meeting

WORKING GROUP 1

2.1 The encouragement and support of breast feeding

2.2 Adoption of report of working group

WORKING GROUP 2

3.1 Promotion and support of appropriate and timely complementary feeding (weaning)

practices with the use of local food resources to this end

3.2 Adoption of report of working group

WORKING GROUP 3

4.1 Strengthening of education, training and information on infant and young child

feeding.(workers in health and other sectors and the public at large; health
practices)

4.2 Adoption of report of working group



March 14, 1979

Professor William Partridge

Society for Applied Anthropology

Sheraton Hotel
7025 Kennedy Bouldvard

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Dear Dr. Partridge:

Thank you for inviting me to speak as 
a panel members at the

Society for Applied Anthropology meeting 
in Philadelphia on the 'Measure-

ment of Cultural Impacts of Large-Scale 
Development Projects."

I also received your paper and Professor 
Carlos' paper and the

full program of the panel. As I told you over the phone, the topic 
is

of high interest to me and directly related 
to my work in the Bank.

Despite my initial desire to participate 
in the panel, however,

I am afraid now that current circumstances 
will not permit me to do so.

I am very sorry not to be able to come and 
Join in the professional dis

cussion. I hope, though, that some of the other participants, who 
have

been in contact as consultant sociologists 
within the Bank, will be able

to speak about their experiences and 
also the Bank's concern for the

social/cultural impacts of development projects.

If other papers will be produced for 
this session, I would

appreciate very much receiving 
them.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours.

Michael Cernea

cc: Professor Manuel Carlos

cc: Messrs. Christoffersen, Ted Davis, M. Ahmad

MC:dc
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATI

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List B ow DATE: March 13, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (Ir on Adviser, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: FAO Irrigation Canal Lining Bulletin

1. Attached is a copy of subject bulletin for use by engineers
in your division.

2. It is suggested that the copy be retained in a central location,

where any of your interested staff may have access to it. Twenty copies
are being distributed. There are 58 irrigation engineers in the Bank now,

but experience indicates that, even though all are issued copies, many copies

disappear from the scene and are unavailable to new staff. Hence, the

suggestion for centralizing the copy.

3. Should you wish additional copies, they may be ordered through
the office of Mr. Veraart.

FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. 1Jxlor, Merghoub, ffrench-Mullen, Frank (EMP); Walton EAP);
Ramassubu7Greening, Haasjes, Otten (LCP); Meimaris (WAP); Pranich (2),

Tibor (2) (ASP); WSmith (2), Wadsworth (AEP)



WOPLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 4

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. D. C. Pickering (Assistant Director, AGR/CPS) DATE: March 13, 1979

FROM: F. L. Ho igation Adviser, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Report on OM&R Costs for Four Irrigation Districts

1. Attached are:

(a) Copy of my memorandum, February 6, 1979, to 24 Bank
irrigation staff on subject matter;

(b) Copy of the report by McSwain and Associates; and

(c) Co'py of memorandum from J. Dumoulin in response
to 1(a).

2. I believe that this material should be made available to all
interested Bank irrigation staff and, further, that it would be useful
background material to many responsible for or engaged in irrigation
project operations in LDCs. Para 3 of my February 6th memorandum, 1.(a),
explains why this report is confined tc districts in a DC. The data in
the report is the only such detailed information published. It, at
least, provides a starting reference point. It is my hope that our own
staff and LDC Project Managers could be encouraged to develop similar
data for their projects in similar formats. If this could be accomplished,
the results would be rauch more meaningful. But without examples such as
these, it is doubtful that any would respond---as evidenced by the complete
lack of such data now.

3. Graham Donaldson advises that there is a procedure for clearing
such a publication as a Bank Staff Working Paper, and I would like to get
such a process started. A seminar may be required.

4. I propose to delete the names of the actual districts and use
letter designations, as I have done in the Summary Table attached to my
February 6th memorandum. The names are not essential to the results, al-
though I do have permission to use the names and data. It also may be
possible to add a table with some overall costs from US Bureau of Reclam-
ation's CM&R costs, but in much less detail.

5. Jose Dumoulin suggests translation into Spanish. This would not
be difficult and, perhaps, we should consider also translating it into
French. This could be tossed out for discussion at the seminar.

6. Your advice as to the proper next step is requested.

FLRotes:rm



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List Yelow DATE: February 6, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes iation Adviser, AGRDR/CPS)

S1lBIECT: Report on OR'SP Costs for Four Western USA Irrigation Districts

1. We have found it to be virtually impossible to find in published
literature reliable cost information on well-maintained irrigation projects:
data which can be used by Bank staff and by irrigation project managers in
developing countries as a reference base from which to judge, in some manner,
the resources needed to operate, maintain, and keep in good repair, relative,
modern irrigation systems. It is recognized that most projects are unique,
and that cost parameters for one project may not be applicable to any other.
Still, we know also that,where comparability can be identified by knowledge-
able persons, selected cost parameters can be useful for many types of work
and industry comparisons.

2. With these thoughts in mind, AGR/CPS last year retained the ser-
vices of four California irrigation district managers and chief engineers
under the leadership of Kenneth McSwain of Merced, California, to prepare
a report on OM&R costs for their districts. The attached report is the
result of their efforts, which is transmitted for your review and comments.
We are especially interested in your views as to the value of having this
report reproduced in greater quantity, with the specific identity of the
districts perhaps being eliminated, for.distribution to all interested
irrigation staff and to selected LDC agencies and staff who might find it
useful.

3. With Bank work being exclusively in LDCs, one could ask why
California irrigation districts were studied at all. There were two
principal reasons:

(a) The districts are relatively well-managed, operated
and maintained; and

(b) 0!&R and water distribution records are accurately
recorded in considerable detail.

Identifying an LDC irrigation project which could satisfy these two import-
ant criteria appeared to be a near-impossible task. Also, the technology
level of the districts studied is well within the capability of LDC projects.
Furthermore, the size of delivery units, perhaps surprisingly, are not out
of line with those in many LDC projects.

4. While each reader is free to analyze the data (presented in the
main report in the English system of measurement units) as they think approp-
riate, the attached summary sheet in metric units reveals many interesting
facts. Despite extremely high labor costscosts per hectare and per m3 are
quite reasonable. O'ther suggestions for meaningful parameters are solicited.

Attachment

FLHotes:rm
cc: Messrs. Tibor/Rodger, Finlinson, Gupta, O'Brien, Pranich, Baker, Tcnncnt (ASP);

Laeyendecker, riusquellec, Niaz (EMP); Stevenin, Pradithavanij, Kuffner (EAF);
Dumoulin, Martinod, Cernejo (LCP); Smith, Norton, Whitford (AEP); Meiaris,
Des Bouvrie (AP); Collins (ACR/CPS)



CUNFIDLNTIAL

Select ' Operation, Maintenance and Repair P a

for Four Irrigation Districts in Western USA

1975 Data-Metric System

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 3 (10) 3 (11)
DISTRICT ANNUAL NOMINAL TOTAL TOTAL GROSS WATER OM&R OM&R/m OM&R/m DELIVERY

EXPENSE GROSS CROPPED CROPPED WATER DELIVERED PER DIVERTED, DELIVERED EFFICIENCY
AREA AREA LESS DIVERSIONS TO HECTARE PUMPED OR TO

DOUBLE IRRIGATORS CROPPED PURCHASED ALL USERS 100 x (7)+(6)
CROPPED

11S$ ha ha ha m3 x 106 m3 6 US$/ha US$/m3  US$/mI%

A 1,133,000 28,530 27,560 26,000 394.4 328.0 41.10 0.0029 0.0035 83.2

2,046,000 61,760 47,440 46,130 849.1 /2 533.1 43.15 0.0024 0.0038 /2 68.0

C 979,000 29,990 27,760 24,960 286.3 /3 173.7 35.25 0.0034 0.0056 /5 60.7 L6

D 1,011,000. 41,230 35,080 35,080 330.6 /4 226.9 28.80 0.0031 -0.0046 /5 68.6 L

11 From Page 6 of basic report.
72 Of gross diversions, 65.8 m 3 x 106 were delivered to users other than irrigators.
7-3 Privately-owned pumps delivered an additional 74 m3 x106 to meet crop requirements.
/4 Privately-owned pumps delivered an additional 97.5 m

3 x 106 to meet crop requirements.
Weer purchased by C cost approximately $400 000 and by D about $500,000; if these figures were deducted from

Annual Expense (Column 2), the $0.0056 for OM&R/m would be reduced to $0.0033 for C and $0.0023 for D. (See
Colutn 13, which shows larger areas per delivery in those districts; hence, more privately-owned watercourses.)

6 So:e losses were used for groundwater recharge.

(1) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)

DISTRICT A17r. DEPTH AVG. AREA TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL PERSONNEL COSTS AS % GROSS HA NO. OF AVG. AREA AVG. NO.

OF VATER/ SERVED/DELIVERY NUIMBER PERSONNEL COST OF COSTS OF PERSONNEL PER DITCH- PER DITCH- DELIVERY

IRRICATED HA CATE OF PER EMPLOYEE + MATERIALS + EQUIPMENT EMPLOYEE RIDERS RIDER GATES PEP
PERSONNEL DITCH-

RIDER

m ha $/employee % ha

A 1.19 14.4 58 12,450 92.2 492 27 2,420 67

1,12 11.2 135 10,790 85.4 457 24 4,800 172

C .63 (.90)L2 25.0 29 12,795 79.3 1,034 7 7,450 143

D .65 (.93)/7 49.9 23 13,045 66.7 - 1,793 5 17,540 140

1! F ues(),Incl ude pr I vtel y-;iunipod wnter.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution Li't 2elow DATE February 6, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes gation Adviser, AGRDR/CPS)

S1 lB IECT: Peport on OPR Ccsts for Four Western USA Irrigation Districts

1. We have found it to be virtually impossible to find in published
literature reliable cost information on well-maintained irrigation projects:
data which can be used by Bank staff and by irrigation project managers in
developing countries as a reference base from which to judge, in some manner,
the resources needed to operate, maintain, and keep in good repair, relative/>
modern irrigation systems. It is recognized that most projects are unique,
and that cost parameters for one project may not be applicable to any other.
Still, we know also that,where comparability can be identified by knowledge-
able persons, selected cost parameters can be useful for many types of work
and industry comparisons.

2. With these thoughts in mind, AGR/CPS last year retained the ser-
vices of four California irrigation district managers and chief engineers
under the leadership of Kenneth McSwain of Merced, California, to prepare
a report on OM&R costs for their districts. The attached report is the
result of their efforts, which is transmitted for your review and ccments.
We are especially interested in your views as to the value of having this
report reprcduced in greater quantity, with the specific identity of the
districts perhaps being eliminated,for distribution to all interested
irrigation staff and to selected LDC agencies and staff who might find it
useful.

3. With Bank work being exclusively in LDCs, one could ask why
California irrigation districts were studied at all. There were two
principal reasons:

(a) The districts are relatively well-managed, operated
and maintained; and

(b) OM&R and water distribution records are accurately
recorded in considerable detail.

Identifying an LDC irrigation project which could satisfy these two import-
ant criteria appeared to be a near-impossible task. Also, the technology
level of the districts studied is well within the capability of LDC projects.
Furthermore, the size of delivery units, perhaps surprisingly, are not out
of line with those in many LDC projects.

4. While each reader is free to analyze the data (presented in the
main report in the English system of measurement units) as they think approp-
riate, the attached summary sheet in metric units reveals many interesting
facts. Despite extrerely high labor costscosts per hectare and per m3 are
quite reasonable. Other suggestions for meaningful parameters are solicited.

Attachment

FL1otes: rm
cc: Messrs. Tibcr/Rodger, Finlinson, Cupta, O'Brien, Pranich, Baker, Tennent(AS

Lneyendecker, Plusquellec, Niaz (EP); Stevenin, Pradit'havanij, Kuffner (
Dumoulin, Martincd, Ccrnejo (LCP); Smith, Morton, Whitford (AEP); Meimaris,
Des Bouvrie (WAP); Collins (ACR/CPS)



March 12, 1979

Dr. Robert C.T. Lee
Chairman, Joint Commission
on Rural Reconstruction
37 Nan Hai Road
Taipei 107
Republic of China

Dear Dr. Lee:

Your thoughtful letter of February 13, 1979, commenting upon
Mr. Bottrall's report of his Field Study on Taiwan, is greatly
appreciated. In view of the fact that several corrections are required
to make the report accurately reflect your observations, it will not be
distributed outside the Bank until this can be done----and only then with
your concurrence.

We do not plan to send Mr. Bottrall to Taiwan again for our work.
While we would not want to impose an undue burden on your staff, we would
be interested in receiving copies of the pages of the Bottrall Report with
your marginal comments and suggested corrections. We do not want to circu-
late, even within the Bank, reports with significant inaccuracies. Further,
we would be interested in your advice as to what changes should be made to
make the Taiwan Report suitable for outside circulation. On the other hand,
we may have to keep all four of the specific project reviews as internal
documents and publish only general conclusions of the overall study.

Thank you again for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

Frederick L. Hotes
Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural
Development Department

FU~ t es : rm
/cc (with copy of incoming letter)
Messrs. Yudelman/Pickering, Kulatilaka (AGR/CPS); Egbert (OED); WSmith/Giglioli (AEP);

Rodger, HChang (ASP); Plusquellec (EMP); Meimaris (WAP); Cunningham (ASP);
Kuffner-(EAP).
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Mr. C. Donaldson, AGE March 12, 1979

W. Cuddihy, AGREP

Proposed ork'shop on Agplication of Social CA

1. Several division r4erhers have attended hir. Ray's course on the
above subject. e have found it very helpful. 'r. Ray's course covers
the Philosophy and the methodology very well and I would recommend it to
all in the division.

2. During a subseqient cycle of Mr. Ray's course I presented a case
study applying the methodology to the San Jacinto project of golivia. The
study was well received even though the participaits were not from agri-
cultural divisions. I think the material I have prepared with 'r. i'ay
illustrates how to apply the methodology to a project in an uncluttered,
simple to understand manner.

3. Several division members have asked me to go through the procedure
with them. Rather than a person by person approach I think a workshop, for
our division menmbers only, would be esirable. In no way is this neant to
iLpinee upon or reflect upon Mr. Ray's excellent course but is meant to
complem'ent it according to our division's specific needs.

4. The su ested workshop would occupy '3 hours on one morning or
afternoon. It would concentrate on the appliention of the methodology to
the San Jacinto Irrigation Project. It would not cover the basic ohilosophy
as it is understood that divis4on members are well versed in the subject.
Notes voul e handed out to participants in advance. A division memo

would be circulated prior.

5- 1 would su Lst the rrnin, or afternoon of Thursday, March 22
or Tuesday, 'arch 20, as tentative datess Mr. 'ay's workshop add other
developments are stirring up quite a bit of interest in SCA at the opera-
tional level. Randv Iarris's analysis for the muda Project. 'alaysia, is
to o to the Board in tact. I think that sooner or later we will be involved
with review of the technique and that a methodological refresher in an
operational context at this stage ay well be worth the cost.

WCuddihy: oh
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Mr. raban o -an XefP, POrcb 12, 197 a

CBDIPLAYTrainLIn'rogram

1. Twe response fro, the he, ona to your memorandin of January 24
announciny the release of mIuPiaY for use in nrolect or. has been ood.
Over Sixty prolect analysts ano forty secretaries ave -:resed iutereot
in learnin~ to use C1 ISPLAY am re-tuests for trainin continue to come in.

uring the last nont I Ae conducted trainIn courses for
approximately ainety new users Each course laur for two nour and includes
classroo discussion nd exanples of how to use C-rIMA co"ands. Foril
instruction is followed by individual instruction to srall groups at
our A\TAM - video terrinal. This apronch of classroom discussion
coupled with ads -on eperience at the terniral hns tejurally provided new
users ith enough experience so that they can ten ue jICP.L CY for their
own project data with little further assistance.

Now that the Iar first group of analysts has completed the
I',PLAY traiinng course, I >a to offer courses only tWice a nonth. One

course would be for project aunaysts who have never used CrImSPLAY the other
course ould teach advanced applications of CMIU Y to nemprienced users.

'v39 hmey rtt would cOduct cources for secretaries as iaterest warrants.

4. By June 7. I :et to ave co Mleed the initially heavy
trainin, re.uireents timt are necessary to introduce any Dew computer
tool. At that tire we -at tant to consider the nossibility to asking CAD
to twe over , -T:A train -V reponsibilities.

ce: Mesrs. Yudelman, AG
Mckering. AQ

GTemple:oh
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FORM NO. 1348

(2-78) THE WORLD BANK

INFORMATION CENTER DATE:

ROUTING SLIP

NAME ROOM NO.

(2)

In accordance with Administrative Manual Statement No. 5.01, will you please:

D Initial the attached to indicate that it has been released for filing.

Inidcate the loan, credit, investment or project to which the attached refers.

Indicate the organization, meeting, research study (RPO No.) to which the
attached refers.

Forward the attachment referred to in the attached correspondence.

Indicate the date of the covering letter of the attached.

H Prepare a summary translation of the attached.

If you wish the attached "confidential" material placed in a Safe,
please indicate:

- who is authorized to see it

- when it can be declassified

D Prepare a typed version of the attached and return both

Other:

COMMENTS:

Thank you

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:



Mr. Leif Christoffersen, Assistant Dir. (AGR) March 12, 1979

Michael Cernea (AGR)

Meeting on Non-Government Organizations

1. In preparing for the meeting with the German Government on the

role of kIbn-Obvernment organizations within the framework of donor/recipient

relationships in development aid, the attached study is of relevant interest.

2. This study was directed by the International Secretariat for

Volunteer Services (ISVS). Its objective is to learn more about the roles

which various domestic development services can play in their own countries'

human development and what outside assistance can do to help in this effort.

The study contains an assessment of past foreign assistance efforts in behalf

of these domestic volunteer services in LDCs and contains some interesting

suggestions and recommendations regarding future relationships that go

beyond the current formal donor/recipient dichotomy.

Attachment

MCernea:dc

cc: Messrs. Ted Davis, Caio Koch-Weser, M. Ahmad
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Ir. )oalJ 'ckerias. Actin a2rector, A½:arch 12, 1279

This interestine art3e t I illie rollier describes tie neonomi
activities and social relations of people 60h live in the saoor' stroas of
L)Idonesia, sail ling on his previous .'orm on saanp and tidal areas, Collier
describes som of the problem ssoiated with transieration proiects that
rsettle outserJ into these r r

2. Althooh the article G l hA sent to the ionesin "rantriration
an~ iLand "ettleient for inforrational purposes, It raises to issues of which

a st/f tre nnaware. i'ufortunateiy, the author hasia hta uIn '>ernt of
.aal; policy towards tran irration on the Asian~ all btreet Journal article
of 12 Decenhr 197d. novever, once re as read the apraisal report for
Transi~drratilon II1- he muat have aces to an rer-orts bec:'ase soete of
his datn are taken from Mal' documents -he vill1 realize that lant, policy
towards tr sni 'ratjo aas ea ,

3. e point made in tse article tdeserves sentioning. Land sranapgement
and resource use ir~ tinasl arena located in. t w Othcr liands are controlled
by a Tir a tha clan-lie social etity tKat functions as a suprn-village.
hecause the costJa sociated with the use of costao property reources -over-
fishiag, for mar-pte are internaifted witin one rga, this for- of
resource ovnership results in optiral use of cornaon nronerts resources in
tidl areas. The Xank eunt exercibe care that the enance free comunal
-wneraalp to private ownership thsat is propoed for transmigrntion projects
does not result inr he over-utilizatica of connon property resources in
pro ject areas.

ce: wsr:., iu lan (o/r) A7:
Aonal d son, u-kT

OFeEe oh
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Mr. J. Goerin. AGREP March 1, 1979

W. Cuddihy /

APAS - Enhancements

1. In reply to your request fo su estions fo AS eveiop na
I have these.

(a) In the tabl 'Physical In uts and hututs by ar. Type h word

yield is used for production. 'ould production be use
insted

(b) In te same table d i the table heaed Phwsical Iuts and
Outputs, Tocal Project Area Tml indication of cropping attern

hhectares of each crop is i.portant . Cculd this he adde ? The
priatout should be self-contained. Inclus ~i of exovenously
deterrained cropping patter n in th uner that prices are
treated would be quite usef:1.

(c) *yun Air 'as an excellent deb y servicing model nd others may
exist. Additina of tai asa option in thie manner of C DI.PLAY
as an /PM opti o ul ake the package quite powerful and comt
prehen ive.

(d) The idea would e to nbl APAS to execute the job while the user
as on-line. A't present the hardware constraints are exasperating.

2.I do h e er l reletions which I would like t i re with
yo in t discipliuel ianr cut enoran imposes. I found the soft-

r n the technica sItan very good durn y use of APA' with the Laos
proiect A m r obl d r .e it. th hardware that forced me to
aba'on tu pacbge. 1hile usy P 1 was very much in a learning pha'e
which necesitate any iterative rn. At the aare tiue or phys ical lata
and pricin iformation was ver sdetc-y a in rra ny iterations. As
arle of thur the turn around time is tout one day if there are no 1fF
,old auctions combinted with system du~in nd so on. This nakes the packa e

very untorgivi whn a time constraint or production of a white/yellow
cover arises, in to figure ut the elayed entry procedure also took a
lot of time.

. T t ect was th z snent far too much time on the instruments
o analysis u not enough on pricim, ethodoloy and on substantive
Issues of pro ect desin. All thi beame rather clear as time ran out so I
abandoued the hirh-payoff, !ig. - k aproach of the computer packa e for
the edestrian certainty of the auci. I think the reliability coefficient
f r the APAS pf.a a still a it low. luch of it, though, is operator
puecific and should i prove with practice E!nhance ent of the software

should fix things there. But what ou the hardware? In apite of user
experience nd sof tware improvemnt t analyst would be well advised to

continued
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Ir. T. J. Goering, A,, re! 12, 197n

keep it lea1t oute Spare week, a BliSrp penCll aRd lots of vreen paner in
reserve if i3e vauts to be at least 95'- sure of neettui hio> dendline. Sore
day T intend to go hack to thne Laos dnta and have another co!

"Cuddnhy. oh
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D. C. Pickering (Acting Director, AGR/CPS) March 12, 1979

F.L. Hotes (AGR/CPS)

Memorandum of Messrs, Sassoon and Morse, November 13, 1978, on Insurance Practices

The following comments refer to numbered paragraphs in the subject memorandum:

1.(a) Much better definition of "major civil works" is required. An Indian

irrigation project, for example, may be for $300 million, but the work

may be divided into several hundred contracts---none larger than $10 million.

l.(b) Indians refuse to hire any expatriate consultants. Is there an Indian

Risk Analysis Insurance Expert available?

2. I would like to see the lists of potential advisers, at an appropriate time.

3.(a) I believe that the potential for conflict of interest needs firmer treatment

than suggested in this paragraph. I recommend that, if a consultant is used,

his letter of agreement (i.e. contract) contain a clause which indicates

that any insurance company which he represents would be ineligible for the

placement of any policies resulting from his consulting assignment, without

the permission of the client.

3.(b) The refund of the consultant fee from the brokerage commission sounds very

much like a reverse contingent fee, which surely would have considerable

influence on the client in making a decision as to what company with which

to place the insurance. This might not be the "best" for the client. The

potential for "sweetheart deals" is tremendous, and I am not ready to accept

that the conflict is more apparent than real. My experience with the in-

surance industry and brokers for more than 30 years, makes me very cautious.

It seems to me that independent consultants other than brokers surely could

be obtained.

FLRotes:rm
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REPORT

of the

FIFTH MEETING OF TE ACC TAM: FORCE ON RURAL IEVELOPMENT

FAO, Rome, 5-9 March, 1979

Introduction

1. The fifth meeting of the ACC Task Force on Rural Development was held
in Rome from 5-9 March 1979. The list of participants and observers is given
in Annex I. Mr. R.R. M1oreno, Director, Human Resources, Institutions and Agrarian
Reform Division, FAO presided over the Meeting. Mr. M.A. Zaman, FAO, was secretary.

2. Mr. Moreno, in his opening statement, observed, inter alia, that rural
development is a long-term undertaking. Although there are always growing pains
in the establishment of any body, the Tasl- Force on Rural Development, since its
inception in 1975, had achieved positive, promising results in various aspects of
its activities. The setting up of a National Rural Development Task Force in Liberia,
with its Vice-President as chairman- the establishment of a Ministry of Rural
Development in Lesotho, and a national task force in Bolivia, were positive
developments with which the Task Force has been associated through the Inter-Agency
Rural Development Country-Level Exercises. There had also been progress in such
related activities as the information repositories for rural development, programme
harmonization, and especially in monitoring and evaluation in which a common approach
within the UN system now appeared to be emerging.

3. lHe also observed that continuation of the work of the Task Force would be
affected by the restructuring of the UN system. Apart from the need to consolidate
the gains made so far and make further progress towards rural development with
equity, there is an obligation towards Member Governments, particularly those of
developing countries, to continue this inter-agency effort. In addition, there
will doubtless be a need for some inter-agency mechanism for a coordinated follow-up
of recommendations of the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development.

4. The meeting adopted i) the provisional agenda of the meeting; and ii) its
tentative programme, with the amendment that an agenda item No. 8 "Continuation
of the inter-agency rural development effort" be inserted before the item
"Other business".

5. The meeting noted that, as a result of the restructuring of the UN
system carried out under the General Assembly Resolution 32/197, the ACC structure
was being re-organized, including ad hoc subsidiary bodies such as the ACC Task
Force on Rural Development. The General Assembly had further decided that ad hoc
subsidiary bodies should be limited in number and should respond directly to
national needs.
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6. Accordingly, while the Task Force assumed that it would continue its
activities in the interim, they would be reviewed by CCUSQ within the context of
the results of the forthcoming Worl Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Duvelop-
ment, This review has been included on the agenda of the September 1979 session
of the CCSQ (Prog.)

JOINT ACTION AT TIE COUNTRY LEVEL

7. Mr. C. Beringer, Director, Field Programme Development Division, FAO,
submitted to the Task Force the report of the second meeting of the ad hoc
Working Group of the ACC Task Force on Rural -Development, which met in Rome from
29-31 January 1979 to review the nerformance of joint inter--agency action in
five countries, viz., Bolivia, Lesotho, Liberia, Sanoa and Somalia. The meeting
was attended by most of the UN agencies which have been involved in the exercises, as
well as the Resident Representatives for Bolivia, Lesotho and Liberia, the
Deputy Resident Representative in Somalia, and (in view of the unavoidable absence
of the Resident Representative from Samoa) by an FAO expert recently returned from
Samoa; the national coordinator of the rural development programme in Liberia
also attended as did an observer from a major bilateral donor. Their presence
greatly facilitated full discussion of progress and problems in the five countries
on the basis of first-hand observations and views from the field.

8. The Task Force recognized that UNEP Resident Repreientatives have played
a key role in the effective implementation of the coordinated UN System
assistance to national programmes; and that much has depende1d on the effective
leadership they have provided in the three countries in which the programme has
been most active.

9. It will be recalled that the field exercises began with the fielding
of exploratory missions to each country in 1977. The missions were able to
examine the possibility of identifying target populations for rural development
strategies, although these varied according to national conditions. The missions
found that, in most cases, the question of how to achieve coordination of
government programmes and international assistance at the central level had not
been successfully resolved, although coordination at the local level was often
more successful. A major concern of the exercise was to assure that concerted
action at the national level would be matched by concerted international support.
The missions found some evidence, however, that available resources may have been
working against the objectives of poverty-oriented rural development in
the absence of adequate coordination. It appeared that both external technical
assistance and external financing often followed inconsistent approachese
Instead of promoting integrated governmental efforts, external assistance often
reinforced centrifugal tendencies at the national level.

Bolivia

10. The ACC exploratory mission led to the creation of National Rural Development
Task Force with staff contributions from the Ministry of Planning and the Miinistry
of Agriculture and Peasant Affairs. The Task Force has prepared an extensive



planning document which has been reviewed by several UN agencies. The government
has decided to mount a major national integrated rural development programme
designed to link conceptually and operationally all existing sectoral programmes
and the international assistance bein provided to them, This decision is
expected to lead to the formulation of a longer-term rural development strategy
in the context of national planning whic 1i establish priorities for
future investments.

11. A technical assistance project to help complete the planning phase will
be approved by UJNP very soon. A UN,1 executing agency will be selected in
consultation with Government since, in the Bolivian context, execution by
Government does not appear feasible. The project's basic purpose is to strengthen
planning capability at the Centre and in the regions and local communities; to
help develop a strategy for rural development in accordance with the policy
formulated by the mission and the preparatory Task Force; and to identify specific
technical assistance and capital rural development projects. The preparatory
phase of this project has already involved inputs froM UMDTCD, ECLA, FAO, ILO,
Ul\TESCO, UNICL, UN Volunteers, UTII, the World Bank and UNUP itself. Much of
this assistance was provided from the regular programmes of technical cooperation
of respective agencies. In addition IFAD has in icated its intention to
programme financial assistance in ccection with the government effort.

12. The exercise was judged to have had a significant effect in stimulating
and maintaining government interest and action in poverty-oriented rural
development during a period of unusually frequent change in Government,

Lesotho

13. The problems of Lesotho centre on how best to mobilize the rural neoole
to achieve higher productivity and incomes in the context of national priorities.
The ACC exploratory mission coincided with the Government's allocation
of coordination responsibility to a new Mini stry of Rural Development The
government has been studying means for strengthenin, that ministry and,
thereby, enhance coordination among governmont departments. The Ministry of
Rural Development is being assisted by a UP-funded project executed by FAO
to which other agencies are also expected to contribute- as a vehicle for
testing new approaches to popular participation, a pilot rural development
project has been initiated in a major catchIment area and is being- assisted
through funds-in-trust made available by thou Government of the Netherlands
which will involve inter alia inputs by national experts s ell as by United
Nations volunteers. Additional UN system inputs are expected to be required
as these activites develop,

Liberia

14. As a follow-up to the ACC initiative the Government ha .s decided to
review thoroughly its national policies to onsure accelerated rural devclopment
based on objectives of decentralization, popular participation, coordination



and integration. Subsequent to the exploratory mission, the Liberian Government,
by Presidentail ecree, formed a National Rural Development Task Force, chaired
by the Vice-President of Liberia, with a full--time National Co-ordinator. The
Task Force carried cut an in-depth assessment of national rural development activities
through workshops involving high-level government officials, United Nations
agencies and bilateral donors, The resulting action programme is being implemented in
three phases, The first involves restructuring government institutions for decentral-
ization of development functions to the county level and planning for both
technical and capital assistance projects for poverty-orientea rural development,
with maximization of beneficiary participation The National Coordinator has
asked for another interagency meeting in Monrovia to review the planning work to
date and develop further plans for the provision of assistance to government
programmes for institutional change and investment in rural development,
The second phase will be the formulation of the new medium-term plan for 1980-
1984 and elaboration of a detailed programme for its implementation. The
third phase will emphasize new activities for rural development. The International
assistance is being channelled in support of the national task force under a novel
UNDP-financed, UN'PCD-executed project involving ' combination of national
officers, internationally-financed national experts, and short-term international
consultants. Support for intermediate-level planning and administration is to be
provided by other African countries, an example of technical cooperation among
developing countries. In addition, to assirt in sectoral assessments leading to a
major redefinition of policies, consultants have been provided by UNI'CD, FAO, UNID,
UNESCO, ILO, ITU, UPU, WHO and IMCO. Moreover, a World Bank mission has assisted the
government in ilentifying a possible capital assitance project aimed at supporting
a decentralised approach to rural development.

Samoa

15. When the ACC mission made its visit in July 1977, the Government of Samoa
had just begun, as part of its five-year plan, the Village levelopment Programme
(VIP) which is designed to increase agricultural production and establish a
mechanism for planning from below uith the participation of the population. Under
the VIDP, a Village Development Section -as established under the Prime Minister's
Office. Following the ACC Task Force minsion, the government restructured its
UNEP country programme to give increasinL emphasis to technical cooperation directed
toward supporting the rural development effort and has continued to study possible
means for more effective coordination of rational programmes and of internal-
tional inputs to them. In October 1978 a UNhP/0mTCDEconomic Adviser was
appointed in the Prime Minister's Office and acts as the focal point for UN
system to provide information about the goverrnent's effort.

Somalia

16 The Government of Somalia has been committed to a rural development
policy, as is reflected in the many ongoing projects designed for rapid
and equitable development. A major example has been the Mass Rural Development



Campaign in which 25,000 volunteers undertook service in rural areas. The
Government wishes to give further attention to the formulation of its rural
development strategy in the context of its planning process, and to the links
between national and regional institutions for coordination, decentralization and
participation and international assistance to them, pecial recognition is given to
the need to train national personnel0 Specific international assietance for- these
purposes is expected to be defined through a national workshop on rural development
which will be prepared with the assistance of the FAO.

17. General Conclusions and Recommendations

i) The Task Force attaches first importance to activities at the country level,
and considers that the experience of the five country exercises is, on the whole,
positive and promising. The rate of progress has varied, since the countries,
of course, started from different orders of priority, degrees of commitment to
poverty--oriented production-based rural development and levels of resources
endowment.

ii) In the exercise, each country has determined approaches to rural
development consistent with its own problem diagnosis, priorities and traditions.
The experiences have therefore been varied. A general conclusion might be
that, in defining new approaches to rural development, most governments tend
to follow a logical sequence of defining the problm.s and the resources already
available to be deployed to solve them, followed by elaboration of national
rural development strategies within the context of national planning, and
leading to new action programmes designed to confront the priority problems
so defined. External technical cooperation and financial assistance does provide
a useful support to these efforts to the extent that it can be mobilized
opportunely.

iii) The exercise has shown that UN agencies can collaborate effectively to
provide concerted and coordinated support to governments' rural development
programmes, and can overcome the administrative difficulties encountered. Continued
effort to further improve and to expand inter-agency collaboration at the field
level is justified.

iv) The Task Force reiterated that responsibility for planning and implementing
rural development programmes is the sovereign prerogative of national governments.
Hence, UN system support to programmes or to their components, should, as a matter
of principle, be government-executed. However, in some cases, circumstances may
require that all, or part, of the UN system assistance be executed by one or other
of the UN agencies concerned, with inputs coming from more than one agency, in
such cases, maximum use should be made of national expertise complemented by UN-
financed activities. The Task Force re--affirmed that the UNDP Resident Representative
should assist the -overnment to coordinate UN system inputs, keeping all UN agencies
fully informed.



v) The Task Force concluded that, two years after the beginning of the effort,
it would be worthwhile to have an evaluation of tho country-.level exercises by the
five countries assisted by the UN system, to assess the usefulnes of the approach
and the extent to which the effectiveness and coherence of agency support had been
enhanced. Ouch an ovaluation should be organized in November/December 1379 and a
report made to the ACC in 10W It was suggested that the evaluation might lead to
an inter-regional workshop involving the five countries, as well as the UN agencies
in late 1979 , given agreement by the government s and availability of funds.

vi) The Tack Force reiterated its concern regarding the adequacy of
resources to support country-level poverty-oriented rural development.
While in some countries there has been a re-orientation of TITP country
programmee and the application of trust funds in support of rural development,
and some international financial institutions ate seeking to identify and
formulate investment projects, the availability of financial resources,
particularly for technical cooperation, remains a constraint. The Task
Force has noted the limitations of absorptive capacity and capbility for
project identification and preparation being encountered by lending agencies,
and recommends that a more aggresive approach be taken in seeking financial
support for technical cooperation in support o rural development from all
available sources, including bilateral donors.

vii) The Task Force recommends that coordinated intor-agency actions in
the fields should continue and be judiciously widened, It is proposed that
the ACC should, through appropriate inter-agency machinery:

a) Keep under review the more important country-level activities of
the agencies in poverty-oriente! rural development, in order to
facilitate the exchange of information an collective experience
amongst the developinS countries, promote coordinated intor-agency
action in the field, ann assess the extent to which these
ac bivities maintain a poverty-oriented focus,

b) Monitor progress in the experimental poverty-oriented field
exercises already initiated in five countries and encourage
effective continued support to them;

c) Identify a small number of other countries in which poverty-
oriente rural development is a major component of the countries'
development activities, which is or could be, assisted by the
UN system, and ensure timoly and coordinated inputs from the UN
agencies and organizations, building upon the experience gained
from the current five exercises, and utilizing operational
modalities most appropriate to the particular case. In identifying
such countries, an attempt should be made to achieve a satisfactory
goographical coverage and to encompass a ;ide range of indigenous
institutional capacity,
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HARMONIZATION OF PROGRAMME PROPOSALS

18. The Task Force at its fourth meeting in March 1978 decided, inter alia,
that a "concise, concrete analytic assessment of all rural development activities"
of the UN system be prepared. Ity therefore, recommended that participating
agencies send to the lead agency brief statements on their programme proposals
for the forthcoming biennium, by September 1978. FAO, the lead agency, was asked
to analyze these statements and condense them into a concise document for considera-
tion by the Working Group on Programme Harmonization.

19. The Task Force had before it the report of the fourth meeting of the Working
Group which had met in Rome from 12-14 February 1979 to consider the document
prepared by the lead agency.

20. Annexed to the report was a statement of sectorally consolidated rural
development objectives on a global basis for the system as a whole, together with
a presentation by sector of agency activities planned for 1980-81 on an organization-
by-organization basis.

21. The Task Force welcomed the Group's report, which was presented by Mr. W.D.
Oyler, Senior Programme and Budget Officer, FAO. It considered the Group had made
a particularly useful contribution in establishing a practical sectoral framework
for classification of rural development activities in seven categories: (i) Policies
and Planning; (ii) Agriculture; (iii) Industrial Development; (iv) Physical
Infrastructure, Natural Resources and Environment; (v) Application of Science and
Technology; (vi) Health and Social Services and (vii) Human Resoarces Development
and Institutions.

22. In beginning its work, the Task Force recalled that one purpose of the
exercise has been to allow the Working Group on Programme Harmonization an opportunity
to consider ways and means for harmonizing rural development programmes proposed by
the agencies for the 1980-81 biennium. All agency statements had not, however,
been provided to the lead agency in time for such consideration.

23. The Task Force then discussed further measures which might facilitate
harmonization of agency programmes. It decided to recommend to ACC the sectoral
categorization of rural development programmes and associated statements of global
objectives in Annex II, base.d on a revised formulation of the document prepared by
the Working Group on Programme Harmonization.

24. The Task Force considered that this categorization should provide an agreed
framework within which to report agency activitfes and resources for purposes of
the cross-organizational programme analysis of rural development expected to be
requested this year by the Committee for Programime and Coordination.

25. As to further steps toward programme harmonization, the working Group in its
review had found obvious areas which would give scope for inter-agency collaboration
for harmonization of programmes and for arranging the necessary linkages in



implementation. It also felt that existing resources did not permit a simultaneous
examination of activities in all seven categories, but that they should be dealt
with in succession. The Working Group had suggested that physical infrastructure
might be considered first. However, in view of the critical role of popular
participation and institutional development in poverty-oriented rural development
most members felt that it would be desirable for (vii) Human Resources Development
and Institutions to be taken up first. Some participants, however, suggested that
(i) Policies and Planning would also fulfill that criteria.

26. In discussing possible next steps the Task Force was also mindful that
the shortage of trained, qualified manpower was a critical constraint in most of
the developing countries. In that connection it was suggested that existing
inter-agency collaboratiQn in the field of agricultural education and training
under the auspices of the FAO/ILO/UNESCO Inter-Secretariat Working Group on
Agricultural Education, Science and Training (ISVG) might be expanded to include
other agencies or used as a model for similar harmonization activities in other
fields. The Task Force was informed that possible expansion of ISNqG membership
was already under consideration but the present mandate of ISTIG, had been
the subject of a formal agreement among the Executive Heads of the three agencies
and it had been decided that the most appropriate time to consider changes in that
mandate would be following the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural
Development.

27. The Task Force also agreed with the Working Group on Programme Harmonization
that any such further steps should cover at a given time at most one sectoral
category and should involve a small ad hoc group of primarily subject matter
programme managers or specialists from the concerned agencies. Arrangements might
have to be worked out to provide such a group with details of proposed agency
activities at the programmeelement level.

MONITORITG AHID EVALUATIO OF RURAL DEVELOPM1E1i

28. Following the original recommendations of the ACC in creating the Task
Force and having been reinforced by the experience of work at the country level,
the Task Force has made a special effort to evolve a common approach to
monitoring and evaluation of poverty-oriented rural development.

29. The ACN Task Force on Rural Development, at its fourth meeting, held in
Rome from 6-8 March 1978, recommended the establishment of a small inter-agency
panel of professionals with experience in monitoring and evaluation.

30. The Panel was asked to:

i) consider concrete proposals regarding operational definitions and
a set of indicators against which rural development activities could
be evaluated;



ii) recommend how these could be incorporated in the UN agencies' reporting
systems in order to reflect their activities in poverty-orionted rural
development;

iii) define more clearly the concept of target population and determine
how to measure benefits accruing to such groups; and

iv) examine ways in which UN agencies and governments could cooperate in
evaluation at the country level.

31. Accordingly, an Inter-Agency Panel on Monitoring and Evaluation met in Rome
from 1-3 Febraury 1979 and prepared a report on the subject which included common
definitions and a set of conclusions and recommendations. Mr. A.R. Ayazi, Chief,
Evaluation Service, FAO, presented the report to the Task Force for its consideration.

32. The Task Force, having considered the report in depth, decided to adopt
the conclusions and recommendations of the Panel, with minor additions and
deletions, as follows:

a) Definition of terms which included project outputs, project effects,
project impact; monitoring; on-going evaluation; ex-post evaluation
and appraisal (see Annex III). These definitions were generally
compatible with similar definitions adopted elsewhere %ithin the UN
system, including those recently compiled by the Joint Inspection Unit.

b) The operational definition of "target" population or groups was
considered in the light of the basic premise of the ACC Task Force on
Rural Development that "organizations of the United Nations System
should be asked to orient or re-orient their programmes to assure that
the benefits accrue primarily to the rural poor". The Panel felt that
the poverty target groups for UN agencies could not be identified
meaningfully by the income criterion alone. Even when raising income was
the development objective; the limited nature and scope of inter-
vention through technical assistance projects Yould make it very
difficult to undertake evaluation of impact of such assistance on
income of the beneficiary group.

c) The Task Force recommends that rather than defining poverty
exclusively on the basis of an income criterion, the target group be
defined as the less-advantaged sogments of the rural population,
quantified to the extent possible, identified using specific criteria
determined by the purpose and expected benefits of the project or
programme concerned. These might include income, employment, health,
education or other services. If the majority of direct benefits of a
project were intended to accrue to such segments of the population in
the rural areas, it would be classified as a poverty-oriented rural
development project. Since the classification of rural development
projects is based on the intended beneficiaries, the evaluation of
projects would, in large measure, be in terms of whether the benefits
actually accrued, For technical assistance projects, it was recommended
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that target groups should be defined in terms of the intended

beneficiaries of broader government programmes which the technical
assistance was intended to support,

d) The Panel wished to underline the correlation between the clarity
of objectives in project design and effective monitoring and evaluation
of results. W-hen objectives were expressed in general terms and lent

themselves to subjective assessment, measurable and objectively
verifiable indicators became a key element of project design.

Taken together, the statement of objectives and indicators should

permit measurement and comparison between intentions and actual

achievements. These indicators should be correlated with the goal
variable to be measured and should be carefully chosen taking into
account speed and frequency of data availability, as well as cost of
data collected and analysis,

e) The indicators selected as the base to rural development projects and

programmes should clearly identify the target groups which are expected
to benefit from These projects and programmes. While the indicators
would be project-specific, these must reflect one or more of the
following types of benefiA:

- Economic Improvemont (e.g. income, productivity, assets, access to
productive resources, prices, employment).

- Social Changc (e~g, nutrition levels, health status, housing quality,
literacy as well as access to primary health care, water supply,
working conditions, education and other social services).

- Beneficiary Participation (e.g, structures to ensure participation
and involvement in decision-making, implementation and evaluation),

f) The mechanisms of the acquisition, processing and analysis of data on
specified indicators should be provided for in the design of the projects.
This would facilitate rapid feedback to the management of the project
or the programme during implementation, as well as information for
ex-post evaluation to influence the design of future projects and
programmes,

g) A clear distinction must be drawn between indicators of "effect" and
those of "impact" in relation to a specific project or programme.
The UN agencies should pay immediate attention to measuring the
effects of their interventions on the target groups. They should
also assist the governments concerned in incorporating appropriate
indicators in project design and in subsequent monitoring and evaluation
of the progress of the project, using these indicators.
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h) Each agency should designate a unit which would ensure that the

requirements specified above werc reflected in thei. final design of

all new projects. This unit shouli have the responsibility of

making periodic reports to the Agency management on the degree to

which these projects and programmes were being focussed on the target

groups. It would also be highly desirable that each Agency be staffed

to give advice, guidance and training to its own operational staff on

monitory and evaluation and projects design; assist in building national

capacities to monitor and evaluate rural development programmes; and

assist the management of specific projects and programmes in the

collection and analysis of data on specified indicators.

i) In the specific case of the five countries participating in the joint

field-level exercise, a concerted effort should be made during 1979 to

provide necessary assistance to the iational authorities responsible

for the rural development exercises in the design of monitoring and

evaluation systems.

33. The Task Force also agreed that efforts should be made to facilitate

exchange of experience among the countries participating in the joint country-level

exercise, An initial effort might take place in connection with an inter-regional

workshop to assist the countries in the evaluation of the country-level exercises.

34. In viea of the fact that the Task Force has agreed on substantive categories

for classifying rural development activities, as well as fundamental definitions

for monitoring and evaluation, the Task Force suggested that these be used on a

continuing basis to monitor agency work. It suggesteo that, when sufficient work

has been done by the agencies an effort might again be made to prepare a

syst-m-wide inventory of activities to form a baseline for monitoring changes in

programme orientation.

DATA REPOSITORIES FOR RURAL DVE \LOPMENDPT

35. Ms. 0. Lendvay of the Library and Documento tion Systems Division, FAO,

presented the working paper on this topic which it had remuested from the Inter-

national Development Research Centre, Canada. The papor shows that the capabilities

of developing countries to collect, collage and disseminate information relevant

to rural development themselves is limited and there is no single source which

is capable of satisfying their 'core' information needs at present. Yet the

success of rural development programmes depends to an extent on how well the

existing fund of knowledge is scanned and assessed across disciplinary boundaries

for any particular purpose at any given time.
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36. The paper suggests that there is a prima facie case to establish the
appropriate mechanisms to coordinate the retrieval of relevant literature from
the complex of services both withia TN nd outside. It suggests establishment of
a precisc list of descriptors. Permanent arrangements would best be based on
appropriate institutional structures in the developing countries themselves.
If based on developing countries, a mini-DEVSIS operation might be ideal,
relying on the latent potential of the low-income nation themselves to
contribute and share the information that is required to satisfy their basic
rural development needs.

37. The question about what other steps may be taken to reconcile diverse
information needs and, in particular, how to strengthen the capabilities of
developing countries themselves in this respect and to enable them to make
fuller use of existing worldwide sources of scientific information needs to be
considered. International collaboration in information services over the past
decade has demonstrated the practical advantages of standardization, compatibility,
common vocabularies and access to literature.

38. The Task Force noted the points made in the working paper and recommended
that it be transmitted to the Inter-Agency Board for Information Systems (IOB),
One way of dealing with the matter would be to sot up a panel which would include
both information experts from the U1 system and experts from developing, countries,
to assess information needs in developing countries by examining present problems
in rural development information flow, studying the sources of development
literature and practices of literature collection, processing, storage, retrieval
and dissemination, The Panel would also be expected to propose ways for
improvement of the information flow by complementary actions, such as referral
activities, low-cost retrieval systems, professional development, literature
repackaging, and development of an appropriate thesaurus, along with subject
categories and their pertinent descriptors.

RP1-ORIENBTATIOT OF PROFESSIOQiNTAL STAFF
IN RURAL DEVELOPIENT

39. M1r. R.J. Erickson introduced the topic. in the course of the discussion
of Mr. Erickson's statement, the Task Force, recalling its recommenclItion at its
Fourth Meeting that each agency should develop staff training programmes, noted
with satisfaction the rural development staff traini ng carried out in the World
Bank, FAO, ILO, UTTICEF, UnTESCO, UITDP and W,%HO.

40. The Task Force recommended that:

(a) The Task Force and its member agencies increase their efforts towards
re-orientation and training of their professlonal staff on various
aspects of poverty-oriented rural development including training on
monitoring and evaluation of rural development projects;
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(b) participants in such courses should include staff members from sister
agencies who might profit from experience gained in other agencies;

(c) training participants should include both field and Headquarters staff
in line with the Task Force's intention to focus on improving field
level activities;

(d) the exchange of relevant materials on rural development useful for
training should be encouraged among agencies;

(e) the Task Force and its member agencies should explore the possibilities
of obtaining extra-budgetary resources for financing rural development
courses for professional staff on the UN system.

REPORT TO ECOSOC

41. The Task Force adopted a draft report on rural development by ACC to ECOSOC,
which was presented by Mr. R.R. Moreno, Director, ESH, FAO. It would be submitted
by FAO, as lead agency, to other agencies for their further clearance.

FUTURE INTER-AGENCY EFFORTS IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

42. The Task Force is convinced that some form of inter-agency effort in rural
development, emphasising the country level aspects, as well as monitoring and
evaluation and programme harmonization, will be required over the near-term.
Otherwise, much of what has already been accomplished will be lost.

43. The Task Force is aware that any discussion about its future would have
to take place in the context of the present efforts towards restructuring of
the UN System. In addition, the conclusions of the forthcoming World Conference
on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development, e:specially the Programme of Action, would
have a very important bearing in determining the activities of the UN system in
poverty-oriented rural development and the inter-agency mechanism for stimulating,
coordinating and systematically implementing such activities.

44. The Task Force is also convinced that priority should be given in any inter-
agency effort to activities at the country-level or in support of them.

45, The results of the inter-agency effort and, in particular, the national
experiences related to it, should provide a substantive contribution to deliberations
of UN inter-governmental bodies. This would inxclve provision to these inter-
governmental bodies of information regarding the activities undertaken at country
level, outstanding issues, lessons learned by the countries and the UN system and
other implications for international cooperation.
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ANNEX II

RURAL DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES IN THE UN AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Introduct ion

The agencies in the UN system conduct a wide range of rural development

activities which are increasingly of an inter-disciplinary and multi-sectoral content

in reflection of the complex nature of the rural development process. Description

and analysis of the whole of these activities is, therefore, subject to many

conceptual problems, the solutions of which must be approached in a flexible and

pragmat ic way.

To allow a system-wide analysis, objectives and activities must be grouped

within a one-dimensional categorization which is both all-inclusive and mutually

exclusive, and is therefore inadequate to deal simultaneously with any other

dimension of rural development. Statements of global objectives for each selected

category must be framed at an appropriate level of generality which still contains

sufficient specificity to meet the concern of each agency that its activities can

find expression in the global presentation.

Bearing in mind all these practical difficulties, the Task Force proposes to

ACC the following scheme for categorizing agency activities in rural development.

While proposing a sectoral categorization, the Task Force stresses that two pervasive

non-sectoral themes must be understood to underlie and should guide strategies for

the conduct of activities in each category. These themes are:

i) maximum use of the TCDC approach, and

ii) commitment to institutional development and popular participation,

especially of the relatively less-advantaged groups, within an anti-

poverty approach.

1. Policies and PlanninSJ

To strengthen national capacities and foster sub-regional, regional and

international cooperation within the framework of the NIEC in the

development of comprehensive policies and strategies for accelerated

rural development, amelioration of rural poverty, and improvement of the

quality of rural life through improved use of natural resources and

1 Includes overall multi-sectoral activities. Sectoral policies and planning work
would be reported by section.
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development of physical infrastructure, increased food and other production,

improved manpower development and utilization, provision of more adequate

social services and more equitable health and income distribution to

satisfy basic needs, especially for under-served populations.

- To strengthen governmental capability for planning and implementation of

coordinated programmes in agrarian reform, health, appropriate education,

training, extension and employment, and environmentally-sound human

settlements, together with development of institutional arrangements for

maximizing the participation of rural people in the development process.

2. Apriculture

- To provide support to governments and foster sub-regional, regional and

international cooperation in developing plans and institutions for more

effective agricultural development.

- To stimulate increased investment in agriculture and to improve

international marketing and distribution structures which will ensure

equitable prices for agricultural commodities and an equitable distribution

of agricultural income which provides increased benefits to rural dwellers.

- To provide support for increasing food production and food availability

from crops, livestock and fisheries, through optimum application of

inputs in a framework of improved environmental quality for the benefit

of rural people, especially the most disadvantaged.

3. Industrial Development

- To support developing countries in promoting industrial development as an

integral part of rural development, particularly with respect to agro-

based and forest-based industries, and small-scale and other industries,

such as drug and vaccine production.

- To promote the development of institutional infrastructure for servicing

industrial enterprises, and of the knowledge and skills necessary for

industrial operations.
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Physical infrastructure Natural Resources and Environment

- To support governments in developing the necessary physical infrastructure

for rural development, including land and water, energy, housing, transport

and communications, and to encourage popular participation in this process.

- To support the appraisal of energy resources, requirements and use, and the

carrying out of comprehensive schemes for the development and use of these

resources, including rural electrification schemes.

To support the planning and carrying out of programmes for the assessment,

development, use and sound environmental management of land, water and

other natural resources.

- To support country efforts in evolving policies, plans, programmes, financial

mechanisms and institutions to accelerate the provision of adequate

shelter, potable water supply, infrastructure and services, with emphasis

on lower-income human settlements in rural areas.

Application of Science and Technology

- To support governments in strengthening national and regional capacities to

take into account trends in world scientific and technological knowledge in

formulating policies and building institutions for development, adaptation,

selection and application of environmentally sound and appropriate

technology for rural development, including manpower development.

6. Health and Social Services

- To increase the capacities of governments to develop and provide

programmes, institutions and resources necessary for meeting socially-

equitable health and nutrition needs of under-served populations in rural

areas.

- To support the provision of needed social services, including social

security and social welfare programmes.

- To promote environmentally-sound development and improvements in the

environment and quality of life in the rural areas.
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7. Human Resources Development and Institutions

- To enhance and facilitate widespread popular involvement in the rural

development effort; to increase such participation through the provision

of adequate formal and non-formal education and training systems,

supporting services including nutrition and health education and

information, the provision of appropriate technology and skill training

for rural development and employment.

- To support the provision of the necessary institutional infrastructure

for enhancing equitable popular participation in rural development,

including credit and marketing facilities, cooperatives and trade unions,

education, health, training and research institutions, and extension and

other supporting services, and to reduce the isolation of rural people

through provision of adequate communication involving full use of the

mass media.

To support the provision and strengthening of institutions concerned with

the education, training and employment of personnel for the initiation,

progress and management of rural development programmes.

- To promote more active participation of, and greater employment

opportunities for, relatively less-advantaged groups such as women, youth

and landless labourers in rural development.



ANNEX III

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS-'

1. Project Outputs: are the outcome of project activities. Examples of outputs
of a rural development project are: acreages irrigated, farmers trained, coopera-
tives established, credit provided, kilometers of road constructed, health facilities

constructed, schools constructed, and so on.

2. Project Effects: are the outcome of increased use made of project outputs.

Examples of the effects of a rural development project are: increased production,
higher crop yields, increased employment, more traffic, increased use of health
services, higher attendance at schools, and so on.

3. Project Impact: is the change in the standard of living and the increased
capacity for self-sustained development of a group of beneficiaries or communities,
resulting from project effects. These changes can be measured by increased income

and consumption, improved diets, reduced incidence of diseases, increased literacy,
increased local participation in planning and decision-making, and so on.

4. Monitoring: is the continuous gathering of information on project inputs and
objectives, and on conditions and complementary activities that are critical to the

success of the project. It utilizes benchmark information collected during the

design/preparation phase, and continues throughout the project's lifetime; it

includes the comparison of this information against original objectives and standards;

it alerts project management and policy makers to implementation problems requiring

corrective action; and it may provide the necessary information for the instigation

and preparation on ongoing evaluation.

5. Ongoing Evaluation: is the continual analysis during project implementation
of project outputs, effects and developmental impact. The purpose of ongoing

evaluation is to provide project management and policy-makers with any analytical

support that might be necessary to enable them to assess and, if required, adjust

policies, objectives, institutional arrangements and resources affecting the project

during implementation. Ongoing evaluation studies may also be used in the

preparation of projects in other regions.

6. Ex-Post Evaluation: is an analysis, after completion of a project (or of a
distinct phase of it), of its effects and impact. Among other things, it may draw
on information provided by monitoring and ongoing evaluation, though supplementary
special studies may sometimes be needed. The purpose of ex-post evaluation is to

provide policy-makers with information and analysis for future planning and/or to
inform donors and the general public on project results. The depth of the analysis

and the nature of the reporting will depend on its potential end-use and benefits.

7. Appraisal: relates to the analysis of the merits of a project proposed for
financing, and is quite different in meaning to the term "evaluation" or "project
evaluation". Appraisal means assessment before a project is approved, while

evaluation means assessment during or after implementation of the project.

1 Excerit from Summary Report of the Inter-Agency Technical Workshop on Monitoring

and Evaluation of Rural Development Projects and Programmes, organized by the
World Bank in Copenhagen, Denmark, from 6-10 December 1976.
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ACC TASK FORCE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Annotations on the Agenda of the Fifth Meeting of the
ACC Task Force on Rural Development, Rome 5-9 March 1979

Introduction

The Fifth Meeting of the Task Force in March 1979 follows closely the
items listed in the "Record of Decisions" prepared as the summary of results
of the Fourth Meeting held in March, 1978. A major focus of the Agenda for
this meeting is on those items where there has been considerable activity since
the previous meeting, notably, (i) joint action at the country level, (ii) harmoni-
zation of rural development programme proposals of UN agencies and (iii) their
monitoring and evaluation. It also covers the other two aspects, viz.,
(i) rural development data repositories and (ii) re-orientation of professional
staff in rural development. Provision has been made for discussion of (i) a draft
report by ACC to ECOSOC and (ii) other items. In addition to these items, papers
received from participating agencies would be circulated on receipt.

Agenda Item (1)
Opening Statement

Prof. Nurul Islam, Assistant Director-General, of FAO's Economic and Social
Policy Department is expected to address the meeting.

Agenda Item (2)
Review of the Inter-Agency Rural Development Exercises

A meeting to review the Inter-Agency Rural Development Exercises at the
Country Level will be held in Rome, 29-31 January 1979. It is expected to be
attended by the participating agencies and countries.

This meeting would review the progress made and problems faced in the five
countries, viz., Liberia, Bolivia, Lesotho, Somalia and Western Samoa in carrying
out the Inter-Agency Rural Development Ezercises. The Progress Reports show
Liberia has been leading, followed by, in order of performance, Bolivia and
Lesotho. No progress could be made in Somalia for reasons external to her.
There was no follow-up action in Western Samoa during the year under review.
The report of the meeting would be circulated in due course.

UNDP Resident Representatives continued to coordinate actions by the
participating agencies and follow established procedures on reporting follow-up
actions in each country.
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The Task Force may wish to consider what further steps should be undertaken
in the light of the experience gained so far. The latter could include
consideration of the desirability of selecting some more countries for this
exercise. Another Asian country, with better representative character and
greater interest in rural development, might possibly be added.

Agenda Item (3)
Harmonization of Rural Development Programme Proposals

The members of the Task Force, in its last meeting, decided to submit their

inputs on rural development programme harmonization to FAO by September 1978.
They requested FAO to analyse the statements and prepare an analytical paper for
consideration in the next meeting. Very few agencies sent substantive inputs
within the deadline. Not all agencies submitted their contributions despite
three reminders. However, FAO has put together the materials received so far.
The consolidated paper would be discussed in a meeting to be held in Rome from

7-9 February 1979. Its report would be sent to the agencies in due course.

Agenda Item (4)
Monitoring and Evaluation of Rural Development Activities

In compliance with the wishes expressed in the last meeting, FAO, with the
assistance of several consultants, prepared a draft working paper on Monitoring
and Evaluation of Rural Development Activities. It will be considered by an
Inter-Agency Panel in its meeting to be held from 1-3 February 1979. The report
of the Panel would be sent to the agencies in due course.

Agenda Item (5)
Rural Development Data Repositories

The International Development Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada, at the
request of FAO, has prepared a working paper on Rural Development Data
Repositories for assisting the developing countries to set up their reference
and library facilities on rural development. The paper is expected to be sent
to the agencies by January 1979.

Agenda Item (6)
Re-orientation of Professional Staff in Rural Development

It was decided in the last meeting that each agency should separately
develop a re-orientation programme in rural development for its professional
staff. Hence, FAO has taken steps to implement, subject to the availability of

funds, a project for gathering and preparing the technical content of such a

course. The training is expected to begin after the course is developed.
The other agencies may wish to report the action taken by them in this respect.
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Agenda Item (7)
Draft Report by ACC to ECOSOC

The draft gives a brief account of the background of ACC Task Force on
Rural Development and the progress made by it in various aspects of rural
development since 1975. The progress made in the inter-agency country exercise
on rural development in five countries is generally encouraging. A promising
beginning has been made in harmonization of the rural development programme of
various UN agencies despite bureaucratic inertia to coordinate. A draft of
the methodology for its monitoring and evaluation has been done. A paper has
been prepared spelling out the mechanism to be followed by developing countries
to establish their rural development reference and library facilities.
Similarly steps have been taken to develop re-orientation course in rural
development for their staff. The basic issue which still remains unresolved
is whether the concept of rural development is a management strategy or is an
ideology which emphasizes an institutionalized assurance for equitable opportunity
for all to develop their potential and contribute to and share in national development.

Agenda Item (8)
Other Business

Agenda Item (9)
Adoption of Report
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FIFTH MEEIING OF THE ACC TASK FORCE ON RURAL DEVELOPMEN

Rome, 5-9 March 197)

Opening Monday, 5 March at 9.30 a.m.

at FAO Headquarters, Philippine Room (C277/281) 1/

PROVISIONAL PROGRMMIE

Monda, March 1979

9.30 Opening statement by Professor Nurul Islam, Assistant Director-General,
Economic and Social Policy Department,

and

Adoption of the Agerda,

10.00 Item No. (2) Report of the Inter-Agency Working Group on Inter-
Agency Field Exercises at Country Level,
by Mr. C. Beringer, Director, DDF.

10.30 Discussion of the Report

13.00 LUNCH

15.00 Item No. (2) - continuation.

17.30 Formation of the Drafting Committ-e,

Tuesday" 6 March 1979

9.0 Item No. (3) - Report of the Inter-Agency Working Group on Rural
Development Prograimne Harmonization by
Mr. W.D. Oyler, Senior Programme and Budget Officer, PBE.

9.30 Discussion of the Report.

13.00 LUNCH

1/ Registration of the participants attending the meeting will begin at 08.30 in
the Philippine room (0277/281).
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15.00 Item No. (4) Report of the Inter-Agency Working Group on Monitoring
and Evaluation of Rural Development Activities,
by) Mr. B.S. Mahajan, Adviser, Special Development
Subjects, DDD.

15.30 Discussion of the Report.

W esdaya 7 March 1979

9.00 Item No. (5) - Rural Development Data Repositories, by Mr. G. Dubois,
Acting Director, GIL.

9.30 Discussion of the Report,

13.00 LUNCH

15.00 Item No. (6) - Re-orientation of Professional Staff in Rural
Development, by Mr. J.A.C. Davies, Director, AFP.

16.00 Item No. (7) - Draft report by ACC to ECOSOC, by Mr. R. Moreno,
Director, ESH.

16.30 Discussion of the Report.

Thursday, 8 March 1979

9.00 Item No. (7) - continuation

11.30 Item No. (8) - Other business.

13.00 LUNCH

14.30 Meeting of the Drafting Committee.

Friay9 arch 197c9

8.30 Meeting of the Drafting Committee to prepare the Draft Report.

14.30 Distribution of the Draft Report.

16.30 Item No. (9) - Adoption of the Report.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Jim Goering, AGREP 

DATE: March 8, 1979

FROM: Ms. Young Kimaro GREP

SUBJECT: Suggestions on Enhancement to the APAS

I would like to suggest the following enhancements to the APAS

for discussion at the March 13 meeting.

1. Input data for delayed entry

The system's capability to internally 
generate data for phased

farmers' participation in the Project has substantially 
enhanced its

usefulness and users appear eager to benefit from this capability.

However, the input data required for this feature, as it is presently set

up, is cumbersom and time consuming. To use it correctly the user needs to

understand how the system interprets and aggregates the delayed entry input

data. Furthermore, some desk calculator work is required 
before the data

can be entered, not to mention the repetitious entry of the farm model name

for each year delayed (see Attachment, Fig. 1A).

The input data format could perhaps be 
redesigned to more closely

approximate project analysts' thought process, and thereby make it less

demanding of users' time ard effort. In Fig. 1 in the sane attachment

I have drawn up one suca possible design. e sample data used for Fig. lB

is identical to that in Fig. 1A.

Row (1) the name of the farm model is entered once,

as compared to five times in Fig. 1A;

Row (3) the total number of farms represented 
by

the farm model;

Row (5) number of farms entering the project 
each

project year.

2. Automatic tabulations triggered by delayed entry

When farmers' participation is phased 
over a number of years,

the system automatically prints commodity, 
product-line and farm tables for

every year delayed. This quickly multiplies the number of tables (and

pages!) printed out by the number of years 
affected. The typical response

I have observed from the participants 
at the two training workshops and

other users, to pages of repetitious tables, has 
been that of confusion

and annoyance. Although these tables may be useful in some cases when

relative prices of inputs and outputs change over time, I question

whether the merirs of -it is not outweighed by the inconvenience. It may

be preferrable to suppress this automatic table-triggering capability and

make it available only as an optional feature.
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3. Cropped area by commodity

APAS does not tabulate areas cropped under each commodity at

any level in its data aggregation. However, project analysts often want

to know how areas under each crop change over time, e.g., how much of the

area under rainfed rice is being replaced by irrigated rice, or the

incremental increase in hectarage under HYV rice in the dry season due to

more reliable water supply, etc. Such information, incorporated into the

input/output tables at product-line, farm, subarea and project levels could

be useful.

4. Incremental tables made automatic

When REPORT command is given for with and without project

situations, e.g., REPORT THAILAND/(WIF,WOF), incremental tables, wherever

applicable, could perhaps be automatically printed. This would mean one

less chore for the user.

5. Creation of without proiect (WO) files from with project (WT) files

Could there be a convenient way to copy into a WO file the first

data entries of all commodities, product-line, farm and subarea data of a

WI file which have base year reference years? Should this be possible, it

would obviate the duplicative effort in preparing input data for the WO

file when the without project situation remains static, and therefore sub-

stantially reduce time needed for input data preparation.

6. Farm budget table

The farm budget table, as it is currently set up, is difficulty

to comprehend and, because of prefixed inflow/cutflcw items, is inflexible.

This appears to have been necessitated by having integrated cash flow and

income analyses into one table. Because the farm budget table occupies

a key position in majority of agricultural project analyses, it may be

desirable to make this table easier to read and at the same time flexible to

meet varying needs of the users. To this end I would like to make the

following suggestions.

Tabulation: separate cash flow analysis from income

analysis and treat them as two separate tables;

Input data: (a) subdivide form 4.3 (inflow budget data)
into two -- production-related inflow and

non-production-related inflow forms;

.(b) likewise, subdivide form 4.4 (outflow

budget data) into production-related

outflow and non-production- related

outflow forms;
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(c) each of these forms should be assigned
a time series code which would in turn
be associated with a particular arithmetic

function;

(d) if (a) to (c) are followed it should be

possible to allow users to freely name the

inflow/outflow items to suit their needs.

Attachment

cc: APAS Advisory Group: Messrs. G. Ashkenazi
V. Bhargava
E. Goetz
J. Tillier
P. Whitford
M. Wilson

Computing Activities: Messrs. D. Rix/P. Hsueh
V. Sahasrabudhe

Ms. P. Hamsher '

AGREP: Messrs. G. Donaldson, Chief
L. Harbert
H. Kim
G. Temple

Ms. N. Pinto

YKimaro:mw
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Mr. Davi Rx CA D March 7, 1979

Jim Goering,

Acceptance of theAPAyste

1. This morar ut confirms our earlier conversation concerrng
the present state of develop mnt of the Agricuitural Project Analysis
Syste'A (APAS).

2. The acceptance testing of tihe first get of enhance.ets to
the APAS Svstem. by staff of ACM.P and severAi agricultural divisions
in the regional departments, has bee copeted successfully. The
syte has been used on a number of agriculture and rural development
roje cts. We believe that it is now orking as ecfied. We under-

seand that any errors encountere in future will be rectified by CAD
staff under normal syste maintenance procedures.

3. We will abOortly be definin a second set of enhancements to
th e A~l system. Thee have risen from users exeriences with APAS
over tie last few nths. We understan that a budet allocation was

de by the Coputin; Priorities Committee for investiacin APAS
enhnce ents in Y 79. We ill o discussin' these with you shortly.

Cleared with and cc: Nr. Gr :n onaldson, Chief, ACPYF

cc Mrs. P. Hamsher, CAD
eOwens, CAJ

Messrs. V. Yudlman, AG

D. ickeringAG

JCoting;g



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A • Telephone: (202) 477-1234.0 Cables: INTBAFRAD

March 6, 1979

Mr. Gary Morishima
Skyline Inn
South Capital & ire Streets, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20024

Dear Mr. Mrishima:

As per our telephone conversation of last 
week, I will arrive

in Seattle on Monday March 19 (Flight UA37) and drive to Taholah for a

three-and-a-half day visit to the Quinault Indian Reservation.

The basic purpose of my trip is to document 
the experience

gained in establishing and irmlenenting a management information system

using mini-computer technology. I an, particularly interested in the

approaches you used for collecting data and how you use a mira-comuter

for feasibility studies, simulation of resource production models, training

of managers and evaluation of policies.

I would appreciate if you could arrange appointments for me

to talk to both your technical staff 
and the users of your informaticn

system.

As discussed, I would also appreciate 
if you could arrange for

me to participate in a field trip on Thursday March 22.

I am looking forward to visit you in Taholah.

rs sincerely,

CGuido Deboeck

Rural Operations Review and Support 
Unit



WORLD BANK / 5Il ENATK NAL FINAN(CE CORPOAT ION

OFFICE MEM RA DUM
TO: Those Listed Below DATE March 5, 1979

FROM: Jim Goer)ng, ACREP

SUBJLCT: Enhancement of APAS

1. Pursuant to my memorandum of February 16, let us meet on
Tuesday, March 13, E-855, 9:30 AM to consider possible future enhancements
to APAS. The purpose of the meeting will be to determine the contents of
a request to the Computer Priorities Committee for resources to undertake
enhancemeuts to APAS during FY1980. As indicated in my memorandum,
a primary consideration in developing our request should be usefulness
of any proposed enhancements to project staff.

2. I attach copies of the responses received on suggestions for
enhancements.

Attachments

Distribution

APAS Advisory Group
Messrs. G. Ashkenazi

V. Bhargava
E. Goetz
J. Tillier
P. Whitford
M. Wilson

CAD
Messrs. V. Sahasrabudhe

D. Rix/P.Hsueh
Ms. P. Hamsher

ACREP
Ms. Y. Kimaro

N. Pinto
Messrs. H. Kim

G. Temple

cc: Mr. G. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP

JCoering:mw



WOFMD[ BsK i I / N / ALI INANG CAR 1TION

OF FI C M E 0 F D U M
TO: J. Goering, AGREP DATE February 27, 1979

FRCM: C. Ashle ai ,CPA3

SUBJECT: Enhancements of APAS

1. Present APAS prograr could be enchanced at two levels of analysis.
At the project level, in order to receive sensitivity tests, it could be

worth finding ways either to incdrporate in APAS the same sensitivity tcsts

included in the CB/Display or to transfer automatically APAS economic data

(yearly total project benefits and costs) to the CB/Display program. At the
farm level analysis it could be useful to be able to recceive the debt service
and cash flow projections of every farm type. This could also be done either
by incorporating an existing program in AAS or by finding a way to transfer
automatically the farm type financial analysis data of APAS to the program
which is already used in the Bank (for instance, in projects in Northeast Brazil).

2. A third enhancement would be to include in APAS the possibility to deal

with mixed farm types, i.e., with farms with field crops and livestock. But

before this is done it could be useful to find out what is the percentage of
agricultural projects financed by Bank during the last five years which also

had a livestock component, and the tendency of livestock specialists to use such
a program.

GA/jp



eb. 23, 1979

Jim: Wn the APAS eoanscment, I huave following su- jstions:

1. Re - format of farm bud;;t, and make it more floxible

2. evelop a debt-sorvisc sub-routine

3. Livestock sub-routine for herd project ion, and revenue and
expenditure calculation

h. Project cost sub-raoutine hich would handle price and physical
continencie,

5. Modification of the system such that the cost of rfaniiy
labor woold become autoratically zero in financial analysis

6. vacility to automatically calculate sensitivity analysis,
including switching values at alternative rate of DOC

Thank you,

Kim



:r. Montague Yudelr.an, Director, AGR March 5, 1979
(through Mr, Graha Donaldson, Chief ACRE?)
G. Temple, AGRE?.

Data Processin- Charges

1. In his memorandum of January 2r. 1979, Mr. J. Schaech (CAD)
presents new conputer charges that are intended to encourage effective
use of computer resources in the ank. lowever, these rates will have
little impact on the use of connuting resources, for they reflect only
an accounting charge, not a charge against a real budget.

2. Failure to charge real prices for the use of the Bank's
computer resources could have a serious impact on lending for agriculture
and rural development. Under existing pricing procedures, users treat
computer resources as though they were free. Zero marginal costs result
in excess demand during the day, forcing allocation of computer resources
on a first come, first served basis. Agricultural staff using APAS or
CBDISPLAY can waste hours waiting for tasks to be completed because they
have no way to indicate the ur ency of their jobs. Consequently, existing
pricing procedures for Bank computing resources waste the very staff
time that the computer was intended to save.

3. The Bank could reduce the amount of this wasted time by
introducing a peak-load pricin system based on real prices. Such a
system would reward efficient user who rin less urgent jobs overnight.
ore importantly, it would penalize users who run big jobs in the middle

of a y even though the results are not needed until the following
iorning. With a peak-load pricing system the computer could respond to
the sudden ens for computer use frequently encountered in project
work.

4. Bank managment is currently considering a proposal to begin
charging real prices for use of Bank computing resources in FY81. In
the meantime the potential savings in staff time required to prepare and
appraise projects that might come through increased use in project work
of Bank computer facilities will be lost.

GPTem l eoh
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Agriculture and Rural Development DATE: March 5, 1979

Division Chiefs
FROM: Graham Donaldson, Chief, AGREP -

SUBJECT: Third Training Workshop for the Agricultural Project Analysis System (APAS)

1. You will recall my memorandum to you of November 8 which

described APAS briefly and invited you to nominate members of your staff

to participate in the first APAS Training Workshop. I noted that sub-

sequent workshops would be held in future months to accomodate 
others who

wish to familiarize themselves with APAS. The second workshop was held

in February and a third is planned for April. I invite you to submit

additional nominees for the next workshop. I urge you to nominate only

those individuals who plan to be involved in project preparation and

appraisal work in the next several months. A list of participants in the

first two workshops is attached.

2. The April workshop will run for a total of 12 "in-class" hours

in 4 daily sessions of 3 hours each (9:30-12:30 AM) on April 9, 12, 16

and 19. As in the first workshop, some "home-work" outside of these hours

will be expected. The major workshop activity will be to have participants

use APAS to carry out the economic analysis of a simple project. Meetings

will be held in E-855.

3. Names of nominees for the April workshop should be submitted to

Mr. Goering's office (D-805; X-73495) not later than March 19.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. M. Yudelman, AGR; L. Christoffersen, AGR; D. Pickering, AGR;

M. Muller, CAD; G. West, CAD; D. Rix, CAD; P. Hsueh, CAD

Distribution: Messrs. C. Walton, EAP G. Tibor, ASP

M. Walden, EAP D. Lee, ASP

S. Eccles, EAP M. ffrench-Mullen, EMP

R. Grimshaw, WAP B. Merghoub, EMP

K. Berg, WAP R. Frank, EMP

J. Tillier, WAP P. Naylor, EMP

K.G.V. Krishna, AEP C. Ramasubbu, LCP

W. Smith, AEP K. Haasjes, LCP

0. Price, AEP P. Greening, LCP

R. Wadsworth, AEP A. Otten, LCP

K. Pranich, ASP P. Gittinger, EDI

D. Parsons, ASP B. Thoolen, AGR

J. Peberdy, WAP

JGoering:mw



Participants in APAS Training Workshops

First APAS Workshop, December 11-18, 1978

Ms. J. Dell, EMP
N. Hill, AEP

Messrs. C. Barham, LCP
D. Fitchett, LCP
E. Brook, LCP
P. Ram, LCP
M. Asseo, LCP
C. Redfern, WAP
M. Wilson, ASP
F. Schorosch, ASP
E. Nagele, EMP
J. Shivakumar, EAP
J. Mullan, EAP
D. Papavassilou, AEP

Second APAS Workshop, February 5-15, 1979

Ms. D. Babelon, LCP
A. Ramachandran, EAP
P. Nicosia, ASP
G. Lituma, ASP
Y. Urakawa, WAP

Messr>. D. Myren, LCP
J. Fernandez, LCP
A. Klempin, EAP
G. Donovan, EMP
F. Wright, EMP
0. Saadat, WAP
G. Ablasser, AEP
P. Rhoe, AGR
L. Harbert, AGR



Possible Terms of Reference

ACC Task Force Evaluation Mission

1. In the last two years, the UN System has been assisting five

countries (Bolivia, Lesotho, Liberia, Saioa and Somalia) in formulating

and implementing national policies and programmes for poverty-oriented

rural development. While the pace of progress varies from one country
O

to another, considerable work has been done in delineating the problems

at the national level, assisting the five governments in formulating rural

development policies and programmes, and identifying the elements of

external assistance necessary to supplement domestic resources for

rural development. This mid-term evaluation is intended to review the

progress made to date by the five governments and the UN agencies with

a view to:

(a) assessing the relevance, efficiency and effectiveness of

the joint exercise;

(b) identifying appropriate measures necessary to fill the

gaps in the current efforts by governments and the UN

agencies; and

(c) preparing a framework for monitoring of the future

work to facilitate more in-depth evaluation at a later

stage,

2. In particular, the evaluation is expected to:

(a) assess the progress made by the government in the

analysisof the problems, the identification of the target

group, the formulation of policies and action programmes,

and in the mobilization of resources for implernentationi



2

(b) determine at the country level the nature and scope of support

given by the UN System to the national efforts for rural

development, including the relevance of such aid to the

country's need and priorities and the efficiency with which

it has been provided, with particular reference to the

adequacy of existing arrangements for coordination among

the UN agencies;

(c) assess the impact of the assistance provided by the UN agencies

in terms of-

(i) strengthening the country's institutional capability for

the preparatior and implementation o` rural action

programmes and projeci s, and

(ii) mobilizing the domestic and external resources for the

execution of national programmes.

(d) review; jointly with governmr.ent officials, the major

constraints and issues facing the government in under-

taking an intensive programme of poverty-oriented rural

development and in coordingting and channeling effectively

assistance provided by the UN agencies

(e) on the basis of the above, identify and dis russ with the

government the follow-up actions requirec and the nature

and scope of the associated assistance to be provided by the

UN System (at the central government and local levels) for

the next few years;

(f review With government the monitoring arid evaluation procedures

both thqpe in use and proposed for future; in order to help

establish and strengthen proper systems for the monitoring

and evaluation cf rural development activities.



3

3. The mission should discuss its findings and recommendations

with the government, including a broad understanding on what is to be

expected from, and actions to be taken by, the government on one hand

and the UN agencies on the other. The mission's report should be sub-

mitted to the Government, and members of the ACC Task Force on Rural

Development.

4. The above terms of reference would require modifications

depending on the degree of progress reached in each of the five countries,
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Ted J. Dais, AO

Report of the ACC ura Development Workin Group on Inte4r-Agenc Fi~.
necic at ti e ointry Lgvel1 anary hi, 17

The seon metin of the~ Woring Gru on Inter- Aency Fil
Exercise at the Ionr Level was held i n gone from 29-0t1Janary, 19279.

Offler, 2AIQ) and mysef atene th meein for the BakGop A ist
of aricpats is attched as "<h.I. t 1.

Th meetig andiscussions proceeded as pe r the agena t a'ing
up t iritten reportsi concrnin each country suharn from the Residet
Represetatives, their eputiesan in one case. (Liberia) the. Coordiator of

t he 'atoal Tas Force on i-ural De~velopmenxt, Dr. Brighnt. A brieI'f yopis
of th~e discusi ons will be given below, First ! believe it is neesary to

giv a reprt on the overall 2ettingv of the~ metn and the role played' by
A the ledec. PAOt~/ as e the lea aency role after the. ACC eeting

activitie U' re~C dtireetM. by 2r in. teeno, Acti iroctor of ''uman
source, Instituioas and Agrtarian Reform D'ivision~ ('). r. Steve.nson

nologr odsta oito and d3id not part icip~ate in thie current ineeting.~
Nrrisingly, the~ p meti, of the Workin' Group ca chire byM.erigr

Dire t il Progriao Developmen Division of FA& Mr. >Rorento, thene
Diretor o f E< 'a e ited cocai n The FAO~ staff who attended had

not attended' previousi -ecti". of he.Tash Foruc; thus; there was no continty
in the 2\AO representton fro m previous, meet ings of thei Task, Foce 'i

situaiIon' ;ut a sbanial buirde on rprsntaivesr uch as; Mr. *avord, i P
pr Nataleon., 13 r. Sato 117 Mr. Litaion, WOU andl myself , whio hav

beenattdngtheTas Force mneeti ' ower the li~t three yearS , to itrret
te or iina comepts embode in the original ACC focu o rural dvel1oet

andth AC resolitio IO' 4 ch contirm he Task ~ Force an sade recommndations

coul 1 coord~inated at th.e cuntry level to fal itate' :overit; oriented irrl
d~velo -ent o-ro- rams in certna ininated count ries which ha expessd ntees

in. undrtain suc prga.O the sole11 the experimnt , which bea i

seria of; in:er "eeny miss4:lin to the various~ countrie be'tween :a throu

theconies. I& seme t-c. o e th eig of t 'orin Gr' oup that there is

reason f or optiism fo r Li exper'i''ut r that It1 is to early to m-a>e an overall
;ssess.ent tha effVorta abould be~ continu au renee in~ each, of the countries.

and tha an'auti o n4 be'. ~ oetaha (by4 the lead a'eney.c Peiet rpreetaivs
and/cnsulants in o'e er/ ecember 197 for the puroa of reortin to . te .4 C
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A ra fti comitteewa appoe ni could no hav a fina

deteroined that. its repo rt woul be copltey F'AO and dispatche to te

particiant for thr coents witi te days. Such report ba not yet

brif syn of L c - in ~a:- of the fC -1 t A
Is as follows

1 ) lBT: This disussin a ique in % that it featured bOt

Ls o Rua :eeopAeut, .r r 1h T ltter i.a strong
ille person wo voiced soe trong criticisms concerning the failure of

tial of the World n i. n -oving tord s project id e nti aion bor
ansti ttoal plaig "V u Lainery ave bn t p in Aieria Thi! cry-

0tc1ia seme' rel tively minor, marticuary in ligh1t of the substAtial
asit0 c that ha beein -n forthcoming frn the ancie and t suwppot` give

to~ the Worldi Basn to pr-oee with project idnifcatidonar2ale I ith insti-
tutina planning a a0 K sit Ts of thu e et was th at t

(C exercise had achieved more~ prores in ~ibe ~ria than in the other fou.r
contrite. Te ievents were attribted z5 nally to th"e overlnent *

filins to' 11a"1 7 oitical i L uApport of the eercie wich
as ev1ienced by th settin up of a Natioal TaskL Force for Vur2.al evel op-
aet, the appoitrea-t of a~ atioaal coordina tor and th Librian Vice si en
as its Char-an, thef Governmt's declaration of its willignes to deenralize

re-~ sns ities t;o thes coutica, and the priority~ assigned to Wrra evelopmenatWa th Aaoa plaig rcs, mubstntl p impetu - as give oth execL

by th ho : of antional meting part ici atd is by ail Mover -nt ministrM-
representa ivs" of -alvn iagncies in monrova in April 1:7. .h

A c thereafter. r esponde A it co'lacie in sme Zixteen areas to
~assis the nation task force in its l anning activiti -s. ! u- "StioA wa

ade by boths Dr. rightL and r. GordA thatwother such eeIng held latr

Lieria, ICos of the~ reports on Liberia are. availabin L.y offiLce.
-) ~l; T'I Ia ~O va i I i nfl)n V I- J. at

at Represen9 v as ost iprtat. project In th pieline for futusre
cpao Te e r of the orgnal atr-age z issi wi visite7 La

I an in .ay~ 177 were all p.resentt the meein¶a Inc1oludin 'r. offin, Asitn
Dircor fortP, ar. e the mission ader, ha rtrne to Moivia hn

af i o.Th v of olivta issu'.d a 'cree vutting
-up' ~afot wor-ia trop to elfabora te a national program for rural developmet -

A omrhesieocw was'* prepared~ by~ u oint Bolivian working grou whic

has been~ re:viewed in 2 nubr of participatin~ agen'cies including the World Bank
an a seco raft has aso~ been citrcu l'ed for coens Unike the other

c onries,; -u tlviaa exrcise no; envisitons a .Uh.P tchncal assistance projecct
(to beeet .y as selec x acy) fo:r overall planinga asisance. The draft

er- ofSeec o Ot- project were~ 'dicuss at thea a-eting as~ well as other
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from a practical 1point of v I n cw. idring- that a two-year horizon is uow
contenlated for tho first prooct, te 1 ist of o bjctives Wo be arroe
o t on reined should bp i - nact

1) -ore ons iol be ;lac ! on i ora ffixation of specific
rocc a a plan for finani, . , :,r-Io:

.. ) m nore etaph a ij oulM be plane on asir: - TV, 4 l rA t v
a LOchnia 5rents of wover -ont Aci" L NO - wh

rarl jevelobmat iOivetr io

1) 0-ra nIOn& a better bta etwee production, productivity
increass !'J !ocial 1;Vt i !.C x Mwtu L0 nr.. of refe r
Ir- tron 7 r istfw tv z -: ti i " sc1n ! n : ,

4) cnrif:cI ' n.:- : .0r h vr 0, on w ich
Yt~ttrv will 1nvi o r.y o an iiFy fI tm cor -u1o of

: rural neo:: -f o or;:n to Yor tn. rjob dir±ctor
of the propose pro o L b r. eonnihie

) the proposed nuer of epert- should b r. 'ced fro to 4
at rmost 5.

egardin the followup action, ChU "i.At Rrentative in
.oivi a Mr. He nry ee , . u onvey the vier s discusse la .ome to the
)ol Ivian Goenn an Oask thien to indicaate wih~ agency shol be in charg

or the ec:ation of tha~ proposed project. It wa as dicussed that it wuldi
erferableO to halve one agency desig n 1ated with full responslihty for the

execution~ of the proje ct andi haive the coordIinat ion done through a steertrdg
comittee~ (whch' would inld Governmnta as we ll as the differentz G aency

Srersenttive) whch wou meet once or twce a year a Solivi to review
h prore of the pojec, The World nk ha s idicate (leter of

Janay 1979 to r V , mP, Y) its ntrest in aceptng hA L I role

Y) y,, *r. . acriat , * e Residt ep et tve
ead the. disLcusson i udch he reported specfically on th Gove'rnmen s

co mi1t en to pa~overty oriented rural. hevelopmet and in genra to veral
rur~a developent projects~ and 'rog-rams The Governwm* as not, hafver,

ist a0 01 c r inatitutioal eanis* to faciitate natioal

ln for rura deve lop ent nor to enliat the 0 nport of coordin.ated

ational work shopon rural 'evelopment0 as wl as req uting' the .eiO nati
of a etral gornt agen~cy O or!nividual wo could coordinate pro'rias.

ays~ in imlementiC these. recoena -tios L wre at t ri ute to L
polit ! aII intblty resuinp~ fromn t he srious; ailitary difficultiLes onth

>omalian bzordr M r. achairia felt that the rcomniai tions of the AC
misson~ weore ill vai and that .overnnt shuld boe eacourae to ga ca

wih i t plans to ol 1 a w1ork sop onrual develoen. did n report
op tim~tically o instttional ca hoover, he rcomaende th-t a ruraI
dvel opmen:t advisor he prov ided' to t e planingo comittee and that sirnc I p

funn, were fully comiUc at tI ~nstag, every effort should e mad to
S;~ ore otoer ser-of - f 'acln . r !;itO, fu "ac for th
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esalsKt fa lidsilnr rualdeeopmemy trainingr cant as

tbould focu on th instu .tional ned as i as1 specific training asaisac

>) Lsoni3 Mr,. 1 c a s im 'Reside:t prset ative lead tto

discussion. and rec orted tha the tao pricil recommedations> of h xlirtr

miso wetre (1) approval of an overalli ru!ral deveop~entL strateg~y b y the
Govrnmntan (2) support oth insttutiona arrangeent propo: by the

Govennet to carry out~ ths istrategies I cIudin s~ ~trenghing the capability

and* authority of the Ministry of Rural' evelpnt, Gvernmet ,s aproa a

prpraoy sitance projctL to be funded through K P an A xcuedby h to

fous onl a prticuilarly poor area of thec colmtry - hbuMoea- It us

aree that efforta be made to am~end this preparatory atance project to 4

a alu case in that virtually all of the~ rural population should be conidre

toi poverty tart g roup but thxat becausec of large uunteors of miale wo~u in~

South Africa, a ve;ry hig pe ~rcentage of househ olds are' headed by women, N

recmedntions awere madeh otheor tha to procee as raidly as posie with the

2 '9 SANOA:. Mr W.Shekneg Prevhous apr of O.o

beaf of th Reidn Reresentat ive) lead the d iscsso in wie e re-

enin lin wth th approah reoene by th Chowver ' no follow upha

beautake on the part of Gvernmen t for 'institutiloa prftraneets to Enrcce

oc rural dvel~on efforts. Rahr its efforts seem~ to be eared to the.

ni re rural population an to aiie agricutur:l production yuar ing

ropfel t that the invol~vat of the ACC~ las Force may2 ~ ak a differencei

wo r en% u approach, articularly~ relainghv to . benftiir part icipat ion in

1hed n Apia soo and col e w: for channellag coordiatedassac

in subac by th or:in roup j .ad. are exetdt be ebie in~ th a

reor to the' ACE yak Force:

A)I d '-ryi s' far . o v~. coun try atemnt and3

counry spe.cificV cocuin au re~coendaions that the governmen resonse

to te ebuotry leve exerc Isca have ~r bee bi Iy Positive albit very divrse

s. -hose resp ouse.& xhe cnriesa, of course, st:arted from differen lel

of sztted prioriti ad comitmet :ad fro Gfern levels~ of ro soure

eoen.In no ca does it appeacr that the lee of res n han~ vMe the

result of t ack of e lt mnt to t whe asic principe to ove'rty-oriented
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e eu ufcet prge'aApoieo a lit food progres an ha

ACCNa Foceabuld> tu i ts efforts n bea ofr av~ ia counre along

from th Agncwie re< ular bun ts r 2dgets. from~ trust' fuo resorces.Th

ACC7 TeiW rc hl reconsider th e qusincjf reconti'~n of' esing resouprces

and conside.r ca' p'ossil asociad. oe of bilateral agnce i n th pro'fvis~tou

add 2it iona~l reorces,

1el for ftu re ACC joint actio. at the country~ le'vel.

3) The Lori AGroup raffir-s th~ principle tA "ever.net hv

th full repnibility for rural developme activita, and~ ii ha~.t the' Resident

Representa~tive assst the govrnen to coordinate~L U vsten inp t1. Tu

den~' fesbe (overnment excut ion of individual Projec t 2s airadle .
cirumsancs my rqure a-.cti n~ of speci ru~ral evelo'pmet rjetsb

a .; escuring agency wi th. apprte inuts from othr aenc ies. 2h ovr

aunt or a. excuin 'aeny slo ld of cor . e the I.y~ pa'idn eresentat ive

fully' i form s taa n we iclreIi responsibiltiesto ep al con

ce ru.c ancie infor':a ad to* l cooriateal dii yt ipu.

F') T t is noted hat the A ielas fo the' oritinal exlrtr

misons is; fro iaout 13 months' to a Uttle ove oneea and th*atit la

trfore too early, to give an ovrall evaluio n of the~ contr~iy level :xercitte

ont five countries uandertaking his AC c oordin approch ''or i& it

Iondnue coordina'ted efor t o se coatries or~ to the ~asion of' the

execis to other acouitries', .Thereforet th 'C Tak Force o,' iRural Develo0:-

meat'~ boul see an evaluati ont (o the ' ors) of th country le'vel exe rcise'

fro te tspoat of AC intervention au th at of governmen~t resp onseV Tes

avana ions sho'.. un ertake:' In 'november/ uc be of 197 ocorreipoandt

a ful I wo year ffot and' a report 1 reo"'.naat ions~ shold be de available

to the. LA. ad~ ' Age i adeouant. timei so th'at these' canb made avd ab' for can

O Te Nrtis Gou feel t'' t. Tas Force myA~C co.;sider possile

futuare mings of tM .orking Group in onea or 'tre of the contriesa to rve

.rogres at ' 5 ion r lee thus' re inforce the. acOt io )u';aerta biiy

gove'r at in suppo' rt of natioalt prore as in rural evelopmnt

Atta e'

Aleareo with~ au cc es~rs. . ,Coffi ~n, ~Asistt Dietor, IP
G. Ab., Jenor Loan. Officer, 'AIM

L eayMPJ 'MxlJ L Clift M^ roAm . nLe
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APPENDIX

ACC TASK PORCE ON RURAL DIELOPENITT

LIST OF PARTICI FAUTS

29- 31 Jar 1979

FA, Romet, Italy

UNDP, New York

Mcr. Gordon Favord
Acting; Director
Programme DIevelopment, Suppcort and Evaluation Division
Bur-eau for Prograame Policy and Evaluation

World Bank

- Mr. Ted Davis
Chief, Rural Operations Review and Support Unit

- Kr. Paul Goffin
Assistant Director, Projects Department
Latin America and Caribbean Regional Office

- Mr. Getachew Abdi
Loan Officer, Country Programmes Department
Western Africa Regional Office

LO

- Mr. Peter W. Dunkel
Senior Officer
Rural Enloyment Policies Branch
Employment and Development Department

- Mr, David T, Lusoombe
Consultant

World Food Council N

Mr. P.I. Markov
Senior Economist

U New York

Mi ss Margaret Jean Ans tee
Assi stant Scre-taryoneral
DaparLont of Technical Cooperation for Development

Mr. Kai W. Eylfelt
Officar-In-Chartg
West Africa Sector
Africa Branch

TOTD

- Mr. John R.( Mathia on
Deprtmcnt of Internai onal E conmic anC Social Affairs



- ii~~

IFAD

Mr. Abbas Kesseba
Project Controller, Project Managemont Department

UNICTEF

- Mr. Nailton Santos
Chief, Programme Analysis and Evaluation Section

WHO

- Dr. S. Litsios
Prograrmme Area Leader
Primary Health Care and Rural Development
Division of Strengthening of Health Services

UNIDM

- Mr. Christian Zimmermann
Industrial Development Officer

Liberia

- Mr. John G. Gordon
UNDP Resident Representative

- Mr. Y. Habtu
FAO Representative

- Alr. Cyril Bright
Coordinator, National Rural Development Task Force

Lesotlo

- Mr. David NoAdams
UNDP Resident lepresentative

Somalia

- Mr. S. Zacharia
UWDP Deputy Resident Representative

Bolivia

- Mr. H. leyer
UNDP Resident Representative

Western Samoa

- Mr. Werner Sohreckenbcrg

previously 1AO cxpert (on behalf of L)P RR)

Observers

- r. Ray Caruf i
USAID Director in Liberia

-- r. I, Ro 2 ha I
Regi onl Ivelopmeut Officr
US Dmassy, Rome



-. iii

FA111 Rome

- Mr. C, Eringer (Chairman)
Director
Ficld Progrzmme Develon:ent Division (DD)

- Mr. R. Ioreno (Co0-CLairman)
Director
Human Resources Institutions and Ag.!rarian Reform Division (ESE)

- Mrs. A. Aydin
Deputy Director, DDF

-Mr. C, Bonte-Fried-hei
Deputy Director
Agricultural Operations Division (AGO)

- Mr. A. Zaman
Senior Officer (Integrated Rural Development), ESH

- Mr. A.R. Bitar
Senior Officer (Gcverrent Programms), DF

- Mr. J.E.M. Arnold
Senior Forestry Officor (Planning)
Forestry Departaent (FO)

- Mr. L.I.J. Silva
Assistant to the AD

Fisheries Department (FI)



'ir GrhmjX bo ase 2r o va a e ae'

£erar 6 I atta a p'rit-nut fromx ou AGE -ata 2a:d listi all~1
projects i~n FY7 7 wich include cos co~o ents for, (1) agrculura

research, ad2 (2) other stuies. Tiwothr .atudies caegr include

to projct b ileented. y u refinemet u t c

wouldI reLre go~ing ba~c. tO tI ori i araisal rCOports
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AGRICULTURE AND R' RAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
WITH RESEARCH COMPONENTS

APPROVED IN FISCAL YEAR 76

TOTAL

EGION PROJECT BANK AGRICULTURE OTHER
COSTS AND IDA RESEARCH STUDIES

fOUNTRY PROJECT NAME US $ MIL US $ MIL US $ MIL US $ MIL

EAST AFRICA
DUjUNDI 2iUAF01 FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT 8.6 6.0 .0 .9
2.UIAP02 COFFEE II 7.5 5.2 .8 .0

ETIEOIA 2ETHALO3 RANGELA NDS DEVT. PROJ. 42.9 27.0 .0 .7
ALAjI 2MAiLAIO3 KARONGh II 1 12.1 9.2 .4 .0

S0;ALIA 2SOMAD01 NORTHWEST AGRICULTURE 13.9 10.0 .1 .0
TArZANIA 2TANAN01 DAIRY DEV.I 15.3 10.0 .0 .7

2TANAP09 MAIZE DEVELOPMENT 38.1 18.0 .0 .7

W ,T 6FRICA
Li 3CHDAI02 LAKE CHAD POLDERS IRRIG. 13.0 5.0 .9 .0
S IA 3GAMAD02 RURAL DEVT. 11.7 4.1 .0 .4

36HAAD'02 RURAL DLELOPMENT I 54.6 21.0 .3 .5

--R 3NIGAD01 RURAL DEVT.I(MARADI) 13.2 10.7 .2 .8
T 3TOGAI01 MARITIME R.D. 15.7 9.5 .0 .3

L ER VOLTA 3UPVAC02 RURAL DEVELOPMENT FUND 2 16.2 9.4 .0 1.5

E
HAN ISTAN AiFGOAL02 LIVESTOCK II-RURAL DEVT. 18.0 15.0 .3 .0
T. ARAB REPUBLIC OF 5EGLACO1 AGR.CR.FRUIT&VEGETABLE 108.1 50.0 .3 .0

CE SGREAIO3 EAST VERMION IRRIG. 89.8 40.0 .4 2.6
CCO 5MYCAIO7 DOUKKALA IRRIG 94.4 30.0 .6 .7

_Y 5TURAL03 LIVESTOCK III 34.7 21.5 .0 .2

N ARAB REPUBLIC 5YARACO2 GRAIN STORAGE X PROCESS. 21.8'\ 5.2 .0 .2

N. PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REP 5YrRADl WADI-HADRAMAtUT AGR PROJI 7.7 7.0 .1 .6
LK

RZIL 6DRAADO7 RD.I-RIO GRANDE NORTE I 30.0 12.0 .0 .3
6BRAAR01 AGRIC. RESEARCH I 169.4 40.0 121.3 .0

Ec ADOR 6ECUADO3 RURAL DEVT.PREPARATION 5.6 4.0 .0 3.7

H )DURAS 6H'SAL.03 AGRICULTURoL CREDIT 20.0 14.0 1.5 .6

tLZCO 6MXCAL05 AGRIC/LIVESTOCK CREDIT 413.3 125.0 .0 2.0

EAiT ASIA
FIJI 7FIJAD01 SUGAR DEVELOPMENT 26.0 12.0 .0 .1
I ONES IA 7INEA 10F 1 C IRIATION VII 60.0 33.0 .0 7.7

7100AR02 NATIOLNAL FOOOPS EXT. 44.2 22.0 .7 .0

[J EA, REPUBLIC OF 7KORAO04 RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 143.5 60.0 .0 1.3
M ,.AYSIA 7MAYAD08 NORTH KELANTAN RURAL DEV 48.0 21.0 .0 .2

PHILIPPINES 7PHLAI3 MoGAT MULTJPURFP.X STAGEI 84.0 42.0 .0 5.4
7PHLAI07 CHICO IRRIGhTION 84.0 50.0 .0 1.7
7FHLALO2 SECOND LIVESTOCK 41.3 20.5 1.2 .0
7PHLANO3 SECOND GRAIN POCESSING 28.5 11.5 .0 .3

THAILAND 7THLAD01 N E RURAL DEVELOPMENT 45.0 21,0 4.3 .7
7THLAIO7 IRR.VI-PHITSANULOK 210.0 95.0 .0 4.8

7THLAL01 LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT 11.5 5.0 .3 .0

7THLAP01 RUBBER REPLANTING I 148.0 50.0 3.0 .0



AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
WITH RESEARCH COMPONENTS

APPROVED IN FISCAL YEAR 76

TOTAL
REGION PROJECT BANK AGRICULTURE OTHER
------ COSTS AND IDA RESEARCH STUDIES

CGUNTRY PROJECT NAME US $ MIL US $ MIL US7 $ MIL US $ MIL

SOUTH ASIA
BANGLADESH SBANAI08 KARNAFULI IRRIG3ATION 30.3 22.0 .7 .0
BURMA 8FBUAAD01 LOWER BURMA PADDY DEVT I 54.0 30.0 .0 2.3

SBUAAI01 LIVESTOCK I 12.8 7.5 .5 .0
INDIA SINDADO5 CAD ANDHRA PRADESH 297.0 145.0 .0 .1

8.INDANO9 COTTON DEVELOPMENT 36.0 18.0 5.3 .0
SINDAR03 NATIONAL SEEDS T 52.7 25.0 1.2 .0
aINDATO4 FORESTRY TECH ASSISTANCE 8.2 4.0 .2 5.7

NEPAL 8NEPAD01 RURAL DEVf. I 10.9 8.0 .1 .0
PAK ISTAN RPAKA127 KHAIRPUR-I 1 29.1 14.0 .0 1.0

8PAKANO3 SEEDS 56.5 23.0 .4 2.0
SRI LANKA 8SRIAA01 AGRICULTURAL DEVY.PROJ. 60.5 25.0 6.4 1.2



AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVEL.OPMENT PROJECTS
WITH RARCH COMPONENTS

APPROVED IN FISCAL YEAR 77

TO ihL
REGION P-OJFCT BANK AGRICULTURE OTHER
------ COSTS AND IDA RESEARCH STUDIES

COUNTRY PROJECT NAME US ' MIL US $ MIL US $ MIL US $ MIL

EAST AFRICA
KENYA 2KENtCD5 INTECRATED AGRIC DEVT 35.7 20.0 .0 .3

2KENAD09 SOUTH NYANZA SUGrflR PROJ. 105.3 25.0 1.3 ,0
2KENAil1 BUPA IRRIG. SE 4TMENT 9S. 4 40.0 .1 .5

RW A N DA 21WAD05 RUR tDEV.B UGE SEP) 23 .3 14.0 .0 1.2
SUD AN 2SUf0005 SAVANNoH DE'V'ELOPMENT 3.2 17.0 .1 .7
SWAZILAND 2S1Wh01 AGRIC. I (R/D LIVESTOCK) 17.1 4.0 .0 .8
TANZANIA 2T AN'IO^ TAAORN RURo DEU. R/DII) .5 7.2 .0 3.1

2TANA1i FISHERIES I 12,4 9.0 .0 .5
2TAANIN'2 TOJACCO PROCESSING il.3 8.0 .0 .1
2TANAT01 FOF:ESTRY I .1 7.0 .0 .2

Zfi'RE 2ZIA0D02 COTTON REHAPILITATION L 1.6 8.0 1.6 .2
2ZhIAL02 LIVESTOCK II 16.1 8.0 .0 .4

ZA Mi 1A 2ZAMATO2 INDUSTRtnL. FORESTRY II 34.5 16.8 .0 .4
WEST AFRICA

CA R OON 3CAj03 RD PLAINE DES MHOS I 2.6 2.0 .7 1.3
3ChA 0D06 RURAL DVT FUND 10.6 7.0 .0 .0

LI FERIA 3L1IP1A ,(03 BON. COUNTY AGRIC DEVT 20.3 7 .0 .7 .5
MAL I 3ML.IAD03 SUP-AGRIC COTT ON I 44 . 6 15.5 1.9 1.2
NIGERIA 3N IR'D07 AG.DEVT.AYANGBA 114.0 35.0 .9 .0

3NIRAD16 AGRIC.DEVT.Lo-FIA 85.0 27.0 .6 .0
UFER VOLTA 3UPVADo3 WEST VOLTA L.OTTON II 18.9 3.6 .0 * .7

EMENA
AFGHANISTAN 5hFG AC03 AGRICULTURAL. BANK III 3J .5 12.0 .0 .3

EYPT, ARAB REPUBLIC OF 5EGTAIOI NILE DELTA DRAINAGE II 207.0 66.0 .0 .9
G ECE 5GR Ffo!1EVROS REG IONrL. D'VT.* 81.1 35.0 .1 .1

MMCCO 5MYCAC(3 AGRICULTURE CREI' T Il 315.3 35.0 .4 .0
SY5RIA 5 RALOI LIVESTOCK I 34.5 17.5 .0 .2
TUNISIA STUNAIO3 IRRIG.DEV. I (SItI-SALEM) 385.8 42.0 .0 .5
YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 5YARi'L01 LIVESTOCK CR. % PROCESS. 32.1 5.0 .0 .6
YUGOSLAVIA 5YUAANO2 MONTENEGRO AGR/AGROIND 2 55.6 26.0 .4 .0

5YUJGAN) MiCEON I A :GR/GROIND II 56.0 24.0 .0 .1
LAC

PRAZIL 6BIRAAD15 MINAS (EROS PET. 139.0 42.0 1.2 .0
Cu-TA RICA 6COSAC04 AG, CREDIT 3 RURnL DEV. 37.6 18.0 .0 .4
ElUADOR 6ECUrC01 AGRICULTURE CREIT I 36 . 0 15.5 .5 .2
MEX ICO 6MXCADO3 RURAL DEV.'ELOFMENTF III 255.0 120.0 .0 3.6
PERU 6P ERA £03 IRRIGATION REHAP. I /0.9 25.0 .0 1.0

EAST ASIA
I NDONESIA 7INSAD01 TRANSMIGRAT ION 1 56.8 30.0 .0- 4.2

71NSA109 IRRIGoTION VIII ,I18.0 63.0 .0 6.2
7INSAI13 IRRIGATION IX 64.0 35.0 .0 6.3

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 7KORAIO4 AGRIC. WATERSHED DE.. I 75.0 29.0 .0 1.7



AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJCFFTS
WITH RESEARCH COMPONENTS

APPROVED IN FISCAL YEAR 77

TOTAL

REGION PROJECT BANK i GRICULTURE OTHER
------ COSTS AND IDA RESEARCH STUDIES

COUNTRY PROJECT NAME US * MIL US $ MIL US $ MIL US $ MIL

EAST ASIA
MALAYSIA 7MAY6I07 NATIONAL SMLL -SCA E IRR 89.0 39.0 .0 .8
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 7PAPADO4 AGRICULTURAL DFVT.IV t8.5 12.0 .0 .1
PHILIF'PINES 7PHLACO'4 AGRIC. CREDIT IV 9A.3 36.5 .0 .1

7PHLAD,1 RUl.RA L DEVE[.OFMENT II 32.6 15.0 .4 .0
7PHLAI'4 IRRIGATION V (NISIP .1 107.2 50.0 .0 1.5

ThAILAND 7THLAI10 2ND CHAO PHYA IRRIG IMPR 112.0 55.0 .0 3.6
SOUTH ASIA

BSNGLADESH 8BANAI19 SHALLOW TUEWELLS 25.4 16.0 .0 .2
8BANAR1O EXrENSION AND RESEARCH 16.3 10.0 1.5 .7

INDIA SI.'DAD22 ASShM AGRIC DEVT 16.4 8.0 2.9 .0
8INDAF05 GUJARAT FISHERIES 38.0 18.0 .0 2.6
8INDAP04 KERALA AGRICULTURE DEVT 69.0 30.0 1.3 .0
SINDARO4 W.BENGAL EXT.& RES. 28.1 12.0 7.9 .0
SINDAR06 EXT & RES-MADHYA PRt)DESH 20.9 10.0 4.4 .0
8INDAR11 ORISSA AGRIC INTEN. 410.0 20.0 4.9 7.0

NEPAL 8NEPA102 BHAIRAWo-LUMBINI GROUNDW 13.7 9.0 .0 .4

PAKISTAN BPAKAA09 FLOOD DAMAGE RESTORATION 98.0 40.0 .0 .1
SPAKALOI LIVESTOCK I 19.7\ 10.0 .5 1.1



AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
WITH RESEARCH COMPONENTS

APPROVED IN FISCAL YEAR 78

TOTAL.
REGION PROJECT BANK AGRICULTURE OTHER

~~- COSTS AND IDA RESEARCH STUDIES
COUNTRY PROJECT NAME US $ MIL US $ MIL US,$ MIL US $ MIL

EAST AFRICA
BOTSWANA 2BOTAL02 LIVESTOCK II 13.4 6.5 .0 .7
LE5OTHO 2LESAD02 RURAL rEVT. II 26.4 6.0 .0 1.2MALAWI 2MALAD10 SHIRE CONSOLIDATION 12.6 10.7 .8 .6SUDAN 2SUDADO3 MECHANIZED FARMING-III 26.4 16.0 1.1 .3

2SUDAL01 LIVESTOCK MAR' ETING 51.3 25.0 .0 .12SUDAR01 AGRIC.RESEARCH 45.4 15.0 26.3 .2
TANZANIA 2TANAD02 RURAL DEVT III 30.5 12.0 1.4 1.3

2TANnP07 CASHEW NUTS II 36.3 27.5 1.0 .1ZAIRE 2ZAIAD03 OIL PALM DEVELOPMENT I 47.4 9.0 1.0 1.5
WEST AFRICA

CAMEROON 3CTMA D04 CAMDEV II 39.3 15.0 .0 3.53CAMADOS ZI)Pf EAST RURAL DEVT 12.2 8.5 .7 .5
3COMoD07 RURAL DEVT WEST HIGHLAND 25.0 13.0 .3 .3
3CAMAI02 SEMRY RICE II 55.5 29.0 .0 .9CHA4r 3CHDA106 SAHELIAN ZONE PROJECT 4.0 1.9 .1 .0LI7ERIA 3LIPAF'02 RURBER DEVELOPMENT 29.6 13.0 .0 .2MALI 3MLIAP01 MOPTI RICE II 31.2 15.0 .4 1.2NIER 3NIGAT02 FORESTRY TECH. ASSIST. 5.3 4.5 .1 3.0NRiRIA 3NIRAP0 OIL PALM IV 83.0 30.0 .0 1.2

SENEGAL 3SENAI05 IRRIGATION III 35.0 20.0 .7 4.4TO10 3TOGAD03 RURAL DEVT COTTON AREAS 26.0 . 14.0 .9 .0EMtENA
AFHANISTAN 5AFGAIO2 KHANABAD IRRIGATION II 28.7 22.0 .0 * 1.0CYPRUS 5CYPAD01 INTEGRATED RURAL DEVT 21.0 10.0 .1 .0EGrPT, ARAB REPUBLIC OF 5EGTAC02 SOHAG/MINUFIYA AGR.DEV.I 45.7 32.0 .5 1.1
GR CE 5GREAC02 VEG. PRODUCTION/MARKETNG 84.0 30.0 1.2 .0Mu iCCO 5MYCAD06 KARIA-TISSA RAINFED AGR. 161.5 65.0 .9 2.1
POf I UGAL 5PORAC 01 AGRIC. CREDIT I 256.5 70.0 .0 1.1
TUF- EY 5TURAL04 LIVESTOCK I1) 83.2 24.0 .0 .5

5TURATO1 FORESI DEVELOPMENT 915.0 86.0 11.1 .0YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC SYARAI03 AGRIC. TIHAMA II 39.5 10.5 7.4 .5
YEMlNv PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REP 5YDRA`03 WADI TUBAN AGRIC 12.3 5.2 .0 .8LAC
ARCENTINA 6ARGANO5 GRAIN STORAGE 280.0 105.0 .0 3.3
BRAZIL 6BRAAD08 RURAL DEUT - PARAIBA 67.3 24.0 .9 .0

6BROAD10 RURAL DEVT-CEARA 55.8 17.0 .2 2.2
6BRAAD11 INTEGRATED R/D IV-BAHIA 106,6 37.0 1.7 5.4
6BRAAR03 AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION I 284.9 100.0 .0 2.7GUYANA 6GUYAD02 BLACK BUSH IRRIGATION 12.8 10.0 .1 .8HONDURAS 6HDSAD01 RURAL DEVELOPMENT 14.6 10.5 .1 .8

MEXICO 6MXCAR01 TROPICAL AGRIC DEVT 149.0 56.0 33.8 .0EAST ASIA
INDONESIA 7INSAI10 IRRIGATION X 216.0 140.0 .0 9.2



AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
WITH RESEARCH COMPONENTS

APPROVED IN FISCAL YEAR 78

TOT AL
REGION PROJECT BANK AGRICULTURE OTHER

COSTS AND IDA RESEARCH STUDIES
COUNTRY PROJECT NAME US $ MIL US $ MIL US S MIL US $ MIL

EAST ASIA
INDONESIA 7INSAI14 IRRIGATION XI 47.4 31.0 .0 9.2
KCREAr REPUBLIC OF 7KORAD03 OGSEF AREA DEVT. PROJECT 76.0 3'6.0 .0 .3
LAO, P.D.R. 7LAOoC01 AGR REHAP 3 DE4Vi 1i.9 8.2 .8 .0
tLAYSIA 7MAYAD12 LAND SETTLEMENT FELfA VI 92.3 28.0 .0 .0
PHILIPPINES 7PHLAD09 RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 1 59.0 28.0 .0 .8

7PHLAI09 l:RIGATION VII-NISIP II 110.0 65.0 .0 4.0
7PHLAP01 SM'iALLHOLDER TREEFRMING 16.0 8.0 .4 .8

SOUTH ASIA
B:sNGLADESH 8RANANO2 FOODGRAIN STORAOGE II 10.0 25.0 .0 .4

8?ANAR1. 1 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 7.4 6.0 5.6 .0
BURMA DLhhR 01 SEED DEYELOPMENT JI .1 5.5 1.6 .0
INDIA PINDtAC23 NATIONAL DAIRY PROJECT 363.8 150.0 .0 3.2

PI N I0t08 ChD MAHARAH FRA 140.0 70.0 .0 .2
SINDAF06 MRINE FISHERIES II .P. 36.5 17.5 .0 1.3
BIND0126 KhRNATAKA IRRIGhTION 281.4 126.0 .9 .2

IND0I40 GUJARAT IRRIf*0T ION PROJ. 170.5\ 85.0 .0 .8
SINDANI8 JnMMU KASHMIP HORTICULTURE 27,6 14.0 .0 .3
81NEftR'2 EXT 8 RESEARCH-RhjhETHAN 26.6 13.0 3.9 .0
BINDAROS N6TIONAL SEfD II 34.9 16.0 .3 .0
SINDARO9 EXT & RESEARCH-fI HAP 16.0 8.0 1.4 .0

NEPAL SNEPAIO3 SUNSARI MORANG IRRIG I) 37.5 30.0 .0 1.4
PAKISTAN 8PAKAD2 HILL FARMING TEH DEV . 4.5 3.0 .0 .4

8PAKARO2 PUNJAH EXT . AGRIC DEVT. 20.8 12.5 .8 .0
8PAKATO2 HAZARA FORESTRY PREINVES 2.6 1.7 .0 1.1

SRI LANKA 8SRIAP01 TREE CROPS DEVERSIFICh.I 6.5 4.5 .0 .0
8SRIAPO3 TREE CROPS REHAP I (TEA, 30.8 21.0 .0 .1



February 28, 1979

Dr. D. Wind
Director
International Course on
Agricultural Credit and
Cooperativc Bankin

Centrale Rabobank
P.O. Lo 30'>
3503 SE Utrecht
The ietherlands

Dear Dr. iind:

Thank you for your letter of February 16, 1979
infor in'i us that your b an intends to sponsor an international course
on agricultural credit anu cooperative banking.

Sinc participation in the course is strictly liited
and since it is aied primarily at senior staff from bankin:; institutions
in developing countries, we do not propose to nominate ay o~ our staff
mebers for this course.

We wish you every Success.

Yours sincerely,

W.1. Spall

Agricultural Credit Adviser
Agriculture and Rural Development

Oconartrient

cc: Mr. Pickering

WHSpall:sj



Mr. Don Pickering, AGR Pebruary 27. 1979

Jim Goerin, A70E

Bank Sevinar Ny oel Viet__ver

1. ,oel Vit-eyr is agreeable to leal - tin Se-ir on

Thurslay, 7arch 22, am has sugte-ste t'a title an su'>ict matter
iticated in the attaci A iraft -ote. I is not available for

lunch on Marc 22. Wit! vour avroval. K w1ll arranie to hnve
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DRAFT
TJGoering:ga
February 26, 1979

Note for the Bank's Weekly Bulletin

(Editions of March 5, 12 and 19)

Dr. Noel Vietmeyer, Professional Associate of the

U.S. National Academy of Sciences, will present an illustrated

lecture, "Prospecting for Green Gold: Some Promising New Crops for

the 1980s", on Thursday, March 22, 2:30 - 4:00 PIM, Room E-855.

Dr. Vietmeyer will discuss in particular the potential and some of

the development work underway on the winged bean, jojoba, guayule and

leucaena. Copies of background material on these crops, prepared by

the National Academy, can be obtained by calling Ext. 7-3495. (Sponsored

by AGR.)



Mr. Hendrik Groen (PER) (through Ted J. Davis) February 27, 1979

Michael Cernea (AGR)

Reclassification of Sociologists/Consultants

1. While analyzing the use of consultant sociologists and
anthropologists by the Bank in 1977 and 1978, we found a number of
cases in which past records of Personnel Department or recent recruit-
ment forms incorrectly identified these consultants. Although most of
them are well-known sociologists and anthropologists by training and
by their current job, they are identified in the recruitment forms as
"economists," "town planners," "marketing specialists" (or should we
suspect that maybe it was this misidentification which helped them
sneak into our "economic fortress" and become Bank consultants?).

2. If the classification of these consultants would not be
changed in the new computerized listing, they will never be retrieved
in the future when their true skills as sociologists might be again
needed. I suggest that the Personnel Department reclassify them with
the code 09000000. In certain cases, a double coding would be probably
warranted (for instance, for some consultants who are both sociologists
and economists).

3. The attached list complements the list in my memorandum to
you of February 12, 1979.

Attachment

MCernea/dc
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1. Neville Dyson-Hudson - called a "Management Specialist"

2. Lisa R. Peattie - mislabeled as "Town Planner"

3. Gunnar Haaland - Called an "Education Specialist"

4. William S. Johnson - called an "Economist"

5. Marlaine Lockheel - called a "Management Specialist"

6. Sergio Maltes - mislabeled as "Economist"

7. David McCleeland - misnamed as "Tourism Specialist"

8. Philip McKean - improperly called a "Tourism Specialist"

10. Raymond Noronha - improperly labeled a "Marketing" and Management
Specialist"

11. Alison Scott - mislabeled as "Management Specialist"

12. Mr. Sewell - improperly called a "Geologist"

13. Frederick Temple - also not a "Management Specialist"

14. Nicholas Wincott - mislabeled as "Economist"

15. Remi Clignet - misnamed as "Town Planner"

16. Jean Gallais - misnamed as "Economist"

17. Jurg Mahner - also miscalled as "Economist"

18. Jean Poirier - inappropriately identified as "Demographer"

19. Dominique Gentil - called "Economist," "Agriculturalist," etc.

20. Jasper -Ingersoll - This anthropologist is variously listed as a
"Population Specialist," a "Social Planner," a"Technical Educator," a "Technical Education
Specialist," a "Demographer," a "Technical
Specialist," and even an -"Archaeologist"



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 - ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 610181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref. FODU - FO 4/207

Dear Syd,

Very many thanks for your letter of 18 January and for all the attach-

mentso These contained a lot of useful information which was new to uso

I have read Mro Hughart's draft with much interest, in particular his

attempt to quantify the situation on a country by country basis, I think

that if this could be achieved it would be well worthwhile. Evidently

lack of information as to how great the shortages are and where they are is

one of the first constraints we encounter in trying to do something about

.0. rural energy supply problemso However, as you will see from my attached

note, I have regretfully concluded that the information used is so inadequate

that the results are not very useful, and could even be misleading,

This having been said, I do believe that it would be possible to

assemble enough information to carry out a meaningful exercise, along the

lines suggested in my note. I am therefore showing the draft also to a

few of the others here who are working with this problem to also get their

reactionso Meanwhile, I hope Nro Hughart will not find my comments

discouragingo I look forward to meeting him next time I am in Washingtono

I have passed on your request for the portfolio of small-scale wood-

based industries material. This should now be on its way to you.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

J.E.M. Arnold
Chief, Planning and Investment Studies Unit

Forestry Department

Mr. Sydney Draper
Rural Development Division
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington D.Co 20433
UoS.A.
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JEV/sb
21.2.79

Comments on the Draft of "Prospects for Non-commercial and Non-conventional
Energy Sources"

I have read this with great interest. The conclusions with respect to
wood fuels are very similar to those that we have arrived at. Yost of the
comments I have to make are consequently of a minor nature (and are listed at
the end of this note).

The one point of substance that I would like to develop concerns the effort to
quantity the magnitude of the problems and to identify those countries in which they are
most acute. I believe that such an exercise is needed, and I admire the
author for having made the attempt with such limited information. However,
I have to say that I have major reservations about the validity of the outcome
of the exercise as it stands now. In fact, I fear that its findings may be
misleading for several countries.

The overriding problem in such an exercise is, of course, that of being
able to relate the availability of wood resources to needs for wood fuel at the
household level. As is recognized throughout the draft, fuelwood is not
accessible to the poor unless it is available locally. Thus, as is stated in
the annex, the huge forest resources of the Peruvian Amazon can do nothing to
solve the firewood shortage in the sierra or coastal areas of that country.
Similarly, we have recently completed a study for Indonesia which shows that
even if kerosene and other alternative fuels were considerably more costly
than they are now, the wood waste from logging and processing in the outer
islands still could not provide a competitive source of fuel in Java.

In fact, the geographical barriers between the wood supplies and the people
need to be much less than those existing in Peru or Indonesia to make the wocd
inaccessible. Almost by definition, the ccntirnued existence of forests implies
few or no people in the vicinity. The study from India cited on page 39 shows
how short the distance between the two can be before forests are out of reach.

In short the presence of forests is not an indicator of availability of
fuelwood. Equally the absence of forests does not necessarily mean shortage
of fuelwood. In both Java and the plains of Bangladesh, two of the most densely
populated and intensively cultivated areas anywhere, fuelwood appears to have
been available on a sustained basis until quite recently as a byproduct of the
tree crops grown in the gardens around the houses.

A second major problem I have with the method concerns the concept and
estimates of sustainable forest yield. Output cannot be sustained from forests
until the latter are brought under management, which few forests in developirg
countries are. Also there is widespread evidence that even then we do not
know yet how to manage many tropical forest systems on a sustained basis. Furtber-
more, it is quite clear that the eventual managed forest estate in those countries
will be much smaller than it is at presen', and probably of quite different
composition. The estimates of quantities developed are therefore probably not
useful indicators of what could be available. However, this issue is seccnda.ry
to the one of the accessibility of the wood as fuelwood.
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Turning to the consumption side of the balance, I agree entirely with the
comments on the serious weaknesses of the available information. Data on
recorded production usually captures only a fraction of total production and
use. Whenever information has come to light which gives a better indication
of what total production might be, we have incorporated it into the FAO Year-
book series (provided the country concerned agreed, which it usually, but not
always, did). M~iost of such information comes from consumption surveys, but
these also are subject to wide margins of error. In addition to those
difficulties pinpointed in the draft on page 37, most surveys have assessed
use at a single point in time, so getting no measure of the seasonal variations
in consumption, which are often significant, and many of the surveys cover only
a particular area within a country and cannot safely be extrapolated to give
national totals because of wide variations in use from location to location.
The best that can be said is that the information now available about the
magnitude of use is usually no more than a 'guestimate' for most countries,
but it is usually a reasonably educated 'guestimatel.

As improved information is incorporated the series for previous years
is revised, but we are usually unable to remove the fluctuations in the latter
due to changes in the coverage of the basic data or a change in the manner or
efficiency with which the reporting unit is capturing information. We have
to say, therefore, that the fuelwood series appearing in the Yearbook for most
countries are not consistent enough to support the trend analysis undertaken
in this paper. Indeed, we would suspect that the information on change over
time that they imply is considerably less reliable than the information on
recent levels of consumption. (Nor would we feel that these data for Bangla-
desh and Burma are sufficiently strong to support the analysis that appears on
pages 15-19 of Annex I.)

I have dealt with this at some length because, as I mentioned above, it
appears likely that these various weaknesses could give results that are so
inaccurate as to lead to the wrong conclusions. For example, the indications
that per capita consumption is rising in Bangladesh and Indonesia are contrary
to the evidence of all recent observers that the main traditional sources of
supply of trees in the homestead gardens are becoming seriously depleted.
Similarly recent field work does not support the estimate (in Table 4) that
per capita consumption of wood fuels in Tanzania is more than two and a half
times as high as in Kenya.

The comparison of use with sustainable yield in Table 4 implies that this
sheds some light on whether or not the countries are suffering from woodfuel
problems. This has to be challenged. Kenya, which appears as the worst off,
is not suffering widespread shortages. Nor is Nigeria. On the other hand

Burma, Brazil and Indonesia, all of which appear well off, are suffering
shortages. Similarly the acute shortage problem of India is not apparent frcm
the table.

I believe that in order to map the situation with enough accuracy, what
is needed is an approach which goes one step further and allows the situation
within each country to be stratified to pinpoint more closely deficits or
potential deficits, by drawing in a flexible way on the best available information



from each country, and on the judgement of qualified observers, to try ani
establish what the actual sources of supply are, their present status and the
dynamics of the situation. We have recently completed a somewhat similar
exercise of looking at the present and potential supplies of industrial wood
in each country within the tropics. This took into account expected
reductions in the area of forest, the quantities that are likely to be
available for cutting in practice, and the likely scale of new planting or
replanting. This exercise was carried out through an extensive literature
review, the use of questionnaires and of a small group of experts in each of
the three tropical regions who met from time to time to review the information.
It also involved the full-time services of one of our senior forest resource experts
for six months. We believe that the information is available to do something
similar for fuelwood with about the same level of inputs.

Other comments

P.6: Presumably this breaks population down by the main fuel they use ?
In most areas people use wood fuel, residues and dung, or at least wood fuel
and residues.

P.13: The Mathur study cited does not state that fuelwood use virtually
stops as the distance from the forest rises but the use of fuelwood gathered
from the forest stops.

P.44: An additional factor affecting biogas potential is whether the
animals are owned/managed in sufficiently large groups to provide sufficient
raw material for a biogas unit of viable size; this has been a major costraint
in India.

P.48/49: Another constraint on the applicability of the mud stove is its
large size and weight, which makes it unsuitable for many types of housing.
Probably more attention should be paid to simple, compact metal and ceramic
stoves.

P.51: Retorts are still used to produce charcoal on an industrial scale
in a number of locations around the world. (A general point about charcoal
that does not seem to be mentioned anywhere is that, because it has twice the
heat value per unit that wood has, and is more energy efficient in use, it can
be produced economically further from the market than fuelwood, so spreading
the impact of wood fuel supply over wider areas.)

P.73 of annex IT: Another neglected aspect is that of improved insulation
to reduce fuel use for space heating.



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.SA. Telephone: (202) 477-1234 • Cables: INTBAFRAD

February 16, 1979

Dr. R. N. Wood
Director
ODI
10-11 Percy Street
London W1P OJB
England

Dear Robert:

Many thanks for your letters of January 22 and February 8
regarding progress on the M&O of irrigation projects study.

We have no objections to receiving copies of the rough drafts
in advance of ODI multidisciplinary review, but believe that it
would be best to reserve our formal comments on the initial drafts
until another draft reflecting all ODI inputs is received.

With very best wishes, I am

Sincqxely-

edeic L. Hotes
Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural
Development Department

FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. Yudelman/Pickering, Donaldson
(AGR/CPS); Secretary of Research
Committee (Suman Bery).



Mr. Paulos Abraham (AGR) February 15, 1979

Ted J. Davis (AGR)

Information requested for Task Force on Multi-Sectoral Rural Development
Projects

1. As requested in your memorandum of January 26, attached is
some further information on the nonmagriculture components in Bank
supported rural development projects.

2. Table 1 shows that distribution of project components, in
rural development projects approved from FY74-78 is as follows:

# Components # RD Projects %

1-2 components 41 19.9
3-5 82 39.8
6-8 56 27.2
9-11 24 11.7
12-14 2 1.0
15 1 0.5

3. Table 2 shows a distribution of projects based on the proportion
of non-agriculture costs in total base costs. Summary results are as
follows:

Non-Agric. Costs # RD
as % of Base Costs Projects

0-4% 80 38.8
5-9% 22 10.7
10-14% 20 9.7
15-19% 22 10.7
20-24% 20 9.7
25 or more % 42 20.4

In consequence, there are 42 multisectoral rural development projects if
their definition is 25% of the base costs in non-agriculture components.
This number would increase to 62 or 30% of the rural development projects
approved in FY74-78, if the cut-off point would be lowered to 20%; 84
MSRD's if the cut-off point would be 15%, etc.

4. If one would further restrict the definition of MSRD's by
requiring that they should include at least two non-agriculture components
then there would be only 35 MSRD's with the 25% cut-off line; 40 MSRD's
with 20%; or 56 MSRD's if 15% is used.
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5. A listing of projects with 10-14%, 15-19%, 20-24% and 25% or
more of the proposed investments for non-agriculture components is also
attached. The Bank and IDA lending amounts permit you to compute what
the adoption of various definitions for MSRD's would mean in lending
terms.

6. You also requested information on Bank/IDA lending share of
total base costs for non-agriculture components (points c and d of your
memorandum). Bank/IDA lending represents on the average about 40% of
the total project costs; however, it is impractical and impossible to
even attempt to distribute this among project components. Bank or IDA
lending can be broken down among disbursement categories (e.g. personnel,
civil works, machinery,... etc.), but this would require a substantial additional
information retrieval effort, which cannot be undertaken at this time.

Attachments

GD/dc

cc: Messrs. Christoffersen, Pickering, Turnham, Thoolen, Donaldson,
Kulatilaka

cc: RORSU Staff

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



TABLE 1
PAGE 1 ____

DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECT COMPONENTS
OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

APPROVED FROM FY74 TO 78

NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
0 3 6 9 12 15

PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT

REGION COUNT % COUNT % COUNT % COUNT % COUNT % COUNT %

EAST AFRICA 4 1.9 13 6.3 11 5.3 5 2.4 0 . 0

EAST ASIA '12 5.8 12 5.8 8 3.9 1 .5 0 . 0

EMENA 3 1.5 13 6.3 5 2.4 5 2.4 0 . 0

LAC 2 1.0 8 3.9 8 3.9 4 1.9 2 1.0 1 .5

SOUTH ASIA 15 7.3 23 11.2 5 2.4 2 1.0 0 . 0

UEST AFRICA .5 2.4 13 6.3 19 9.2 7 3.4 0 . 0

TOTAL 41 19.9 82 39.8 56 27.2 24 11.7 2 1.0 1 .5



TABLL 2
PAGE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECT COSTS FOR NON-AGRICULTURE SECTOR COMPONENTS
IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

APPROVED FROM FY74 TO 78

NON-AGRICULTURE COSTS AS % OF BASE COSTS
.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 TOTAL

REGION

EAST AFRICA 12 0 3 6 3 9 33

EAST ASIA 8 5 2 2 4 12 33

EMENA 9 4 1 3 4 5 26

LAC 5 3 1 2 4 10 25

SOUTH ASIA 32 5 4 2 0 2 45

VEST AFRICA 14 5 9 7 5 4 44

TOTAL 80 22 20 22 20 42 206



TABIS 3

PAK I

)ANK
AND
IDA

INASEC RESION COUNTRY PROJECT -A-E LEN-ING N-

10.0 EAS- AFRICA ETIPIA 2ETHAD05 SOLAM AGRIC.DEVT.II 12.0

1UDAN 2SUDAD05 SAVANNAH DEVELOPMENT 17.0

TANZANIA 2TANPS5 CASHE NUTS 21.0

EAST ASIA MALAYSIA 7MAYAI06 NU SELANGOR RURAL DEVT U.0

PHILIPPINES 7PHLA103 NAGAI KULTJPURP.X STAES 42.0
ENEMA CYPRUS 5CYPADOI INTEGRATED RURAL DEVT 10.0

LAC GUYANA 6GUYA102 AGR.YAPAKUMA RERAB. 12.0

SOUTH ASIA BANGLADESH BANAD02 RURAL DEVT. I 16.0

INDIA 8INIA123 PERIYAR VAIGAI IRRIGAT .N

NEPAL ONEPAI2 RAAIRAWA-LUAMBINI GROUNDU 9•0

SRI LANKA RURIAP01 TREE CROPS DIVERSIFICA.I 4.5

NEST AFRICA CAMEROON 3CAMAD04 CANDEV I 15.0
3CAAP03 COCOA 1 6.5

IVORY COAST 319CAP14 COCOA II 20.0

LIBERIA 3LIBAD03 BONG COUNTY AGRIC DEVT 7.0
NIGERIA 3NIRAD01 AGRICULTURE DEVT GUSAU 19.#

3NIRAD04 AGR.DEVT-FUNTUA 29.0

3NIRADO? AG.DEVT.ATANGBA .#

3NIRAIUT AGRICULTURE RICE DEVI 17.5

SIERRA LEONE 3SILAD03 INTEGRATED AGR.DEVT.II 10.0

15.0 EAST AFRICA ETHIOPIA 2ETHAD04 AG.GDEV-UR.AIABSHIRE) V.5

KENTA 2KERAIS1 GURA IRRIG. SETTLEMENT 40.0
LESOTHO 2LESAD02 RURAL DEVT. 11 4.0

MALAUI 2MALADI7 LILONGUE III RURAL DERT. 0.5

SUDAN 2SUDAIO4 RAHAD IRNIS. II 20.0
SUAZILAND 2SAAD01 AGRIC. I (R/D LIVESTOCK) 4.0

EAST ASIA INDONESIA 7INSAP06 NUCLEUS ESTATESISMLHDR D 65.1

PHILIPPINES 7PHLAI09 IRRIGATION VII-NISIP I 65.0
EREMA MOROCCO 5mCAIT7 DOUKUALA RRIG 0.0

5MYCAI11 DOUKKALA IRRIGATION IG 1.0
YEMEN ARA$ REPUBLIC SYARA103 AGRIC. TIHAMA II 10.5

LAC BRAZIL 6BRAAD15 MINAS GERAIS DEVT.I 420
LAITI 6HAIAD1 RURAL DEVELOPENT D I0.0

SOUTH ASIA DNIA IADADU4 CAR ANOAL WAP.) V.0

PAKISTAN NPAKA128 IRRISATION (SCARP-VI) 70
VEST AFRICA CHA 3CHDA101 IRRIG. SATEGUI DERESSIA 7.5

N16ER 3NIGADOI RURAL DEVT.I(AARADI) 1A.

NIGERIA 3NIRAD05 AGR.DEVT-RNBE 21.0
3NIRD16 AGRIC.DEVT.LAFIA V.0
3NIRAP?2 WESTERN COCOA It 2N.0

T060 3T0GAD03 RURAL DEVT COTTON AREAS 14.0

UPPER VOLTA 3UPVAD02 BLACA VOLTA AGR.DEVT. 2.6

20.0 EAST AFRICA MALAUI 2UALAD10 SHIRE CONSOLIDATION 10.?

RUANDA 2RUAAD05 RURAL DEV.TBUGESERA) l4.
2RUAAL01 NUTARA LIVESTOCK 3.0

EAST ASIA INDGNESIA 71NSAI14 IRIGARTION XI .0
EALAASIA 7MAYAD04 JOHURE LAND SETTLEMENT 40.0

7MAYAD06 KERATONG LAND SETTLEMENT 24.0

PHILIPPINES 7PHLAI1 JCALAUR IRRIGATION 15.0

20.0 ENEMA JORDAN SJORAI01 N.E.GHOR IRRIOIRURAL DEV 7.5

TUNISIA 5TUNI0 IRRIG. REHABILITATION I 12.2

TERREY 5TURADOI AGRIC.RURAL DEVT. ".0

TUGOSLAVIA SYUGA102 METOHIJA MULTIPURPOSE I 54.

LAC $OLIVIA 6BOLAD01 RURAL DEVT I
COLOMIA 6CLMA106 IRRIGATION REHAD. 1 21.0

MEICA 6XCAD02 INTEGRATED RURAL DEVS It 110.0
6MXCAD03 RURAL DEVELOPMENT III 120.0

VEST AFRICA IVORY COAST C LLCAP/C COTTON I1.0
31VCAP16 GTE FALO/CREONUT 1Y 20.#

SENENAL 3SENAD05 TERRES NEUVES II 2.0
3SENALT1 EAST SENEGAL LIVESTOCK 4.2

UPPER VOLTA 3UPVAC02 RURAL DEVELOPMENT FUND 2 t.4

25.0 EAST AFRICA ETHIOPIA 2ETHA102 DROUGHT REHABILITATION 10.0

MADAGASCAR 2MAGAL02 LIVESTOCK 11 t.4

RALAUI 2MALA103 RARORNGA II 9.2
mAUROIUS 2MTSADGI RURAL DEVT.I ENPL. 4.0

TANZANIA 2TANAD01 RURAL DEVT I KIGOA) 10.0
2TANAD02 RURAL DEAT III 12.*
2TANAD3 COTTON I (GEITA)I 17.
2TANAD04 TABORA RURAL DEV.TR/DIT) 7.2

ZAIRE 22AIAD02 COTTN REHABILITATION #A

EAST ASIA INDONESIA 71NSAD01 TRANSMIGRATION I 10.0
71NSAP13 NUCL EST I SMLHDRS II 65.0
7AAYAD08 NORTH KELANTAN RURAL DEV _ -- _.. 21.0
7AYAD12 LAND SETTLEMENT FELDA VI 22.#

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 7PAPAD04 AGRICULTURAL DEVT.IV 12.0

PHILIPPINES 7PHLAD01 RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1I1 15.

7PHLAD02 RURAL DEVELOPMENT 5.0
7PHLADO9 RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE I 28.0

7PHLA104 IRRIGATION V (NISTP IT 0
7PHLAI15 IRRIGATION MAAT II 150.0

THAILAND 7THLA0IT N E RURAL DEVELOPMENT 21.0
7THLAI06 NORTHEAST IRRIG.IMPROV. 7.0

ENA GREECE 5OREAD01 EVROS REGIONAL DEVT. 35.0

ROCCO 5MYCAD06 RARIA-TISSA RAINFED ASR. 65.0
5MYCA103 SOUSS GROUNDWATER 1.5

TEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 5YARAC01 AGR.SAUTHERN UPLANDS 10.0

YEMEN, PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REP 5fDRAD01 yADI-HADRAMAUT AGR PROJI 7.0
LAC UDEDAIW 6BOLAI02 ULLA ULLA DEVT PROJ 18.0

LRAZIL 6BRAAD08 RURAL DEVT - PARAIBA 24.0
6BRAADI0 RURAL DEVT-CEARA 17.0
6RAADII INTEGRATED R/D IV-BAHIA 37.0

COLOMBIA 6CLMAD02 LAND COLONIZATION II 19.5
ACLAD04 RURAL DEVT.I W.0

JAMIAD 6JAMAD1 RURAL DEVELOPMENT I 15.0

REICO 6MXCAD01 PAPALDAPAN BASIN DEVT 1 50.0

PARAUTY APARAC02 AGRICULTURE II 11.0
6PARAGOT RURAL DEVELOPMENT II 22.0

25.0 SOUTH ASIA INDIA SINDAN03 AGRIC.APPLE PROCESSING 13.0

NEPAL 8NEPAD01 RURAL DEAI.I 0.0
UEST AFRICA CAMEROON 3CANAD06 RURAL DAT FUND 7.0

CAAD 3CHDAD03 RURAL PROJECTS FUND 12.0

GHANA 3GHAAD02 RURAL DEVELOPMENT I 21.0

TO60 3TOGAI01 MARITIME R.D. 9.5

TOTAL



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. Boucher (IRD) DATE:February 15, 1979

FRON: F.L. Hotes ( ,on Adviser, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Paper for ICID Special Session, Grenoble France - August/September 1981

1. In response to your inquiry of February 14. 1979, a meeting to

discuss the submittal of a Bank paper for the Special Session on Methods

of Post-Project Evaluation: Achievements and Remedial Measures was held

today by John Malone (OED), Ted Davis (RORSU) and myself. It was agreed
that Mr. Malone would take the leadership in preparing a Bank paper. You

should advise ICID that the Bank would like to submit a paper for the

Special Session. Authors would be:

John M. Malone, Jr. - Chief Evaluation Officer,
Operations Evaluation Department

Andreas A. Meimaris - Senior Irrigation Engineer,
West Afria Projects Department

and one or two other staff members---names to be submitted later.

2. ICID also should be advised that the Bank will not submit papers

on either of the two Basic Questions or for the Symposium.

3. Key target dates are by:

(a) February 28, 1979 - authors' namesto Central Office, ICID.

Action: IRD.

(b) March 19, 1979 - preliminary draft of Summary and
Conclusions of paper to be submitted for

internal review to OED, AGR and WAP.

Action: Malone (OED), assisted by Meimaris (WAP) and Deboeck (RORSU)

(c) March 26, 1979 - Summary and Conclusions mailed from Bank to ICID

President R. Darvez-Bornoz in Paris.

Action: Malone (OED) and IRD.

(d) Late Spring 1979. ICID advises as to acceptance of paper.

(e) May 20, 1980. Full paper mailed to Central Office ICID.

Action: Malone (OED) and IRD.

FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. Malone, Kapur (OED); Davis, Deboeck (RORSU); Meimaris, van Gigch (WAP);

Yudelman, Pickering (AGR/CPS).



WOPLD ANK / It; FRNATIONfl FINAUCE CORPORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. Gusten (WAPly) DATE: February 14, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (1 i JTIon Adviser, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Rice Irri gat nand LevelIng Tuformarion

1. By cable of Fcbruary 13, 1979, Pory O'Sullivan of the West Africa

Regional Office requested that I pass on to you information on land leveling

for rice fields. Enclosed are the following:

(a) Two copies of my memorandum of September 27,
1977, on Land Leveling Costs and Economics;

(b) Three pieces of literature on laserplane; and

(c) Two copies of articles on Laserplane Systems

in Earthmoving and Land Reclamation.

2. Enclosure (a) has actual capital and operating cost data for small

equipment in Pakistan on farms from 1 to 10 acres up 25 acres in size. Page 2

of the first article has equipment lists, p 3 personnel lists and pp 5-6

operating costs.

3. While I recommcnd against laserplanes until equipment operators,
surveyors and engineers are trained in doing a good job of mechanical land

leveling, if several thousand hectares are ultimately to be leveled, this may
be the way to o later. This method is proving increasingly popular in the

southwestern USA. For a basic indicating system (w/o automatic hydraulic
controls), the base command module costs about $9,500/unit. For surveying

rods, each satellite unit costs about $1,100/unit. For each drag scraper

towed behind a farm-size tractor, satellite units cost $9,000/unit. The

logical development sequence seems to me to be:

(a) learn land leveling technique properly;

(b) use laserplane for surveying and layouts; and

(c) use laserplanes on scrapers when large areas
are to be levelled.

(a) and (b) could overlap in time.

4. Please let me know if you have questions.

Enclosures

FLotes:rm

cc: M-essrs. O'Sullivan (Abidjan - Hold for arrival February 20);

Tillier (WAP) and Pickering (ACR/CPS) w/o enclosures.
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OFEfIC T MELMORA1~ \NDLiUM

TO- Mr. Maurice Dickerson (PAS) DAT February 13, 1979
(through Ted Davis, RORSU)

FROM- Michael Cernea, RORSU

SI JECJWT. Socio-Cultural Ca bhi3 ties of Consult ing Firms

Followipfup on Mr. Pickering's memo of January 23, I prepared
the attached shoit list of descriptors for consulting firms in the Agri-
culture and Rural Development sector. This list would help describe the
firms' competence in dealing with socio-cultural factors related to the
design and implementation of agricultural projects. Bank staff often
need to know whether a consulting firm has or has not the capability of
looking into the socio-cultural context of a project and of assessing
its social implications and consequences, the farmers' behavior, and
other related issues.

If agreeable, I suggest that these descriptors might be intro-
duced in your list as a sub-section in between the sections now marked
"G" and "H".

Attachment

cc: Messrs. D. Pickering, AGR; L. Christoffersen, AGR

MCernea/cc



AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION FOR CONSULTANT FIEMS

AGRICULTUI A N RURl_ DLRELOPNLNT S ICTOR

H. SOCIO--CULTURAL FACTORS

Target group analysis

Value/Belief Systems

Farmers' economic behavior

Peasant Organizations

Self help systems

Participation patterns

Diffusion of innovations

Pastoral groups/nomads

Tribal groups

Fisherman communities

Women in rural developmcnL

Socio-economic (household) surveys

Impact evaluation



JOINT COMMISSION ON RURAL RECONSTRUCTION
37 NAN HAI ROAD, TAFEI 107, REPUBLIC OF CHINA

CABLE ADDRESS 8515 
TELEPHONE 3L7541

79-CS- 1709 February 13 1979

Mr. F. L. Hotes
Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural

Development Department
The World Bank
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Hotes:

Thank you very much for your letter of Jan. 16, 1979
together with the Report on Field Study in Taiwan - Yunlin
Irrigation Association prepared by Mr. Bottrall. Mr. Bottrall
has referred the same report to my Irrigation and Engineering
Division and the Yunlin Irrigation Association.

This report has been reviewed briefly. It seems to
us that this report covers a quite wide field instead of
simply on the Management and Organization of the Touliu
irrigation project. If the originally adopted term of
reference in your contract with Overseas Development Institute,
London is such, we would like to introduce Mr. Bottrail to
our Farmers Service Division, Plant Industry Division and
Rural Economics Division so as to meet your requirements of
study in Taiwan. It is the duty of the local irrigation asoocia-
tion to manage and operate the irrigation systems. Our Farmers?
Associations, in fact, have no much to do with the irrigation
work.

After reviewing this report briefly, we have the opion
that (a) some statements deviate from the facts and some have
been repeated. (b) our water law has not been properly referred
and no enough considerations have been given to the local social
conditions, (c) some engineering views or analyses are to be
made by engineers, (d) some criticism are rather superficial
and no much constructive recommendation has been given, and
(e the conclthe statement

ine stheereport.,



-2

It is a matter of fact that the Touliu system israther a new project. The construction was started after,
the restoration. The statement on Page 6 indicating thatit was completed before 1947 is incorrect. In fact, thedeep wells are mostly done in 1958-1960 instead of in1960-1975. Many other figures are yet to be carefullyreviewed and corrected.

In view of the above, we feel it is not appropriateto distribute this report outside the Bank to othercouitries. For having this report to get finalized forpublic distribution, we would like to offer further helpif Mr. Bottrall is sent to come again.

Mr. Tibor of your South Asia Regional Office waswith us two months ago. He has visited Touliu Projectfor three days. He might have some comments on this draftreport too.

Yours sincerely,

Robert C. T. Lee
Chairman



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL rINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List Below D-TE February 12, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (Irri viser, AGRDR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Irrigation Crop Production Functions

1. From time to time during Bank review of irrigation projects,

questions regarding the proper amounts of water to be supplied to
various crops have arisen. Frequently, the question relates to whether
"9more" or "less" water would increase or decrease yields. Occasionally,

the question of "optimum" water applications for "optimum" yields is
raised. Bank irrigation staff should be aware that there are no simple
answers to such questions. This memorandum transmits copies of a series
of articles which, I believe, provide a reasonable summary of the state-
of-the-art on this subject. These articles are:

(a) Water Deficits - Irrigation Design and Programming

(Hagan and Stewart, June 1972)

(b) Functions to Predict Effects of Crop Water Deficits

(Stewart and Hagan, December 1973)

(c) Functions to Predict Optimal Irrigation Programs

(Stewart, Hagan and Pruitt, June 1974)

(d) Optimization of Water Use Efficiency Under High Frequency
Irrigation (Howell, Hiler and Redell - in two parts, 1975)

(e) Effect of Irrigation Regime on Maize Yields
(Barrett and Skogerboe, 1978)

(f) FAO publication, "Yield Response to Water (Synopsis)",
August 1978

2. For strict technical accuracy, the subject must be considered in

all of many complex interrelationships. For practical purposes, however,

one should bear in mind that technical precision is not possible because of

the lack of data---this lack in turn resulting from the complexity and number

of variables. Researchers have only in recent years begun performing the

necessary experiments and, since the experimental data are good only for the

particular climate, soils, water, and farming system used, there theoretically

are almost an infinite number of possible combinations. Millions of dollars

of research work and several decades of time would be required to collect all

data needed.

3. Nevertheless, these articles do provide insights into the problem and

should help technical planners understand that computer programs will not give
absolutely correct answers, but that they can perhaps help in providing a better

basis for preparing advice to farmers, agriculturists and engineers on whether to

use more or less water and when. Such advice will have to be over a range of

values---not in absolute precise amounts of water to be used.



Distribution List Below -2- February 12, 1979

4. All six articles should be understandable to most irrigation

agriculturalists and engineers, and to many economists. None of the

articles, however, analyze the production economics, although it is

mentioned. Furthermore, most of the articles only briefly refer to the

fact that crop production functions are more than two-dimensional curves.

Water and fertilizer are two of the more important yield determinants,

and some work has been done on three-dimensional crop production surfaces

using these two variables, such as shown in Figure 3.1 attached, which is

taken from a 1974 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation report prepared by Iowa State

University at a cost of about a half-million dollars.

5. Subsequently, the Iowa State researchers (in late 1978) extended

their analyses of the data, and the results are published in a copyrighted

book entitled "Water Production Functions for Irrigated Agriculture." See

Attachment "B" for the full title, authors and the Table of Contents. The

first four chapters set forth the theory of production functions for irrigated

agriculture and should be of special interest to irrigation economists. Agri-

culturalists and engineers also should understand the basic principles of this

more sophisticated approach to the subject. Although this approach is techni-

cally m're correct, most of the data is inapplicable quantitatively elsewhere

and, hence, judgement and experience will still play key roles in the analysis

of irrigation systems and the development of irrigation recommendations. Judge-

ment and experience should be used together with as much factual data as pos-

sible. Local research efforts should be encouraged to develop data reflecting

the climate, soils, water, people, and farming systems applicable to the

particular situation encountered or contemplated. Such research efforts

should be carefully focused so that valid results can be obtained in the

minimum time possible and within reasonable resource limits. Attention should

be concentrated on the more important variables first.

6. Some time this spring we would like to have a seminar on this subject,

with presentations by a few selected staff, and entertain questions from other

staff. It would be appreciated if the copies sent to Division Chiefs could be

given wide circulation within each Division. Comments and questions are solicited.

Attachmen1s
FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. van der Tak, Ray (PAS); Picciotto, Rowe, Pranich (6), Tibor (6) (ASP);

Kirmani, Blaxall, Golan, Wadsworth (4), W.T. Smith (6) (AEP); Knox, Haynes,

ffrench-Mullen (4), Merghoub (4), Frank (3), Naylor (4) (EMP); Adler, Hendry,

Walton .(4) (EAP); Thalwitz, van Gigch, Grimshaw (3), Berg (3), Tillier (4),

Peberdy (3) (WAP); van der Meer, Goffin, Ramasubbu (4), Haasjes (3), Greening

(3), Otten (4) (LCP); King (DED); Duloy (2) (DRC); Collins, Donaldson,

Kanchanalak, Kimura, Peters, Thoolen, Fransen (AGR/CPS); Coulter (CGR).

cc: Without Attachments -Messrs. Yudelman/Pickering (AGRDR/CPS).



All ASsistant Directors and Division February 12, 1979
Chefs cf Agriculture vivions

Ted J. Davis, Chief, kROPU (AGR)

S.anar on "'Survey and ampl ing Technique for 1ontoring and
Evarluation of PvnEty-rinedM et

1. May of the staff uhe have attaded one of !GBU's workshops
on mitoring and evluation have requested more infozation on lor-cost
appraches for survey and spling techiques.

2. I have therefore invited Mr. Sanuel R. Dainan of Practical
Concepts, Inc. to conduct a semdnar on the above, on Febru 211.at 10:00 a.m.
in nbo D 556.

3. Mir. Dnines has extensive field experiene in ae design and
implementatdon of surveys for project evaluation, especially in latin
America. He prepared a manual on "Economi~c and Data Analysis Techniques
for Project Desig and raluation, " which contains a ystematic overview
of techniques for data collection, measurennt and analysis. A Copy Of
this manual ia attached. Additional copies can be obtained from Mrs. Criddle,
extwsion 76882.

4. Would you please bring the announcemnt of this seninar on
"Survey and SaMling Teciques for .4odtoring and Evaluation," to the
attention of your staff.

cei Amars. Yudaln, Christoffers, Piokring, Turnhaw
Thoolin,AR U Advisors, Diwes, van der Tak, L&, Iethem

Attachauet

TJDaviu/Mah

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD BANK / IN F RNATKNAL FMNANCL CORMORATiON

OF-FICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hendrik Groen (PE) Through Ted J. Davis DATE:February 1.2, 1979

FROM: icihael Cornea (AGR)

SUBJECT: Classification of Sociclogical Consultants' for the
Computerzed Bank System

Attached is our proposed classification of anthropological and
sociological consultants by area of expertise.

The propcsed subcategories allow sufficiently ample professional
fields for classifying the skills of both professionals from our own
sociclogical roster, who have already worked for the Bank, and those who
are employable by the Bank in the future. The subcategories suggested
for agricultural activities are more detailed and numercus since this is
the sector of Bank lending which uses sociolcogical expertise more than other
sectors and is intrinsically mere diversified. As such, our classification
is aiming at following the design of the overall Bank computerized
system for yielding "short lists" of sociilcal/anthroplcgical con-
sultants whc are potentially appropriate candidates to carry out a Bank
task.

I would like also to formalize three proposals for coding
additional information concerning anthropcolgical/sociolcgical consultants,per your advice.

a. The first involves the coding of "primery" vs."secondary"
geographical areas of expertise, We feel that such a
distinction is warranted by the patterns of professional
specializaticn of anthropologists/scciolegists as well as
by the need of various Bank departments to be informed
quickly of the consultants' intensive field experience.

b. Secondly, it is important for the Bank staff to be briefed
readily about the consultants' degree of operaticnal/develop-
mental experience. Thus, we propose a computerized coding
for operational experience with three degrees;
little/modcrate/considerable (1-2-3). Neither area of
geographical concentration alone, nor previous place of
employ-ment per se, unfortunately, can indicate with a fair
amount of assurance if the consultant has had experience
in actual project design, implementation and social engineering.

c. Finally, it may prove useful to have an indication of
whether the consultant was asked by the Bank to be part
of the roster or whether he/she an unsolicited CV.
This datum could be easily added to Personnel's roster
form by the designation "aQ (requested) /U (unsolicited),
as it's marked on our own socclogical rester form.

As indicted in Mr. Davis' memorandum to you, RORSU is preparedto co-finance the costs of computerizing the proposed anthropological and
sociological consultant listing up to 3700.

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Christoffersen, Pickering

Attachment

MCerniea/m hm



SOCIOLOGISTS' AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS' AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Classification for Consultants

09010000 RURAL SOCIOLOGY/ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY

0901010000 Land Tenure Systems/Agrarian Reform
0901020000 Irrigation Systems/Water Users Associations

0901030000 Rainfed Agriculture/Subsistence Farmers
0901040000 Cash Crop Development/Technological Change
0901050000 Pastoral Groups/Livestock Development/Nomads
0901060000 Fishermen Communities
0901070000 Forestry/Social Forestry
0901080000 Landless Laborers/Tenants
0901090000 Land Settlement
0901100000 Compulsory Resettlement

0901110000 Cottage Industries/Rural Industries
0901120000 Peasant Organizations

0901130000 Family/Kinship Systems
0901140000 Women in Rural Development
0901150000 Tribal Groups
0901160000 Community Development
0901170000 Self-Help/Voluntary Associations
0901180000 Rural Cooperatives
0901190000 Extension Systems/Diffusion of Innovations
0901200000 Credit Institutions/Behavior
0901210000 Marketing Systems
0901220000 Rural Roads
0901230000 Health Services
0901240000 Training
0901250000 Rural-Urban Migration
0901260000 Other

0902000000 URBAN SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY

0902010000 Housing/Sites and Services
0902020000 Squatter Settlements
0902030000 Labor Migration
0902040000 Urban Employment/Labor Markets
0902050000 Women's Roles in Urban Development
0902060000 Urban Health Services
0902070000 Evaluation of Urban Programs
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0903000000 EDUCATION SOCIOLOGY/GEOGRAPHY

0903010000 Formal Training
0903020000 Literacy Programs
0903030000 Non-Formal Education
0903040000 Evaluation of Learning Achievement
0903050000 Distribution of Access to Education
0903060000 School Leaver Performance in Labor Market
0903070000 School Location Planning
0903080000 Sociolinguistics/Language Planning

0904000000 POPULATION/FAMILY PLANNING

0905000000 NUTRITION AND MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

0906000000 TOURISM SOCIOLOGY

0907000000 EVALUATION/MONITORING SYSTEMS/ SOCIAL RFSFARCH

0907010000 Survey Design
0907020000 Impact Evaluation Studies
0907030000 Project Implementation Monitoring
0907040000 Farm Management Studies
0907050000 Income Distributor Studies
0907060000 Village Community Studies
0907070000 Social Indicators
0907080000 Research Assistants



DIRECTORY OF THE SOCIOLOGICAL ROSTER

ADAMS, Richard GALESKI, Boguslaw
AHMED, Abdel Ghaffer GALJART, Benno F.

AIT-AMARA, Hamid GELBER, Marilyn
ALAO, Joseph Adebanji GENTIL, Dominique
ALBENQUE, Alexandre GOODELL, Grace
ALI, Syed Husin GRANDE, Odd
BA, Sekoli Dumar GRAYZEL, John
BABERIS, Corrado GREEN, James
BANKS, Eugene HAJI-OMAR, Afifuddin
BARNADAS, Alfred P. HAMMOND, Peter
BARTON, Clifton G. HARIK, Iliya
BAZIN, Danielle HARRELL-BOND, Barbara
BEAUVILAIN, Alain HAVVIO-MANNILA, Elina
BECK, Lois Grant HICKEY, Gerald
BEER, William HILL, Reuben L.
BELLONCIE, Guy H. HOCHET, Jean-Marie
BERGH, Rice HOROWITZ, Michael
BERGMRNN, Thoedor IBRAHIM, Saad-Eddin
BERTRAND, Alvin INGERSOLL, Jasper
BLACKWELL, James E. INKELES, Alex
BRANDT, Vincent JELINEK, Lea Olga
BROKENSHA, David JULES-ROSETTE, Bennetta W.
BROWN, Ellen P. KAPLAN, Irving
BRYCE-LAPORTE, Roy KLEYMEYER, Charles
BUCHBINDER, Georgeda KOCH-WESER, Maritta
BUCKLES, Patricia KUDAT, A.
BUNNAG, Jane KUEVI, Dovi
BUTCHER, David Alan LEE, Hung-Tak
BUVINIC, Mayra LEMARCHAND, Rene
CANCIAN, Frank LEONARD, David
CASINO, Eric LEWIS, John
CASTILLO, Gelia LOWDERMILK, Max
CHIROT, Daniel MARTINOTTI, Guido
CISSE, Salmana MEHTA, Shiv R.
COLE, John W. MENDRAS, Henri
COOK, Michael John MERINSSI, Fatima
COWARD, E. Walter MIGNOT-LEFEEVRE, Yvonne
CROUCH, Bruce R. M)GEY, John M.
DIAS, Gentil MUKHERJEE, Ramkrishna
DON, Yehuda NDETI, Kivuto
DRAVI, Mokpokpo NORONHA, Raymond
DYSON-HUDSON, Neville OJIKUTU, Raimi
ELMENDORF, Mary OKE, Finagnon
EMERSON, Donald K. OKEDIJI, Francis
FAHIM, Hussein Mohamed OKONJO, Unokanma
FIRKEY, Mona OMARI, C.K.
FIRST-DILIC, Ruza OPPONG, Christine
FORTMAN, Louise
FREEVAN, David



SOCIOLOGICAL ROSTER (continued)

PAINTER, Thomas
PAOLONI, Emilio
PASTORES, Jose
PARANAKIAN, Kanda
PAUSEWANG, Siegfried
PERLMAN, Janice
PERRETT, Heli
PINA, Carole
PITT, David
PLANCK, Ulrich H.
RAMBAUD, Placide
RATINOFF, Luis
REINING, Priscilla
REYNA, Stephen
ROBINSON, Frederic
ROLING, Niels
ROSEN, Sherry

ROY, Prodipto
SAFILIOS-ROTHSCHILD, C.
SCUDDER, Thayer
SENARATONE, Suranjith
SINGH, Vijai P.
SUSSMAN, Gerald
SUSSMAN, Marvin
SORBO, Gunnar
SOW, Fatou
STAVIS, Benedict
STEADY, Filomina
TENDLER, Judith
TERASART, Thanya
TORRES, James F.
VAYDA, Andrew
VIDYARTHI, Lalita
VILAKAZI, Absolom
WADE, Robert
WADEKIN, Karl-Eugen
WARMAN, Arturo
WEEKS-VAGLIANI, Winifred
WEINTRAUB, Dov
WERGE, Robert W.
WILHELMSEN, Finn
WOLFSOHN, Max
ZEINDENSTEIN, Sondra

February 1979



Mr. Graham Donaldson, AGR February 12, 1979

H.F. alters

Comments on 'The For-nrd Pro -rar;,ing of World Pan Project
Support to Food Production and "ntrition Tnrroverent ronsi
in Tevelopin Countries"

1. The points in the paper are excellent. I would only say again that

the -aner would more effectively address the issue of the meetin: if the

points which pin-Point "pipeline" problems could he brought out more
directly and accompanied by proposals for overcoring bottlenecks. For
example:

2. If it is true, as indicated in para. 2, tit "ank lendino is
outstrippinp that of countries in the food and nutrition area, this only
reinforces the point about external resources - te "ank is ahead of

the countries and other sources of external assirance. This must .e
posin problems and provides a good case for increase action elsewhere.

3. There seems to be a good case for stressin- (para. 10) that
'technical liitations1- are a problem. Therefore, should not a greater
effort be called for to concentrate on key technical bottlenecks.

4. Para. 1V su ests that the actual "incentive environment" is
a bottleneck and relates directly to the paper on "internal priorities".

5 I would like to see the points in para. 15-13 made more stron'ly.

It seems obvious that local management, matching funds, hudgetary stringency

and recurrent costs are key bottlenecks. Is it not possible to state that

unless specific actions are taken to deal directly with these problems
they will continue to limit the "pipeline . >aybe there should be room
for projects which deal directly with them.

6. The sare applies to the points in para. 24-34. These are precisely
the "pineline" pro les. We should be in a oood position to say that
unless effective means are found to deal nore effectively with these

problems the absorptive capacity will be linited.

7. The points in para. 39 and 40 - the need for large projects to absorb
funds and the need to "innovate and pioneer" are especially important.
Real action on food and nutrition needs both and this is not well understood.

It means some rethinking of the concern about `countries geetting too moch"
and more tolerance about projects and -rograms that may not work well at

first.

S. Finally, it would help if the presentation were more in terms of

the problems as general pipeline problems rather than as specific Bank

experience. The problems are well identified and should le brought out

even more dramatically.

cC: Messrs.: M. Yudelman
T. Coering

attachment D. Turnham
C. Lewis
B. Abbai OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Mr. Grha onaldson, A February 12, 1979

)!.T. Walters

Comments on xtrnl Resource Flows for Foo' and Ntrition"

1. This is a good presentation of the 'Thn * res-on-se to tie food and

nutrition prole-i.. I hope iowever that the fi na per will ddress more

directly the issue of the extent to ieb in;)cqua t. eC rra resources are

a factor liniting food prochiction 1W rutrition improvenent in the developing
countries.

2. The ans response has beer the riost ynanic hy far, both in

increased lendi and in a shift of priority. Ti ol scurcs the fact that

the total flo- of x-ternal assiStance (exclidin! that of the bank) ,as

'rown very slowly, eccially since 1975 and the s::ift of priority (outside

the :m.) has been moiest. Since this puts the 1. i a iaJtht, we

should note the liMiting effect of the total xternal response.

3. 1 would su -- st that rat'er than -av (para. 1. pae 1) that "it can

no loner increase the share of its resourcer devoted to food, production

:am rural poverty projects *, we say sonethiin like: `t seems neither

efficient nor desirabi to increase the pr cortion of Van! lenhnn for food

production and poverty beyond its pre etly i 1 ve1. Presaine nlees in

other economic sectors are required for balaneed !rowth and nv of these

are necessary to support or reinforce efforts in the food and rural develor-

ment ereas. It is therefore imperative that the total lending cacity of

the Pauk L exren11e to permit effective. continued rr p1 rowtb in Bank

food and nutrition lenin . This vould clarify the neel for expanded
lan lending caprnci:y and the need for overall balance. It would also

provide an opportunity to suggest the need for exansion in external assistance

ls ewhere.

4. The point (pa.e p para. 2) that investment in rural areas is not

limited to ARD is good one, and directly relates to the above issues.

They could be more directly linked.

5. The Investnent requirements" section is irportant. It mighit be

clarified y three points I see in it:

a) That there are areas, such as the irrigation pipeline (last line

of para. J6). er the essential limiting factor is investment. I suspect

this applies also for countries such as India and IDA in general - if there

was more concessional money it could be effectively used and the problems

solvej faster;

b) The "known" investment requirements exceed substantially
the known availabilities; and

c) That since "this growth rate would allow for a very modest

decrease in the incidence of absolute poverty" (para. 17) and presumably

therefore hunger and malnutrition; the need for additional external resources
to backup efforts to directly tackle food and nutrition problems in a way

that would reduce these effects of poverty requires still larger flows of

resources. OFFICIAL FILE COPY



6. Wht is in pn. s be a larner part of the paper on "internal
priorities".

7. Para. I? rrovies an Uportant peint to lii tio need for exnnd
efforts internally ad e: ternily. It aImo provides p1 p3cc to stre. nt
while ank resources need to le xnanded so esrcially A those of loor
countrien , ich invo been slower to respo ad ` Ift. I re,1i- there

n7At he a conflict of interest hre. " rt of thn -rowth in "enk ie di
as coe 1out because donors M-v r t 11ir oney throug the lank rvti-r

than eienhere. At it would tot ba nrorriate in n moetirn concerred
with the total nvilability of rternal resourcer to limit the Bank's
concern primarily to those resources which pass through it.

2. "inally, n sharrer pitch shorld to -ade that to go rore erIvly n
effectively into the heart of the roo- nutritionmpoverty problem recutres
a Voldrr, sntained effort in are , hich at this point are still ortsie
te nornI lattern 1 Ten", for rysere, pro-raw tonnn (rentioned i
"rq. 1., Q nd nore conplon 7" ne -utrition trel ctn id prorors.

It coul be - ff-ctive1v that expanded resourre. for these ,ctivities
: nAcessary -rconditio to lunc:ing Ue mOre forcefully noy, an& would

in t future, play a noressiv ly 1.rrer role in W nt Jedtnry, in nuition
to orthoav- activities. 'ithout incre ed resources for the "nev'
provrnos aW Projects there will be 1 tenrency to -o sloly on the an to
favor thoso activities bere cmnerience ad certanty of results in -reater,
but vOin on not et at tH prode- at 'rectly.

cc; esrs.: . Tuielhan
T. Gorin;
D. Turnha

C. Li
BI. 1.ai

atFtCachmenIt

I aniters:ydw
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Mr. George West (CAD) February 9, 1979

Ted J. Davis (AGR)

Request For Change of a Terminal

1. RORSU is currently renting a DEC Writer II and a Teletype
Model 43 for all work related to internal monitoring, special studies,
and ad hoc requests for information from the AGR Information Retrieval
System maintained under our contract with Tymshare.

2. The Attached table shows the use made of the system in the period
July to December 1978. Since future demands on the system are expected
to further increase from the current average of 107 sessions, and 67
hours of terminal connect time per month, would you please arrange for
replacement of the DEC Writer II by a CRT terminal, a high speed line
printer, and a modem for data transmission at 1200 baud.

3. This change in terminal is requested primarily to keep the cost
of our external computing services down, and to obtain higher quality and
faster printed outputs than are feasible with the DEC writer.

4. I would prefer to obtain a semi-intelligent CRT-terminal with
at least 4K memory such that a great deal of the programming and prepara-
tion of the data can be done off-line, before sending it to the Tymshare
computer. The CRT-terminal should further have a switch selectable baud
rates (110-9600), 24 lines by 80 characters screen, and upper/lower case.
The high speed line printer should preferably have bi-directional and
compressed printing (or printing density up to 16.5 CPI), allowing for
132 characters on 8 1/2 inch paper. This would eliminate the need for
photoreduction of every table that is produced and also save time in the
preparation of our reports.

5. Mr. David Rix suggested to us an Owls terminal and Pussycat
line printer from Perkin-Elmer, similar to the ones used by Controller's
Department. One of my staff members has contacted Mr. Murias in Con-
troller's Department and came to the conclusion that (i) the Owls terminal
would be acceptable -- but we would prefer arsemi-intelligent version of
it; (ii) the line printer used in Controller's Department would be absolutely
unsuitable for our needs. Attached are descriptions of models 350 and 736
of Tymshare, which come closer to the type of printer we are looking for.
I trust that there are many other ones you can recommend to us and, pro-
bably obtain at lower monthly rental charges. I would therefore like to
rely on your judgment as to the selection of a CRT terminal and line
printer.

6. I would appreciate if you could arrange for the installation as
soon as possible of a CRT terminal and line printer with the above described
features in Room D 710 in replacement of the DEC Writer II.
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7. The additional monthly rental charges for the replacement
of our terminal will be transferred from AGR's budget, as soon as you
inform me about the exact amount.

Attachment

GD/dc

cc: Mr. David Rix
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ACTUAL USE A,`= COSTS OF THE
AGR COMPUTERIZED NFORIATION SYSTEK JULY-DCEMBR 1978

Nbumer of Terminal Tymshare

Sessions at Connect Time Recording Units Cumulative

the Terminal 1/ in hours 2/ (TRU's) 2/ Total Cost Toal

_ 78 n.a. n.a. n.a.

AgtQ70 53.7 1157(0.9%) 3,:$
7Qlu51 .

Se e- r .78 133 .531.6 (7%) 8,954 (10) 7 $ 3
OcaEr 7 166 132.6 (301) 37,60 (36 -
Noveober 7o 124 77.7 A301) 25,096 (31) ,

Dece r73 321.4 (28%) 4,419 (58%) 6 1,035 l' -

Total 536 337.0 87,656 $24,225

Average/Month 107 67.4 17,531 $ 4,037

1/ A second user's number was requested in August and becaime operational in September 1978. This explains

the nearly doubling of the number of sessions from September 1978 on.

2/ The proportion of non-prime time for terminal connect time and TIRU1's is shown between brackets. The

rates for non-prime time use, i.e., after 6:00 p.m. and on week-ends, are half those of prime time use.

3/ Since the actual expenditures for December 1973 were not yet provided to us at the time of this rerort,
these represent cost estimates based on our own records. Actual costs for December 1978 may be sli;hzly
different, which would also affect the cumulative total for the period Ju 1 y to December 1978.
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Your daily link to the total service Tymshare offers is your terminal. It must be con-

venient, reliable, and efficient, for us to provide the quality service that satisfies your
information management needs and solves your data processing problems. That's why
our terminals have all the special capabilities you require. And why Tymshare takes full

responsibility for servicing and maintaining your terminal. So our total service package
is delivered effectively.

We exhaustively test all terminals in our product line to guarantee reliability. After your
terminal is installed, we provide the routine and special maintenance that minimizes

service interruptions.

Tymshare offers a complete line of portable, video display, cassette, and report

generating terminals. We have a terminal just right for you - one with the features and

reliability you need.

Behind your terminal is that part of Tymshare's total service you don't see: state-of-the-

art computers and peripherals; the latest innovations in software, data base manage-
ment systems, and applications packages; and a high-speed data communications
network you can access for the price of a local phone call.

But the part of our total service that you do see - the terminal in your office - is the

part that reflects the rest. Tymshare is your best guarantee of terminal quality and
dependability.

Model 350 specifications

PRINTING KEYBOARD

Impact, 9 x 7 wire matrix ANSI/typewriter layout
Spacing: 6 lines/inch Character set: 128 USASCIl

10 or 16.5 characters/inch generated
Charactersset: 96 USASCII printed DUPLEX
Printing positions: Up to 132 char- Switch-selectable: half, full

ats e an lie INTERFACE
Up to 217 characters per line on-
a 13" line EIA RS-232C standard

PAPER HANDLING ENVIRONMENT

Tractor feed Temperature: 50°lF to 104°F

Adjustable width: 3-15 inches (10°C to 4 00C)

(7.62-38.1 cm) operating
Copies: 5 plus original (40°C to 56F
Variable top of form -40 0 C to660 C)
Horizontal tabulation nonoperating
Vertical tabulation SIZE
Out-of-paper disable Height: 8.25 inches (20 9 cm)
Local top-of-form Width: 26 inches (66.04 cm)
Margins: left and right; top Depth: 21 inches (53.34 cm)

and bottom Weight: 40 lbs. (18.14 kg)

PRINTING RATE POWER REQUIREMENTS
Switch selec table: 110 %000 bAU D, 90-130 \ AC, 47-63 Hz

150 cps 150 W maximum, 75 W average

Corporate lead uarters, Cupertino, Californii

WesAt Region Headquarters Eastern Region Headquarters
Mointain View, Clifornia Darien, Connecticut



Tymshare's Vode 736:
Flexible, reliable an b Ji direcional

The Tymshare Model 736 The Model 736 and the Model 430
Receive-Only Printer is a multicopy, video display unit make an ideal

impact printer. Because of a unique, combination. You receive the
look-ahead feature controlled by benefits of the quiet and economical

an on-board microprocessor, the operation of the Model 430, yet
Model 736 is able to print both from retain the ability to produce a
left to right and from right to left. printout whenever you desire.

Bidirectional printing minimizes For high throughput, reliability,
printhead travel time-the printhead print quality, and forms-handling
need not return to the left margin versatility at a price well below that
to begin each new line-and of comparable printers, the
correspondingly increases available Tymshare Model 736 printer is
print time. the one to satisfy your remote
The Model 736 prints 150 information needs.
characters per second. Effective
throughput is from 60 full 132-
character lines per minute up to 440
lines per minute maximum, based
on an average line of 10 characters.
The 7-wire matrix printhead
can create up to 6-part, high-quality
printed forms employing the full
ASCII complement of 92 upper-
and lowercase letters, numbers,
and symbols.

An extra-wide, 1 32-column carriage
is easily adjustable to accommodate
a variety of paper formats and
sizes, from 3 to 15 inches wide. To
complement its forms flexibility,
the Model 736 allows simultaneoUs
horizontal and vertical tabulation,
lets you skip page perforations,
and automatically spaces to the top
of a new form.



The importance of terminals to Tymshare
makes a Tymshare terminal better for you.
The remote computer access terminal makes it possible for Tymshare to deliver its broad
service capability to you, our user. This terminal is not a mixed group of components
but a single, integrated connection between you and Tymshare. Because trouble-free,
noninterrupted operation is extremely important in such a connection, Tymshare performs
exhaustive testing on every terminal before it is added to our line of products. Then,
when we recommend a particular terminal for you, we are certain that it will serve
properly and reliably.

Tymshare considers itself solely responsible for delivering our services to you. After we
install a terminal, we support it with the most competent service available anywhere. Thus,
because we are your complete and only supplier, we are involved both with routine
maintenance and with special maintenance; it is this sort of thorough attention that
reduces the frequency and the duration of service interruption. The total service view is
fundamental at Tymshare because we are concerned about quality.

Model 736 specifications
PRINTING INTERFACE
Impact, 9 X 7 dot matrix Serial EIA RS-232-C standard
Bidirectional printhead BAUD RATE
Vertical spacing: 6 or 8 lines/inch Switch-selectable 110, 150, 300, 1200,
Horizontal spacing: 10 char/inch 2400, 4800, or 9600
Vertical tabulation
Horizontal tabulation PARITY
Printing positions: 132 Switch-selectable odd, even, or none

Printing rate: 150 char/sec LINE BUFFER
Character set: 92 ASCII printed 256 characters
Operator-initiated off-line test TEMPERATURE
PAPER HANDLING 50 to 400 C operating
Tractor pin feed -30° to 700C storage
Adjustable form width: 3 to 15 inches SIZE
Number of copies: 5 plus original Width: 25% inches
Variable top-of-form position Height: 8 inches
Continuous forms handling Depth: 20 inches
Paper-out indicator Weight: 55 pounds

POWER REQUIREMENTS
200 W
120 V rms; +10%, -15%; 47-63 Hz

Corporite leadiuarters, Cuper tino, California

Western Region leadquiaters Eastern Region I leadquar ters
Monta,in Vie\v, California Darien, Connecticut

0i YMsIHARL INC., 1978 Ali rightb rc~es ved. I itho in U.S.A.



Those Listed Below February 9, 1979

Jim Goering, AGREP

The Supermarket on a Stalk

1. Occasionally one finds written material which is exciting in
terms of its implications for the work we do. Perhaps the attached is
one such piece. A question for the experts: Does the winged bean have

the development potential which this article suggests? And should the
Bank be taking additional steps to capitalize on this potential?

2. Dr. Vietmeyer, the author, is a trained chemist and member

of the US National Academy of Sciences Board on Science and Technology
for International Development.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. C. nonaldson

Distribution:

AGREP Staff
Messrs. M. Yudelman

D. Pickering
L. Christoffereen
C. Collins
G. Darnell
B. Gray
J. Fransen
A. Berg

F. Schebeck

B. Thoolen

Attachment

TJGoering:ga
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Messrs. F.L. Hotes, J.C. Collins, W. Peters (AGR/CPS) DATE: February 9, 1979

FROM: D. Pickering (Assistant Director, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT:TERMS OF REFERENCE - Mission to Rome, Itaf and Grenoble, France

1. You will represent the Bank at the Expert Consultation on Land
Evaluation Criteria for Specific Land Uses (Irrigation) sponsored by FAO
to be held in Rome, Italy, February 27 - March 2, 1979. Mr. Hotes will
lead the mission, and Mr. Peters will present a paper on "Bank Requirements
in Land Selection for Water and Land Resource Development."

2. Following the consultation meeting in Rome, Mr. Collins will
return to Headquarters, while Messrs. Hotes and Peters will proceed to
Grenoble, France, for meetings on March 6, 1979, with SOGREAH, consultants
on several Bank-financed projects. The discussions with SOGREAH should
concentrate on their soil survey and land classification procedures, method-
ologies and laboratory support information,with the general objective being
a better understanding by SOGREAH of Bank irrigation project land classifica-
tion needs and a better understanding by the Bank of the consultants'
capabilities and problems in these regards.

3. Upon return to Headquarters, Mr. Peters will prepare two separate
reportson the two meetings with the assistance of Messrs. Collins and Hotes.

FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. Niaz (EMP); Yudelman (AGR/CPS).



Mr. Hendrik Groen (PER) February 8, 1979

Ted J. Davis (AGR)

Support for the Computerization of the RORSU Roster of Sociologists
Consultants

1. Following your conversation with Mr. Michael Cernea, we agreeto co-finance the cost of computerizing the files of sociologists andanthropologists currently in the RORSU roster. We will contribute
$700 and will assist you also with supervising the coding process.

2. Mr. Cernea is preparing a classification which will allow aspeedy retrieval of sociologists who can assist the Bank in the varioussubsectors of agricultural and rural development activities.

TD/dc

cc: Messrs. Christoffersen, Cernea
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The XV orld Bank r . - .. ' \bH<I

February 7, 1979

TO: Participants in Seminar on
Food Production and Listribution

FROM: Montague Yudelman, Director,
Agriculture and Rural Developent Dept.

SUBJECT: Arrangements for Seminar

1. You will find attached to this memorandum a tentative sche-
dule, a list of participants (as of 2/5/79) and a summary of the
World Bank position papers. The full drafts of the World Bank papers,
as well as any others we have received, will be made available when
you arrive in Washington. It is our expectation that the meetings
will be informal, encouraging substantive discussion on the opera-
tional issues before us. Mr. Maurice-Williams, at our invitation,
has agreed to chair the seminar. After the meeting concludes, we
will prepare, on our authority, a report on the seminar for trans-
mittal to the World Food Council.

2. Please inform my office as to the time of your arrival and
where you will be staying in Washington so that conference materials
can be delivered to you. If that should be inconvenient, materials
will be available at the conference room (E-124, ) the morning of
February 22.

Attachments

GDonaldson/CLewis :et



F_ Dl- !CIPTC

WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C.

22-23 February, 1979

Tentative Schedule

February 22, 197

10:00 a.m. COFFEE.

10:30 a.m. INTRODUCTION:

ORIGINS ND PURPOSE OF MEETING.
Mr. Harry Walters (formerly WFC; now Food Adviser, World Bank).

REPORT ON OTHER SESSIONS HELD UNDER WFC MANDATE.
WFC Staff.

Item 1. RESOURCE FLOWS.
Introduction by Mr. Maurice Williams (Executive Director, WFC).

Discussion.

12:30 p.m. OFFICIAL LUNCHEON FOR SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS.

2:00 p.m. Item 2. NATIONAL POLICIES AND PRIORITIES.

Introduction by Mr. John Mellor (Executive Director,

International Food Policy Research Institute).

Discussion.

3:30 p.m. COFFEE.

3:45 p.m. Item 3. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE - FOOD PRODUCTION.

Introduction by Mr. Samar R. Sen (former Executive

Director for India, World Bank).
Discussion.

5:30 p.m. RECESS.

6:15 p.m. OFFICIAL RECEPTION.



Febr"r 23, 1979

9:30 a.m. Continuation on Item 3.

Item 4. OPERTIONA EPERTENCE - DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS

IntroductiC 2y Dr. C. Peter Tier (Department
cf Nutriticn, Harvard School of Public Health).

Discussion.

12:30 p.m. LUNCH.

2:00 p.m. DISCUSSICN OF CCCLUSIONS AND RECOMIENDATICNS.

5:30 p.m. CLOSING.

LOCATION

Working sessions: World Bank Room E-1244

1818 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C.

Official Luncheon: World Bank D Building Executive
Dining Rooms A and B

Official Reception: World Bank D Building Executive
Dining Rooms A and B

STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES

Chairman: Mr. Maurice Williams

(Executive Director, WFC)

World Bank participation: Mr. Montague Yudelman

(Director, Agriculture &

Rural Development Dept.,
World Bank)

Logistics at meeting: Ms. Moreen Tolerton
World Bank - Room D-803

Tel. 477-3692

Secretary of Meeting: Mr. Clifford M. Lewis

World Bank - Room A-1241

Tel. (203) 477-6436



Participants at February 22-23 Meeting on

Food Production and Nutrition

(as of January 31, 1979)

United Nations Development Programme

Mr. Gordon HavorK, Acting Director

Division for Program Development, Support and Evaluation

African Development Bank

Mr. G.E. Gondwe, Vice President Operations

Mr. G. Dossou, Director of Projects

Asian Development Bank

Dr. E.F. Tacke, Manager, Rural Development and Agricultural Credit Division

Agriculture and Rural Development Department

Inter-American Development Bank

Mr. Jose D. Epstein, Manager, Plans and Programs Department

Mr. Mauricio Herman, Chief, Agricultural Division, Project Analysis Dept.

Mr. Oscar 0. Fuster

Mr. Jose Kohout
Mr. James Taylor

International Fund for Agricultural Development

A.A. El Sherbini, Chief, Planning and Programming Division,

Economic and Planning Department

World Food Program

Joseph Moscarella, Economic Advisor

Food and Agriculture Organization

Mr. B.S. Mahajan, Adviser, Special Development Subjects

Development Department

Outside Experts

Dr. Walter P. Falcon, Stanford Food Research Institute, USA

Dr. Francis Idachaba, University of Ibadan, Nigeria

Dr. John Mellor, International Food Policy Research Institute, USA

Dr. Mubyarto, University of Gadjah Madah, Indonesia

Dr. Eric Thorbecke, Cornell University, USA

Dr. Samar Sen, India

Dr. Lucio Reca, Argentina

Dr. C. Peter Timmer, Harvard University, USA
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World Bank SurmTLary Paper

The World Bank
Agriculture and Rural Development Dept.

February 1979



Backgrun

1. The World B;n's rol in increosing food production and improving

nutrit er -in develo co---r s c-a-ced dramaticall over the last ten years.

Rural t et id to increase the productivity and income of

srall trr h; a he been thc e fastest growing

cO- o trr the perio 7C9-73 roughly
18, of total lingen in Aricu lture and Pural. Development with a large

proprc cte in p c of cash crops for

export. In the period 7'74-78 a1out ',, of total lending was for Agriculture

and Rural Development ca re-rorintation of investments towards

alleviating malnutrit-io-n trcu-h increasing incomes and stepped up food

production. The over ll level of Wo.'crld B intervention in the food sector was

marginal in the late sixties. Tday, 'crld Bank supported projects represent

a significant proportion of total puic inesment in foo' production schemes

and the aggregate i>pact of sector activi tes - including research, project
design, project implEcentation, policy dialogue, training and technical assistance -

is far from marginal in its impact on developing countries. In the process of

expanding its activities, significant modifications have occurred in Bank/country

dialogues, and in types of support offered.

2. The Bank's entry base for future support of food production and nutrition

activities is therefore vastly different from what it was ten years ago or even

five years ago. Its lending activities encompass a wide range of institutions

and ongoing programs. With some agencies and programs, the depth of Bank

participation has become considerable. In such cases, carefully nurtured

institutional capabilities facilitate new lending activities and enhance the

impact of our dialogue on policy and other major issues. With an activist

and promotional stance toward food production and distribution lending, the Bank

has considerably extended both technical and financial support for institutional

development in the borrowing countries, whether this be for purposes of project
planning, preparation and implementation or sector management. This has been

accompanied by a substantial increase in manpower allocations and in-house exper-

tise for food production and distribution interventions, which is organized

in regional and country based operating units.

3. All indications point to a need for substantially greater external

resource flows into this sector. Although precise calculations would be mis-

leading, the Bank's experience over the last five years indicates that implementing

rural development schemes will be increasingly expensive as progressively less

developed regions become the loci of project interventions. Applying recent

experience with IDA, it seems that incremental capital to output ratios (ICORs)

are significantly greater in regions where malnutrition is most pervasive, with

the additional costs of such projects escalating rapidly. The Bank plans to

continue its present high level of activity in this area. However, the share

of total resources devoted to rural poverty and food production projects cannot

be increased further given the claims of competing sectors. Therefore, increased

operations in this sector can only be financed by general increases in overall

Bank resources.
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In expann the project uortfoli ad inreasing the evel of related
act ivtiv s, a varie of proble c> ve he encountered that have inhibi ted or
reduced the effect'ienes cf the program. Te-. se can be expected to influence
future operational performance in var.ing degree, vith the snecific imnact
depending en r ia country circunstances. The problenis encountered thus
far can be classifiEd into tree caegoris: (1) domestic political and
social framewok (2) proJ cet des i-n, nd (3) dis tribution problems.

5. The World IarS activirie in the fcd sector ar.e al-ays undertaken
in partershp ith ncal . auhor te s. Given th very much expanded rane,

depth and volue o in tra Conis Cith domes-ic opera tng agencies, the Bank's
concerns have broned r o . ecn y:pe rie nc indicates that a series of factors
has led developing country gover;; ts to attach a much higher priority to the
food se. ctor than previously. The! heitened awareness, the si:na cua non of the

expansian in Bank cit ,, l in sce: instances to dra.atic i-provements
in governent policies, especially in the allocatin of larger proportion of
total development investont to feod needs. Hc-oever, the availability of
governmental support renains the key determinant in considering future levels
of Bank activity. Governments must be willing to allocate the financial and
institutional resources needed to meet food production and distribution.objectives
if Bank projects, ongoing or prospective, are to be effective. Most important
of all, the food sector must be managed with adequate and equitable incentives
for increased output by farmers (who are themselves often malnourished) without
adversely affecting consumption by low income groups. Despite recent shifts in
priorities, few governments have been willing to face directly the policy
implications of trying to successfully resolve these twin objectives by
effective or consistent interventions in the food sector.

Project Design and Implementation

6. Recent experience in the Bank gives considerable emphasis to management
and organizational limitations on programs,as these affect both the rate at
which additional lending can be effected and the performance of ongoing projects.
The problem seems to be less one of individual skills and experience as such but
rather the constraints implicit in the system, itse'f. Examples include: lack
of recognition or reward for superior performance; slow-moving and cumbersome
procedures; defective communication systems and coordinating mechanisms; limited
scope for local initiative. Management problems are frequently linked with
planning and budgeting problems, the effect of which is often to delay progress
and hinder effective implementation. The Bank has recognized that institution-
building is its most important task, and as a consequence has substantially
increased support for training and technical assistance. Whether the level of
support provided has kept pace with the increasing demands placed on managerial
capacity is unclear. Trends in disbursements and project implementation are
disquieting in this regard and it is clear that new efforts are called for on the
part of the Bank,local agencies, governments and others who play vital roles in
technical assistance, planning and training activities.

7. The paucity of field-tested technical packages to increase output in
many chronic low productivity farming systems - low rainfall areas and areas
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wih wor or ir i, the troi<cal upland terrain mre generall -
is a serious cnstrint on rojctdehe 4is incrcasing its support
for national research progr:as (t is is in fact the fastest growing subsector
within the portfolio) and, at an international level, through its sponsorship
of CGIAR. Nuch more needs to be acne and a continuing active lending role and
country dialogue-will be pursued. in part, the currently limited impact of
national research or xtenson elforts reflect the low priority accorded to them
in t Z1past. Put in ;-e ao reflect a wider and deep rooted set of
manament proles that affect the major implemlenting agencies responsible for
agricvultur; ald dopn i

8. A financial and socia1 -roblem of vital imnortance is to induce the
farmer to adopt productivity augmning technical changes such as greater use of
cash inputs such as fertilizer and insecticide. All evidence suggests that the

most important element in this endcavor has to do with pricing; even the

smallest farmers bein extreel- sensitive to price signals. This is a complex

problem with a major political diension in mny countries, since holding down
food prices is comonlv the major instrument of a cheap food policy which we
have discussed above. From the narrower project perspective though, such

policies frequently limit the scope for viable investments in the food producing

sectors that might otherwise be attractive. They also detract from ongoing
project performance when, as often occurs, the policy framework is changed in
mid-stream.

Distribution Problems

9. The World Bank's approach towards food production and distribution

objectives has been primarily through lending for: (a) rural development

projects aimed at increased productivity for small farmers, and other low income

rural households, mostly through the medium of agricultural production schemes

with food as major output, and (b) other agricultural projects that result in

higher volumes of food production. In addition, there have been a small number

of specific nutrition projects, consumption components in other projects or

modest technical support of national food planning. While a good deal has been

achieved,- as evidenced by the lending record, many long term conditions can be

expected to limit progress in improving food distribution. In particular, direct

action programs of the type deployed to helpsmall farmers have limited

application to the large class of landless laborers and tenants without secure

rights to land. Bank assistance thus far directed towards these problems can

largely be described as pilot and experimental in nature. There is, however,

increasing recognition that, food (and other agricultural) projects tend to

have considerable indirect impacts, largely as a result of incremental employment

(at relatively low capital cost). Such employment is of the low skill type

that is accessible to and meets the needs of the great mass of rural poor.

Increasing efforts are being made through research and project design, to

increase the impact of projects through employment effects, especially where

the scope for direct action programs is limited.
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10. A major determinant of future lending for food production and distribution

is the perfor-ance of completed projects Lnd exporience with implementing ongoing

projects at the corunry level. cc cribed above as general problem

areas are interpreted and en anial country setting. Their

s i e atthat leelu affe cts the volune of prcorammed assistance
for a prodction and Cstriution intervenrticns in future years. In almost

a literal seose, the 1a-/J: roj ect pcr 1o ard forward program emerges as an

arga Of the pcojects iel . in the courtry lendin program, the content

of which is forrulated in a dialogue with the borrower and, as required, other

donors.

11. The projections of country londing objectives (in the context of a five-

year forward program) are considerably firner for the first one or two years than

for the "outer" years. As current ly estiinat i the ir-ediate future a

substantial dip (in real terms) from the exceptional levels of lending in FY78

for food production and distribution projects is cxpected, with recovery to about

FY78 levels forecast for FYFO. Beyond IYSO lending is projected to increase

considerably. If realized, the overall five-year forward period FY79-83 would

show significant real increase, with almost 50' higher real lending than in FY74-78

(which was itself almost double the volume of the earlier FY69-73 quinquennium).

The increase is concentrated in the IDA eligible countries; the share of

agriculture and rural development for IDA lending is expected to grow from 42%

to 47%; for Bank lending, the share is projected at a constant 28%.

12. There is no way to evaluate the likelihood that the considerable volumes

of assistance implicit in these projections (especially those beyond FY80) will

be attained. Ultimately, the major conditioning factors will be overall country

development experience and, more specifically, sector performance as indicated

by governmental (and donor) support of policies calculated to improve producer

incentives, organizational performance, and increasing volumes of domestic

resources and skilled staff to food production and distribution programs. Three

points wh'ich merit special emphasis are sector management, sector lending and

project preparation.

13. Policy Dialogue and Sector Analysis' In many countries the analogy of

a factory producing at only 50% of capacity has some application to the current

status of food production systems. Making better use of existing investments,

with comparatively modest incremental outlays to improve efficiency, may be more

important than major new investment programs in raising food production and

farmer incomes. This implies an important continuing role for donor agencies

in sector analysis and dialogue as it relates to the policy framework. In the

context of earlier discussions, a number of specific problems merit attention:

ongoing programs of agricultural research; the status of staff training for

the agricultural and related ministries; the management incentive structure;

organizational systems and procedures (including finance and budgeting); the

strengthening of project preparation; better monitoring/evaluation capability

(oriented to tangible measurement of nutritional impact, yields and output);

and the macro-economic and fiscal implications of expanding activities.
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the riculture a food sector S alrAy been subst nial. Given the

importance of food po issue, we would expect these trends to continue.

As noted earlier, a class of project with direct focus on institutional

deve1lop'nt et h coe ore prom:nent, e g., agricultural research

and extension activities. It is expected that there would be a further

stren ening nd e- ophas in this direction, with increasing attention to

mana~eent trainin,

1* -- _. A notable featurc in recent

lending has 1een the e see o an imortant class of projects with some of

the cC ra istic. o "oco lending, involving substantial support to the

develeoment programs of particular agencies in borrowing countries. In major

prograins, this can tae t c forn of a 4 or 5-year time slice of a larger

pro ,ram, with tentotive co:itment of follow-up loans at later stages if

e rDor nce is a e . Ti type of lending technique relies en the prior

experience of, Can confidence L1, particulaor iraleating agncies in the
cin jor issues as they

concern the particulsr prroor is o hr precondition. Were such projects

relate to large countries and larne programs the lending comritment is also

considerable. There could well be opportunities for a substantial volume of

new projects of this type, building on the large number of pioneer or first

generation projects now under implecentation. 
Without a substantial number of

large projects, the feasibility of the forward lending projections 
would become

very questionable. In the context of such projects, the issues of adequate

local budgeting and staff for implementation becomes especially critical;

quite large inputs of staff time through appraisal 
and implementation review

may also be required, including staff in field postings.

16. Project Preparation for Innovative and Pioneer Projects. 
If sector

lending of large project lending is a necessary component in an ambitious

overall lending program, the continuation of a substantial emphasis on smaller,

often highly innovative, projects would also remain very important. Substantial

efforts have already been made in this direction. Considerable further efforts

are needed in regard to a wide class of priority situations for which 
actions

are thus far very limited (e.g. rainfed agriculture; off-farm and ancillary

development; marketing and processing; and nutrition-specific interventions.)

Experience shows, however, that such projects, particularly 
without a prior

base of specific lending experience, often give rise to substantial implementation

difficulties. Problems stemming from inadequate or incomplete project prepara-

tion due to technical, managerial and other constraints 
are particularly relevant

to this class of project. Compensating for various deficiencies is an important

part of imaginative preparation of pioneer projects 
but intractable limits to

what can be accomplished remain. As activities extend to more marginal areas

and difficult client groups these problems are expected to 
become more acute.

17. Recent discussions in the Bank related to these problems 
argue for

broader recognition and more widespread use of a class 
of technical assistance

or technical development projects, where resources in relatively 
small volume

are made available for initial implementation and the further 
testing of systems
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WlnALD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List elow DATE February 6, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes gation Adviser, AGRDR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Report on OM&R Costs for Four Western USA Irrigation Districts

1. We have found it to be virtually impossible to find in published
literature reliable cost information on well-maintained irrigation projects:
data which can be used by Bank staff and by irrigation project managers in
developing countries as a reference base from which-to judge, in some manner,
the resources needed to operate, maintain, and keep in good repair, relative
modern irrigation systems. It is recognized that most projects are unique,
and that cost parameters for one project may not be applicable to any other.
Still, we know also that,where comparability can be identified by knowledge-
able persons, selected cost parameters can be useful for many types of work
and industry comparisons.

2. With these thoughts in mind, AGR/CPS last year retained the ser-
vices of four California irrigation district managers and chief engineers
under the leadership of Kenneth McSwain of Merced, California, to prepare
a report on OM&R costs for their districts. The attached report is the
result of their efforts, which is transmitted for your review and comments.
We are especially interested in your views as to the value of having this
report reproduced in greater quantity, with the specific identity of the
districts perhaps being eliminated, for distribution to all interested
irrigation staff and to selected LDC agencies and staff who might find it
useful.

3. With Bank work being exclusively in LDCs, one could ask why
California irrigation districts were studied at all. There were two
principal reasons:

(a) The districts are relatively well-managed, operated
and maintained; and

(b) OM&R and water distribution records are accurately
recorded in considerable detail.

Identifying an LDC irrigation project which could satisfy these two import-
ant criteria appeared to be a near-impossible task. Also, the technology
level of the districts studied is well within the capability of LDC projects.
Furthermore, the size of delivery units, perhaps surprisingly, are not out
of line with those in many LDC projects.

4. While each reader is free to analyze the data (presented in the
main report in the English system of measurement units) as they think approp-
riate, the attached summary sheet in metric units reveals many interesting
facts. Despite extremely high labor costscosts per hectare and per m3 are
quite reasonable. Other suggestions for meaningful parameters are solicited.

Attachment

FLHotes:rm
cc: Messrs. Tibor/Rodger, Finlinson, Gupta, O'Brien, Pranich, Baker, Tennent (ASP);

Laeyendecker, Plusquellec, Niaz (EMP); Stevenin, Pradithavanij, Kuffner (EAP);
Dumoulin, Martinod, Cornejo (LCP); Smith, Morton, Whitford (AEP); Meimaris,
Des Bouvrie (WAP); Collins (AGR/CPS)



CONFIDENTIAL

Selectea ,eration, Maintenance and Repair Data

for Four Irrigation Districts In Western USA

1975 Data-Metric System

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 3 (10) 3(11)

DISTRICT ANNUAL NOMINAL TOTAL TOTAL CROSS WATER OM&R OM&R/m OM&R/m DELIVERY

EXPENSE L GROSS CROPPED CROPPED WATER DELIVERED PER DIVERTED, DELIVERED EFFICIENCY

AREA AREA LESS DIVERSIONS TO HECTARE PUMPED OR TO

DOUBLE IRRIGATORS CROPPED PURCHASED ALL USERS 100 x (7)L(6)

CROPPED

US$ ha ha ha m x 106 m3 x 106 US$/ha US$/m3 US$/m3

A 1,133,000 28,530, 27,560 26,000 394.4 328.0 41.10 0.0029 0.0035 83.2

B 2,046,000 61,760 47,440 46,130 849.1 12 533.1 43.15 0.0024 0.0038 L2 68.0

C 979,000 29,990 27,760 24,960 286.3 /3 173.7 35.25 0.0034 0.0056 5 60.7 6

D 1,011,000 41,230 35,080 35,080 330.6 /4 226.9 28.80 0.0031 -0.0046 /5 68.6 L6

/1 From Page 6 of basic report.

7i Of gross diversions, 65.8 m
3 x 106 were delivered to users other than irrigators.

7i Privately-owned pumps delivered an additional 74 m3 x 106 to meet crop requirements.

/4 Privately-owned pumps delivered an additional 97.5 m
3 x 106 to meet crop requirements.

_5 Water purchased by C cost approximately $400 000 and by D about $500,000; if these figures were deducted froi

Annual Expense (Column 2), the $0.0056 for OM&R/m would be reduced to $0.0033 for C and $0.0023 for D. (See

Column 13, which shows larger areas per delivery in those districts; hence, more- privately-owned watercourses.)

/6 Some losses were used for groundwater recharge.

(1) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)

DISTRICT AVC. DEPTH AVG. AREA TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL PERSONNEL COSTS AS % GROSS HA NO. OF AVG. AREA AVG. NO.

OF WATER/DEL5ERVED/DELIVERY -NUMBER PERSONNEL COST OF COSTS OF PERSONNEL PER DITCH- PER DITCH- DELIVERY

IRRIGATED HA GATE OF PER EMPLOYEE + MATERIALS + EQUIPMENT EMPLOYEE RIDERS RIDER GATES PER

PERSONNEL DITCH-
RIDER

f ha $/employee % ha

A 1.19 14.4 58 12,450 92.2 492 27 2,420 67

D 1,12 11.2 135 10,790 85.4 457 24 4,800 172

C ,63 (.90)L7 25.0 29 12,795 79.3 1,034 7 7,450 143 -

D .65 (.93)/7 49.9 23 13,045 66.7 1,793 5 17,540 140

L7 Figures () include privately-pumped water.
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PREFACE

The operation, maintenance and repair of irrigation systems
in which the World Bank is involved in areas throughout the
world have been problems as to equipment, organization and
cost. Some evaluation of these data is needed for fiscal
assessment of new projects as well as those requiring rehab-
ilitation.

Since irrigation works have existed in California for over
a century, with public ownership of many since the 1880's,
and have considerable (even if not necessarily uniform)
details, officials of the Bank have requested this report
in order to establish some uniformity, or at least parameters,
for existing and ongoing projects; this is in conformity
with the Terms of Reference sent us in May, 1978, and a
letter agreement executed on June 16, 1978.

The report was prepared during the period September through
December, 1978, by;

Kenneth R. McSwain, Civil Engineer (formerly Chief Engineer
and Manager of the Merced Irrigation District, Merced).

Samuel C. Fortier, Engineer - Manager of the Delano-Earli-
mart Irrigation District, Delano.

Robert L. Lanning, Engineer - Manager of the Lindmore Ir-
rigation District, Lindsay.

Noel A. Negley, Chief Engineer/General Manager of the South
San Joaquin Irrigation District, Manteca.

The actual assembly and compilation of data were done by
Kenneth R. McSwain.

The following were resource persons during the data gathering
period:

Reuben E. Schmidt, Chief Engineer, Merced Irrigation District;
Nash Mendoza, Controller, Merced Irrigation District; Neal
Campbell, '7onstruction Superintendent, Merced Irrigation Dis-
trict; David Zack, Engineer - Manager, Tulare Irrigation Dis-
trict; Harold Garner, Assessor - Collector - Treasurer, Tulare
Irrigation District; Roger Robb, Engineer - Manager, Lower
Tule Irrigation District; Ralph Offut, Superintendent, Lower
Tule Irrigation District; Jessie Drane, Secretary - Treasurer
- Office Manager, Lower Tule Irrigation District; Gerard Fondse,
Office Manager, South San Joaquin Irrigation District.
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THE WORLD BANK

REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS FOR THE OPERATION, MAINTENANCE

AND REPAIR OF SELECTED IRRIGATION SYSTEMS IN THE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Introduction Four districts, all located in the San Joaquin
Valley of California, were selected for the study; they vary
in size from 62,400 irrigated acres to 115,336 acres (1975
figures). Two, Merced and South San Joaquin, obtain their total
water supplies from their own storage reservoirs, while the
remaining, Lower Tule and Tulare, purchase water from the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation under utility-type contracts, depend
upon ground water extraction by privately owned deep well
pumps and also have some stream entitlements.

Following are the data, with some expansion and minor correc-
tions, contained in the Inception Report dated July 21, 1978.

I. SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN IRRIGATION DISTRICT

1. Location: In southern San Joaquin County surround-
ing the City of Manteca.
2. Areal Extent: 71,328 acres Organized: 1909.
3. Type System: Open canals and pipelines.
4. Miles Open Canal: 60
5. Principal Crops: Cereals, forages, vegetables,
fruits, nuts.
6. Climate: Semi-arid with average precipitation 12
inches.
7. Water Supply: From Stanislaus River and deep wells.

II. MERCED IRRIGATION DISTRICT

1. Location: In eastern Merced County surrounding
the City of Merced.
2. Areal Extent: 154,394 acres Organized: 1919.
3. Type System: Open canals and pipelines.
4. Miles Open Canal: 647.
5. Principal Crops: Row crops, orchard, vineyard,
pasture, rice, alfalfa.
6. Climate: Semi-arid with average precipitation
11 inches.
7. Water Supply: From Merced River and deep wells.

III. TULARE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

1. Location: In Tulare County surrounding the City
of Tulare.
2. Areal Extent: 74,968 acres Organized: 1889.
3. Type of System: Open canals and pipelines.
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4. Miles Open Canal: 257.
5. Principal Crops: Cotton, grain, alfalfa, vineyard,
row crops.
6. Climate: Semi-arid with average precipitation 8
inches.
7. Water supply: From Kaweah River, the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation and deep well-pumps.

IV. LOWER TULE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

1. Location: In Tulare County between Pixley and
Tipton.
2. Areal Extent: 103,086 acres Organized: 1950.
3. Type System: Open canals.
4. Miles Open Canal: 204.
S. Principal Crops: Cotton, alfalfa, row crops.
6. Climate: Semi-arid with average precipitation
7 inches.
7. Water Supply: From Tule River, the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation and deep well pumps.

As 1976 and 1977 were drought years in California and 1978 is
a far abbve normal water year and its data are not presently
available, the year 1975 has been used as a basis for water,
crop and financial items in this report; overall costs have
escalated about 25% since that time.

Each district has the same general type of organization, with
voter selected directors, treasurers and assessor-collectors;
the boards of directors convene at stated intervals (often
o:ice a week) and establish policies, act on fiscal matters,
consider contracts and agreements and any other subjects set
forth under the Water Code of the State of California. The
boards appoint secretaries, managers and/or engineers, who
serve at the board's pleasure, and take care of the day-to-day
operations of the districts. Officials have considerable
latitude in decision-making processes as long as they conform to
the Water Code; there are some constraints (i.e., irrigated
acreage limitations and availability of water) imposed upon
the entities obtaining their water through the Bureau of Rec-
lamation. Variations in O.M.& R. figures between the subject
districts often are the results of availability of water, cli-
mate conditions, crop yields and prices, district financing
policies and, in some cases, local politics.
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Finances For a more complete understanding of the districts'
operations, as suggested in Section 2.1 of the Terms of Refer-
ence, the figures below represent the 1975 annual revenues and
expenses for the districts. Applicable data were extracted
from the annual reports for the year; those reports contain
extraneous items that have no bearing on the problem we are
covering and would probably be confusing. (Examples: Merced's
report contains revenues and expenses for hydro-electric and
recreation operations and South San Joaquin lists its hydro
plants data.) For these summaries figures have been rounded
to thousands of dollars.

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN Total Assets for
(71,328 acres) Irrigation System $13,735,000

Revenues
Taxes & Assessments $777,000
Water Sales 0
Other (1) 270,000 $1,047,000

Expenses
Administration & Clerical $230,000
Water Development(2) 171,000
Transmission & Distribution 344,000
Maintenance & Repair 258,000
Supervision & Engineering 130,000
Other 0 $1,133,000

Net Revenue $( 86,000)

(1) Includes work done for others in conniection with
the irrigation system.
(2) Includes pumping costs.

MERCED Total Assets for
(154,394 acres) Irrigation System $23,213,000

Revenues
Taxes & Assessments $2,022,000
Water Sales 147,000
Other (1) 44,000 $2,213,000

Expenses
Administration & Clerical $ 189,000
Water Development(2) 235,000
Transmission & Distribution 301,000
Maintenance & Repair 711,000
Supervision & Engineering 106,000
Other (3) 504,000 $2,046,000

Net Revenue $ 167,000

(1) Includes property rentals, interest on investments.
(2) Includes pumping costs.
(3) Includes insurance, employee benefits, garage, ware-
house.
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TULARE Total Assets for
(74,968 acres) Irrigation System $2,250,000

Revenues
Taxes & Assessments $ 474,000
Water Sales 536,000
Other 80,000 $1,090,000

Expenses
Administration & Clerical $ 70,000
Water Development 423,000
Transmission & Distribution 106,000
Maintenance & Repair 217,000
Supervision & Engineering 36,000
Other 127,000 $ 979,000

Net Revenue $ 111,0

LOWER TULE Total Assets for
(103,086) Irfigation System $2,295,000

Revenues
Taxes & Assessments $ 419,000
Water Sales 736,000
Other 75,000 $1,230,000

Exvenses
Administration & Clerical $ 119,000
Water Development 531,000
Transmission & Distribution 107,000
Maintenance & Repair 176,000
Supervision & Engineering 30,000
Other 48,000 $1,011,000

Net Revenue- $ 219,000
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Accuracy of Data As the subject districts are publicly owned
and are not subject to Federal, State or local taxes, their
financial reports are seldom detailed, although they are checked
by independent auditors as to their accuracy and the integrity
of the various accounts. A number of years ago the State
Controller attempted to set up a "uniform system of accounts"
for public irrigation entities but there appears to be a great
deal of diversity in the manner different financial departments
handle them. As a consequence, some of the figures contained
herein are necessarily the "best available" estimates by those
most qualified for such judgments. Some figures, for example,
breakdowns of heavy equipment, are simply not available; in
other cases not each district has all the desired information.
An attempt, however, has been made to evaluate some features,
both fiscal and physical, that may help to accomplish the pur-
poses of this report.

Some apparent inconsistencies in comparing annual breakdown of
annual expenses (Section 3.0) and those under analyses of work
(Section 3.,l) are explained by the inclusion of portions of
"administration and clerical" and "other" items in the latters'
details. Data under 3.0 is for general information and the
most weight should be given to those under 3.1.
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SECTION 3.0

A. Overall breakdown of annual expenses.

Item South San Joaauin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Personnel(1) $722,000 $1,457,000 $371,000 $300,000
Materials 251,000 204,000 80,000 53,000
Equipment 10,000 46,000 17,000 91,000
Energy 49,000 188,000 0 0
Other 101,000 151,000 511,000(2) 567,000(2)
Totals $1,133,000 $2,046,000 $979,000 $1,011,000

(1) Includes cost of fringe benefits.
(2) Includes cost of purchased water.

Item South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Administration
& Clerical $230,000 $189,000 $ 70,000 $119,000
Water
Develonment 171,000(1) 235,000(1) 423,000(2) 531,000(2)
Transmission
& Distribution 344,000 301,000 106,000 107,000
Maintenance
& Repair 258,000 711,000 217,000 176,000
Supervision
& Engineering 130,000 106,000 36,000 30,000
Other 0 504,000 127,000 48,000
Totals(3) $17,30 $2,046,000 $979,000 $1,011,000

(1) Includes pumping costs.
(2) Includes costs of purchased water.
(3) No new construction in foregoing items.

B. Overall breakdown of annual revenues.

Item South San Joaguin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Taxes $780,000 $2,022,000 $474,000 $419,000
Water Sales 0 147,000 536,000 736,000
Other 267,000 44,000 80,000 75,000
Totals $1,047,000 $2,213,000 $1,090,000 $1,230,000
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C. Personnel

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

Number Basic Fringe
Category Employed Cost Benefit Total

Professional 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0
Technical 2 18,000 4,000 22,000
Clerical 6 40,000 9,000 49,000
Skilled Labor 36 385,000 89,000 474,000
Unskilled Labor 10 84,000 19,000 103,000
Management 4 60,000 14,000 74,000
Totals S $587,0 $1T5000 5772,7

MERCED

Professional 2 $ 6,000 $ 0 $ 6,000
Technical 9 99,000 21,000 120,000
Clerical 13 125,000 26,000 151,000
Skilled Labor 40 439,000 92,000 531,000
Unskilled Labor 68 459,000 97,000 556,000
Management 3 77,000 16,000 93,000
Totals 135 $1,205,000 $252,000 $1,457,000
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TULARE

Number Basic Fringe

Category Employed Cost Benefits Total

Professional 1 $ 27,000 $ 5,000 $ 32,000
Technical 2 18,000 4,000 22,000
Clerical 2 15,000 3,000 13,000
Skilled Labor 16 159,000 33,000 192,000
Unskilled Labor 5 26,000 5,000 31,000
Management 3 63,000 13,000 76,000
Totals 77 $308,0 $ 63,-= $371,000

LOWER TULE

Profdssional 3 $ 13,000 $ 0 $ 13,000
Technical 1 11,000 3,000 14,000
Clerical 1 10,000 2,000 12,000
Skilled Labor 6 67,000 17,000 84,000
Unskilled Labor 9 80,000 22,000 102,000
Management 3 59,000 16,000 75,000
Totals 23 $240,0 $T60,00 $300,000
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Fringe benefits to employees are provided by each district.
Health and hospitalization, retirement, term life insurance,
paid vacations and sick leave costs are shared between the dis-
tricts and their employees, with varying degrees as to the per-
centage of participation and lengths of service. The figures
above reflect only those costs to the districts and do not in-
clude the amounts paid by employees.

D. Equipment.

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

Highway - 34

5 - 2 ton flatbed trucks
3 dump trucks
2 sedans
21 - 1/2 ton pickup trucks
2 heavy equipment transports
1 water truck - 3,000 gallon

Off Highway - 8

2 dragline excavators
1 crawler tractor with front loader
2 wheel tractors with front loaders
1 crawler tractor with dozer and backhoe
1 motor grader
1 fork lift, 6,000 pound capacity

Miscellaneous

24 separate trailer-carried or mounted items;

pumps, air compressors, cement mixers, etc.

MERCED

Highway - 97

97 vehicles, including 1/2 ton pickups to c.y. dump
trucks, flat bed trucks, tractors with low bed
trailers and sedans.

Overall costs for the 97, with total annual mileage
of 1,047,700:

Fuel $ 45,000 $0.043/mile 37%
M. & R. 38,700 .037/mile 31%
Depreciation 35,700 .034/mile 299
Insurance 3,700 .003/mile 3%
Totals $123,100 $0.117/mile 10T
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Off Highway - 18

4 dragline excavators, 3/4 c.y.
2 gradall excavators, 1/2 c.y.
1 crawler tractor with dozer, D7
3 crawler tractors with dozers, D4's
1 motor grader
7 wheel tractors with mowers or loaders

Miscellaneous

48 other small items such as concrete mixers,
spray rigs, compressors, trailers, generators,
pumps, chain saws, water tanks, etc.

Practically no firm data are obtainable on heavy equipment costs
except for the following (Merced), which have been estimated
by that districts personnel. Figures are based upon approxi-
mately 1800 operating hours per year and depreciation estimated
from the average first costs and ages of the units.

Estimated Hourly Cost

Unit Fuel M. & R. Depreciation Insurance Total

Dragline, 3/4 c.y. $2.50 $5.50 $3.50 $0.50 $12.00
Gradall, 1/2 c.y. 2.00 4.50 5.00 .50 12.00
Tractor, D7 3.00 3.10 3.50 .40 10.00
Tractor, D4 1.50 3.20 2.00 .30 7.00
Wheel tractor 1.00 1.00 .80 .20 3.00

TULARE

Highway - 34

8 flat bed trucks
4 dump trucks
2 sedans

17 - 1/2 ton pickup trucks
3 heavy equipment transports

Off Highway - 12
3 dragline excavators
3 motor grader
1 crawler tractor, dozer
2 bank slopers
1 wheel tractor, loader
2 wheel tractors, backhoe and mower

Miscellaneous

17 other items including pumps, cement mixers,
compressors, sprayers, water tanks, discs,
trailers, roller.
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LOWER TULE

Highway (Light) - 11 First Cost $40,511

2 sedans
9 - 1/2 ton pickup trucks

Total Annual Cost (no mileage available) for above

Cost % of Total

Fuel $2,000 11
M. & R. 7,600 40
Depreciation 8,100 43
Insurance 1,100 6
Totals $18,800 100

Off Highway & Heavy - 27 First Cost $283,753

2 front end loaders
2 wheel tractors
1 crane, 40 ton
1 dragline excavator, 1/2 c.y.
2 motor graders
1 crawler tractor, D8
1 crawler tractor, D7
2 wheel tractor backhoes
2 bank slopers
1 mobile canal pump
2 portable pumps
3 dump trucks
2 flat bed trucks
2 truck mounted spray rigs
2 semi flat bed trucks (move heavy equipment)
1 trap wagon

Total Annual Cost of Above

Cost % of Total

Fuel $23,900 28
M. & R. 34,900 40
Depreciation 26,800 31
Insurance 1,200 1
Totals $86,800 1 7

In general, the information on equipment is lacking as to detail
for reasons that were explained under Accuracy of Data on page 5.
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E. Statistics and Descriptions The California location map
is in the front of this report, with the separate district maps
in the back.

AREAS

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Gross 71,328 154,394 74,968 103,086
Irrigable 65,364 131,953 62,400 93,236
Irrigated (1975) 65,008 115,336 62,400 87,690

CLIMATE, SOILS, MAJOR CROPS

The South San Joaguin District climate is semi-arid with an aver-

age rainfall of 12 inches, a frost free growing season ranging
from 250 days to 280 days, maximum temperatures from 110 degrees
Fahrenheit to 114 degrees Fahrenheit, minimums from 15 degrees

Fahrenheit to 18 degrees Fahrenheit; mean temperature is 60 degrees
Fahrenheit.

The soils range from sands, coarse and fine, through loams of
several types, and silts to adobes. In common with most of the

Central Valley lands, the soils were probably deposited under the
waters of the ancient lake which occupied the valley during the
Pleistocene period. They were brought down by the floods of the
Stanislaus River from the disintegrated granite quartz and porphyries
of the high Sierra to the east. After the waters of the lake
receded, the soils were modified by admixtures of matter derived
from weathering of sedimentary formation of the eastern hills.

Crops during 1975 were as follows:

Acres % of Total Area

Cereals 2,800 4
Forages (alfalfa, pasture, ensilage) 19,500 28

Vegetable and field (melons, tomatoes) 2,100 3

Fruit (grapes, peaches, olives) 13,900 20
Nuts (almonds, walnuts) 30,600 45

Totals 68,900 100
Double cropped - 3,900
Net 67,00

At the Merced District climate is semi-arid with mean annual

precipitation of 11.74 inches; 95% occurs from October through

April. Snow is extremely rare. The maximum temperature average
from May through October (1975, a typical year) was 102 degrees
Fahrenheit with a high of 104 degrees; the minimum average for the

period was 48 degrees; with a low of 37 degrees. The winter low

was 22 degrees in January. Humidity varies from a high of 83%

(January fog) to 43% in August.
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Soils consist of adobe to the far east (3%), clayey loam in the
central part (35%), heavy clay to the south (17%), moderately
sandy soil to the west (37%) and very light and permeable sand
to the far west and south west (8%).

Major crops (1975) were:

Acres % of Total Area

Field (alfalfa, corn, grain, rice, others) 42,600 36
Irrigated pasture 36,300 31
Fruit (peaches, vineyard, figs) 15,900 13
Nuts (almonds, walnuts) 22,400 19
Miscellaneous 1,400 1

Totals 118,600 10
Double cropped - 3,300
Net T1300U

The Tulare District climate is semi-arid with mild winters and
hot, dry summers. Precipitation averages 8 inches per year.

The topography is generally smooth with a gentle slope to the
westward. About 80% of the soils are affected by varying con-
centrations of alkali. Land classification for the gross acre-
age indicate 22% with no limitations in suitability for irrigation,
44% with slight to moderate limitations, 24% with moderate to
severe limitations, 9% with severe, and 1% unsuitable for ir-
rigation.

Principal crops for 1975 were:

Acres % of Total Area

Irrigated grain and corn 17,800 26
Alfalfa 15,700 23
Cotton 27,300 39
Vineyard 1,700 2
Orchard (deciduous and nuts) 1,900 3
Miscellaneous 5 000 7

Totals 69,0 100
Double cropped - 7 000
Net

The Lower Tule District climate is semi-arid with mean annual
precipitation approximately 7 inches. The average irrigation
season lasts 305 days, during which the average maximum temper-
ature is 81 degrees and the average minimum 51 degrees. The
highest monthly average on record during the irrigation season
is 99.6 degrees. During the irrigation season the average wind
is 6.6 m.p.h., relative humidity is 52.2% and the percentage of
possible sunshine is 89.3.
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Most of the soils are made up of the alluvial fan deposited by
overflow of the Tule River over the ages. Early soil surveys
taken when the district was formed showed about 20% of the land
in the westerly part of the area was affected by alkali; through
irrigation and land improvements this has been reduced to 7%.

Major crops (1975) were:

Acres % of Total Area

Irrigated pasture 4,300 5
Grapes 3,300 4
Fruit trees 1,900 2
Nut trees 3,000 3
Cotton 18,100 21
Cereals 34,500 39
Miscellaneous 22,600 26

Totals 87,700 10



WATER USED

Acre Feet
South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Diverted, purchased
and pumped 319,600 100% 688,100 100% 232,000 100% 268,100 100%

Delivered to
irrigators 265,800 83% 432,000 63% 140,800 61% 183,900 69%

Delivered under
agreements 0 0 26,400 4% 0 0 0

Surplus sold 0 0 26,900 4% 0 0 0

Operational Spill 92,700 13% 6,800 3% 0 0

Losses 53,8U0(l)17% 110,100 16% 84,400(2)36% 84,200(2)31%

Totals 319,600 100% 688,100 100% 232,000 100% 268,100 100%

(1) Includes operational spill.

(2) Partially used for ground water recharge

Note: In order to obtain a full irrigation supply, privately owned pumps delivered
about 60,000 acre feet at Tulare and 79,000 acre feet at Lower Tule from
deep wells within those districts.



STATISTICS

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Gross Acreage 71,328 154,394 74,968 103,086

Irrigable acreage 65,364 131,953 68,125 93,236

Irrigated in 1975 65,008 115,336 62,400 87,690

Total miles of canal 60 723 257 204

Miles concrete lined 40 139 0 0

li es in pipel ine 290 76 35 0

Miles pipeline from wells 0 31 0 0

Number drainage wells 42 127 0 0

Number irrigation wells 0 107 0 0

Number check and drops 1,560 1,501 900 400

Number delivery gates 1,800 4,116 1,000 703

Number bridges, culverts 390 461 840 103

Number hydrologic stations 5 32 13 2



South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Farm irrigation Border, furrow, Border, furrow, Border & furrow Border & furrow
methods sprinkler sprinkler

Farm range size 1 to 911 acres 1 to 1,800 acres 2 to 2,162 acres 1 to 160 acres

Average size of
irrigated parcel 9 acres 33 acres 41 acres 132 acres

Water applied to
irrigated areas
by districts-1975 4.08 feet 3.75 feet 2.26 feet 2.10 feet
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SECTION 3.1

Analyses of Types of Work

A. Watermaster Service.

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

Services are provided by 27 ditchtenders, each taking care of an
average of 2,420 acres. Each one maintains contact with indivi-
dual farmers, advising them as to when water will be available.
Additionally, the ditchtender keeps records of deliveries, crops
grown and generally patrols the area. They are provided a 1/2
ton pickup truck with a radio for communications with the office
and other ditchtenders. The District system does not require
precise metering; however, the ditchtenders do utilite weirs and
flow meters to measure flow rates.

The cost of this service, including supervision and overhead,
was $344,000.

MERCED

The average area served by each of 24 ditchtenders is 4,800 acres
-the range is from 3,500 acres to 12,700 acres and each one has an
average of 145 parcels in his division. They are provided 1/2
ton pickup trucks; communication with the farmers and office is
by personal contact or telephone.

Quantities to irrigators are measured by taking the heads and
openings on submerged metal slide gates and canal discharges are
from weir and submerged orifice tables. Water receipts are
signed by farmers at the completion of every irrigation.

The total cost (1975), including supervision and overhead, was
$301,200.

TULARE

Each of the 7 ditchtenders serves an average of 8,910 acres with
a range of 7,450 acres to 14,240 acres; the average number of
parcels is 140 per man. They are furnished 1/2 ton pickups with
radios for contact at the District office.

Flows to irrigators are measured by recording meters or Armco
meter gates. Canal discharges are measured through Parshall
flumes, meter gates or rated weirs.

The total 1975 cost was $105,500, including supervision and
overhead.

LOWER TULE

The Lower Tule employs 5 ditchtenders, each of whom serves an

average of 17,540 acres and has an average of 140 turn-outs.
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They are provided radio equipped pickups and take orders for
water from farmers by telephone or personal contact. Water
measurements are through meter gates to irrigators and from
weirs in canals.

The 1975 cost, including supervision and overhead, was $106,900.

B. Maintenance of Unlined Canals

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

The District maintains only one unlined canal, 20 miles in
length, it being the main leading into and through the District.
Its capacity is 1,000 c.f.s. for the first 8 miles, after which
it gradually diminishes to 400 c.f.s. for the next 12 miles.

The estimated annual maintenance cost is $15,000, or $750
per mile.

MERCED

Capacities vary from 2,000 c.f.s. (Main Canal) to 15 c.f.s. on
small laterals. Maintenance includes berm removal, bank repairs,
clearing submersed weeds, willow and bamboo control, control
of noxious weeds on banks.

Total cost, including supervision and overhead, was $390,700
or $769 per mile for 508 miles.

TULARE

The Tulare District maintains 257 miles of unlined canal; the
work includes chemical weed contr.ol, re-shaping banks, silt
removal and rip-rapping.

The total cost, including supervision and overhead for 1975 was
$241,700, or $940 per mile.

LOWER TULE

Capacities are from 200 to 650 c.f.s. on 4 main canals. Main-
tenance includes re-shaping banks and an extensive weed control
program.

The total cost, including supervision and overhead (1975) was
$213,276, or $1,045 per mile for its 204 miles.

C. Maintenance of Lined Canals

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

In the South San Joaquin I.D. the capacities range from 30 to
165 c.f.s. Maintenance includes rodent eradication, silt re-
moval, weed control, concrete repairs.

The cost including supervision and overhead, is (1975) $20,000,
or $500 per mile for 40 miles.



MERCED

Capacities vary from 15 to 183 c.f.c. Maintenance includes
repairs to cracks, erosion, spalling, removal of silt, clearing
of submersed weeds, control of noxious bank weeds, willows and
bamboo.

Total 1975 cost, including supervision and overhead, was $21,600
or $659 per mile for 139 miles.

TU LARE

No lined canals.

LOWER TULE

No lined canals.

D. Maintenance of Pipelines (all concrete)

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

The distribution system of the District is principally composed
of concrete pipe, ranging from 30 inch to 48 inch diameters.
Other than at highway or railroad crossings the pipe is of the
non-reinforced, cast-in-place type; it is designed for heads
not to exceed 10 feet.

Annual maintenance costs, including supervision and overhead
(1975) was $180,000 or $620 per mile for 290 miles.

MERCED

Diameters vary from 12 inches to 54 inches, with most si:es
30 inches or greater being unreinforced, low-head monolithic.
Work consists of repairing leaks to replacing joints (on precast),
where necessary.

The total cost, including supervision and overhead, for 1975
was $618 per mile for 107 miles, or $66,100.

TULARE

Diameters are from 16 inches to 48 inches and consist of precast
and cast in place concrete pipe. Maintenance consists of small
leak repairs.

The cost, including supervision and overhead, was S15,500 or
$443 per mile for 35 miles of line.

LOWER TULE

No pipelines.
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E. Pump Maintenance

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

South San Joaquin operates 42 pumps; all are hollow shaft turbines
installee in deep wells and powered by electric motors. Yields
vary from 1,100 to 3,200 g.p.m. Their principal use is for drain-
age purposes, although the discharges are returned to the District's
system and used for irrigation.

No breakdown between maintenance and repair and operation is avail-

able; the estimated total cost (1975), including supervision and
overhead, was $1,000 per unit, or $42,000.

MERCED

The Merced I.D. operates 234 deep well turbine pumps of which 127
are for drainage and 107 are for irrigation; the latter are only
as needed in the event of gravity water shortages. In all cases
about 95% of the pumped water is utilized in the irrigation system.
Electric motor sizes are from 10 horsepower to 75 horsepower and

yields vary from about 400 g.p.m. to 3,000 g.p.m.

The M.&R. cost per unit was $298 and the operation (servicing,
oiling, etc.) $68, or a total of $366. Annual cost, including
supervision and overhead, was (1975) $85,600.

TULARE

No pumps.

LOWER TULE

No pumps.

F. Costs of District Shop Operations and Outside Repairs

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN

The District maintains a shop operation for the repair of vehicles
and equipment. Other than machine shop type work, all repairs
are done in the shop.

Cost of the shop operation is $66,000 and outside work is $10,000

(1975).

MERCED

Most of the Merced shop expense is for labor on automotive
equipment and parts for all types of equipment, including off-
highway units. Most of the labor for heavy equipment repair is

done by its operators and not necessarily charged to the shop.
As the shop employees can do most welding and machine work, only

about $7,800 of the 1975 total of $165,000 was outside work.
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TULARE

The Tulare District also maintains a shop that takes care of
practically all its equipment requirements. Its total annual
cost was $62,800. How much was outside work is not available.

LOWER TULE

Exact figures for shop operations are not available for Lower
Tule but is estimated to be a total of $72,000, including out-
side work, which is comparatively minor as to amount.

G. Maintenance of Canals with Different Type Linings

Two districts have both lined and unlined canals, but the only
types of lining is concrete. The Tulare and Lower Tules dis-
tricts have only unlined canals.



SECTION 3.2

Costs for Special Work

A. Watermaster service

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Labor $230,000 $177,500 $ 49,000 $ 59,000

Material 10,000 12,000 0 700

Equipment(1) 40,000 48,000 21,000 15,300

Supervision 34,000 29,000 10,500 12,200

Overhead 30,000 34,700 25,000 19,700

Totals $344,000 $301,200 $105,500 $106,900

Average size of parcels-acres 9 33 41 132

Total acreage irrigated 65,008 115,336 62,400 87,690

Number of ditchtenders 27 24 7 5

Cost/irrigated acre(2) $5.29 $2.61 $1.69 $1.22

(1) Principally transport
(2) Includes area double cropped



B. Maintenance of Unlined Canals - Cost/Mile.

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Labor $500 $209 $410 $345

Material 50 81 245 126

Equipment 125 335 95 338

Supervision 25 57 40 47

Overhead so 87 150 188

Totals $750 $769 $940 $1,044

Miles of canal 20 508 257 204

Capacity ranges c.f.s. 400-1,000 15-2,000 50-450 200-650

Id
4..



C. Maintenance of Lined Canals-Cost/Mile.

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Labor $300 $276

Material 75 70

Equipment 50 180

Supervision 50 55

Overhead 25 78

Totals $500 $659

Miles of canal 40 139 None None

Capacity ranges-c.f.s. 30-165 15-185

Lfl



D. Maintenance of Pipelines-Cost/Mile

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Labor $285 $349 $157

Material 140 45 80

Equipfent 120 103 66

Supervision 50 50 40

Overhead 25 71 100

Totals $620 $618 $443

Miles pipeline 290 107 35 None

Diameter ranges-inches 30-48 12-54 16-48



E. Pump Maintenance-Cost/Unit

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

M. & R. + Operation = Total

Labor $ 600 $115 $ 38 $153

Materials 125 114 3 117

Equipment 100 12 13 25

Supervision 100 23 6 29

Overhead 75 34 8 42

Totals $1,000 $298 $ 68 $366

Number of units 42 234 None None



F. Shop Operations

South San Joaquin Merced Tulare Lower Tule

Labor $36,000 $ 70,500 $27,700

Materials 26,000 71,800 17,000

Equipment 7,000 4,500 2,500

Supervis ion 4,000 7,300 12,200

Overhead 3,000 10,900 3,400 No breakdown

Totals $76,000 $165,000 $62,800 $72,000

Number of major units 42 115 46 38

00
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COMMENTS

Types of Conduits. The figures in this report verify the sug-
gestion (made in Section 1.2 of the Terms of Reference) that canal
maintenance costs are far from over with the installation of
concrete lining. At least three points are interesting in this
respect. First, consideration should be given to the effect upon
drought sensitive crops when lining repairs can take more time
than those for unlined canals. Second, where canals are small
and banks are narrow, the only method of silt removal may be
by hand labor with its attendant high costs. And third, (and
this applies to the Tulare and Lower Tule Districts) unlined
canals have been constructed as tools for ground water recharge,
so in the long term the system may be operated with the con-
junctive use of stream diverted and ground water supplies.

The annual cost of pipeline maintenance is shown to be surprising-
ly high for the four districts. In their cases either precast,
with joints and mortar bands every three feet, or monolithic
unreinforced pipe have been used - probably owing to their low
first costs. Consideration should be given to the use of cen-
trifugally spun, rubber gasket pipe in eight to twenty foot lengths
or to asbestos - cement pipe, in the design of any new system
or major replacements.

Manual and Mechanical Operations. The four California districts
have mechanized as much of their operations as possible within
their separate financial constraints; even with the ever increas-
ing first costs of machinery, its improved efficiency has and
new innovations in design have more than offset hand labor
expense. Needless to say, in some countries with which the
World Bank deals, the use of more manpower would have its ad-
vantages.

Unit M. & R. and Operation Costs. It may be noted that under
Section 3.2 A, Watermaster Service, that there is some consis-
tency in the costs to various districts and that the ones who have
the smallest average sized parcels cost the most per acre served.
It is also apparent that in the Tulare and Lower Tule cases,
those districts only deliver to larger portions of land and leave
the maintenance and operation of miles of small service laterals,
ditches (and perhaps pipelines) to individual or groups of water
users. (See "miles of canal" notes in Section 3.2 B. & C.) Any
attempt, to evaluate canal M.R. & 0. to acreage is doomed to
failure unless there is a definite fixed figure placed upon the
size parcels to be served by district facilities.

Operating Criteria if the California Districts. The objective
of each district organization is to provide water service within
two to three days of a grower's request; crop, soil and climate
conditions at different periods are governing factors when it
comes to urgency to deliveries or repairs to outages in the
conduit system. Each district has found it essential, from a
service standpoint alone, to maintain its own shops for eq uipment
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repair; dependency on regular commercial establishments, excent
for very small (one or two men operation) districts, is practical-
ly impossible because so many emergencies occur on week-ends,
nights and holidays when privately owned garages and repair shops
are shut down. An added (and quite substantial) benefit is the
savings made by quantity purchases of fuel, tires, parts, etc.
Shop labor costs are also lower where people are employed full
time rather than on necessarily higher per hour rates.

SUNMIARY OF DATA
(1975)

District

South San Lower
Joaquin Merced Tulare Tule

Irrigated Acreage 65,008 115,336 62,400 87,690

Number of Parcels 7,223 3,486 1,522 664
Average Acres/Parcel 9 33 41 132
liles of Canal (1) 350 723 292 204

Iotal Assets $13',735,000 $23,213,000 $2,250,000 $2,925,000

Date Organized 1909 1919 1889 1950

I. WATERMASTER SERVICE $344,000 $301,200 $105,500 $106,900
Cost/Acre 5.29 2.61 1.69 1.22
Cost/Parcel 47.63 86.40 69.32 60.99
Cost/Mile of Canal 882 417 411 524

iI. CANAL MAINTENANCE (2) $215,000 $529,300 $257,200 $213,OUO
Cost/Acre 3.31 4.59 4.12 2.43
Cost/Parcel 29.77 151.84 168.99 320.78
Cost/Mile of Canal 614 732 881 1,044

7iI. SHOP MAINTENANCE 576,000 $165,000 $62,800 $72,000
Cost/Acre 1.17 1.43 1.01 0.82
Cost/Parcel 10.52 47.43 41.26 108.43
Cost/Mile of Canal 217 228 215 353

(1) Includes S. San Joaquin, Merced and Tulare pipelines that
are main conduits or have replaced open canals; does not include
Merced pipelines from wells.

(2) Canal maintenance and repair costs are for conduits described
under (1), above.
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I. WATERMASTER SERVICE $344,000 $301,200 $105,500 $106,900
(54%) (30%) (25%) (27%)

II. CANAL MAINTENANCE 215,000 529,300 257,200 213,000
(34%) (53%) (60%) (55%)

III. SHOP MAINTENANCE 76,000 165,000 62,800 72,000
(12%) (17%) (15%) (18%)

V. TOTALS $635,000 $995,500 $425,500 $391,900
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

I + II + III + IV $635,000 $995,500 $425,500 $391,900
Cost/Acre 9.76 8.63 6.82 4.47

Cost/Parcel 87.91 285.57 279.57 590.21

Cost/Mile of Canal 1,814 1,377 1,457 1,921

V. IRRIGATED ACRES/
MILE OF CANAL (1) 186 160 214 430

VI. COSTS (IV)/
TOTAL ASSETS-% 4.5 4.3 18.9 13.4

The foregoing tabulation summarizes cost factors common to
all four districts; pump maintenance was eliminated, as two
districts have no such installations; unlined, lined and
major pipelines have been combined.

The reason for preparing this was to determine whether or
not thereiare any percentages or common denominators that
can be applied to various operations, with the view of using
them as estimates for operation, maintenance and repair costs
on new projects. Examination reveals no "magic" numbers but
does show some ranges of expense.

Several of the items deserve explanation and comment.

Under "Number of Parcels," South San Joaquin shows a large
number of small holdings, which is the reason for the compara-
tively high amount spent on watermaster service; each ir-

rigator requires a ditchtender's attention.

"Total Assets" are for the irrigation systems alone and do
not include the value of dams, reservoirs and power plants
owned by South San Joaquin and Merced. The low figure for
Tulare is probably the result of its system construction in
1889 and only minor additions, with higher costs, thereafter.

The "Watermaster Service" table shows the lowest cost per mile
of canal (or conduit) maintenance to be South San Joaquin.
This is the result of 83% of the system being in pipe-
line, with a lower unit cost per mile than for open channels;
as an example, there is practically no noxious weed control
problem on those reaches.
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"Canal Maintenance" figures show South San Joaquin lowest which,
again, is probably because of the large percentage of main con-
duits being-piped. The higher costs of Tulare and Lower Tule
reflect their excellent canal maintenance program, where use
is made of bank slopers and where both carry out extensive weed
control activities.

The "Shop Maintenance" costs per mile of canal is fairly consis-
tent for three districts, while those for the Lower Tule ap-
pear to be high; inaccuracy of basic data and estimates may
account for the difference indicated.

The total cost per mile for all services seems to be fairly
logical when weight is given to South San Joaquin's relatively
costly watermaster service (note the large number of irrigated
parcels).

The "Irrigated Acres/Mile of Canal" tabulation indicates about
the extent of the services provided by the districts; in each
case there are many miles of privately owned and operated water
courses.

Annual costs as percentages of total assets fail to mean much;
there is some question as to exactly what is contained in the
figures covering Tulare and Lower Tule, as contained in the
State Controller's report for 1975.
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OM&R DETAILS BASED ON
TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES

1975
(Metric Svstem)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
District Annual Nominal Total Total Gross

Expense (1) Gross Cropped Cropped Water
Area Area Less Diversions

Double
Cropped

UJS$ ha ha ha m3 x10 6

South San
Joaquin 1,133,000 28,530 27,560 26,000 394.4

Merced 2,046,000 61,760 47,440 46,130 849.1 (2)

Tulare 979,000 29,990 27,760 24,960 286.3 (3)

Lower
Tule 1,011,000 41,230 35,080 35,080 330.6 (4)

(1) See Page 6.

3 6
(2) Of gross diversions 65.8m x10 were delivered to users other than irriga-

tors.

3 6
(3) Privately owned pumps delivered an additional 74m x10 to meet crop

requirements.

(4) Privately owned pumps delivered an additional 97.5m3xl0 6 to meet crop
requirements.
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(7) (3) (9) (10) (11)
District Water OM&R OMSR/m3 OMSR/m3 Delivery

Delivered per Diverted, Delivered Efficienc-
to Hectare Pumped or to (7)

Irrigators Cropped Purchased All Users (6%)
m3x106 US$/ha US$/m3 US$/m3%

South San
Joaquin 328.0 41.10 0.0029 0.0035 83.2

Merced 533.1 43.15 0.0024 0.0038 (2) 68.0

Tulare 173.7 35.25 0.0034 0.0056 (5) 60.7 (6)

Lower
Tule 226.9 28.80 0.0031 0.0046 (35) 68.6 (6)

(5) Water purchased by Tulare cost approximately $400,000 and by Lower Tule
about $500,000; if thege figures were deducted from Annual Expense (Col.2)
the $0.0056 for OM&R/m would be reduced to $0.0033 for Tulare and
$0.0023 at Lower Tule. See Col. 13, which shows larger areas per
delivery in those districts, hence more privately owned watercourses.

(6) Some losses were used for ground water recharge.

(12) (13)
Avg. Depth Avg. Area
of Water/ Served/Delivery

Irrigated ha Gate
in ha

South San
Joaquin 1.19 14.4

Merced 1.12 11.2

Tulare .63 (.90) 25.0

Lower
Tule .65 (.93)(7 49.9

(7) Figures () include privately pumped water



RTON, MUINTANCE AND REPAI! DATA

ER_ _UFCL D.7l'- DISTRICTS

1975 DATA - METRIC SYSTEM

Ab tracted from US Bureau of Reclamato Reiort (3 Volumes)

"19 6 Accomplishments, Statistical Appendix"

Net Gras5 Crcp Ave. Da(:th c r~-~~e NRrc Ni e NEp~
Proct Irrigated Area Value per Irrt ded Water Applied Operation Spills portarion Delivery Irrigated el d to Diverted

St Eectare Per Irrigated Losses Effici- Hectare Irrigated or PutJedState (ha) (tS$/ha) Hectare (m) (3) (%) ency (%) (USS/ha) Hectare (r 3 USS/m

Columbia Basin,
Quincy Unit,
Washington 199,630 1,150 1.27 9.9 22.4 67.7 34.60 0.0027 0.0018

Yakima,
Roza,
Washington 26,800 2,187 1.13 7.6 26.9 65.5 45.60 0.0040 0.0026

Milk River,
Chinook,
Montana 13,980 223 0.38 - 68.0 32.0 14.70 0.0039 0.0012

. e Fourche,

South Dakota 21,700 306 0.36 34.2 27.1 38.7 10.15 0.0028 0.0011

Arnold.
Oregon 910 177 1.55 13.0 32.0 55.0 32.00 0.0021 0.0011

Deschutes.
North Unit
Oregon 19,040 996 0.81 7.6 29.9 62.5 23.30 0.0029 0.0018

Beise,
Arrowrock,
Idaho 53,340 867 1.24 - 39.3 60.7 27.70 0.0022 0.0014

Minidoka , Idaho
Vrayity Unit 25,120 725 1.80 - 29.4 70.6 21.50 0.0012 0.0008
Pumped Unit 29,815 860 0.94 2.1 8.6 89.1 36.60 0.0039 0.0035

Pathfinder,
"yoming-"etras 39,750 779 0.69 0.1 52.6 47.3 18.30 0.0027 0.0013

Riverton,
Midvale,
Wyoming 21,140 432 0.96 18.4 34.5 47.1 18.35 0.0019 0.0009

.c-cran,
Cambridge,
Nebraska 17,755 716 0.57 5.5 22.9 71.6 16.20 0.0028 0.0020

Bostwick,
Kansas 12,865 643 0.68 9.1 28.8 62.1 23.60 0.0035 0.0022

Uncompahgre,
Colorado 27,500 840 1.41 14.5 13.4 72.1 13.90 0.0010 0.0007

Newlands,
Nevada 26,155 552 0.78 - 42.9 57.1 37.50 0.0048 0.0027

Orland,
California 7,000 531 0.82 2.0 43.6 54.4 32.90 0.0040 0.0022

Salt River Valley
Arizona 44,980 1,925 1.22 1.2 36.1 62.7 181.90 0.0149 0.0093

Wellton-Mohawk,
Arizona 26,530 1,392 2.02 0.2 9.4 90.4 68.40 0.0034 0.0031

Lower Rio Grande,
Mercedes
Texas 26,880 867 0.31 23.5 76.5 21.90 0.0071 0.0054
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List elow DATE:February 6, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes gation Adviser, AGRDR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Report on OY&R Costs for Four Western USA Irrigation Districts

1. We have found it to be virtually impossible to find in published
literature reliable cost information on well-maintained irrigation projects:
data which can be used by Bank staff and by irrigation project managers in
developing countries as a reference base from which to judge, in some manner,
the resources needed to operate, maintain, and keep in good repair, relative
modern irrigation systems. It is recognized that most projects are unique,
and that cost parameters for one project may not be applicable to any other.
Still, we know also that,where comparability can be identified by knowledge-
able persons, selected cost parameters can be useful for many types of work
and industry comparisons.

2. With these thoughts in mind, AGR/CPS last year retained the ser-
vices of four California irrigation district managers and chief engineers
under the leadership of Kenneth McSwain of Merced, California, to prepare
a report on OM&R costs for their districts. The attached report is the
result of their efforts, which is transmitted for your review and comments.
We are especially interested in your views as to the value of having this
report reproduced in greater quantity, with the specific identity of the
districts perhaps being eliminated, for distribution to all interested
irrigation staff and to selected LDC agencies and staff who might find it
useful.

3. With Bank work being exclusively-in LDCs, one could ask why
California irrigation districts were studied at all. There were two
principal reasons:

(a) The districts are relatively well-managed, operated
and maintained; and

(b) OM&R and water distribution records are accurately
recorded in considerable detail.

Identifying an LDC irrigation project which could satisfy these two import-
ant criteria appeared to be a near-impossible task. Also, the technology
level of the districts studied is well within the capability of LDC projects.
Furthermore, the size of delivery units, perhaps surprisingly, are not out
of line with those in many LDC projects.

4. While each reader is free to analyze the data (presented in the
main report in the English system of measurement units) as they think approp-
riate, the attached summary sheet in metric units reveals many interesting
facts. Despite extremely high labor costscosts per hectare and per m3 are
quite reasonable. Other suggestions for meaningful parameters are solicited.

Attachment

FLHotes:rm
cc: Messrs. Tibor/Rodger, Finlinson, Gupta, O'Brien, Pranich, Baker, Tennent(ASP);

Laeyendecker, Plusquellec, Niaz (EMP); Stevenin, Pradithavanij, Kuffner (EAP);
Dumoulin, Martinod, Cornejo (LCP); Smith, Morton, Whitford (AEP); Meimaris,
Des Bouvrie (WAP); Collins (ACR/CPS)



CONFIDENTIAL

Selected !ration, Maintenance and Repair Dat

for Four Irrigation Districts in Western USA

1975 Data-Metric System

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 3 (10) 3(11)
DISTRICT ANNUAL NOMINAL TOTAL TOTAL GROSS WATER OM&R OM&R/m OM&R/m DELIVERY

EXPFNSE /I GROSS CROPPED CROPPED WATER DELIVERED PER DIVERTED, DELIVERED EFFICIENCY

AREA AREA LESS DIVERSIONS TO HECTARE PUMPED OR TO

DOUBLE IRRIGATORS CROPPED PURCHASED ALL USERS 100 x (7)'(6)

CROPPED

TS$ ha ha ha m3 x 6 m 3 x 106 US$/ha US$/m3 US$/m3

A 1,133,000 28,530 27,560 26,000 394.4 328.0 41.10 0.0029 0.0035 83.2

B 2,046,000 61,760 47,440 46,130 849.1 /2 533.1 43.15 0.0024 0.0038 /2 68.0

C 979,000 29,990 27,760 24,960 286.3 /3 173.7 35.25 0.0034 0.0056 /5 60.7 /6

D 1,011,000 41,230 35,080 35,080 330.6 /4 226.9 28.80 0.0031 -0.0046 /5 - 68.6 /6

/1 From Page 6 of basic report. 6
/2 Of gross divorsions, 65.8 m3 x 10 were delivered to users other than irrigators.

73 Privately-owned pumps delivered an additional 74 m
3 x106 to meet crop requirements.

74 Privately-ownen! pumps delivered an additional 97.5 m3x 106 to meet crop requirements.

/5 Water purchased by C cost approximately $400 000 and by D about $500,000; if these figures were deducted from

Annual Expensc (ColuMn 2), the $0.0056 for OM&R/m would be reduced to $0.0033 for C and $0.0023 for D. (See
Column 13, which shows larger areas per delivery in those districts; hence, more privately-owned watercourses.)

/6 Some losses were used for groundwater recharge.

(1) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)
DISTRICT AUC. DEPTH AVG. AREA TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL PERSONNEL COSTS AS % GROSS HA NO. OF AVG. AREA AVG. NO.

OF VATER/ SERVED/DELIVERY NUMBER PERSONNEL COST OF COSTS OF PERSONNEL PER DITCH- PER DITCH- DELIVERY

IRPICATED HA GATE OF PER EMPLOYEE + MATERIALS + EQUIPMENT EMPLOYEE RIDERS RIDER GATES PEP
PERSONNEL DITCH-

RIDER

ha $/employee % ha

A 1.19 14.4 58 12,450 92.2 492 27 2,420 67

B 11.2 15 10,790 85.4 457 24 4,800 172

C J3 (.r)' 25.0 29 12,795 79.3 1,034 7 7,450 143

D .65 (.9 3) 49.9 23 13,045 66.7 1,793 5 17,540 140

/7 Figures ( ) irclude privately-pumped water.
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OFFICE MEMOR/ND M
TO Mr. Ted J. Davis (Chief, RORSU) February 6, 1979

FROM Michael Cernea

SUBJECT Computerized Roster of Sociological Consultants

1. The RORSU roster of sociological consultants has proven itself
to be increasingly useful to Bank regional departments. Currently it
contains more than 150 files.

2. Per your suggestion, I have been in contact with the Consultant
Section of the Personnel Department to explore the procedure for having
the RORSU roster introduced into the computerized system for Bank con-
sultants,which is currently being developed. To facilitate the retrieval
of appropriate consultants, it would be necessary to adopt and codify acertain classification of the special skills of sociologists and anthro-
pologists, which is more detailed than Personnel Department would norrallyuse. The Consultant Section accepted our proposal and we are working nowon preparing the appropriate classification.

3. The coding of our files will be done by students employed bythe Personnel Department and paid by the hour. It would cost up to $700.The Personnel Department, however, has spent its FY79 budget for coding, but
would be willing to immediately introduce the RORSU roster into the generalBank computerized system if we could assist them by undertaking the costand by providing some supervision. I believe that we would be well advisedto accept this arrangement.

MCernea/dc
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February 5, 1979

Dr. Robert Werge
Anthropologist, Social Science Unit
The International Potato Center
Apartado 5969
Lima, Peru

Dear Dr. Werge:

I am pleased to find out from your January 10 letter that
you plan to be in Washington during the first week in April. The
third of April seems to be a good day for a seminar. Butin order
to organize this seminar,I would need more clarification about what
you could present to the Bank staff.

As I indicated during our meeting, our sociological seminars
are intended to increase staff awareness on the social/cultural variables
which bear upon farmers' agricultural strategies and upon their economic
behavior. Bank staff are interested in understanding better how the
structure of the family household affects the division of labor, the
receptivity vis-a-vis certain technological innovations, the decisions
about cropping patterns, the mix of subsistence and commercial crops which
are cultivated, etc. What could a seminar on potato growers tell the
Bank staff in order to help them understand better the constraints which
may affect potato growing in Latin American (or other) countries?

I am confident that your field studies have produced a wealth
of information and I believe that the question is what to select out of
your findings for your presentation during the seminar. Maybe the previous
paragraph will help you in writing a brief outline (two or three pages) for
your presentation. This outline would provide me with the opportunity to
make more specific comments which then could help you in finalizing your
presentation. I would like to have in advance a paper from you which I
could circulate to the seminar participants as a background document about
two weeks before the date of the seminar. If such a paper is circulated
then, your verbal presentation would focus on selected points which
can be pursued in depth.

Two more observations -- the title you suggested for the presen-
tation seemattractive ("Potatoes and People: interdisciplinary agricul-
ture and rural development research"), except for the fact that the seminar
should not deal just with the research but mainly with farmers' reactions to
the potato technologies produced by research. Second, you may wish to con-
sider whether you want to restrict yourself to potato growing or to dealing with



-2-

social/cultural aspects of growing other root crops as well. Of course,
as I mentioned to you, I would encourage as many references as possible
(positive or negative) to the Bank projects with potato components during
your verbal presentation or in your written paper.

Appropriate arrangements will be made for an honorarium to be
paid for your paper.

We are not far away from your seminar and, therefore, speedy
communication is of the essence.

I am looking forward to reading your outline and will be further
in touch with you.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Michael Cernea

MC/dc

cc: Mr. Davis, Ms. Kolan (Personnel)

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



February 5, 1979

lr. Donald J. Duck
Deputy Assistant Commissioner
Engineering and Pesearch Center
U.S. Aureau of Reclamuation
Denver Federal Center, Buildin #67

Denver
Colorado 80225

iear Mr. Duck:

Please extend my thanks to all of those in your organization who

helped make my visit to your Denver offices on January 31 - February 1,

1979, a very fruitful one. The report copies obtained will be very

useful references to our Dank irrigation staff. I especially enjoyed

the personal discussions with your staff on technical matters, about

hich there may not yet be clear, unambiguous answers. The Bureau of

Reclamation experience and research in these aspects are worth knowing.

In particular, I would like to acknowledge thehelp of essrs. Joe

Cutschall, Den Macura, Chuck liight, Len Kauffman, Ron dicks, Ben Prichard,

Ray icinger, Jack Christopher, Perb 1av, Gary liansen, Luvern Realer, Jerry

caak, Clark Euyalski, Eric Pe berton, Pred ertle and J.C. Schonbock.

Sincerely,

Frederick L. Hotes
Irrigation Adviser

Agriculture and Rural
Development Department

cc: r. J. Cutschall
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Washingt.on, D.C. 20240

FLIotes:rm

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



February 6, 1979

Mr. David A.P. Butcher
FAO Representative Bangladesh
P.O. Box 5039
Newmarket Dacca
Bangladesh

Dear David:

We just received a letter from Mr. Yriart acknowledging Mr.
Yudelman's letter to him, in which your contribution was highly appre-

ciated. It certainly seems that FAO management was also very pleased

with your cooperation with us.

Mr. Yriart also mentioned that you communicated to FAO manage-

ment your observations regarding the World Bank's progress in involving

sociologists and anthropologists in project work. I would be very
pleased to have a copy of your observations.

I presume that you are working still on the review paper, as

you indicated before departing from Washington. I am eagerly waiting
to read it. Because of my absence in December, the progress on our note

on compulsory resettlement has been slow, but now I hope we will finalize

it soon. I will keep you informed of course.

Once again, let me tell you how much I enjoyed working with
you.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Michael Cernea

MC/dc

Enclosure

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Mr. r>onald E. Brown N0P January 31. 1979

Jim Goering, AGREP

Multiclient Studies by Centro de Tecnologia Promon (CTP)

1. You may wish to include in your files the attachcd materials

by CTP on multiclient studies relating to. (1) the use of cassava as

a raw material for fuel alcohol production and (2) the treatment of

stillage from fuel alcohol distilleries.

2. 1 have written a letter of acknowledgment to Dr. Trindade

and indicated thit these materials vould be circulated to appropriate

offices in the Bank.

cc' Mr. G. Ponaldson Chief, ACRP

JGoerin ga

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Page 4

Table 2: OTHER IERD/IDA PROJECTS WITH LIVESTOCK/DAIRY COMPONENTS (continued)

LIVESTOCK (L)
AND/OR

PROJECT ID COUNTRY PROJECT NAME DAIRY (D)
COMPONENTS

SOUTH ASIA
D

8-IND-AC-17 INDIA ARD II D

8-IND-AP-04 "KEALA AGRICUlTUA DEV. D

--- - (_FY 7) - ------

EAST AFRICA

2-MAL-AD-10 MALAW. SHIRE CONSOLTDATION L

2-TAN-AD-02 TANZAITA RURAL DEVT. III L

2-CHlD-AI-06 CHlD SAHIELIAN ZONE PROJECT L+D

EUROPE AND MIDDLE EAST

5-ECT-AC-02 EGYPT SOHAG/MINUPYA AIGR. DEV, I D

5-MYC-AD-06 MOROCCO LKARIA-TISSA RAFED AGR.

5-FOR-AC-01 PORTUGAL AGRIC. CREDIT I L

5-YUG-AC-02 'YUGOSLAVIA AGRIC. CREDRE IT L + D

LATINA)l G

sRG-AC-O1 ARGENTINA ACRICULTURAL CREDIT L

6-BRA-AD-03 BRAZIL RURAL DEW. PARAIEA L

6-BRA-AD-ll INTEGRATED R/D IV - BAHIlA L + D

6-MC-AR-C MEX ICO TROPICAL AGR. DE.+

EAST ASIA

7-INS-AC-01 INDONESTA RURAL CREDIT D

7-LAO-AC-01 LAS AGR. REHAB. DEVT. L

Source: orld Bank, 1973-79.
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Table 2 : OTHER IBRD/IDA PROJECTS WITH LIVESTOCK/DAIRY COMPONENTS (continued)

LIVESTOCK (L)
AND!/OR

PROJECT ID COUNTRY PROJECT N1AE DA/R (D)

COMPONENT

- (Y--- ------ (Fy 7-7) -------

EAST AFRICA

2-KEN-AC-03 KENYA THITRD AGRTCL. CREDIT L + D

2-KEN-AD-05 " INTEGRATED AGRIC. DEVT. L + D

2-RWA-AD-05 RNAN!DA RURJL DIT (BUGESERA) D

-SUD-AD-05 SUDAN SAVAINNAHI DEV ELOP ET D

AN-A>-04 TANZANIA TABORA RURAL DEV. (R/D II) L

WEST AFRICA

3-CAM-AD-06 CAMEROON RURAL DE'vT. FUND L

3-CHD-AOD-03 CHAD RURAL PROJECTS FUND'J) L

3-MLI-AD-03 MALT SUB-AGRIC. COTTON L

EUROPE AMD MIDDLE f T

5-MYC-AC-03 MOROCCO AGRICULTUE CREDIT III L + D

5 -MYC-AI-il" DOIKK ALA IRRIGATION II L + D

5-TUN-AC-O6 TUNISIA AGRICULT URAL CREDIT II L + D

5-TUN-AI-03 .1RRTG. DEYT. I (SIDI-SALEM)

5-YUG-AN-04 YUGOSLAVIA MACEDONIA AGR./AGROIND II L + D

7IN AMERICA

6-BRA-AD-15 BRAZIL MINAS CERATS DEXVT. I L + D

6-CLM-AC-02 COLOMHBIA AGRIC. CREDIT II L + D

6-CLM--AD-04 RURAL DIEVT. I L + D

6-COS-AC-04 COSTA RICA ACR. CREDIT & RURAL DEVT. L + D

6-ECU-AC-01 ECUADOR AGRICULTURE CREDIT I L + D

6-H1AI-AD-01 HAITI RURAL DEVELOPMENT I L + D

6-MXC-AD-03 MEXICO RURAL DEVELOPMENT III L + D

EAST ASIA

7-PHL-AC-04 PHILIPPINES AGRIC. CREDIT IV L

(continued)
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Table 2: OTHER IBRD/IDA PROJECTS WITH LIVESTOCK/DAIRY COMPONENTS (continued)

LIVESTOCK (L)

PROJECT ID COUNTRY PROJECT 7NE ANDA /ORDAItRY (D)
COMPONENT

-(Y------ (

EUROPE 7 AND MIDDLE EAST

5-RMrY>iRMA AAGR. CR. SADOVA - CORABIA L + D

5-TUN-Al-01 TUNISIA IRRIG. REHABGILITATII L + D

5-T1"'AD-01 TURKEY AGRIC. RURA DEVI. L + D

5-'i -AC-01 YUGOSLAVIA AGRIC. CREDIT . L+D

LATIN AEICA

6-BOL-A-01 BOLIVIA AGRIC. CREDIT I L

6-BRAAD-1-3 BRAZIL AGR, SAO FRANCISCO POLDEM L

6-CL-AD -02 COLOMBIA LAND CCLONIZATIO ' L L

6-CLM-AI-06 "RRIGATI.ON R11A. IL

6-MXC-AD-02 MEXICO . IRRIGATED RURAL DEVT. II L

6-MXC--AI-12 t IRIGATION VII - BAJO D

6-PAR-AC-02 PARAGUAY AGRICULYURE II L

SOUTH ASIA

8--IND-A -19 NDI A DROUGHT PRONE ARIEAS I L + D

EAST APRICA

2-ETHf-AL-03 ETHIOPIA RANGELANDS DEV1T. PROJ. L + D

WEST AFIPCA

3-GAM-AD-02 GAIM IA RURAL DVT.L

3-GHIA-AD-02 GHANA RURAL DEVT. I L

EUROPE AND MIDDLE EAST

5-MYC-AI-07 MOROCCO DOUKKALA TRRIG. L + D

5-ROM-AI-03 ROMANIA RASOVA IRIG. & [GRIC. DEVT. L + D

5-TUR'-AC-01 TURKEY TCZB I L

LATINm AMRICA

6-FOL A)-01 BILTVIA RURAL DEVT. I L + D

6-1D-Al.- 03 HONDURAS AGRICULTURAL CREDIT L + D



Table 2 : OTHER IBRD/IDA PROJECTS WITH LIVESTOCK/DAIRY COMPONENTS

LIVESTOCK (L)
AND!/OR

PROJECT ID COUNTRY PROJECT AME DAIRY (D)
COMPONENT

-- (FY 74)-

PAST BORRTC 2ERS

1-ISR-AC-02 ISRAEL AGRIC. CREDIT.II L + D

,AST APRTCA

2-SUD-AD-04 SUDAN AGRIC. SOUTH REGION REIABILITATION D

WEST AFRICA

3-UPV-AD-02 UPPER VOLTA BLACK VOLTA ACR. DEVT. L

LATIN AMERICA

6-JAM-AC-02 JAMAICA ACR. CREDIT II L + D

6-NIC-AC-03 NICARAGUA AGRIC. CREDIT L
6-PER-AC--05 PERU AGRIC. - BANCO AGROPECUARIO L

EAST A'TA

7-PHL-AC-03 PHILIPPINES AGRIC. CREDIT III D

-- Y (FY 75)--- ----

EAST AFRICA

2-KEN-AD-04 KENYA GROUP FARM REHAB. CREDIT D

2-MAL-AD-07 M1ALAWI LILONGWE III - RURAL DEVELOPME?'NT D

WEST AFRICA

3-SEN-AD-03 SENEGEL SINE ISALOUM AGR. DEVT. L + D

FUROPF AND DI)PLF FM

5-IRNI--AC-03 IRAN AGR. DEVT. BANK ITI L + 

5-MYC-AI-03 MOROCCO SOU SS GROUNDWATER L+ D

(continued)



TABLE 1 : IB1D /IDA LIVESTOCK/MEAT PROJECTS (continued)

PROJECT SIGNING DATE
PROJECT-ID COUNTRY NA17(OR FY FOR AMOUNT

SOURCE APPROVAL) ($MILLIONS)
SOUTH ASIA

8-IND-AL-06 INDIA AGR. CR. DAIRY I
8-IND-AL-07 IDA 6/19/74 30.0
8-IYD-AC-23 LIVESTOCK IDA (1981) 40 0
E-IYD-AC-23 NAT, -IARY PROJECT IDA 6/8/78 150,08-AD-AC-25" SECOND NAT. DAIRY IDA (1o 100,0

PAKISTAN LIVESTOCK I IDA (1980) 100.0
8-PAK-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II IBRD 219817 10.0
8-PAK-AL-03 LIVESTOCK III IDA (198.) 20,0
8-SRI-AL-01 SRI LANKA AGRICL DAIRY, IDA (198) 30,0
8-sRI-Al-02 AR DAIR IDA 8/09/74 9.0

IDA (124) 15.0

SOURCE: W'ORLD BAK, 1978-79.



TABLE 1 :IBRD A IDA LIVESTOCK/MAT PROJECTS (continued)

DATE SIGNED
PROJECT (OR FY FOR AMOUNT

PROJECT-ID COT'TNT RY NAMIE SOURCE APPROVAL) ($MILLIONS)

LATIN AME RICA

6-URU-AL-05 URUGUAY LIVESTOCK IV IBRD 4/26/72 11.2
1ST STAGE

6-UR-AL- "t LIVESTOCK V .. IBRD 10/15/75 17.0
6-UU`-L-07 "LIVESTOCK & - IBRD (1980) 48,0

AGRIC. DEVT,
6-URU-AL-08 " LIVESTOCK IV IBRD 10/25/73 13.5

2ND STAGE
6-V 0-AL-1o VENEZUELA LIVESTOCK I IBRD 3/13/72 11.0

EAST ASIA

7-PAP-AC-02 PAPUA- AGR. CR IDA 1/04/73 5.0
N. GUINEA (LIVESTOCK)

7-INS-AL-01 IDONESIA LIVESTOCK I IDA 1/31/73 3.6
7-1O-AL-C1 KOREA LIVE STOCK )A 2/11/71 7.0
7-R,-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II IBRD 6/04/76 15.0
7-KCR-AL-3 LIVESTOCK III IBRD (1984) 20.0
7-PLAL-01 PHILIPPINES LIVESTOCK TBRD 5/25/72 7.5
7-Pl-AL-02 "ECOND LIVESTOCK IBRD 4/08/76 20.5
7-PIL-AL-03 LIVESTOCK/ . IBRD (1980) 45.0

7-TH-AL-01 TEAILAND IESTOCK DEVT IBRD 2/27/78 5.0

SOUTH ASIA

8-BTA-AL-01 BUEA LIVESTOCK I IDA 12/30/75 7.5
8-BUA-AL- 02 " LIVESTOCK II IDA (1984) 15.0
8- lD-AL-04 IDIA DAIRY-MADHYA IDA 12/08/74 16.4

8-iND-AL-05 " AIY-RAJASTHAN 1DA 12/03/74 27.7



TAZLE I IBRD/IDA LIVESTOCK/MEAT PROJECTS (continued)

SIGNING DATE
PROJECT (OR FY FOR AMOUNT

PROJECT-ID COUNTRY NAME SOURCE APPROVAL) ($MTLLIONS)

LATIN A!ERICA

6CU- 1 ECUADOR LIVESTOCK IBRD 6/19/67 4.0
6-ECU-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II IDA 1/20/70 1.5
6-ECU-AL-03 LIVESTOCK III IDA 12/10/70 10.0
6-CUA-AL-01 GUAT EMALA LIVESTOCK IBRD 2/10/71 20.0
6-GUY-AL-01 CUYANA LIVESTOCK TDA 11/27/70 2.2
6-EDS-AL-O1 HONDURAS LIVESTOCK CREDIT IDA 3/02/70 2.6
6E-HDS-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK II IDA 10/29/73 6.6

6-MXC-AL-C1 MEXICO LIVESTOCK IBRD 10/01/65 25.0
6-MDNC-AL-02 LIVESTOCK & IBRD 6/12/69 65.0

AGRIC DEVT
6-MXC- AL-03" LIVESTOCK III IBRD 6/09/71 75.0
6-MXC-AL-04 LIVESTOCK IV IBRD 6/18/73 110.0
6-MXC-AL-05 AGRIC/LIVESTOCK PBRD 3/11/76 125.0

CREDIT
6-MC-AL-06 LIVESTOCK CREDIT VI lBRD 5/16/78* 200.0
6-MXC-AL-07 AGR- LIVESTOCK IBRD (1984) 150.0

CREDIT III
6-PAN-AL-01 PANAMA LIVESTOCK IBRD 6/08/73 4.7
6-PAN-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK II IBRD 4/28/77 8.0
6-PAR-AL-01 PARAGUAY LIVESTOCK I IDA 12/26/63 3.6
6-PAR-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II IDA 4/04/66 7.5
6-FAR-AL-03 LIVESTOCK DEVT III XBRD/:DA 6/25/69 8.6
6-PAR-AL-04 LIVESTOCK IV IBRD 9/06/74 10.0
6-PAR-AL--5" LIVESTOCK & AGRIC IBRD (1979) 20.0

DEVT
6-URU-AL-01 URUGUAY LIVESTOCK IBRD 12/30/59 7.0
6-URU-AL-02 LIVESTOCK IBRD 3/30/65 12.76-URU-AL-03 LIVESTOCK III IBRD 6/30/70 6.3
6-URU-AL-04 " LIVESTOCK III IBD 6/30/71 4.0

(SUPPL.)

* Date of approval.



TABLE 1:ID/IDA LVSTOCK/MEAT PROJECTS (continued)

SIGNING DATE

PROJECT (OR F FOR AMOUNT

PROJECT-ID COUNTRY KAME SOURCE APPROVAIL) ($MlILLIONS)

EU707I 1UT)- D,-~E EA2ST

5-Y 1OOCC LIVESTOCK/ IBRD (1983) 25.0

RANE 'tMPRV,

5-POR-AT-01 PORTUGAL LTT STOCK (P AAP) RD (1982) 40.0

5-SY -L- 01 SYRIAN LIVESTOCK I IBRD 7/22/76 17.5

ARAD REP.
-TUR- AL-01 TURKEY VESTOCK I IDA 2/22/71 4.5

5-TUAl -02 LIVESTOCK 7I DA. 9/2C/72 16.0

5-TU-AL-03 "LIVESTOCK III IBRD 5/26/76 21.5

5-TUR -AL- 04 " LIVESTOCK IV IBP3 6/05/78 24.0

5-TUR-AL-C05" LIVESTOCK PRDCTION IBRD (1982) 70.0

5-YAR-AL-1 YEMEN AFJ LEV ST0CK CR IDA 11/15/76 5.0

FPUBLIC & PRCEISS
5-YAR-L-02 "LIVESTOCK II IA (1934) 15.0

LATIF AMETRICA

A-ARG-AL-01 ARGENTINE BALCARCE IDA 7/31/67 15.0

LIVE STOCK

6-BOL-AL--1 BOLIVIA BENT LIVESTOCK IDA 5/26/67 2.0

DEVT

6-BOL-AL-02 LIESTOCK I IDA 1/13/70 1.4

6-LOL-L-'3 "VS OC III IDA 6/25/71 6.8

6-BRA--AL-O1 BRAZIL LTTO1K 1ID 9/23/76 40.0

6-BRA-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II 7BRD 12/19/72 26.0

LAL-0 1 CHILE LIVESTOCK IBRD 12/18/63 19.0

6-CHL-AL-2 "LVSTK IT/FRUIT IBRD 3/17/77 25.0
&VINEYARD

CCLLUMTA LIVESTOCK IED 5/16/66 167

6-CLX-AL-02 - "LESTOCK II IBRD 12/29/69 13.3

6-DOM-AL-01 DOMINICAN LESTOC./ DAIRT. IDA 5/19/71 5.0
EPUBLIC FARMING



TABLE 1 IBRD /IDA LIVESTOCK/MEAT PROJECTS (continued)

SIGNING DATE
PROJECT (OR FY FOR A-MOUNT

PROJECT-ID COUNTRY NAME SOURCE APPROVAL) ($MILLIONS)

/EST AYRICA

3-IVC-AL-02 IVORY LIVESTOCK I IBRD (1983) 10.0
COAST

3-ML-AL-01 ML LIVESTOCK IDA 4/11/75 13.3
LI-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK II IDA (1981) 8.0

3-MTA-AL-01 IATRITANIA LIVESTOCK IDA 12/17/71 4.2
3- IG-AL-01 NIGER LIVESTOCK I IDA (1979) 8.5
3-NTR-AL-01 NIGERIA LIVESTOCK I IBRD 3/20/75 21.0
3-NR-AL-04 LIVESTOCK IV IBD (1984) 15.0
3-SEN-AL-01 SENEGAL EAST SENEGAL IDA 6/17/76 4.2

LIVESTOCK
3-UPV-AL-01 UPPER LIVESTCCK I IDA 6/18/75 9.0

VOLTA
3-TV-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK II IDA (1981) 13.0

E17OPE AND MAIDDLE EAST

5-ROK-AC-02 RUANIA PIG PROD. IBRD 7/15/77 71.0
& PROCESS

5-ROM-AL-03 CATI!E DV, 7IBD (1979) 75.0
5-ROM-AC-04 AGR. CREDIT ID (1979) 50.0

V (PIG II)
5-ROM-AC-06 " AGR. CEDUIT IERD (1979)50.0

V (POULTRY)
5-RCM-AC-08 AGR. CREDIT IBD (1981) 40.0

VII (CATTLE)
5-AEG-AL-01 APGANISTAN LIVESTOCK I IDA 5/02/73 9.0
5-AFG-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II IDA 6/28/76 15.0

-RURAL DEVT.
5-AFG-AL-3 LIVESTOCK III IDA (1981) 15.0
5-ALG-AL-01 ALGERIA LIVESTOCK ID (1983) 30.0

- -- R N (1983) 10.0
/LVESI OCK



T7ABLE I D/TDALI7,ETOCK/M1EAT PROJECTS (continued)

SIGNING DATE
PRRJECT (OR FY FOR ASOUNTPROJECT- COUNTRY NIT SOURCE APPROVAL) ($MILLIONS)

EAST AFRICA

2-SOY-AL-02 SOMALIA CENT. L RANGELANDS IDA (1979) 6.0pDEVT.
2-SOM-AL-03 i LTVESTOCK III 1DA ( 8.02-SOZ-AL-04 " LIVESTOCK IV IDA (1984) 8.0
2-SUD-AL-01 SUDAN LIVESTOCK MAVKETING IDA 6/16/78 25.0
2-SUD-AL-03 " LIV-STOCK III -DA (1984) 20.0
2-TAN-AL-01 TANZANIA BEEF RANCH DEV. DA 10/31/68 2.
2-TAN-AL-02 LIVESTOCK IT IDA 5/23/73 18.5
2-TAN-AL-03 LIVESTOCK III TDA (1980) 25.0
2-TA-AN-01 DAIRY DEVT. I IDA 8/15/75 10.02-TA-AN-02 DAIRY DEVT. II IDA (1981) 20.0
2-UAN-AL-01 UGANDA BEEIFT RANCHING IDA 10/05/63 3.02-ZAI-AL-01 ZAIRE LIVESTOCK I IDA 6/21/73 8.52-ZAI-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK II IDA 8/02/77 8.02-ZAM-AL-01 ZAMBIA LIVESTOCK IBRD 6/30/69 2.52-2AN-AL-02 " LIVESIOCK TI IBIRD (1934) 20.0

WEST AFRICA

3-CAE-AL-01 CENTRAL LIVESTOCK IDA (1979) 1.5
AFRICAN
EMPIRE

3-CAM-AL-01 CAMEROUN LIVESTOCK IBRD 4/14/74 11.63-CA-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK II IBRD/IDA (1979) 15.03-CHD-AL-01 CHAD LIVESTOCK I IDA 5/31/72 2.2
3-CHD-AL-02 " LIVESTOCK I IDA 4/14/78 11.53-CCC-AL-01 CONGO BRAZ. LIVESTOCK IDA 11/02/73 5.63-COE-AL-02 LIVESTOCK II iDA (1983) 10.03-G-a01 i GHANA LIVESTOCK DEVT. IDA 7/26/74 2.0
3-GAA-02 "LVESTK II ID/IDA (1982) 25.0
3-GUI-AL-01 GUINEA LIVESTCK IDA (191) 10.0
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WORLD BANK /N ERN AIONAL FINANCE COPORAlION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. Dosik (CPSVP) DA January 30, 1979

S. H.
FROM: S. Ieyneman (EDC)

SUBJECT: Monitoring aid Evaluation in Education
and Agriculture Pro jects

1. Attached are the tables which you have requested, tables which
compare the amount of monitoring and evaluation in the Education Sector
with that of the Agricultural Sector. Perhaps it would be worthwhile
to point out the more salient features.

2. There is, first of all, little dearth of evaluation and mon-
itoring (E & M) discussion in either Sector. But there is more,
proportionally, in Educa;ion than in Agriculture (Table 1). Over 90%
of the Project Appraisal reports between FY74 and FY7F have referred to
doing an evaluation of some kind. This does not mean that evaluation
is clearly defined; nor loes it mean that it will be effectively imple-
mented; or utilized. But it is discussed.

3. I think it fair :o say that a key, though by ro means the only
predictor of good evaluation is the commitment of sufficient resources
to do the task. This can be done through project funds in two ways.
One is to allocate some of the general project adminlstration budget to
do evaluation at some poini- in H-im during the project eyeln. A second
is to specify evaluation resources as a speci fic budget item in the
Appraisal and Loan documents, along with other budget categories for
technical assistance, civil works and the like. The frequency with which
resources are allocated for educational evaluation by the first method
may be high; but except 'or instances in which the products have been
noteworthy (e.g: Tanzanin V), it is difficult to monitor. Each case
occurs independently; and because a level of resources has not been
specified it is not always supervised or mentioned in the Project
Completion Report. These figures, then, are derived solely from the
second method of resource allocation, those instances in which evalua-
tion is isolated as a separate budget item. And these are compared with
similarly derived figures from Agriculture.

4. Here there are differences. Twenty Agriculture projects intended
to do evaluations in FY74; five (25%) separately budgeted resources for
the task. Eight Education projects intended to do evaluations in FY74;
none separatelly budgeted resources for it (Table 3). These differences
are consistent over fiscal years, and are maintained currently. Between
FY74 and FY78 46% of the Agricultural projects with evaluation intentions
separately budgeted evaluation resources; the corresponding figure for
Education projects is ll%.1

5. Another way to compare evaluation activity between sectors is to
juxtapose figures for the portion of resources a llocated to evaluation

I/ These figures do not include Project Related Training (PRT). The
number of PRT components with separately budgeted evaluat ion sub-
components is unknown.
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Mr. R. Dosik January 30, 1979

within those projects with separately budgeted evaluation components.

This is the subject of Table 4. Here there are differences between
sectors; but these differences are minor. In FY75, 1.52Z of the base
costs among education projects with separately budgeted evaluations,
went toward doing evaluations; the corresponding figure for Agriculture:
1.5%. The proportion in Agriculture is slightly higher in FY76 and
FY77; but lower in FY78. During the period between FY74-FY78, the
proportion of separately budgeted evaluation resources was 1.14% in
Agriculture and 1.04% in Education. In sum, no significant difference.1/

Summary

6. The major distinction between evaluation in the Agriculture
Sector and evaluation in the Education Sector has little to do with
the degree of intention; or with the amount of resources devoted to it,
when separately budgeted. The difference lies in the tendency of
Agriculture projects to allocate resources to evaluation as a separate
budget item at the time of Appraisal, and the tendency of Education
projects to not separately budget evaluation resources.

1/ The average amount spent/project evaluation in Agriculture was
higher (US$.5 million) than Education (US$.15 million); but this could
be anticipated given the differences in the average project size.

cc: Messrs. Aklilu Habte (EDC)
Mats Hultin (EDC)
M. Cernea (AGR)

SH:th
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WORLD BANK INt [FRATION AL FINANCE CORPOR ATIO)N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM4
TO: Mr. David Hughart (EWT) DATE January 29, 1979

FROM: Sydney A. Draper (AGR)

SUBJECT Rural Energy Work Program Proposal

I think the approach you are developing to a rural energy work

program makes good sense. Strengthening the Bank's capability in assessing

the global contribution to energy from "non-conventional" sources, indicating

more reliable energy profiles, including the non-conventional sources, for

selected countries, and, setting-up a competence in understanding rural

energy systems and likely innovations to improve these, would significantly

strengthen the ad hoc approaches presently being taken in some rural develop-

ment and forestry projects (see Mr. John Spears' list).

There would be obvious merit in maintaining the closest linkage

with the proposed FAO/SIDA program with the objective of expediting a pipe-

line of projects. In addition to this proposed program, there are likely

to be others (e.g., the USAID sponsored VITA activities and ODM sponsored

Intermediate Technology Group activities) which would generate investment

activities.

It seems to me that you have already made substantial progress in

assembling broad data on usage patterns, the state of the art with respect

to the innovations under contemplation, and some preliminary economic

analysis of these. You may now consider strengthening the team by bringing

in a practical man who has been involved in field work using "non-conventional"

energy, and I would recommend Derek Earl for this purpose. Earl has had

extensive experience in developing forest based energy systems, particularly

charcoal, blended with sustained forest management including both natural

and plantation forests. I believe his book, "Forest Energy and Economic

Development" is the outcome of his Ph.D. thesis, which he undertook as a

mature student after some 20 years of practical experience in temperate and

tropical countries. For the past two or three years, he has been working on

an FAO forest energy project in Ghana and I believe he is still with the

project.

SADraper:jh

c.c. Messrs. Thoolen, Furst



DRAFT FY80 RURAL ITROY WORK PROGRAM PROPOSAL

(Man-Weeks)

Staff Consultants

Item Program Management 43 20

1 Policy Development & Program 38 20

2 Meeting, Liaison 5 --

Field Support (number) 34-98 46-140

3 RD&D Projects (1-4) 6-24 6-24

4 Stove components (2-7) 6-21 12-42

5 Other components (2-7) 6-21 12-42

6 Sector memos (2-6) 16-32 16-32

Research 11-54 56

7 Field survey/sector review 0-43 --
(Stove studies)

8 Design principles 1 4

9 Extension techniques 1 10

10 Cooking practices & equipment 1 8
11 Urban Woodfuel Supply Options 2 10

(Technology Assessments)
12 Solar Water Heaters 1 6

13 Solar Driers 2 6

14 Windmills 1 6

15 Mini-hydro 2 6

Total ' 88-195 122-216

@ $750/wk
$92-162 thousand



ITEMS NOTES

3 (min) Assumes loan request from Indonesia for energy RD&D
(incr) Three similar projects developed from work with

forestry projects, UNDP project, Colombia, Hawaii
and Nairobi meetings, or others.

4-5 Active forestry projects with money for stove or
other components in Tanzania, Nigeria, Niger,
Mali, India, Pakistan, and Philippines.

6 Memos to include,
(a) known facts on energy supply/use patterns in
traditional sector
(b) apparent problems related to non-commercial
energy use
(c) government policies and activities
(d) recommendations

7 Liaise with and contribute to FAO-CIDA and other
efforts to improve data on traditional energy use
and implications for deforestation, soil erosion,

etc.

8 Describe flows of heat and gases through a wood-fired
cook stove and analyze implications for choice
among basic types (massive "mud" stove, pottery, and
metal-shell), shape and dimensions of the important
parts, and choice of materials.

9 Review of past and on-going attempts to diffuse
use of improved stoves and develop implications for
project design.

10 Describe in terms relevant to stove design the
cooking practices and equipment typical of low-income
groups in selected areas.

11 Summary technical and economic -analysis of major
options for supplying woodfuels to distant urban
centers. Technologies to be covered: earthen kilns,
small portable kilns, masonry kilns, retorts,
chippers, and pellet mills.

12-15 Assessments to summarize available information on
(a) technical characteristics
(b) performance experience, reliability

(c) manufacturers, manufacturing requirements
(d) costs, economic viability criteria
(e) areas/uses in which technology appears viable



TRAVEL ESTIMATES

Round trips - Weeks - Hundreds of dollars

Items Europe S. Asia E. Asia - Pac. Africa LAC Wash.

(minimal program)

1-2 2-3-37 1-2-28 --

3 2-6-72 - 2-12

4 -- -- 2-6-45 - 2-12

5 -- 1-3-32 1-6-54 - 2-12

6 --

8-15 4-2-46 2-4-56 -- -- - 15-180

Sub-total 6-5-83 4-9-116 3-12-126 2-6-45 - 21-216

(incremental)

3 -- 2-6-64 2-6-72 2-6-45 - 6-36

4 -- 2-6-64 2-6-72 6-18-135 - 10-60

5 - 1-3-32 1-3-36 3-9-68 - 5-30

6 -- - -- - - 2-6-38 2-12

7 1-4-36 1-3 0-3- 1-3-30 1-3-23 --

Sub-total 1-4-36 6-18-32 5-18-198 12-36-278 3-9-61 23-138

Minimal program $ 78,500
Incremental 74,300

Total $152,800



Ministerialdirigent Karl Osner

im 29.01.1979
BUNDESMINISTERIUM 53 BONN 12, DEN 29 . .--- ----

Karl-Marx-StraBe 4-6
FOR WIRTSCHAFTLICHE ZUSAMMENARBEIT Postfach120322 304/5

Fernruf 5351 App. ..
Durchwahl 535

Mr Leif G. Christoffersen
Assistant Director for Rural
Development and Nutrition
Agriculture and Rural Development
Department
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433/USA

Ref.: Your cable, January 20, 1979

Dear Mr Christoffersen,

thank you very much for your cable. I agree on the procedure you proposed
and will prepare as a first step meetings for Mr Thoolen with the cen-
tral agencies of the churches as well as with our ministry around March
for !. In order not to overload these meetings I would suggest to con-
entrate first of all on Brazil and Indonesia. To facilitate the dis-

cussions I will ask the central agencies of the churches to prepare some
material on both countries along the following lines;

- volume of assistance in 1977 and 1978
- structure of partnerorganisations
- target groups
- instruments and methods of assistance
- sectoral structure of assistance
- types of projects in areas of main concern.

You will get this material around on February and I would appreciate if
you could kindly provide us with similar informations in advance. To pre-
pare the time table for the meetings proposed I would be thankful if
you could let me know the travel schedule of Mr Thoolen as soon as
possible.

Sincerely yours

Karl Osner
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Mr. F.L. Hotes (AGRDR/CPS) January 29, 1979

D.C. Pickering (Assistant Director, AGR/CPS)

TERNS OF RL ERE iCE - 'Ision to Denver, Colorado

1. You will proceed to Denver, Colorado, on January 30, 1979,
for meetings on January 31 and February 1 with U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
staff, and to attend meetings on February 2 and 3 of the Executive Committee,
Irrigation and Drainage Division, American Society of Civil Engineers.

2. At the Bureau of Reclamation, your discussions should cover plan-
ning and feasibility study standards for irrigation and drainage projects,
feasibility and final design-level cost estimating procedures, and re-
liability experience; surface and subsurface drainage and deep-well design
standards, specifications, and performance; canal losses; operation and
maintenance costs; and selected aspects of programs to help assure the
safety of dams.

3. Upon your return to headquarters by February 5, 1979, you will
arrange for dissemination of pertinent technical information obtained from
the Bureau and from the ASCE 1&D Executive Committee meeting to Bank staff
concerned.

otes~rm

c: Mr. Yudelman (AGR/CPS)

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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January 2, 179

Dr. M. Purnell
Technical Officer
Land Classification
Soil Resources, Ianagecent &
Conservation Service

FAO
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
00100 - Rome
ITALY

R8f: AGL-801 LA 2/6 Mtg. 79

Dear Dr. Purnell:

Thank you for your January 15, 1979 letter and the
iformation on the forthcoming Consultation on Land E'valuation Critoria for

Specific Land Uses (Irrigation).

I will need in presenting the Blank paper the facilities of

a 353m projector and screen for showing at least one but not more than three

slides concernin; needs in land selection for irrigation. I assu me that this

equipment will be P ie available by the FA(d of fice.

Should an electronic public address system be used to

facilitate presentation of papers, I would appreciate a microphone stand

arrangement that will accommodate my height which is 195 centimeters.

As advised by the Bank telex dated January 26, 1979 to

FA0/CP, reservations have been made for the Bank delegation to stay at the

ote1 -assler.

esrs. otes, Collinis, and I are looking forward to mectin

the ay Consultation participants and exchanging views on this important

sub j oct.

Yours sincerely,

T.B. Peters

Soils Specialist

Agriculture and Rural Development
Departnent

cc: MIessrs. Pickering, Hotes, Collins

TTrfl-_.-._. -
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP DATE: January 29, 1979

FROM: Wilfred L. David, AGREP

SUBJECT: Agricultural Development, Economic Transformation and the

New International Economic Order

1. My research for the WDRII background paper as well as
current activities for the staff working paper have led me to the
conclusion that there is an important aspect of the agricultural
transformation possibilities to which the Bank does seem to have
devoted much attention. This refers to issues and prospects for the
New International Economic Order (NIEO). As you would know, at the
Sixth and Seventh Special Sessions of the UN General Assembly (1975,
1976) the Nations of the "South" called on the Nations of the "North"
for the establishment of the NIEO through the transformation of
international economic relationships. Out of those two sessions came
the "Declaration on the Establishment of a NIEO" and the "Charter on
Economic Rights and Duties of States". Both these documents, as well
as reports of subsequent conferences, contain a large body of statements
about the prospective role of the agricultural sector as well as the
role of international bodies such as the World Bank, F.A.O., UNCTAD, etc.

2. As far as I know the Bank has not taken a position on this
issue. More particularly, the implications for agricultural development
have not been studied. Since this issue is likely to dominate inter-
national discussions for some time to come, I feel that the relevent
policy aspects as well as implications for future Bank lending to the
agricultural sector should be carefully studied.

3. I would like to recommend, therefore, that consideration be
given to the preparation of a background or policy paper on this
important subject. Since the majority of our client countries are
"open dues economies", new developments in the international field
will continue to shape the context of agricultur-al lending for some
time to come.

4. To the extent that this proposal is feasible in terms of the
Division's work program, I would very much like to be involved. For
your information, I am enclosing three papers of mine covering some
more general aspects of the NIEO.

Enclosures

cc: Pasquale Scandizzo, AGREP



Files January 29, 1979

Jim Goering, AGREP

TropicalRoot Crops: The Nutritional DimensionRevisited

1. Pursuant to my letter to David Daprice of January 24 on this
topic, David dalled me this morning to indicate that he filt his con-
clusions on nutritional balance among low-income TRC eaters, as stated
in the TRC paper, are absolutely valid. He made the following additional
points:

- The comment in the TRC paper suggesting "a handful of
groundnuts per day" with cassava flour is from Latham,
an acknowledged expert in applied nutrition.

- The analysis of the N.E. Brazilian Survey (see pp. 44 of
the TRC paper) was cited in American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, Vol. 30, pp. 955-964, June 1977. Raw data for
this survey were published by the Getulio Vargas Foundation
in 1970. The above reference will be added to the TRC
paper as a footnote.

cc: Messrs. G. Donaldson
A. Berg

JGoering:mw
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WORLD PANK / INIERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ben A. Thoolen DATE: January 26, 1979

FROM: Michael Baxter

SUBJECT: Up-date on proposal for a storage-retrieval system
for features of rural development projects.

1. The memo to you of January 11, 1979 that broached the possibility

of establishing a storage-retrieval system for innovative/distinctive

features of rural development projects has been circulated within AGR and

has received a favorable response. The general feeling seems to be that

such a system would meet an existing demand and that it would be easier both

to implement and to use if it were tied to the existing RORSU data bank.

2. 1 have discussed the proposal in some detail with Mr. Deboeck of

RORSU and we agree that the system would most usefully be implemented in a

number of distinct stages. These stages would be: (i) delineate the key

features of each project and enter these with the appropriate project on

the RORSU data file; (ii) for each feature, determine keywords; (iii) create

abstracts of each feature. We believe that the results of stages (i) and (ii)

would in themselves constitute an effective search/retrieval system that

would meet the objective of isolating Bank experience in the'ppoject design

and implementation of particular, sought-after project strategies. Once the

initial system based on features and keywords has been established, a decision

-could be made whether to go ahead with stage (iii) (the creation of abstracts

for each feature).

3. A next step to further this proposal would be the preparation of

a detailed system proposal which would include staff and system cost implications,

the tentative structure of the index, trial operation of search procedures,

and examples of system output. With such a report available, a decision could

be made whether to implement a storage-retrieval system.

4. . I believe it is important at this stage of preparing a detailed

report to involve formally RORSU, particularly Mr. Deboeck, not only because

of the desirability to tie-in the proposed system, to the RORSU data bank or

1r. Deboeck's technical skill, but also because if the proposed system were

to be established it would seem to fall more within the field of RORSU than

of this Division. Consequently, I suggest that RORSU be approached to gain

support for at least the preparation of detailed system proposal and, if the

support is forthcoming, to ask Mr. Deboeck to help work on the proposal.

MBaxter:caa

cc: Messrs. Deboeck (RORSU), Kulatilaka/Abraham (AGR), Bloomfield (ADM)



Mr. S. J. Burki, Chief. Pol-icy Planning ivision, 'PS January 26.19)7

Graham nonaldson, ACEP

Tropical aoot Crops and Pural Nevelcoment

1. Attached is a markeA up copy of the above paper, revised

according to our understanding of the decision made at the OVP review

of the paper on January 17, The essence of this revision is to

irtegrate into the summary and conclusions the implications of the

p-ner for Bank oerations. This we have done in paras. 1.?9 -- 139.

)ther minor changes are indicated In red on pp. 3,5,1?12514.15 1 (

and 50 .

2. We shall proceed with plans to issue this napor as a ank

Staff Working Paper.

c c Messrs H. Yudelman, AGP
T. van der Tal, PAS

D. Pickering, AG
J. Goering, Ar EP

Joering : ga
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WOPLD BANK P TERNATIONAL r NANCE CORPO RATION

OFFICE MEMaORANDUM
TO: Distribution Below [DATE January 26, 1979

FROM: D.C. Pickering (Assistant Director, AGR/CP

SU lBJECT: Epert Cnsultation on Land Evaluntion Crif a for Spcifi

Land Uscs to je hd at be Iv eFbrug 2 Marg_2, '79

In order to coordinate the views of the Bank s representatives attending

the above (Messrs. Peters, Hotes and Collins), I suggest that we meet in

my office on Wednesday, February 21, at 10 AM (i.e. immediately following

the 9:30 AM Advisors' Meeting). The main topic will be the proposals

incorporated in FAO Soils Bulletin No. 32---"A Framework for Land

Evaluation", copies of which will be sent to you as soon as they become

available.

t

JCCollins:rm

cc: Messrs. Hotes, Peters, Collins, Donaldson, Coulter, ffrench-Mullen



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution Below DATE: January 26, 1979

FROM: Montague Yudelman, Director, AGR

SUBJECT: Interagency Meeting on Food Production

February 22 - 23 in Washington, D.C.

1. In response to the "Mexico Declaration" of the World Food Council,

the Bank has agreed to convene a meeting of selected multilateral financing

institutions and development agencies to discuss constraints on increasing

investment for food production and nutrition. Preparations for this meeting,

to be held at the Bank on February 22 and 23, 1979, are underway. Some

background to the meeting is presented below.

Background

2. The World Food Council, at its recent meeting in Mexico, proposed a

program of consultations among various groups -- developing countries,

developed countries, aid donors and the major international development agencies -

to identify the major obstacles to increased food production and to work out

specific agreements to overcome then specifically:

-- the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD has discussed

the issues in Paris;

-- the secretariat of the OPEC Special Fund will coordinate the

views of the. OPEC countries at a February meeting in Sudan;

-- The Socialist members of the World Food Council -- China, the

German Democratic Republic, Poland, Yugoslavia and Cuba -- will

have an opportunity to give their views and recommendations on

the world food problem;

-- meetings of developing countries over the next few months will

take place in four regional groupings -- Africa, East and West

Asia and Latin America -- in cooperation with the Development

Banks and United Nations Commissions for each region.

An informal coordinating session will review the reports submitted by

the sponsors of these consultations with a final report submitted to the

World Food Council's Ministeria-.meeting in fall 1979.

The Bank's Role

3. At the request of the WFC's Executive Director, Mr. Maurice Williams,

the Bank is organizing a meeting of the regional development banks, FAO, IFAD

and UNDP to address specific ways of increasing financial flows and of

eliminating constraints to increased food production and better nutrition in

developing countries. In addition to these institutions which will all be

represented, eight outside experts will be attending the meeting 
in a private

capacity. A list of all participants is attached. The WFC suggested that

the meeting focus its attention on:
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(a) increasing the flow of external assistance for food production

and nutrition;

(b) increasing the internal priority for food and nutrition within

developing countries; and

(c) increasing the number and effectiveness of projects and programs

in the areas of increasing food production and nutrition.

The meeting is expected to contribute ideas for the WFC secretariat which in

turn will collect the views expressed at the various other consultations for

their final report to the Ministerial meeting of the WFC.

4. While in Washington, the conference participants will be available for

such consultations as you might find appropriate. In particular, questions

about the regional meetings being run as part of the overall WFC exercise might

be discussed at that time. If regional staff wish to attend, nominations

should be sent to my office as quickly as possible as the size of the conference

room limits the number of observors who can be seated.

Distribution List

Messrs. Ardito-Barletta
Benjenk
Chaufournier
Hopper
Husain
Wapenhans

cc:
Messrs. Stern

Baum

Cargill
Chadenet
Chenery
Clark
Damry

Attachment

CLewis/sm



Participants at February 22-23 Meeting on
Food Production and Nutrition

(as of January 31, 1979)

United Nations Development Programme

Mr. Gordon Havord, Acting Director
Division for Program Development, Support and Evaluation

African Development Bank

Mr. G.E. Gondwe, Vice President Operations
Mr. G. Dossou, Director of Projects

Asian Development Bank

Dr. E.F. Tacke, Manager, Rural Development and Agricultural Credit Division
Agriculture and Rural Development Department

Inter-American Development Bank

Mr. Jose D. Epstein, Manager, Plans and Programs Department
Mr. Mauricio Herman, Chief, Agricultural Division, Project Analysis Dept.
Mr. Oscar 0. Fuster
Mr. Jose Kohout
Mr. James Taylor

International Fund for Agricultural Development

A.A. El Sherbini, Chief, Planning and Programming Division,
Economic and Planning Department

World Food Program

Joseph Moscarella, Economic Advisor

Food and Agriculture Organization

Mr. B.S. Mahajan, Adviser, Special Development Subjects
Development Department ,

Outside Experts

Dr. Walter P. Falcon, Stanford Food Research Institute, USA
Dr. Francis Idachaba, University of Ibadan, Nigeria
Dr. John Mellor, International Food Policy Research Institute, USA
Dr. Mubyarto, University of Cadiah Madah, Indonesia
Dr. Eric Thorbecke, Cornell University, USA
Dr. Samar Sen, India
Dr. Lucio Reca, Argentina
Dr. C. Peter Timmer, Harvard University, USA



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100-ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref. ESH UN 10/65 (c) Ext. In your answer please quote
JAN. 2 5 1979

Dear Miss Boskey,

Kindly refer to Mr. D.J. Walton's letter of 27 November 1978 (and
subsequent cable dated 29 December 1978) inviting you to attend the
meeting of the Working Group on Programme Harmonization which will now
be held at FAO Headquarters from 12 to 14 February 1979. The meeting
will take place in the German Room (0263/269) at 09.30 hrs.

I am pleased to send herewith a copy of the working paper on Rural
Development Programme Harmonization for the consideration of the meeting.

Yc9urs sincerely,

Rafael Moreno
Director

Human Resources, Institutions and

Agrarian Reform Division

Miss Shirley Boskey
Director
International Relations Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard Dosik,(CPSVP) and Task Force On DATE: January 25, 1979

Monitoring and Evaluation Members

FROM:
Michael Cernea (AGR) /Q__

SUBJECT: Monitoring & Evaluation Skills Relating to Sample Survey and

Data Collection

1. During the last meeting of our Task Force, the issue 
of the

special skills needed within the Bank for strengthening 
P &

came up. The attached notes illustrate some 
of the typical problems

we are already facing in assisting 
the borrowers for M & E and the

type of skills which are required 
from Bank staff working on M & E.

2.. In 14 & E, a basic data generation instrument is the sample

survey. Although apparently simple, a correct design of the sample

and of the questionnaire requires survey design knowledge, sciologi-

cal knowledge, and stistical knowledge. In most cases our Bank staff

have different expertise and therefore 
it is difficult for them -to

assess Whether proposals from the borrowers 
for evaluation surveys are

correct or not.

3. Theattached memos refer to an ongoing 
evaluation proposed by

the borrower. We reviewed the proposal in RCRSU and 
we found it fun-

damentally deficient on several grounds, 
basically related to sampling

biases and survey design. Subsequent to this memo, ENBNA division in

charge of this project required one 
of its su-Dervision missions to

j assess the survey experience of the proposed 
M & E entity and found

somb additional major weaknesses, threatening to introduce non-sampling

errors on top of the sampling errors. 
Therefore, the proposal was

returned to the borrower.

. I feel that the errors uncovered in this 
specific case are

more or less typical for many other 
proposals on monitoring and

evaluation studies. The significance of the attached notes goes 
beyond

the specific case within which they were written. You may wish to

derive your own conclusions about 
that and about the need to have in

the Bank the appropriate skills 
and to ensure the effectiveness 

of M&E

efforts.

Attachment

MCernea/mhm

cc: Messrs. Blaxall, Hendry, Stewart, Bamberger, Dunkerly, Kordike,

Dosik, Ruth

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Christoffersen, Pickering, Davis, Turnham



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard Frank (through Ted J. Davis) DATE: February 9, 1978

FROM: Michael Cernea (AGRh

SUBJECT: Yugoslavia - Review of Proposal for Monitoring and Evaluation System of
the First and Second Agricultural Credit Projects

1. I reviewed, per your request, the design of the system for
monitoring and evaluation of our two agricultural credit projects in
Yugoslavia as proposed by the Institute of Agricultural Economy from
Belgrade.

2. Despite certain merits, the proposal leaves much to be desired.
The research program consists basically of a sample survey for evaluat-
ing the projects' impact and of a budget required for this exercise.
The proposal doesn't contain anything which would ensure project monitor-
ing and fails to make the distinction between monitoring and evaluation.
As a matter of fact, the proposal indicates (page 10) that the Institute
has never been engaged in monitoring research so far.

3. The proposed research would not be capable to produce any
information about the activities of the field credit agents, applications
for credit, possible delays in the evaluation of these applications,
problems in credit delivery, etc. Therefore, if this exercise is indeed
expected to monitor, then substantial changes in the data collection
design should be requested.

4. The principles and definitions postulated as the rationale for
evaluation are not matched by the actual research design. The design
proposed for the sample does not appear to have a real concern for mini-
mizing sampling bias and errors. More specifically, my observations are:

4.1 First, the sample design is defficient. It seems
that the authors suggest to use three or four per-
cent of credit beneficiaries as a "special sample for
each type of investment" (page 7), i.e. for land
development, farm mechanization, vineyards, fruit
production, dairy farms, etc. However, the numbers
of credit beneficiaries vary very much (for instance,
5,000 credits for orchards and only 400 for green-
houses and 800 for pig fattening). A similar "quota"
of three or four percent sample would be, in certain
cases, too small and unreliable, while for other types
of credits it may be too large.

4.2 Second, I am puzzled by contradictory figures about the
total size of the samples: the "supplements to tech-
nical proposals" indicate that about 800 farms would
be included in the yearly sample of individual farms,
while the control group would consist of 800 holdings
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as well (see page 1). However, in the main proposal
it is stated: "we consider that, on average, about
2,500 farms per year would be included in the sampl-
ing of individual farms. The 'control' group would
consist of about 2,000 farms" (see page 7). Which
figures are going to be used?

Incidentally, there is no discussion of what is considered to be
a tolerable sampling error to justify either one of the sample sizes.
Obviously, the sampling error would be different for each subsample per
type of investment credit.

4.3 Third, I strongly doubt that "control" samples are
feasible in this context and that it would be possible
to match several samples of credit beneficiaries with
identical groups of farmers who do not receive credit.
This will enormously complicate the methodology and the
logistics of the exercise, with absolutely uncertain
results (at a substantial cost increase). I suggest
dropping the control groups.

4.4 Fourth, sampling errors will be compounded by non-
sampling errors, like memory bias, for which plenty
of room is allowed. The proposal indicated that the
survey will take place between December 20 and January
31, a period of six weeks which includes Christmas
holidays. This means that the entire evaluation will
be restricted to a one-shot survey once a year, which
can hardly yield the desired information. Such a design
would rely primarily on the (a) recollection of farmers
and on (b) their willingness to declare what they have
done with the credits, how they have used them, and
what were the results of these uses in their farm opera-
tions. To reconstruct at year-end what happened with
credit over the entire year is extremely difficult, if
at all possible. This would introduce a very large
memory bias into the survey and I do not see any safe-
guards in the proposal to prevent the results from being
misleading.

I believe that a different approach should be taken, namely one
which would enable the evaluation study to observe with continuity the
actual credit behavior of the beneficiaries. Instead of a one-shot survey,
during which each sample unit is visited for only a few hours and hastily
interrogated, I believe that more in-depth reaching procedures should be
used. For instance, an alternative pattern could enable the researchers
to visit the beneficiaries several times over the agricultural seasons at
the critical moments and thus get a good understanding of what actually is
going on in the farm and what developments are triggered by the credit, what
do the farmers purchase with it, whether there are misuses of the credit.
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Participant observation, farm budgets and other procedures could be used.
Unless information on the credit behavior of the farmers and on the
intervening variables would be collected, a real understanding of credit
impact cannot be obtained. A reduction in the sample size may be accept-
able as a trade-off for analytical depth in evaluation assessment.

4.5 Fifth, the credit impact study should be able to
grasp how the credit was absorbed into the very
structure of the small farm operations, its conse-
quences on use of labor resources, productivity, con-
sumption etc. This requires in-depth case/farm studies,
rather than only sample surveys.

4.6 Sixth, the staffing for the proposed program doesn't
seem appropriate. The three or four senior staff of
the Institute intend to be involved only for two
months over the entire year; the same fragmentation
for the additional six or more "external experts". Why
so many people for so little time each? This fragmenta-
tion may be very detrimental. Wouldn't it be preferable
to have at least two or three researchers working full
time year round on that evaluation? A sociologist might
be extremely useful as well - none is listed among the
12 senior staff proposed.

4.7 Finally, the cost of this proposal is inflated by"travel to foreign countries for consultations" for
the Senior Staff of the Institute. There are in
Yugoslavia professional statisticians who could do
an excellent job at probably lower costs, and without
junket trips.

MCernea/dc

cc: Messrs. von Pischke, Schertz, von Pogrell, Garff, Spall, Yudelman,
Turnham



ANNEX 3

Page 1

YUGOSLAVIA

SECOND AGRICULTURAL CREDIT PROJECT

(LOAN 1477-YU)

Monitoring and Evaluation Survey

1. The mission met for several hours with Professor S. Popovic, Mr. S. Milic
and Miss E., Gogic of the Agricultural Economics Institute in Belgrade. The mission
was informed that the survey design would be available in Serbo-Croatian by the
end of April and that the English translation including the field questionnaire
would be available by about 7 May. The Institute has allocated four of its high
level staff to the study, including the three named above and Miss J. Stanovic,
who heac field survey activities. The part-time services of a Mr. Dolenc, now of
Ljubljanska Banka and formerly with IBRD, have been agreed in principle, and the
Institute also expects to confer with Mr. K. Harding of ULG Consultants, Warwick,
UK, regarding survey design and implementation.

2. Broad-ranging discussions with these Institute officials concerning the
monitoring and evaluation of private sector borrowers gave the mission serious
cause for concern. While the mission made few pointed remarks, it is hoped that
its persistent questioning may be reflected in an improved survey design proposal
by the Institute. The Institute did not appear to have devoted much thought to the
problem of non-sampling errors, and also not to have taken elementary precautions
normally used by social scientists in survey work. Specifically:

a) Institute officials have no plans for pretesting the questionnaire.
Institute officials say that the questionnaire has been developed
from a standard format of more than 20 pages evolved over 15 years
in its work with agricultural agencies in Yugoslavia. Only about 15%
of the material is original. The mission's view is that the Institute
should be concerned with the integrity of the questionnaire as a
whole (question coverage and sequence, and cross checks for accuracy),
not simply with the nature of questions taken individually.

b) the Institute has no formal system for supervision and verification of
data collection. Institute officials say that agronomists working as
extension officers for kombinats, where such are available, will be
used as enumerators. Most of these enumerators would apparently be
Institute "regulars" for field surveys, on a part time basis. While
some level of supervision was reported, Prof. Popovic and his collea-
gues appeared unable to quantify frequencies, spans of control, or
percentages of sample members involved in verification by supervisors.
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The mission's view is that there should be a formal system of super-

vision of enumerators to ensure a degree of control over administraticn

of the questionnaire and over the 
reporting of replies by enumerators.

This sort of supervision would also permit timely verification of

results which appeared inconsistent, or timely efforts to collect

missing data.

c) Institute officials volunteered that the information that will be

athered will be creater than tnat recuired for rufilling its terms

of reference. The Institute says that the data collected on tne 12

page questionnaire will be the property of VB and will not be used

without VB's permission. However, VB's permission is likely to be

asked and VB may be able to charge for access to its data. The mis-

sion's view is that this aspect of research design indicates poor

preparation by the Institute, 
and is inefficient.

3. Other areas of concern explored by the mission 
included:

a) A lack of field coding of the questionnaire.

Institute officials say that it has never used field coded question-

naires which could be used directly as a basis for computer input.

Rather, questionnaires filled in by enumerators 
are used by Institute

clerks to code computer input forms, which are 
then put on tape.

Institute officials say that this step permits consistency 
cnecking

by Institute staff. The mission's view is that the transcription an--

possible adjustments involved lead 
to an additional source of non-

sampling error. The mission also questions whether 
consistency checks

are most economically and rigorously conducted by 
computer screens,

or visually by clerical staff.

b) An unrealistic timetable for system imnlementation.

Institute officials indicated that fieldwork could begin 
in July. Thi

implies that the training of enumerators in short 
seminars would take

place in June. The mission feels that at least six 
weeks would be

required for VB and Bank comments on the survey design, including the

transmission of materials to and from Washington, and review by a

foreign consultant. Assuming the English translation is available

by 7 May, the final design would be unlikely to be agreed before the

second half of June (Note: Institute's draft has not been received

so far). The recruitment of enumerators would then 
require several

weeks at the least. Arrangements would have to be made for organizir.i

training seminars for enumerators. Only with the completion of thesc

steps could fieldwork begLn, and a July 
target date seems unrealistic.

c) VB is to be responsible for data collection and sample selection.

VB is to employ the enumerators and wall be solely 
responsible for

their activities. VB will also be responsible for sample selection,

presumably through instructions to enumerators. This type of activi'
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is entirely new for VB, which does not appear to have the prof-ssional

expertise required for successful implementation. Institute expe-

rience will be available on an advisory and part time basis. The

mission is of the view that given VB's lack of experience, and a low

level of field supervision, sampling and non-sampling errors are

likely to be significant, especially in the first year. The mission

also questions how long it may take VB to develop an analytical capaci_,
efficient enough to permit timely verification of inconsistent data,

or follow up on missing data.

d) VB is to undertake data analysis.
The Institute and VB have agreed to use VB computers for data ana-

lysis, and also to use VB staff for the interpretation of statistical

results. Institute staff will be involved in these activities, but

primarily in an advisory capacity. While the mission concurs that

this approach could build within VB a very real understanding of proje:2
performance at the field level, it also feels this formula seriously

underestimates the complexity of the task of data manipulation and

interpretation. In addition, the types of computer programs comonly
used for social science purposes are quite different from those with

commercial applications, and the establishment of the required data

handling capability within VB could be a formidable task. Mr. Nikolic

of VB indicated that he would be willing to increase his staff for the

task by adding one suitably trained person. The mission does not

believe that professional analyses of farmer performance are likely

to be forthcoming from the arrangements outlined.

e) Time required for field interviews.
Institute officials did not have any precise specifications concerning

the number of sample members which would be surveyed by one enumerator.

but indicated after discussion that one enumerator per 15-20 farmers

might be realistic. The Institute also indicated that data collec-

tion would be concentrated in three or four two week periods each year,

at critical times relative to the types of information or tasks
required. The mission questions whether it is reasonable to expect

an enumerator to visit 20 farmers within three week ends and 10
evenings, working on a part time basis, if each inte:view would take

the two or three hours indicated. Institute officials pointed out

that their enumerators usually require this long for an interview

because of the broad-ranging discussions carried out as required by

social conventions relating to visits to farms by extension agents and

other interested parties, and by the depth of detail desired for

survey purposes. The mission questions the quality of information

an enumerator is able to record on his third farm visit on a Saturday

or Sunday.
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f) Farmer participation is expected to approach 100% of those selected

as sample members.
Officials of Institute and of VB indicate that a condition for receipt

of a loan under the project is the provision of information. Farmers

will not be given the chance to be dropped from the sample on a

voluntary basis. Institute and VB officials indicate that fear of

taxation is not a problem in data gathering in rural Yugoslavia because

of the structure of the tax system, and Institute staff indicate that

private farmers are pleased to have visits from enumerators who are

also extension agents of social sector kombinats. The mission is not

in a position to evaluate this situation, but Professor Popovic's

estimate that 90% of the sample will yield usable data seems high

for a survey of the complexity and five year time period envisaged,

and for the level of field supervision of enumerators envisaged, even

if only data recording and processing problems are considered. Compul-

sory participation suggests a decline in data quality if there are

any reasons for sample members to be less than completely open,which

there usually are.
g) The Institute seriously considered drawing a separate sample every year.

The Institute has now decided that it would be preferable to select

a sample from each year's tranche of borrowers, and to survey that

sample for the required period as project-supported investments are

undertaken and mature. The alternative approach of drawing a fresh

sample every year would have greatly increased data analysis require-

ments and problems of consistency.
h) Institute officials did not volunteer bases for sampling and stratifi-

cations, other than to say that randoomness would be ensured.

These aspects would appear to be basic to any research of the type
envisaged, and to be natural topics of discussion by researchers with

the long experience accumulated in the Institute.
i) The Institute intends not to use a rigorous control group methodology.

Institute officials feel that the control group requirement is too

rigorous and complex within the budgetary resources which are to be

made available. The Institute's desire to omit a control group may

be technically correct, but not necessarily for the reasons given

by the Institute. The control group would properly consist of a

sample eligible for subproject loans who did not receive loans, which

might present formidable problem of identification and continuity
over the survey period. The mission understands that this was the
basis for Mr. Cernea's reservation on control group use expressed

in his memo of 9 February to Mr. Frank reviewing draft proposals for

the monitoring and evaluation system. Rather than have a control
group which mirrors the experimental group, the Institute is consi-
dering using a control every other year, or using as the control group

data gathered by the Federal Bureau of Statistics. The mission feels
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that without a control group the "without 
project" basis for comparison

could not be incorporated in the exercise, which would narrow conside-

rably the scope and utility of the activity. However, the possibility

of using Federal Bureau of Statistics 
data shold be explored as a

means of analytical economy. The level of disaggregation of Federal

statistics should be carefully reviewed for this purpose.

4. Mission's Conclusions and Recommendations.

a) The Institute of Agricultural Economics 
appears to be of a dubious

competence to undertake the monitoring and evaluation 
exercise as con-

ceived by the Bank, but that judgement on this matter is not appro-

priate until the design, now overdue, is available and analyzed.

b) The Institute is a well established part of research 
inagricultural

economics in Yugoslavia and that its self-confident 
head commands

considerable respect within Yugoslavia; 
making it difficult for the

Bank to play a significant role in improving 
the Institute's perfor-

mance in a field in which it has been a major factor for 
more than

10 years.

c) the Bank signalled to the Institute and to Vojvodjanska Banka (VB)

that the Bank's standards were quite low when it 
responded positively

to the interest rate study undertaken in 
1976-77 by the Institute

under Loan 1129-YU. The mission feels that the level of expertise,

both professional and secretarial, brought to bear 
on that study is

indicative of the type of analysis which 
may be expected from the

Institute's activities in the Bank-supported project 
monitoring and

evaluation.

d) the philosophical basis for striving to minimize sampling and 
non-

sampling errors rests on the assumption 
that accurate information

commands a premium as a decision-making input. Where such input

requirements do not exist or are laxly 
applied, accurate information

does not command a premium or may trade at 
a discount. In such

cases, sloppy research conssitutes a consistent corollary.

5. The mission recommends that the monitoring and evaluation field survey

and data analysis design, presently under preparation 
by the Institute of Agricul-

tural Economics in Belgrade be very closely 
scrutinized by the World Bank as soon

as it becomes available, and if the design is 
found defective in any material

respects, the decision to proceed with this project element should 
be reconsidered.

Monitoring should not be undertaken if the information obtained is likely to be

of little value.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANC[ CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R.J. Goodl; AS) DATE: January 25, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (Irri CAdviser, AGRDR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Aquatic Weeds

1. For some time we have been dissatisfied with the state of
knowledge on the control of aquatic weeds in water resource and irrigation
projects, especially the dissemination of that knowledge in useable form

to project managers. Your most recent memorandum on subject matter, dated
January 18, 1979, indicates to me that we should get together to coordinate
Bank efforts and thoughts on the aquatic weed control problem.

2. Over p, three years we have reviewed several good refer-
ences and seminar ieport- on this matter and have accumulated some useful
background material. We also have talked to some knowledgeable experts.
There seems to be no overall easy solutions. Some weeds can be controlled
easily with chemicals, but the same solution elsewhere may not be economical,
permissible or effective. One of the more promising, but more complex,
approaches involves biological control by proper mixes of fish. Mr. Lucian
Sprague, Fisheries Specialist (AGR), has reviewed some of the current
literature on this. Fishery experts and aquatic biologists must work to-
gether in developing solutions for specific cases, and such solutions can
be attained only over a period of years accompanied by continuous monitoring,
research and management. A guaranteed solution apparently cannot be pres-
cribed in advance.

3. While a vast amount of literature on the subject exists, much
is repetitive and much is speculative. Project managers and their staffs

simply do not have time to screen all this literature, even that available

for one weed such as water hyacinth. Nor do they have sufficient staff,
time or funds to conduct applied research on the subject in most instances.

We have been considering the feasibility of the development and publication
of a series of aquatic weed manuals for various ecological regions of the

developing world, similar to those developed for the State of Florida (we

have a copy), and have discussed this in a preliminary way with the University

in Gainesville. Some people in AI and the National Academy of Science also,
have expressed interest in the possibility of jointly financing such an under-

taking by means of contracts with various groups of experts, under the overall

guidance of two or three individual experts and the participating agencies.

We have had no time to pursue this further than "talk", but still believe

there may be merit and high practical utility in such a manual directed to-

wards project needs, including some ideas of costs. I would like to discuss
this with you at your convenience.



Mr. Goodland 
-2- January 25, 1979

4. Regarding Bangladesh, I wonder how much money needs to bespent on an expert who can probably only tell us that mechanical harvest-
ting, with emphasis on readily available hand labor, is the solution to
the Bangladesh water hyacinth problem? The NSF report tells us that
harvesting water hyacinth for other uses is not yet very feasible in most
cases. The Bangladesh answer may well be "periodic maintenance", whichCOB does not seem to understand in any sense of the term.

FLYIotes:rm

cc: Messrs. Pranich, Tennent (ASP); Lee (PAS); Pickering, Sprague, Collins (AGR/CPs



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
0 TO:Mr. Richard Dosik, CpSVP -DATE: January 25, 1979

-FROM Ted J. Davis, AGROR

SUBJECT: Analysis of Manpower Requirements for M & E Systems in Agriculture
and Rural Development Projects

The attached table shows a projection of the manpower requirements
uecessary to strengthen monitoring and evaluation of those agriculture and
rural development projects expected to be approved in the period FY80 to FY83.

The basic assumptions in making these projections are:

(1) It is essential that a M & E component be an integral part of
-project preparation and appraisal, and that its design should not be delayed
,-ntil supervision. This would substantially reduce the delays currently
experienced in making M & E effective (see Progress Report on M & E).

(2) Since M & E is an essential management tool, preparation and
appraisal of M & E should be subjected to the same norms and standards as
-applied to other project components.

(3) Adequate preparation and appraisal of an M & E component requires
at least 5% of the average manpower time spent for these functions. Since most
AGR projects absorb about 90 manweeks for pre-appraisal and appraisal, about 4.5
-manweeks would be required for preparation, pre-appraisal and appraisal of an
X & E component.

(4) Based on past RORSU experience supervision of adeauately designed
-and appraised M & E systems absorbs roughly 10% of the average time spent for
supervision of projects. Since the average manpower time spent for supervision
of an AGR project is about 15 manweeks, supervision of M & E for AGR projects
Aould require 1.5 maneeks per project per year.

(5) Although M & E has been included in a -growing proportion of the
AGR projects approved since FY74 (in FY74 about 40% of the AGR projects included
4 & E, while in FY78 some 76% did), the large majority of M & E components in
AGR projects have either not been designed or are inadequately designed. About
55% of the AGR projects with M & E approved in FY78 neglected to specify the
staffing and other resource requirements for 1 & E. In consequence, an extra
effort will be required as part of supervision of those projects, in order to
get the M & E components better prepared and to make them operational. We
assumed that such extra effort would be undertaken only for the FY78 and FY79
projects with insufficiently designed M & Es; and that this would take only
about two manweeks per project in FY80 and one extra week of supervision in FY81.

The most recent projections from P & B of the number of AGR projects
to be approved in the period of FY80-83 were used to estimate the number of AGR
1projects with M & E. It was assumed that from FY79 to FY81 about the same pro-
portion (76%) of the AGR projects as in FY78 would include M & E; and that with
-the growing complexity and larger proportion of rural development projects this
-mould increase to 80% in FY82-83. Based on these assumptions, the total resource
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requirements for strengthening M & E in AGR projects would be for

FY80: 23.2 manyears

FY81: 23.6 manyears

FY82: 24.3 manyears

FY83: 26.3 manyears

To compute the incremental manpower needs we further assumed that
one third of needs are currently met. This is an extremely conservative
assumption considering the list of unfilled requests for assistance to RORSU,
and the fact that in West Africa Region only about 23% of the needs are
currently met (West African submission to the Task Force) . Although there is
no quantitative information on the unmet needs in other regions, it is quite
clear that M & E has been taken more seriously in some regions (e.g. West Africa)
than in others.

In consequence, if one third of the needs are met, the incremental man-
power requirements for strengthening M & E in AGR projects would be 15 mansears
in FY80, one manyear in FY31 and one maanvear in FY82 and two manyears in F33.

The attached table shows only a Bank-wide projection and does not
take into account regional differences. Furthermore, the number of manweeks
that are required for preparation, appraisal and supervision of M & E systems
are based on percentages of average manpower time spent for these activities
for all AGR projects. Since the latter vary widely it follows that the amcunt
of time required for M & E on each individual project will also vary substan-
tially. Some projects will not require M & E (we-assumed 20%-25%), others will
require monitoring with minimal evaluation, still others -- mostly experimental
and poverty-oriented rural development projects -- will require very intensive
M & E.

To account for these differences we recmmend that the 15 additional
manyears required for FY80 be allocated as follows: two new positions, for
project specific M & E in each region, and three additional positions for that
purpose in CPS/AGR. Together with the only existing position for the project
specific M & E in RORSU there would then be 4 manyears available in CPS to meet
unfulfilled requests (my memorandum of January 25) for field assistance, as well
as for continuation of other I'& E activities. This would also provide a pool
of resources upon which regions could call, especially for more intensive M & E
efforts.

As a part of its overall responsibility RORSU has devoted 77 manweeks
of professional time to 11 & E in FY78 (see Table 2). In order to achieve this
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level of work on M & E in FY79 RORSU had, however, to reduce the manpower avail-

able for other work, 1/ particularly sociology and cross fertilization. During

the current FY79 we will be able to devote only about 40 manweeks (1 manyear)

to the subject of project specific M & E systems. This is a totally inadequate

quantum of resources for assisting operating divisions 
on M & E systems. I

therefore strongly recommend that RORSU staff for project specific 
N & E be

increased from 1 to 4 positions (or 168 manweeks per year), plus one permanent

research assistant.

Table 2 shows a proposed allocation of 4 manyears of RORSU time 
in

FY80 for project specific monitoring and evaluation. The proportion of direct

field assistance for M & E to the regions would decrease from 50% to 45%. Three

additional positions in AGR/CPS would permit to increase the field assistance

from 39 to 76 manweeks or by 95%. In addition to this, these three centrally

located extra positions would permit a critical expansion of the training for

and cross fertilization of ideas on M & E. With 4 manyears RORSU could annually

allocate almost one third of its staff resources or 50 manweeks for training and

workshops. Other functions such as reporting on progress made on M & E, in house

operational support and review would proportionally 
be decreased, but remain in

actual manweeks at approximately the same level as in FY78.

In summary, RORSU's projection of the manpower requirements for

strengthening M & E of AGR projects expected to be approved in FY80 to FY83

calls for 15 additional manpower positions in FY80 and some marginal 
increments

thereafter. These additional positions for project specific M & E should be

allocated at the rate of two additional staff per region and three 
professionals

and one research assistant in AGR/CPS. This would permit us to allocate four

manyears to project specific N & E, which would be used 
for direct assistance

to the regions (to compensate for regional differences), for training of project

staff and for cross fertilization of M &. E experiences.

Attachment

TJD/cc

cc: Messrs. M. Yudelman, AGR; L. Christoffersen, AGR; D. Turnham, AGR

1/ RORSU currently has four professional staff, reduced 
from five on January 1, 1979.

The primary work of RORSU is monitoring the Bank's 
overall lending program of

agriculture and rural development and to report 
to management on the degree to

which the poverty oriented rural development policies are being 
achieved. It

also has the responsibility of policy and procedural guidance on methodologies

to achieve a deepening of Bank's program to reach larger numbers of the poverty

target group. This includes an important program in sociological assistance,

institutional guidance, and staff cross fertilization.



TABLEt PROJECTION OF THE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR
MONITORING AND EVALUATION (? AGR PROIECTS FROM FY8O-83

Manpower Requirements for X & E

Number of M & E Number of k 6 E Preappraisal/ Total
Components to be Components to be Preparation Appraisal Supervision • Total Total Resource Incrtmental

F'scal Projects with prepared or Supervised X • 1.5 man weeks X - 3 man weeks X - 1.5 man weeks Requirements Requirements Madiower
Year Act Projects M & E (further elaborated) (cumulative) 3/ per project 5/ per project I/ per project 6/ in Man weeks in Man Years for M & E Z/

14 51 20 20
75 70 38 58
76 65 35 93
77 64 56 149
78 88 67 37 2/ 216
79 82 62 1/ 372/ 278
80 97 73 1/ 73 331 109.5 219.0 644.5 4/ 973.0 23.2 +15
81 106 80 1/ 80 373 120.0 240.0 633.5 4/ 993.5 23.6 + 1
82 107 86 1/ 86 424 129.0 258.0 636.0 - 1,023.0 24.3 + I
83 115 92 [/ 92 460 138.0 276.0 690.0 1,104.0 26.3 4 2

1 Assiming that in the period FY79 to FY81, about 75% of the ACR projects will include monitoring and evaluation, and that with the growing complexity of ACR projects, especially of the rural development
protects the proportion with monitoring and evaluation will increase to 80% for FY82 and FY83.

2/ A~cut 557. of the projects with H & E approved in FY78 were not coated in the Appraisal Report and/or staffing requirements were not specified. They will require additional preparation as part of the
esptrvision effort. The sare can be assumed for FY79 projects.

I/ Aesauing that supervision of M & E would be terminated at the time of full disbursement and that the average implementation period is about 5 years.

i/ Includes the extra supervision effort on about 74 projects approved in FY78-79 which included M & E but neglected to adequately prepare or appraise that component. Two man weeks per project hae been
ass..ed for FY80 (or 148 man weeks in addition to 496.5 required for regular supervision in FY80) and one man week extra per project for FY81 (or 74 man weeks in addition to the 559.5 required for
regular supervision in FY81).

S/ The n =ber of mn weeks required for preparation, preappraisal and appraisal of M & E components is assumed to be 5% of the average number of man weeks spent for those activities on each project; thus.
5. of 90 man weeks, i.e. 4.5 man weeks to be divided between preparation and appraisal.

1/ The n=ber of man weeks required for supervision of H & E is assumed to be 10% of the average of 14 to 15 man weeks for supervision of AGR projects. This corresponds with the experience gained by
RCASU and the 'dest African recomendation.

7/ Assuming that one-third of the requirements are already covered. In the West African submission only about 23% of the requirements are currently met.



TABLE 2

RORSU MANPOWER

Actual Use and ~uture ileeds

On Project Snecific Monitorin and Evaluation

FY 78 Actual

Manweeks

Field Assisting 39 50

Guidelines & Reporting 12 16

In house OSA for 4 & E 10 13

CPS Review 5 6

Training & Workshops 12 15
Total 100

Ecual to 1 .d man/year

i*i ".= U 1D FOR FY00

Manweeks

Field Assisting 76 45

Guidelines and Internal

Reporting 25 15

In house OSA for M & E 12 7

CPS Reviews 5 3

Training and Workshops 50 30
165 100

Eaual to .0 man/year



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Montague Yudelman, AGR DATE: January 25, 1979

<'^f\,, (through Leif Christoffersen, AGR)
FROM' Ted ! J-avis, AGROR

SUBJECT: Additional Resource Requirements for FY79 and Proposed FY80
Budget for AGR. Information Retrieval System

A~. Use and Costs in the First Half of FY79

Attached is a table showing the actual use and expenditures for the
development and operation of the AGR computerized information retrieval system
in the period July to December 1978.

During the last six months, we have used the terminal 536 times, con-
sumed 337 hours of terminal connect time, and 87,656 TRUs (Tymshare Recording
Units), which, with the cost of storage of data, ammounted to approximately
$24,225. (In the period February to June '78 system development costs
totalled $15,140).

The average use in the period July to December '78 was 107 sessions,
sixty-seven hours of terminal connect time, and 17,531 TRUs per month. In
consequence, the average cost per month was $4,037 (including development and
operation of the system).

You will note from the attached table that we have made an increasing
use of the system in non-prime time i.e. after 6 p.m. and over the week-ends.
Non-prime time use of the system in August was marginal (0.9% of the TRUs);
this has gradually increased to roughly one third of all the requests now being
fulfilled in non-prime time. Since non-prime time use o f the system is charged
at half the rates of prime time use, this has substantially contributed to
keeping the costs down. (Especially since no over-time was paid to our research
assistant, and no rental charges were paid for the use of personal terminals).

It should also be noted that in the period July to September '78, we
loaded data on five fiscal years into the system and that the peak use in
October is due to the fact that we documented the entire content of system which
required a lot of terminal connect time.

A rough functional breakdown of the actual expenditures on the system
is as follows:

* Development Cost (July-December '78) $10,000

- loading of FY74-77 data $8,000
- restructuring of the data bank 2,000

* Operational Costs (July-December '78) 14,225

- production of regular reports (e.g. projects
under supervision 1,000

- special studies (e.g. on'employment,
multisectoral projects, etc.) 4,225

- ad hoc requests 9,000
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B. Additional Resource Requirements for FY79

Based on this breakdown we expect for the remainder of FY79 following
additional needs for budgetary provisions:

* Development Cost (January-June '79)

- loading of FY79 data and of new poverty
income data $ 2,500

* Operational Costs (January-June '79)

- regular reports: Monitoring of lending
operations and report on projects
under supervision 3,000

- special studies 4,500

- ad hoc requests 10,000

These estimates are based on the assumptions that (i) over the
next six months development costs will be limited to the updating of existing
fields (and thus that no new files will be created for, say, subsectoral data
banks); (ii) the demand for special studies and ad hoc requests for infor-
mation will stagnate or only marginally increase.

C. Requirements for FY78

Since in FY79 about one-third of the total costs will be spent on
development, we expect that the budgetary provisions required for operation
of the AGR information retrieval system in FY80 would be $30,000. Further
developments, such as subsectoral data banks, expansion of the supervision
data files or creation of entire new data files, would require additional
development funds, probably in the order of $5,000.

D. Recommendations for Future Cost Savings

Considering the increasing demands for information from RORSU's
computerized system, a number of options should be considered for reducing
future operating costs.

At present we are renting two teletypewriters (at a monthly charge
of $185) to access the system. Each of these teletypwriters is running at
three hundred band rate or 30 characters per second. Many ad hoc requests
and, especially the special studies, often require the typing of several pages
of output. This absorbs a lot of terminal connect time for which the total
charges in July-December '78 exceeded $2,700. If we would replace one of our
teletypewriters by a video terminal and a line printer we would not only be
able to increase the speed of sending programs to the computer, but also get
faster and better printed outputs (most line printers can produce at 165-180
lines per minute). The monthly rental charges for a video and a line printer
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would be about two to three times higher but we could save this in terms of
our terminal connect time. I will send a request to CAD to replace one of
our teletypewriters by a video terminal and a high speed line printer, to
affect these cost savings.

Another way of saving costs is to further increase the proportion
of jobs run in non-prime time. As indicated above, we are already fulfilling
one third of the information requests after 6 p.m. or over the week-ends. A
further increase of the non-prime time use of the system which would substan
tially reduce the charges for TRUs, could be realized but might require some
special leave privileges and/or compensations for costs incurred by the staff
involved.

Over a longer period of time, it would be more advantageous to buy
our own equipment than to rent it. For example, a teletypewriter or a video
terminal that would serve our needs costs about $2,000; a line printer costs
about $4,000. Thus a total capital investment of roughly $6,000, amortized
over five years, assuming zero salvage value at the end of five years, would
amount to $100 per month, to access the AGR information retrieval system.

Attachment

GDeboeck/cc



Table
ACTUAL USE AND COSTS OF THE

AGR CMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEM JULY-DECEMBER 1978

Number of Terminal Tymshare
Sessions at Connect Time Recording Units CumulatIvethe Terminal l/ in hours 2/ (TRU's) 2/ Total Cost Total

July 78 n.a. n .a. n.a. $ 2,119 $ 2,119Auegest 78 70 53.7 11,537 (0.9%) $ 3,352 $ 5,471Scpteber .78 133 51.6 (7%) 8,954 (10%) $ 4,127 S 9,593Octber 78 166 132.6 (30%) 37,650 (36%) $ 8,297 $17,895November 78 124 77.7 (30%) 25,096 (34%) $ 5,295 $23,190December 78 43 21.4 (28%) 4,419 (58%) $ 1,0>5 !$24,225 3

Total 536 337.0 87,656 $24,225
Average/M,!onth 107 67.4 17,531 $ 4,037

/ A second user's number was requested in August and became operational in September 1978. This explains
the nearly doubling of the number of sessions from September 1978 on.

2/ The proportion of non-prime time for terminal connect time and TRU's is shown between brackets. Therates for non-prime tine use, i.e., after 6:00 p.m. and on week-ends, are half those of prime time use.
3/ Since the actual expenditures for December 1978 were not yet provided to us at the time of this report,

these represent cost estimates based on our own records. Actual costs for December 1978 may be slightlydifferent, which would also affect the cumulative total for the period July to December 1978.



Mr. J. Goering, AGR January 25, 1979

A. J. Pritchard, ASPAC

Bank Support of Agricultural Research - Policy Issues and
Recommendations - by W. J. HacNally

1. I found the above paper interesting and well written. Besides
the notes I have scribbled on the manuscript, I have the following points
to raise.

(a) Reading the paper, it is not clear to me why the Bank should
become involved in agricultural research projects. There are
reasons given as to why the Bank should not become involved in
certain types of research--e.g. fundamental research--but there
is nothing on the positive side. It may be that the Bank is the
only lending institution large enough to provide sufficient funds
to support national research projects. I would feel disappointed
if this were the case, as I think that the Bank has sufficient
expertise to offer more than just money. We should be able to
help establish the infrastructure needed, the organization and
the research philosophy, and if our projects are not doing this
we should reconsider our involvement in research. How many other
lending institutions support national research projects and with
what aims?

(b) As a member of one of the projects divisions involved with
agricultural research, I am concerned about the role of ISNAR
and the effect its activities will have on the design and identi-
fication of projects, and ultimately the lending program. There
are several instances in the paper where it would appear that the
roles of the Bank and the roles of ISNAR are very similar. My
total experience is in South Asia and perhaps in other regions
the roles of ISNAR and the Bank may be more complementary than I
suspect they would be in my region.

(c) I would like to see the long term role of the international research
institutes defined more clearly. It seems strange to me that IRRI,
CIlMYT, etc. should be doing the same type of work as when they were
first established. As national research systems get more efficient,
they develop their own research capacities and their dependence on
the institutes for such things as segregating populations is reduced.
In this situation, what sort of work should be conducted at the
institutes? It seems to me that they should begin to look more
deeply into the problems and more towards fundamental research so
that they are in the position to provide the base information for
the technological step forward which will be required when the
maximum use has been made of present technology and information.

(d) One small point. The word "region" is used with different meanings
in different parts of the paper.

AJPritchard:1 h

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Mr. Richard Dosik (CPSVP) & Task Force Members January 25, 1979

Michael Cernea (AGR)

Revised Figures on Monitoring and Evaluation Components

1. Attached are the revised tables on Monitoring and Fvaluation
in Agriculture and Rural Development projects for the FY74-78 period.

2. Essentially, the revisions consist of more accurate figures
for the years 1974-1977. As a result, the generally increasing trend
appears clearer. In FY78, about 76% of the total number of ACR and
Rural Development project reports make some provisions for a Monitoring
and Evaluation component, compared with 67% in FY77 and only 547Z"t FY76.

3. Yet, the proportion of projects with separate cost estimates
for monitoring and evaluation has not increased as expected: it remains

constant at about 45%. This should probably warrant a Task Force recom-
mendation for a considerably more specific assessment of what is actually
required (in financial, staffing, and logistical term.s) for setting up
and operating the project monitoring and evaluation system. Such an
assessment should be made during project preparatimnand, particularly,
at appraisal stage. Otherwise the setting up of project M & E units is
confronted from the very first day with the lack of specified resources
and therefore considerably delayed.

Attachment

MC/dc

cc.- Messrs. Yudelman, Pickering, Christoffersen, Davis, Turnham

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



ANNEX 1

TABLE 1: MONITORING AND EVALUATION IN BANK FINANCED

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

FY74-FY78

FY74 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 Total

1. Number of Agriculture and
Rural Development Projects 51 70 65 84 88 358 *

2. Number of Agriculture and

Rural Development Projects
with a Monitoring and

Evaluation Component 20 38 35 56 67 216

3. (2) as a percentage of (1) 39% 54% 54% 67% 76% 60%

* Does not include the supplementary loans and technical assistance projects which,
by their nature, can not have M & E systems.



ANNEX 2

TABLE 2: TOTAL AND AVERAGE COSTS OF

MONITORING AND EVALUATION CONPONENTS IN

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

FY74-78 (US$ Million)

FY74 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78

1. Total Base Ccst of Projects 122.95 901.65 606.62 1,208.2 2,589.6

with Monitoring and

Evaluation Components

separately costed

1/ 2/
2. Total Cost of Monitoring and 0.85 13.12- 10.25 16.35/ 14.94

Evaluation in AGP projects
(who separately costed

Monitoring and Evaluation)

(US$ Million)

3. (2) as percentage of (1) 0.5% 1.5% 1.7% 1.4% 0.6%

4. Average Monitoring and 0.17 0.6 0.6 0.65 0.498
Evaluation Cost per Project

1/ Includes US$2.7 million for Monitoring and Evaluation of 3 projects in Nigeria.

2/ Includes US$6 million for data gathering and analysis activities in Orissa

Agriculture Development Project in India.



TABLE 3: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTIO.

OF W/E COMPONEITS IN ACGICULTURE Al'iDi RURAL

DEVELOPTIENT PROJTCTS APPPTIR) y T iY78
o fn . um ter as sE nt 1 Gost ost o Vr r, -- egional SharesAGR and Rl of Projects of (1) Separately as No. IVEProjects with E Coted Components Base Costs Coirponents Cost of %VE

()(2) (3) (US$ million)

East Africa 21 8 73% 5 1.95 123est Africa 13 9 69% .93 1.7% 1% 221 10 71% 165.ast Aisa 15 13 87 5
South Asia 23 17 7117 36.5
Latin Anerica 12 10 83% 2 2.9 15%

Tota . 88 67 76% 30 6% .53.6% 100



ANNEX 4

TABLE h: COST AND STAFFING OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION

COMPONENTS IN AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

FY71--78

FY7 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 Total

1. Number of Agriculture and 20 38 35 56 67 216

Rural Development Projects
with onitoring and
Evaluation Components

2. Number of Projects with 5 22 17 25 30 99

Separate Cost Estimates for

Monitoring and Evaluation

3. (2) as per percentage of (1) 25% 58% 49% 45% 45% 46%



O'd ~ATION DES NATAS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

JIMENTATION ET ISCULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delta Terme di Caracalla, 00100 - ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5737

Ref. *tq 24 January 1979

Dear Mr. Yudelman,

I wish to thank you for your kind letter of 12 January 1979

regarding Mr. David A. P. Butcher's cooperation with the World Bank

last November in reviewing compulsory resettlement schemes and

preparing a draft paper with guidelines and procedures for handling

such components in the future.

We were pleased to be able to make available to you Mr. Butcher's

experience from his long association with resettlement projects.

On the other hand, Mr. Butcher has also gained very interesting

experience from his collaboration with 
your colleagues and he has

communicated to us his resulting observations 
on the participation of

anthropologists and sociologists in project work.

I am glad that the temporary release of Mr. Butcher from his

position in Dacca has been of mutual benefit to the Bank and FAO.

With best personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

Juan Felipe Yriart

Assistant Director-General
Development Department

Mr. Montague Yudelman
Director
Agriculture and Rural Development Dept.

The World Bank
1818 H. Street, Ii.W.
WASHImGTOt, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

I



January 24, 1979

Dr. David Dapice
Department of Economics
Tufts University
Medford, Mass. 02155

Dear David

The paper on tropical root crops Is making its tortuous way
through Ban clearance procedures and seems likely to emerge as a
Staff Working Paper in the next few weeks. It was reviewed last
week by the Operational V Ps and generally well receIved, A decision
has been made to send the full paner to Mr. McNamara and the Bank
Board for their information.

A few days ago Alan Ber, received the attached letter from
Dick Heyward at T iF which is probably indicative of th concern
which nutritionists tend to have about some of the nutritional
dimensions of the paper. I would appreciate your views as to
Heyward's points in his paragraphs 4 and 5 and also "ant to know if
you feel any of the language in the present version of the paper
(enclosed) should be qualified or altered. In any case, we should
provide in the paper the complete reference to the Brazilian survey
and I hope you could send that to me.

Time, as usualis short on this. Perhaps you could call me
with specific suggestions on these ratters.

Thanks again for your help on the background work. T believe
all concerned can take considerable satisfaction in the final product.

Sincerely,

T. James Goering

cc: Mr. G. Donaldson

TJC:ga
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Mr. Richard Dosik (CPSVP) January 24, 1979

Ted J. Davis (AGR)

RORSU Monitorip and Evaluation Activities

1. RORSU's support activities for project specific monitoring and
evaluation systems have developed along the following lines:

(a) Field Missions Undertaken byRORSU Staff at the Request
ofperat ing Divisions

Due to staff time constraints, RORSU assisted operat-
ing divisions on a selected basis, going out on prepara-
tion and appraisal missions especially for projects with
more innovative approaches for complex projects and for
projects where the design of a monitoring and evaluation
system could serve more or less as a standard model for
other projects as well. For instance, assistance was pro-
vided for the design of M & E systems in several rural dev-
elopment and nutrition projects in Brazil. In South Asia,
RORSU assistance for designing a M & E system for agri-
cultural extension projects has had a multiplier effect,
the proposed system being introduced in seven projects in
India and in similar projects in Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Philippines and other countries.

However, attending field missions is a very costly
manpower support, given both the time needed in the field
and the time for report writing. Annex 1 lists all projects
for which RORSU staff participated in field missions.

(b) Written Reviews on Monitoring_ and Evaluation Components or
Proposals

All yellow cover reports being reviewed by RORSU are
examined, inter alia, in terms of their monitoring and evalua-
tion systems, and written suggestions are given to the regions.
Quite often, RORSU receives full scale proposals for monitor-
ing and eviluation systems submitted by the borrowers to the
regional divisions for Bank approval. Written comments are
given on these too. Annex 2 lists all projects in Fiscal
Years 1977-1978 for which written comments were given.

(c) Desk Assistance for Setting Up M & E Systems

There is a continuous dialogue between regional staff
and RORSU on an ad-hoc basis, when regional staff requests
advice about how to set up project specific M & E systems.
These requests are handled through informal discussions,
meetings, etc. without written documents. They are continuous
and very numerous, but we do not log them.
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(d) Training and Crossfertilization

Another form of RORSU support for M & E are the training
Workshops on monitoring and evaluation for Bank staff. Such
two-day workshops have been organized three times during the
past calendar year. However, the in-house training needs are
far greater. RORSU has the competence and experience to
perform this training function on a larger and more intensive
scale, but the constraints on RORSU staff time prevents us
from organizing these workshops more often.

RORSU staff has also initiated a series of Regional
Qnternational) Workshops on monitoring and evaluation. These
aim primarily at intensive interchanges of experiences on the
issues, and approaches used for M & E between project managers
and evaluation officers of Bank supported rural development
projects. The first workshop in this series will take place
in Nairobi in April 1979, to which some 40 project managers
and M & E offisers from 15 projects in East Africa have been
invited. Similar workshops are contemplated for East Asia,
West Africa and LAC.

2. The amount of support requested by regional agricultural divisions
from RORSU in the last two fiscal years has far exceeded RORSU's staff capa-
bilities, although considerable overtime office work was performed by RORSU
staff. The amount of unfulfilled requests is an indicator of perceived needs
in the region as well as of the need to increase RORSU's staff capabilities.
The list of projects for which requests for field missions could not be ful-
filled is given in Annex 3.

3. R_) SUtaff _Needs for Monitoring and Evaluation: We are preparing
a separate document which w&ll be sent to you on Friday, January 26, on the
staff requirements in respect to M & E systems in Agric. and Rural Development
operations. This will focus on the needed support for strengthening monitor-
ing and ongoing evaluation systems in agricultural and rural development pro-
jects. This support would take the form of research into optimum types of
M & E systems, direct assistance,and guidance to, the M & E efforts in the
regional departments, development of guidelines and manuals on M & E, and for
improving the quality and intensity of the in-house training function.

Attachments

MC/TD/GD/de
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ANNEX 1

.FIELD MISSION ASSISTANCE FOR M & E PROVIDED BY RORSU

in FY 1977-78

India - Madhya Pradesh Agric. Extension Oct. 1977
India - West Bengal Agric. Extension Oct. 1977
India - Orissa Agricultural Development Oct. 1977
Brazil - Rio Grande de Norte Oct. 1976
Brazil Paraiba Rural Development Project Oct. 1977
Brazil Nutrition Project Oct. 1976
Brazil Nutrition Project May 1977
Brazil Nutrition Project Jan. 1978
Kenya Integrated Agric. Development Project July 1976
Kenya IADP Jan. 1977
Kenya IADP Mar. Apr. 1978
Mexico PIDER I Dec. 1977
Mexico PIDER II Dec. 1977
Mexico PIDER I May 1978
Mexico PIDER II May 1978
Tanzania Mwanza Shinyanga Rural Development Project July-Aug.1977
Mauritius Rural Development Project Sept. 1976
Brazil Minas Gerais Rural Development Oct. 1977
Philippines Rural Development II Aug. 1977
Nigeria Funtua Rural Development May 1978
Nigeria Gusau Rural Development Project May 1978
Nigeria Gombe Rural Development Project May 1978
Yemen Rural Development Project FY77
Indonesia Transmigration Aug. 1976



ANNEX 2

LIST OF PROJECTS IN WHICH COMMENTS WERE MADE ON M & E
PROVISIONS DURING REVIEW OF STAFF APPRAISAL REPORTS

FY77 - FY78

Fiscal Year 1977

1. Costa Rica: Agricultural Credit III

2. Bangladesh: Shallow Tubewells I

3. Thailand: National Agricultural Extension

4. Bangladesh: Jute

5. Afghanistan: Third Agricultural Credit

6. Philippines: First Livestock Project

7. Philippines: National Irrigation Systems Improvement I

8. Sudan: Savannah Development

9. Upper Volta: West Volta Development Project

10. Morocco: Doukkala II Irrigation

11. Greece Evros Rural Development Project

12. India: Bihar Agricultural Extension and Research Project

13. India Assam Agricultural Extension and Research Project

Fiscal Year 1978

1. Malawi - National Rural Development Program

2. Nepal - Narayani Zone Irrigation Development Stage II

3. Ivory Coast - Saph Rubber

4. Brazil - Bahia Rural Development

5. Egypt - Agriculture Development

6. Indonesia - Nucleus Estates and Smallholders II
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7. Honduras - Guayape Regional Development

8. Yemen Arab Republic - Tihama Development Project II

9. Nepal: Sunsari-Marong Irrigation & Drainage Development

10. Sri Lanka: Tree Crop Diversification Project I

11. Malaysia: Smallholder Coconut Development Project

12. Thailand: Northeast Irrigation Project II

13. Philippines: Rural Infrastructure

14. Mexico: Tropical Agriculture Development

15. Lesotho: Basic Agricultural Services Program

16. India: Karnataka Irrigation

17. Brazil: Paraiba Rural Development

18. Philippines: National Irrigation Systems Improvement II

19. Cameroon: Western Highlands Rural Development

20. Nicaragua: Second Agricultural Credit

21. Philippines: Smallholder Treefarming & Forestry

22. Niger: Irrigation Project

23. Sri Lanka - Kurunegalo Rural Development

24. Turkey - Livestock IV

25. Afghanistan - Khanabad II Irrigation

26. India Composite National Extension Project

27. Pakistan Punjab Extension and Agricultural Development Project

28. Philippines: National Extension Project

29. Yugoslavia: First and Second Agricultural Credit Project



ANNEX 3

UNFULFILLED REQUESTS FOR RORSU FIELD ASSISTANCE

Field

Cyprus - Rural Development (Appraisal)

Equador - Rural Development (Preparation)

India - ARDC 1 (Supervision)

ARDC 2 (Supervision)

Nigeria Rice Development I (Supervision)

Sierre Leone Integrated Agricultural Development III (Appraisal)

Upper Volta Livestock I (Supervision)

Morrocco - Meknes Rural Development Project (Supervision)

India - Cotton Development (Supervision)

Senegal - Eastern Senegal Livestock (Supervision)

Mali Livestock Development Project (Supervision)

Colombia - Rural Development (Supervision)

Costa Rica - Agricultural Credit & Rural Development (Supervision)

Somali - Northwestern Agriculture (Appraisal)

Togo Maritime Rural Development (Appraisal)

Ghana - North Ghana Rural Development (Supervision)

Egypt Drainage II (Supervision)

Turkey - Corun Cankiri (Supervision)

Bolivia - Rural Development I (Supervision)

Thailand - Rural Development N.E. (Design)

Bangladesh Rural Development I (Appraisal)

Kenya - Bura Irrigation (Supervision)

Rwanda Rural Development (Supervision)
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Zaire Cotton Rehabilitation (Appraisal)

Greece - Evros (Appraisal)

Yugoslavia - Agric. Credit II (Supervision)

Haiti Rural Development I (Preparation/Appraisal)

Jamaica Rural Development I (Appraisal)

Paraguay Rural Development II (Appraisal)

Malaysia UNDP Agric. Training Programme (Preparation)

PPNG Agric. Development IV (Appraisal)

Malawi - Shire Consolidation (Appraisal)

Togo Rural Development Cotton Area (Appraisal)

YAR - Tihama II (Appraisal)

Bangladesh - Jute Development (Appraisal)

Pakistan Hill Farming Technical Development (Supervision)



tr. , ltoa .P C.uuary 24, 1 7

Ted J. Davis,

Information Presented b Mr. aK ivant to all Agriculture Staff,
ecrnerJ. 127'

As -cuse o th t eM , .r. lopan di not arc.nre a
vritt i;-cech, "e lid, 1over, ,! cous !;L > a % ast en iw: pro-ran
for :.ricultur an-d rural devel t as e a th expctati or the
next five years.

I attach copies of infora tion prepared y RORU a n in put to
Ir. Meman's rearcs. .e attacu~et relatiny to futur 1ending ca

fro i 's Table 4 a so m~ary of .I Is also attache.

Attac. nts
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PAGE 1

PROJECTED WORLD BANK LLNDING
FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

FOR THE PERIOD FY79-03 (AhO1UNTS IN US$ IILLIONS)

TOTAL
FISCAL NUMBER OF LENDING
YEAR PROJECTS BANK IDA US$M

79 82 1,522.6 1,097.6 2,620.2
80 97 1,920.0 1,738.7 3,658.7
81 106 2y491.0 1626.0 4,117.0
82 107 3,061.0 1,670.0 4,731.0
83 115 3,054.0 1,552.0 4,606.0

TOTAL 507 12,048.6 7,684.3 19,732.9
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY OF ALL REGIONS BY ORGANIZATION AND FISCAL YEARS

FY 1379 FY 1980 FY 1901 FY 1932 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

FY- -9- 9 -...-- --------- --- ---- ------------

--- IC-- NO. A--UNT NO. A--OUNT NO. AMONT NO. AM3UNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMCUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

EASTER:. AFPICA
9 295.0 11 178.0 14 304.0 13 349.0 14 359.0 16 415.0 12 188.9 31 536.1 69 1244.4 61 1485.0 60 1605.0

C 28 419.7 27 516. 26 438.0 28 566.0 29 601.0 29 618.0 28 162.7 62 534.1 101 1393.6 138' 2541.2 137 2698.5

TOTAL 37 714.7 38 694.5 40 742.0 41 915.0 43 960.0 45 1033.0 40 351.6 93 1070.2 170 2638.0 199 4026.2 205 4303.5

WESTEl AFRICA
I E 12 3F7.9 15 482.0 20 653.0 20 620.0 26 810.0 25 900.0 14 214.4 39 589.2 74 1318.7 93 2922.9 106 3465.0

IDA 2 20.5 23 342.5 22 272.0 25 290.0 24 300.0 25 302.0 8 83.4 60 298.3 78 738.9 117 1451.0 117 1496.5

35 5G8.4 38 824.5 42 931.0 45 910.0 50 1110.0 50 1202.0 22 297.8 99 887.5 152 2057.6 210 4373.9 223 4931.5

EuR3PE.!!D EAST & 14 AFR

I EUE 0 33 ET A02.0 44 1926.0 47 2286.0 45 2255.0 45 2348.0 46 2730.0 28 498.8 81 2007.2 161 6774.4 220 10717.0 226 11466.0

IDA 12 25 .9 9 285.1 10 222.0 i 237.0 12 221.0 13 237.0 10 105.5 30 381.5 49 697.0 54 1212.0 55 1202.1

TOTAL 51 2148.9 53 2211.1 57 2503.0 56 2492.0 57 2569.0 59 29G7.0 38 604.3 111 2388.7 210 7471.4 274 11929.0 281 12C68.1

LAT. A*:ER. £CAR;B5EAN
ILAT. 48 234.1 49 2670.0 52 2912.0 55 3103.0 58 3742.0 62 3939.0 73 1503.3 121 3415.4 187 7384.0 2f 14776.1 274 16246.0

IDA 2 33.0 3 46.0 4 40.0 2 54.0 2 45.0 1 30.0 6 48.7 16 116.5 18 205.9 13 218.0 12 215.0

TOTAL 50 2382.1 52 2716.0 56 2952.0 57 3157.0 60 3787.0 63 3969.0 79 1552.0 137 3531.9 205 7589.9 276 14994.1 286 16461.0

EAST tSIA £PACIFIC
IEAS AS P 31 1738.6 33 183G.0 35 2143.0 40 2394.0 39 2650.0 41 2923.0 33 543.1 59 1271.6 144 6072.8 178 10731.6 188 119i8.0

:)A 9 307.0 10 376.0 9 300.0 6 230.0 9 230.0 7 240.0 1 11.0 43 636.5 15 267.2 43 1443.0 41 1376.0

TZTAL 40 2045.6 43 2212.0 44 2443.0 46 2624.0 48 2880.0 48 3165.0 34 554.1 102 1908.1 159 6340.0 221 12204.6 229 13324.0

SOUTHl ASIA
ISU 1 250.0 2 50.0 4 470.0 5 510.0 5 520.0 5 550.0 13 355.0 16 432.6 22 1365.0 17 2100.0 21 2430.0

IDA. 35 1645.2 36 1958.0 35 1860.0 39 1930.0 42 2000.0 45 2140.0 28 925.3 52 1964.7 115 4644.8 187 9393.2 196 9808.0

TOTAL 36 1895.2 38 2308.0 39 2330.0 44 2440.0 47 2520.0 50 2690.0 41 1280.3 78 2397.3 137 6009.8 204 11493.2 217 12208.0

GRAN43 TOTALS
IRD 140 6892.6 154 7442.0 172 8768.0 178 9231.0 187 10429.0 195 11459.0 173 3303.5 347 8252.1 657 24159.3 831 42762.8 883 47130.0

IDA 109 2892.3 108 3524.1 106 3138.0 111 3307.0 118 3397.0 120 3567.0 81 1336.6 273 3931.6 376 7947.4 552 16258.4 558 16796.1

TOTAL 249 9784.9 262 10966.1 278 11906.0 289 12538.0 305 13826.0 315 15026.0 254 4640.1 620 12183.7 1033 32106.7 1383 59021.0 1441 63926.1
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EASTERN AFRICATOA 08
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

-- FY 1979-- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - --- --------- ------ ----- -------- ----

COUNTRY NO. AMOUNT No. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

C- UNT- N-. A-- --- NT- N- ---. -A- --- ---- --- -- ----- ----------------- --- -- --- --- ---- -

BOT S WAN'A
TAD 2 13. 2 17.0 1 10.0 2 17.0 2 15.0 1 32.0 7 60.3 7 57.0 9 72.0

IDA 
1 3.6 4 9.2 1 3.0

TIA 2 13.0 2 17.0 1 10.0 2 17.0 2 15.0 1 3.6 5 41.2 8 63.3 7 57.0 9 72.0

BURUNDI

IDA 2.5 3 33.0 2 15.0 2 18.0 2 17.0 2 20.0 1 1.1 2 2.2 7 45.1 10 85.5 11 103.0

TOTAL 1 2.5 3 33.0 2 15.0 2 18.0 2 17.0 2 20.0 1 1.1 2 2.2 7 45.1 10 85.5 11 103.0

COMOROS
IED 5

IDA 1 5.0 1 5.0 1 5.0 3 15.0 2 10.0

TOTAL 1 5.0 1 5.0 1 5.0 3 15.0 2 10.0

EAST AFRICA COMMUNITY 2 51.0 6 154.8 1 15.0

IDA 2 51.0 6 154.8 1 15.0
TOTAL

ETHIOPIA 3 41.8 3 38.4

ID; 1 40.0 4 126.0 2 100.0 2 85.0 4 127.0 4 130.0 1 14.9 11 107.8 11 231.9 13 478.0 16 565.0

TOTAL 1 40.0 4 126.0 2 100.0 2 85.0 4 127.0 4 130.0 4 56.7 14 146.2 11 231.9 13 478.0 16 568.0

ENYAID 5 211.0 2 56.0 4 155.0 4 165.0 4 180.0 5 200.0 5 86.4 21 407.9 19 767.0 19 756.0

D 13.0 3 69.0 I 20.0 1 80.0 1 40.0 1 50.0 8 39.0 5 50.3 4 157.0 7 222.0 7 259.0

.OTAL 6 224.0 5 125.0 5 175.0 5 245.0 5 220.0 6 250.0 8 39.0 10 136.7 25 564.9 26 989.0 26 1015.0

LESOTBD
D 1046 42.0 6 43.0

IDA ~ 1 9.0 1 6.0 1 4.0 1 8.0 2 15.0 1 10.0 1 4.1 1 5.6 5 25.5 6 420 6 3.

TC TAL 1 9.0 1 6.0 1 4.0 1 8.0 2 15.0 1 10.0 1 4.1 1 5.6 5 25.5 6 42.0 6 43.0

UAOAG4S,. AR4. 6. 2 300 3 50

A cAR 1 15.0 1 15.0 1 15.0 1 4.8 3 21.3 I 6.8 2 30.0 3 45.0

14 56.0 2 9.0 2 33.0 3 36.0 2 41.0 2 30.0 1 10.0 3 49.4 5 98.8 13 175.0 11 149.0

,OTAL 4 56.0 2 9.0 2 33,0 4 51.0 3 56.0 3 45.0 2 14.8 6 70.7 6 105.6 15 205.0 14 194.0

MALAWI
IA D 1 3.0 2 39.0 1 40.0 1 20.0 2 26.2 4 82.0 4 99.0

1DA 2 40.0 1 19.0 1 36.0 2 38.0 1 15.0 2 38.0 5 28.0 4 29.7 8 75.8 7 148.0 7 146.0

TOTAL 3 43.0 1 19.0 3 75.0 2 38.0 2 55.0 3 58.0 5 28.0 4 29.7 10 102.0 11 230.0 11 245.0

HAUR IT IUS
Iio 1 8.0 2 20.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 1 7.0 8 67.3 6 58.0 8 78.0

IDA 
3 12.7 1 7.5

TOTAL 1 8.0 2 20.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 1 7.0 3 12.7 9 74.8 6 58.0 a 78.0

RWANDA

ID 13.7 1 8.0 2 25.0 2 27.0 2 27.0 2 25.0 2 12.3 8 62.4 9 100.7 9 112.0

AL13.7 1 8.0 2 25.0 2 27.0 2 27.0 2 25.0 2 12.3 8 62.4 9 100.7 9 112.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EASTERN AFRICA
FY 1979 FY 1980 F 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

COUNTRY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOU-T NO AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NSOMA -- -- - - - --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- -- -- -UNT- -- NO AM UN NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNTSOMALA- 
-- - ------- ---- - -- - ---- - ----IBRD

IDA 3 24.0 2 13.0 2 16.0 4 31.0 2 18.0 2 15.0 2 8.5 4 26.5 10 70.2 13 102.0 12 93.0DTOTAL 3 24.0 2 13.0 2 16.0 4 31.0 2 18.0 2 5.0 2 8.5 4 26.5 10 70.2 -3 102.0 12 93.0ID 80 
2 55.0 1 5.0 2 32.0IDA 3 65.0 4 70.0 4 70.0 3 55.0 4 105.0 4 100.0 1 8.5 3 60.3 13 214.7 .8 365.0 18 390.0

TOTAL 3 65.0 4 70.0 4 70.0 3 55.0 4 105.0 4 100.0 3 63.5 4 65.3 15 246.7 8 365.0 18 390.0
.SWAZ ILAN.D

ID D 1 11.0 1 8.0 1 8.0 1 9.0 1 12.0 1 15.0 1 2.8 5 23.5 5 48.0 5 52.0
IDA 

5.
TOTAL 1 11.0 1 8.0 1 8.0 1 9.0 1 12.0 1 15.0 1 2.8 6 28.5 5 48.0 5 52.0

TANZANI A
1D 30.0 4 73.0 1 15.0 2 80.0 2 45.0 2 55.0 1 5.2 2 37.0 12 210.0 10 243.0 11 268.0
IDA 4 84.5 1 71.5 4 61.0 4 97.0 4 105.0 4 105.0 4 26.6 9 80.2 18 245.9 17 419.0 17 439.5
TOTAL 5 114.5 5 144.5 5 76.0 6 177.0 6 150.0 6 160.0 5 31.8 11 117.2 30 455.9 27 662.0 28 707.5

UGA14DA

IDA
TOTAL 3 18.4 4 25.9ZAIRE 3 18.4 4 25.9
18D 

1 00.0IDA 3 56.0 4 76.0 3 43.0 3 76.0 3 66.0 4 75.0 7 62.0 9 139.5 16 317.0 16 305.0
7OTAL 3 56.0 4 76.0 3 43.0 3 76.0 3 66.0 4 75.0 7 62.0 10 239.5 16 317.0 16 305.0

ZAMBIA
IBRO 1 40.0 1 20.0 2 50.0 2 50.0 2 40.0 2 75.0 1 21.3 10 161.2 9 295.4 8 200.0 9 235.0
IDA 2 11.0 1 16.0 1 10.0 1 15.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 11.3 6 72.0 5 81.0
tOTAL 3 51.0 2 36.0 3 6C.0 3 65.0 3 60.0 3 95.0 1 21.3 10 161.2 9 306.7 14 272.0 14 316.0

REGION TOTALS
IOL 9 295.0 11 178.0 14 304.0 13 349.0 14 359.0 16 415.0 12 188.9 31 536.1 69 1244.4 61 1485.0 68 1605.0
IDA 28 419.7 27 516.5 26 438.0 28 566.0 29 601.0 29 618.0 28 162.7 62 534.1 101 1393.6 138 2541.2 137 2698.5
TOTAL 37 714.7 38 694.5 40 742.0 41 915.0 43 960.0 45 1033.0 40 351.6 93 1070.2 170 2638.0 199 4026.2 205 4303.5
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL 
YEAR

REGION IS WESTERN AFRICA 1983 FY 198 6 -- - TO. TO. AOUNT

FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY ----. -Y - TOTAL AO-U --A --78 TOTA --- - OT---AL -84

-- NO.----- AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT ND. AMOUNT No. AMOUNT

CO NT Y O. AMOUNT NO. AMOU T NO 
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C-UN-y-- .---------- -- 4------5 .0-5 6-.

--- -
4 26.0 5 41.8 4 55.0 5 68.0

BENIN. P.R.E I, P--1 
1 .011 . 4 26.0 5 41 .83 4 5 .0 5 6

I DA 1 11.0 1 16.0 1 14.0 1 14.0 1 13.0

TA 1 1.0 1 16.0 1 
3. 5.0 5 26.0

TTL 
3 12.4 3 32.0 3 26.5

CENTRAL AFRICAN EMPIRE 1 003 1.
IDA 1 15.5 1 1.5 15.0 1 10.0 

3 32.0 3 26.5

IcYAL 1 15.5 1 1.5 
1 15.0 

1 10.0 
3 12.4

ID2A. 3 1.5 
7.0 5 31.8 12 169.0 13 366.0 14 366.0

InA 10.0 3 35.0 2 405 3 100.0 3 76.0 3 70.0 11.6 4 31.7 a 126.2 6 138.0 7 153.0

TOTAL 2 80.0 4 100.0 4 95.0 4 120.0 5 109.0 4 95.0 2 18.6 63.5 20

CAPE VERDE 
1 6.0IBRD 1 6.0

IDA 19 
0.0 7 9.0

TDTAL 

4 10.3 60.6 91.0

CHAD 1. 30 1 2. 03 8 6.

IBD 3 29.0 1 14.0 2 24.0 1 10.0 2 23.0 1 20.0 2 46.0 2 30. 4 50.0

TOTAL 3 29.0 1 14.0 2 24.0 1 .0 2 23.0 1 20.0 30.0

CONGO 
1 110.3282060.630.10016.5 

3912.

D1 
15.0 2 20.0 5 i 6.1 2 30.0 4 50.0

IDA 1 15.030.0 
.

TOTA 1 15.0

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

TIA. 2 01 50 2 2. 13.0 2 16.5 3 5.0 00 4 5.
IB' 

1 2.0

TOTAL 

1 2.0

GABON 
2 13.8 2 15.5 1 5.0

IBRD
IDA 2 16.0 2 16.0
TOTAL

GAMBIA 
125.08 2 13.5 5 5.0

IBAD 1 11.0 1 5.0 2 3.4 5 89.0 2 16.0 2 16.0

IDA 1 5.0 1.0 1 3.4 5 19.0 2 16.0 2 16.0

TOTAL 1 5.0 4 0 3 0 3 70.0 1 1.5 4 252.0 a 293.0 18 367-0

GHAN 1 20.0 2 30.0 2 45.0 3 35.0 2 70.0 3.5 41

2 31.0 3 50 5. 1 30.0 3024.0 5 100.0

TOTAL 2 31.0 4 75.0 5
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION 1S WESTERN AFRICA
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-70 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

CoU TRf NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUN NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. A ¾NT NO. AVO uNT

GUINEA BISSAU
1 .7053 20.7 2 12.0

IDA 1 8.7 1 7.0 1 5.0 3 20.7 2 12.0
TOTAL 1 8.7 1 7.0 1 5.03 207 2 1 .

GUINEA 731 2 1 50.0 1 59.0
IBRD 1 50.0 1 1•7 2 •3. 2 1. 11 100.0 9 92.4

IDA 3 21.6 2 21.4 2 20.0 2 17.0 2 20.0 2 25.0 2 21.0 ~2 100.0 9 92.4
TOTAL 3 21.6 2 21.4 3 70.0 2 17.0 2 20.0 2 25.0 1 1.7 2 73.5 2 21.0 2 150.0 10 142.4

IVORY COAST
IBRD 2 20.1 5 92.0 5 170.0 4 90.0 5 105.0 5 150.0 1 5.8 7 89.0 1 366.1 21 477.1 24 607.0
IDA 1 7.5

TOTAL 2 20.1 5 92.0 5 170.0 4 90.0 5 105.0 5 150.0 1 5.8 8 96.5 17 366.1 21 477.1 24 607.0

LIBERIA
IB R D 1 10.7 2 25.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 3 40.0 1 15.0 2 4.3 5 19.7 10 84.3 9 105.7 9 110.0
IDA 2 14.0 1 7.0 1 8.0 1 10.0 2 -i.0 2 19.0 4 29.0 3 25.0
TOTAL 3 24.7 2 25.0 3 27.0 2 18.0 3 40.0 2 25.0 2 4.3 7 30.7 12 103.3 13 134.7 12 135.0

MA LI
IBRO
IDA 2 9.0 4 54.0 3 35.0 3 34.0 2 25.0 3 36.0 1 9.1 6 39.4 7 95.7 14 157.0 14 179.0
TOTAL 2 9.0 4 54.0 3 35.0 3 34.0 2 25.0 3 36.0 1 9.1 6 39.4 7 95.7 14 157.0 14 179.0

MAURITANIA I 60.0
IORD 1 60.0 6 25 .0
IDA I 8.0 1 7.0 2 13.0 1 5.0 1 10.0 1 6.7 2 7.2 6 24.6 5 33.0 5 35.0
TOTAL 2 60.0 1 7.0 2 13.0 1 5.0 1 10.0 1 6.7 2 7.2 6 24.6 6 93.0 5 35.0

NIGER
IBRD
IDA 3 37.0 2 30.0 2 24.0 2 22.0 2 35.0 3 39.0 1 1.5 3 12.4 6 49.3 11 148.0 11 150.0
TOTAL 3 37.0 2 30.0 2 24.0 2 22.0 2 35.0 3 39.0 t 1.5 3 12.4 6 49.3 11 148.0 11 150.0

NIGER IA
uoL 5 190.0 3 255.0 6 290.0 6 290.0 10 524.0 10 560.0 4 144.0 11 326.9 14 400.0 30 1557.0 35 1927.0

A2 35.5
TOUT AL 5 190.0 3 255.0 6 298.0 6 290.0 10 524.0 10 560.0 6 179.5 11 326.9 14 400.0 30 1557.0 35 1927.0

SENEGAL
IBRD 1 7.1 1 25.0 2 30.0 3 35.0 2 30.0 3 35.0 1 4.0 4 19.2 9 67.0 9 127.1 11 155.0
IDA 2 23.5 1 17.0 2 23.0 1 15.0 3 40.0 1 10.0 1 9.0 8 47.1 8 64.8 9 118.5 8 105.0
TOTAL 3 30.6 2 42.0 4 53.0 4 50.0 5 70.0 4 45.0 2 13.0 12 66.3 17 131.8 18 245.6 19 260.0

SIERRA LEONE
RDA LEONE41 3.8 2 7.C 1 7.3

DA 2 25.6 1 12.0 3 23.0 2 14.0 2 17.0 2 10.8 2 20.5 8 74.8 10 91.8

TOTAL 2 25.8 1 12.0 3 23.0 2 14.0 2 17.0 1 3.8 4 18.4 3 27.8 8 74.8 10 91.8

SAO TO::*E E. PRINCIPE
IBRD
IDA 1 2.0 1 2.0 2 4.0 2 4.0
TOTAL 1 2.0 1 2.02 4.0 2 4.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS WESTERN AFRICA
Y E979 FY 1980 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-B3 TOTAL 80-84

----- --------------------- --- -------- ------------ ----------------- 7------ -------- - AMOUNT--- N-. A-UN NO AWOUNT------ -------

COUNTRY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

TOGO 1 20.0 1 50.0 1 50.0
T BRD 1 50.0 1 37 6 5. 40 5 5.

IDA 1 14.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 1 10.0 1 12.0 1 3.7 6 54.0 5 54.0 5 52.0
TOTAL 1 14.0 2 20.0 2 60.0 1 10.0 1 12.0 1 37 7 74.0 6 104.0 6 02.0

UPPER VOLTA
IBRD9
IDA 1 14.2 3 55.8 2 30.0 2 35.0 3 32.0 2 20.0 6 19.4 8 78.3 1 167.0 12 172.8
TOTAL 1 14.2 3 55.8 2 3.0.0 2 35.0 3 32.0 2 20.0 6 19.4 8 78.3 1 1 7.0 12 172.8

REGION TOTALS
IBRO 12 357.9 15 482.0 20 653.0 20 620.0 26 810.0 25 900.0 14 214.4 39 589.2 74 1318.7 93 2922.9 106 3465.0

IDA 23 240.5 23 342.5 22 278.0 25 290.0 24 300.0 25 302.0 a 83,4 60 298.3 78 738.9 117 1451.0 117 1496.5
TOTAL 35 598.4 38 824.5 42 931.0 45 910.0 50 1110.0 50 1202.0 22 297.8 99 887.5 152 2057.6 210 4373.9 223 4961.5
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TABLE I , - LENDING PROGRAM SUM1AARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION ;S EUROPE.MIO EAST & N AFR
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 63-84

COUN RY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

AFGHAN: STAN
IBqD
IDA 4 69.5 3 75.5 3 59.0 4 70.0 4 77.0 4 77.0 1 3.5 6 28.5 9 126.5 1F 351.0 18 358.5
TC-AL 4 69.5 3 75.5 3 59.0 4 70.0 4 77.0 4 77.0 1 3.5 6 28.5 9 126.5 16 351.0 18 358.5

ALGERIA
18D 4 165.0 4 219.0 4 212.0 4 255.0 5 279.0 5 340.0 1 20.5 2 24.5 13 698.0 1 1130.0 22 1305.0
IDA
TOTAL 4 165.0 4 219.0 4 212.0 4 255:0 5 279.0 5 340.0 1 20.5 2 24.5 13 698.0 21 1130.0 22 1305.0

BAHREIN
I E! R
ILA
TDTAL

CYPRUS
IeD 1 11.0 2 12.0 1 8.0 1 8.0 1 9.0 1 9.0 1 2.8 7 39.3 5 40.5 6 48.0 6 46.0
IDA
TOTAL 1 11.0 2 12.0 1 8.0 1 8.0 1 9.0 1 9.0 1 2.8 7 39.3 5 48.5 6 48.0 6 46.0

EGYPT Ac-AB REPUBLIC OF
IEAD 3 177.0 4 227.0 6 335.C 5 210.0 4 275.0 3 350.0 15 674.5 22 1224.0 22 1397.0
ID: 3 132.0 3 178.0 2 123.0 2 130.0 3 105.0 4 120.0 5 107.2 11 326.9 13 668.0 14 G56.0
UD AL 6 309.0 7 405.0 8 458.0 7 340.0 7 380.0 7 470.0 6 107.2 26 1001.4 35 1892.0 36 2053.0

.JORDAN10 
100 1 14.

IURO 1 35.0 3 35.0 2 25.0 2 25.0 2 20.0 2 36.0 10 140.0 1 1 14.0
I !A 3 9.5 4 30.3 7 43.5 1 4 .TUTAL 1 35.0 3 35.0 2 25.0 2 25.0 2 20.0 2 36.0 3 9,5 4 30.3 7 43.5 10 140.0 11 141.0

GREECE
IEDE 1 20.0 1 12.5 5 107.3 10 346.0 1 20.0
IDA
TOTAL 1 20.0 1 12.5 5 107.3 10 346.0 1 20.0

IRAN
IERD 7 141.0 15 558.0 7 317.5
ICA
TOTAL 7 141.0 15 558.0 7 317.5
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMIMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EUROPEMID EAST & f AFR
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

COuNTRY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

LEBANON
12AD. 2 39.6 1 50.0
IDA
TOTAL 2 39.6 1 50.0

MOROCCO
IRD 5 286.0 5 214.0 5 260.0 5 265.0 5 275.0 5 390.0 3 45.0 10 239.3 16 585.0 2" 1300.0 25 1404.0
IDA 1 11.0 1 25.8 1 14.0
TOTAL 5 286.0 5 214.0 5 260. 5 265.0 5 275.0 5 390.0 4 56.0 '11 265.1 19 599.0 - 1300.0 25 1404.0

OVAN
IBRD 1 20.0 1 15.0 1 7.0 1 15.0 1 15.0 4 25.0 4 57.0 5 72.0
IDA
TOTAL I 20.0 1 15.0 1 7.0 1 15.0 1 15.0 4 25.0 4 57.0 5 72.0

PORTUGAL
D 3 123.0 3 122.0 4 180.0 3 160.0 3 150.0 4 150.0 5 57.5 6 241.0 16 735.0 17 762.0

IDA
TOTAL 3 123.0 3 122.0 4 180.0 3 160.0 3 150.0 4 150.0 5 57.5 6 241.0 16 735.0 17 762.0

ROMANIA
lORD 5 295.0 4 265.0 5 280.0 5 280.0 5 280.0 5 280.0 17 882.8 24 1400.0 24 1385.0
IDA
TOTAL 5 295.0 4 265.0 5 280.0 5 280.0 5 280.0 5 280.0 17 882.8 24 1400.0 24 1385.0

SYRIA

18sD 3 51.0 3 99.0 3 80.0 3 85.0 3 85.0 3 120.0 10 417.1 15 400.0 15 469.0
IDA 1 8.5 2 28.8 10.0
TAL 3 51.0 3 99.0 3 80.0 3 85.0 3 85.0 3 120.0 1 8.5 2 28.8 10 427.1 15 400.0 15 469.0

TUNISIA
IlED 3 89.5 5 93.5 4 105.0 4 115.0 4 110.0 4 150.0 4 34.0 12 129.3 15 316.5 20 513.0 21 573.5
10A 1 19.0 3 38.8 11.8
IOTAL 3 89.5 5 93.5 4 105.0 4 115.0 4 110.0 4 150.0 5 53.0 15 168.1 15 328.3 20 513.0 21 573.5

TURKEY
IBIrD 5 347.5 6 360.5 7 447.0 7 485.0 7 460.0 8 500.0 1 10.0 16 450.0 15 971.5 32 2100.0 35 2252.5
IDA 3 54.0 4 97.8
TCTAL 5 347.5 6 360.5 7 447.0 7 485.0 7 460.0 8 500.0 4 64.0 20 547.8 15 971.5 32 2100.0 35 2252.5

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC
IB;D
IDA 3 35.0 2 23.0 3 30.0 3 28.0 3 27.0 3 28.0 2 18.6 14 120.2 14 143.0 14 136.0
TOTAL 3 35.0 2 23.0 3 30.0 3 28.0 3 27.0 3 28.0 2 18.6 14 120.2 14 143.0 14 136.0

YEMEN, P.D.R.

IBRD
IDA 2 10.4 1 8.6 2 10.0 2 9.0 2 12.0 2 12.0 3 5.7 7 44.1 9 50.0 9 51.6
TOTAL 2 10.4 1 8.6 2 10.0 2 9.0 2 12.0 2 12.0 3 5.7 7 44.1 9 50.0 9 51.8
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TABLE I\A - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EUROPE,MID EAST & N AFR
FY 1979 FY 1980 . 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-60 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

COUNTRY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AWJUNT NO. AMOUNT

YUGOSLAVIA
IORD 5 302.0 4 259.0 5 339.0 5 360.0 5 390.0 5 390.0 5 175.5 12 419.9 25 1201.0 '4 1650.0 23 1659.0

IDA
TOTAL 5 302.0 4 259.0 5 339.0 5 360.0 E 390.0 5 390.0 5 175.5 12 419.9 25 1201.0 4 1650.0 23 1659.0

REGION TOTALS
IBRD 39 1902.0 44 1926.0 47 2286.0 45 2255.0 45 2348.0 46 2730.0 28 498.8 81 2007.2 161 6774.4 220 10717.0 226 11466.0

IDA 12 246.9 9 285.1 10 222.0 11 237.0 12 221.0 13 237.0 10 105.5 30 381.5 49 697.0 54 1212.0 55 1202.1

TOTAL 51 2148.9 53 2211.1 57 2508.0 56 2492.0 57 2569.0 59 2967.0 38 604.3 111 2388.7 210 7471.4 274 11929.0 281 12668.1
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS LAT. AMER. & CARIBBEAN L 64-68 TC AL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

FY 1979 FY 19P) FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL ...... .--L 9 T 7A-----------

------- ---- ----- -- --- -------- ----------- ----- ----- AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. ANCUNT NO. AOUNT

COu TRY NC. AMOUNT NO. AMC JNT . AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO.---

ARGENTINA 13 1231.0 14 1325.0

IBRD 2 306.0 3 175.0 3 230.0 3 320.0 2 200.0 3 400.0 2 70.3 5 318.5 5 485.0

IDA 13 1231.0 14 1325.0

TOTAL 2 306.0 3 175.0 3 230.0 3 320.0 2 200.0 3 400.0 2 70.3 5 318.5 5 485.0

BAHAMAS 1 10-0 1 7.0 2 15.0

IBRD 1 7.0 1 8.0

IDA 1 10.0 1 7.0 2 15.0

TOTAL 1 7.0 1 8.0

BARBADOS 2 17.0 1 10.0

180 2 17.0 . 10.0

iDA
BOIVA1002 

17.0 1 10.0
TOTAL 2 17.0

BOLIVIA 
1 33 1 2 . 0 . 0 325.0

1ORD 1 6.0 2 50.0 1 100.0 1 10.0 4 13 ) 2 30.0 1 23.3 12 226.0 9 301.0 10 5.0

IDA 1 10.0 1 14.0 1 10.0 15.0 10.0 10.0 3 17.0 4 23.6 3 28.7 3 59.0 2 59.0

TOTAL 2 16.0 3 64.0 2 110.0 1 25.0 4 ''5.0 2 40.0 3 17.0 5 46.9 15

BRAZIL 
51 4545.0 52 4900.0

IERD 10 765.0 11 915.0 10 920.0 9 835.0 11 1110.0 11 1120.0 •

IDA 4545.0 52 4900.0

TOTAL 10 765.0 11 915.0 10 920.0 9 835.0 11 1110.0 11 1120.0 10 291.1 23 1065.0 34 2296.5 51

CENTRAL AMERICA REGION
I P P
IDA

CHILETOTAL 
505.0

1608 1 40.0 2 65.0 1 110.0 2 90.0 2 13).0 2 110.0 5 91.1 4 30.9 5 126.6 8 435.0 9

IDA 
505.0

TOTAL 1 40.0 2 65.0 1 110.0 2 90.0 2 110.0 2 110.0 5 91.1 4 30.9 5 126.6 8 435.0 9

COLOMBIA 161.2 21 573.9 21 857.8 36 2194.3 39 2593.0

1erD 7 301.3 7 373.0 7 485.0 9 490.0 6 545.0 10 690.0 9

IDA
TOTAL 7 301.3 7 373.0 7 485.0 9 490.0 6 545.0 0 690.0 9 161.2 21 573.9 21 857.8 36 2194.3 39 2583.0

COSTA RICA 160.0 7 185.

1BRD 1 30.0 1 20.0 1 15.0 1 45.0 2 50.0 2 55.0 2 25.0 8 74.8 7 163.6 6

IDA 
6 160.0 7 185.0

TOTAL 1 30.0 1 20.0 1 15.0 1 45.0 2 50.0 2 55.0 2 25.0 7 74.8 7 163.6

CARIBBEAN 
200 2 5. 3 7.

1ARB 0 1 18.0 1 37.0 1 15.0 1 20.0 2 55.0 3 140
IDA 4.0 5.0 5.0 1 20.0 2 64.0 3 84.0

TOTAL 1 22.0 1 42.0 1 20.0

OOMINICAN REPUBLIC 1 25.0 4 39.0 8 202.0 7 200.0

IBRD 2 52.0 2 55i.0 1 10.0 2 60.0 1 25.0 1 50.0 3 22.0 4 0
TOA 4 47.0 4 .0 0 8 202.0 7 200.0

TOTAL 2 52.0 2 55.0 1 10.0 2 60.0 1 25.0 1 50.04 470 4 30
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS LAT. AMER. & CARIBBEAN
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 60-84

COUNTRY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUfT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

ECUACGR1. 33 0 182 1 4501 3.
U ORD 2 53.0 1 60.0 3 80.0 3 107.0 4 145.0 1 40.0 2 13.0 3 33.3 10 148.2 13 445.0 12 432.0

IDA 1 13.1 3 18.3 1 5.5

T:TAL 2 53.0 1 60.0 3 80.0 3 107.0 4 145.0 1 40.0 3 26.1 6 51.6 11 153.7 13 445.0 12 432.0

EL SALVADOR
BRD 1 25.0 ¶ 15.0 3 100.0 1 60.0 2 60.0 j 30.0 2 12.3 3 41.7 6 97.2 8 260.0 8 265.0
ID 11 5.6 12.0

TOTAL 1 25.0 1 15.0 3 100.0 1 60.0 2 60.0 1 30.0 2 12.3 4 47.3 6 109.2 8 260.0 8 265.0

GRENADA
IBRD 1 3.0 1 3.0
IDA 1 3.0 1 3.0 1 3.0
TOTAL .0 1 3.0

GUATE'.ALA
IBRO 2 55.0 1 30.0 1 60.0 2 100.0 2 90.0 2 22.0 3 26.3 5 194.0 6 245.0 8 335.0

IDA
TOTAL 2 55.0 1 30.0 1 60.0 2 100.0 2 90.0 2 22.0 3 26.3 5 194.0 6 245.0 8 335.0

GUYANA
GYN9D 2 15.0 1 17.0 2 27.0 1 20.0 4 19.3 2 20.9 5 59.0 4 64.0

IDA 5.0 2 9.5 1 14.0 5.0

TOTAL 2 20.0 1 17.0 2 27.0 1 20.0 6 28.8 3 34.9 5 64.0 4 64.0

HAITI
I B1D 8 93.1 9 107.0 9 104.0
IDA 1 18.0 1 10.0 3 30.0 2 24.0 2 25.0 1 15.0 a 93.1 9 107.0 9 104.0

TUIAL 1 18.0 1 10.0 3 30.0 2 24.0 2 25.0 1 15.0 8 93.1 9 107.0 9 104.0

HONDURA S
IBRD 3 65.0 1 75.0 2 35.0 2 25.0 2 50.0 2 50.0 4 26.9 4 42.6 5 98.5 10 250.0 9 235.0

IDA 15.0 10.0 10.0 7.5 1 8.1 3 33.6 35.0 35.0

TOTAL 3 65.0 1 90.0 2 35.0 2 35.0 2 60.0 2 50.0 4 34.4 5 50.7 8 132.1 10 285.0 9 270.0

JA.AICA
loRD 2 37.0 1 15.0 3 45.0 1 20.0 3 55.0 3 55.0 4 48.2 5 33.5 10 151.3 10 172.0 11 190.0

IDA
TOTAL 2 37.0 1 15.0 3 45.0 1 20.0 3 55,0 3 55.0 4 48.2 5 33.5 10 151.3 10 172.0 11 190.0

VEXICO
IBRO 5 425.0 7 630.0 6 525.0 6 650.0 7 850.0 7 850.0 6 368.5 11 763.8 22 1710.5 31 3080.0 32 3405.0

IGA
TOTAL 5 425.0 7 630.0 6 525.0 6 650.0 7 850.0 7 850.0 8 3^8.5 11 763.8 22 1710.5 31 3080.0 32 3405.0

NICARACLA
IERD 1 40.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 3 24.3 3 41.9 5 59.6 2 60.0 3 80.0

IDA 1 20.0

TOTAL 1 40.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 3 24.3 4 61.9 5 59.6 2 60.0 3 80.0

PANAMA

IBRD 2 30.0 2 30.0 2 45.0 2 45.0 1 50.0 2 60.0 4 70.1 7 135.5 9 200.0 9 230.0

IDA
TOTAL 2 30.0 2 30.0 2 45.0 2 45.0 1 50.0 2 60.0 4 70.1 7 135.5 9 200.0 9 230.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS LAT. AMER. & CARIBBEAN 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-8T
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 Y 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTALTOTAL -84

-~~~~F -98 ------------- AMUN N--MUN-O MON .AON

CONTRY NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUN NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT N. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AVOUNT

PARAGUAY
IBRo 1 28.0 2 41.0 2 32.0 4 61.0 2 40.0 3 68.0 3 7.1 2 10.3 8 107.5 11 202.0 13 242.0
IDA 2 11.1 3 9.4 2 19.0
TOTAL 1 28.0 2 41.0 2 32.0 4 61.0 2 40.0 3 05.0 5 18.2 3 19.7 10 126.5 11 202.0 13 242.0

PERJ IBRD 2 108.8 2 76.0 3 90.0 2 100.0 3 110.0 8 113.7 1 30.0 9 309.1 1 374.8 10 376.0

IDA
TOTAL 2 108.8 2 76.0 3 90.0 2 100.0 3 110.0 a 113.7 1 30.0 9 309,1 374.8 10 376.0

SURINAM 1 8.0
IBRD 1 8.0
IDA 1 8.0
T3TAL 1 8.0

TRINICAD & TOBAGO
IB4D 1 20.0 1 10.0 1 20.0 2 13.6 6 37.7 3 30.0 3 50.0 2 30.0

TOTAL 1 20.0 1 10.0 1 20.0 2 13.6 6 37.7 3 30.0 3 50.0 2 30.0
URUGU1A 

3

IERD 2 45.0 2 58.0 1 40.0 3 58.0 1 30.0 1 50.0 1 12.7 4 395 4 75.2 9 231.0 9 236.0
IDA 75.2 9 231.0 8 236.0
TOTAL 2 45.0 2 58.0 1 40.0 3 58.0 1 30.0 1 50.0 1 12.7 4 39.5 4

VENEZUELA
I p.D 6 202.3 5 114.0 1 22.0

IDA
TOTAL 6 202.3 5 114.0 1 22.0

REGION TOTALS
IBRD 48 2349.1 49 2670.0 52 2912.0 55 3103.0 58 3742.0 62 3939.0 73 1503.3 121 3415.4 187 7384.0 262 4776.1 274 16246.0
I CA 2 33.0 3 43.0 4 40.0 2 54.0 2 45.0 1 30.0 6 48.7 16 116.5 2s 205.9 13 218.0 12 215.0
TOTAL 50 2382.1 52 2716.0 56 2952.0 57 3157.0 60 3787.0 63 3969.0 79 1552.0 137 3 531.9 205 7589.9 275 14994.1 286 16461.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SJMMI.'ARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EAST ASIA & PACIFIC
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

COu*4Ry NO. AVOUNT NO. AMOUt NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

CHINABD 7 106.7 7 222.7

I:TAL 7 106.7 7 222.7
TOAL

FIJI

I LD 1 20.0 1 15.0 1 22.0 1 20.0 3 18.2 3 32.0 3 57.0 4 77.0

TOTAL, 1 20.0 1 15.0 1 22.0 1 20.0 3 18.2 3 32.0 3 57.0 4 77.0

INDONES IA
ILPD 8 654.0 7 625.0 8 663.0 12 756.0 12 861.0 14 1010.0 35 1772.0 7 3559.0 53 3915.0

ICA 4 161.0 3 139.0 3 13.7.0 1 99.0 2 109.0 2 115.0 32 477.8 8 154.0 13 645.0 11 599.0

TOTAL 12 815.0 10 764.0 11 800.0 13 855.0 14 970.0 16 1125.0 32 477.8 43 1926.0 60 4204.0 64 4514.0

KOREA
LeIa 4 395.0 6 435.0 6 450.0 6 500.0 5 530.0 5 560.0 1 5.0 10 405.5 28 1597.0 27 2310.0 28 2475.0

I CA 1 11.0 4 85.8

TTAL 4 395.0 6 435.0 6 450.0 6 500.0 5 530.0 5 560.0 2 16.0 14 491.3 28 1597.0 27 2310.0 28 2475.0

LAOS
I 3. 1

IT A I 13.0 1 10.0 1 11.0 1 11.0 1 13.0 1 15.0 1 8.2 5 58.0 5 60.0

T !A L t 13.0 1 10.0 1 11.0 1 11.0 1 13.0 1 15.0 1 8.2 5 58.0 5 60.0

VALAYSIA
D10 6 166.0 3 100.0 5 150.0 5 175.0 4 185.0 4 225.0 8 165.9 15 195.6 19 553.5 23 776.0 21 835.0

IDA
TLTAL 6 166.0 3 100.0 5 150.0 5 175.0 4 165.0 . 4 225.0 6 165.9 15 195.6 19 553.5 23 776.0 21 835.0

PAPUA Nr GU.INEA
PPAIE 1 10.0 1 20.0 1 8.0 1 12.0 2 20.0 1 7.0 3 37.7 3 26.3 4 50.0 6 70.0

IA 1 20.0 10.0 1 12.0 1 20.0 1 5.0 10.0 4 25.2 2 23.0 4 67.0 3 57.0

TDTAL 1 20.0 1 20.0 2 32.0 2 28.0 2 17.0 2 30.0 1 7.0 7 62.9 5 49.3 8 117.0 9 127.0

PHILI I !ES
RD 7 298.5 9 360.0 7 425.0 7 450.0 8 475.0 8 550.0 5 68.2 8 134.9 36 1359.1 38 2008.5 39 2260.0

1 30.0 1 32.0 1 22.7 1 37.5 2 62.0 1 32.0

TITAL 8 328.5 10 392.0 7 425.0 7 450.0 8 475.0 8 550.0 5 68.2 9 157.6 37 1396.6 40 2070.5 40 2292.0

SINGAPC55E
5 57.8 5 52.0 3 56.5

TOTAL 5 57.8 5 52.0 3 56.5

THAI LA!-D
THI D 6 225.1 7 306.0 7 415.0 8 490.0 8 565.0 7 540.0 8 132.5 8 205.0 17 676.4 36 2001.1 37 2316.0

IDA 1 23.0 1 37.0 2 25.0 2 40.1 2 60.0 1 37.0

TOTAL 7 248.1 8 343.0 7 415.0 8 490.0 8 565.0 7 540.0 8 132.5 10 230.0 19 716.5 38 2061.1 38 2353.0

VIET NA'A

IDA 1 60.0 3 140.0 4 140.0 3 100.0 4 100.0 4 100.0 15 540.0 18 580.0

TOTAL 1 60.0 3 140.0 4 140.0 3 100.0 4 100.0 4 100.0 15 540.0 18 580.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EAST ASIA & PACIFIC FY 1983 6- 1984 T L-A T4-68 TOTAL T9-73 TA7T T

FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 T..AL ... ,- -OTAL -------- --O TO. A-M NTNOA A-M

-- - --- -- -- -- - -- ..----- ----- ------- --- - - - - AMOUNT NO-- AMOUNT--- NO.--AMOUNT N-. .. l--- --

C~uRy O. MOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT ---

CCU'TRY No. AIACuNT NO. AMOUN NO. AMIOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. :AMOUNT No. AMOUNT NO. AMON --O. AMUN NO AMOUNT- NO.-- AM------ NT-

WESTE P. SA.-0A
ISRD 1 8.0 3.0 1 4.4 2 11.0 2 11.0

IDA 1 3.0
TOTAL 8.0 1 3.0

R 31 17T 4 .6 33 1836.0 35 2143.0 40 2394.0 39 2650.0 41 2925. 33 543.1 59 1271.6 144 6072.8 t7A 10761.6 8 948

IDA 9 307.0 10 376.0 9 300.0 6 230.0 9 230.0 7 240.03 1 ¶1.0 43 636.5 Is 267.2 1443.0 41 1376.0

TOTAL 40 2045.6 43 2212.0 44 2443.0 46 2624,0 48 2880.0 48 3165.0 34 554.1 102 1908.1 159 6340.0 I12204.8 229 13324.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION COUNTRY AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS SOUTH ASIA
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

COL'TRY NO. AICUNT NO. AMOU T NO. ALIOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. ArOUNT

BANGLADESH

IB:D 24.8 18.0
IDA 8 220.2 8 287.0 9 240.0 8 230.0 9 240.0 9 250.0 9 99.7 10 136.9 23 672.2 42 1217.2 43 1247.0
TOTAL 8 220.2 a 287.0 9 240.0 8 230.0 9 240.0 9 250.0 9 124.5 10 154.9 23 672.2 42 1217.2 43 1247.0

SURMA
IBRD
IDA 4 87.5 3 108.0 3 70.0 4 75.0 4 80.0 4 90.0 2 33.0 8 131.0 1S 420.5 1l 423.0
TC'AL 4 87.5 3 108.0 3 70.0 4 75.0 4 80.0 4 90.0 2 33.0 8 131.0 1 420.5 18 423.0

INDIA
I5AD 1 250.0 2 350.0 3 426.0 4 460.0 4 470.0 4 500.0 5 189.0 5 210.5 14 1070.0 ,. 1950.0 17 2200.0
IDA 13 1038.0 12 1314.0 13 1280.0 15 1320'0 15 1360.0 17 1440.0 8 591.0 33 1529.6 47 3137.6 68 6312.0 71 6634.0
TOTAL 14 1288.0 14 1664.0 16 1700.0 19 17B0.0 19 1830.0 21 1940.0 13 780.0 38 1740.1 61 4207.6 82 8262.0 88 8834.0

MALDIVE ISLANDS
IBPD
IDA 1 3.0 1 5.0 1 5.0 2 8.0 3 13.0
TOTAL 1 3.0 1 5.0 1 5.0 2 8.0 3 13.0

NEPAL
IBRD 14 . 16 2 3. S02 .
IDA 2 48.5 4 50.0 3 60.0 3 70.0 4 65.0 4 75.0 5 19.9 12 143.0 16 293.5 18 320.0
TCTAL 2 48.5 4 50.0 3 60.0 3 70.0 4 65.0 4 75.0 5 19.9 12 143.0 16 293.5 18 320.0

PAKISTAN
IBRD 1 50.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 7 137.2 7 155.7 8 295.0 3 150.0 4 200.0
IDA 6 215.0 4 90.0 4 165.0 5 170.0 6 185.0 6 200.0 10 232.6 10 217.4 15 440.8 25 825.0 25 810.0
TOTAL 6 215.0 4 90.0 5 215.0 6 220.0 7 235.0 7 250.0 17 369.8 17 373.1 23 735.8 28 975.0 29 1010.0

SRI LANKA
IBRD 1 4.0 4 40.4
IDA 2 36.0 4 106.0 3 45.0 3 60.0 4 70.0 4 80.0 1 2.0 2 27.9 10 120.2 16 317.0 18 361.0
TOTAL 2 36.0 4 106.0 3 45.0 3 60.0 4 70.0 4 80.0 2 6.0 6 76.3 10 120.2 16 317.0 18 361.0

REGION TOTALS
IBRD 1 250.0 2 350.0 4 470.0 5 510.0 5 520.0 5 550.0 13 355.0 16 432.6 22 1365.0 17 2100.0 21 2400.0
IDA 35 1645.2 36 1950.0 35 1860.0 39 1930.0 42 2000.0 45 2140.0 28 925.3 62 1964.7 115 4644.8 187 9393.2 196 9808.0
TOTAL 36 1895.2 38 2308.0 39 2330.0 44 2440.0 47 2520.0 50 2690.0 41 1280.3 78 2397.3 137 6009.8 204 11493.2 217 12208.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

TTEGICON 15 :ESTEPN AFRICA
EG STERN FY 1960 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

SECTOR NC. ;AW:X2T NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMCUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NC. AMOUNT

AGRIC & PUPAL DE47.
A C 1 R1A.0 2 13.0 2 55.0 3 60.0 3 105.0 3 95.0 7 35.2 15 182.2 11 305.0 13 328.0

1IDA 2 503.5 13 223.5 12 206.0 14 284.0 15 299.0 12 268.0 7 26.6 27 237.3 39 557.B 64 1163.0 66 1230.5

TCTAL ' 222.5 15 236.5 14 261.0 17 344.0 18 404.0 15 363.0 7 26.6 34 272.5 54 740.0 75 1468.0 79 1608.5

TELEC2:M.NI CATIONS 2 17.8 3 47.4 1 32.0 1 20.0
I 1A 20.0 2 37.4
IDA 2 17.8 3 47.4 3 69.4 20.0
TOTAL ¶ 20.0

IND..5T.DEVEL. a F:NAUCE
I STD 1 3.0 2 38.0 4 72.0 1 25.0' 1 30.0 4 89.0 I 8.0 12 124.0 9 168.0 12 254.0

2 13.2 3 61.0 2 9.0 4 56.0 1 15.0 3 40.0 4 29.5 10 61.9 12 154.2 13 181.0

3 *6.2 5 99.0 6 81.0 5 81.0 2 45.0 7 129.0 5 37.5 22 185.9 21 322.2 25 435.0

E.2T I ON
E D 2 16.0 1 25.0 2 50.0 1 7.0 1 25.0 1 4.8 3 55.7 6 56.5 6 98.0 7 123.0

17CA 2 30,0 3 55.0 4 51.0 3 65.0 3 41.0 3 55.0 6 43.6 9 61.3 14 167.6 15 242.0 15 257.0

T,; TA L2 20.0 5 71.0 5 76.0 5 115.0 4 48.0 4 80.0 7 48.4 12 117.0 20 224.1 21 340.0 22 380.0

NON-PROJECT 1 30.0 3 90.0 1 40.0
IRD 1 40.0 1 15.0
IDGA 1 30.0 4 105.0 1 40.0
TOTAL I 40.0

IND-JSTRY
INER 1 30.0 20.0 1 25.0 1 50.0 2 80.0 1 32.0 5 168.5 4 125.0 5 175.0

IDA1 30.0 1 31.0 2 6.5 1 22.0 1 61.0

TOIAL 1 30.0 2 51.0 1 25.01 50.0 2 80.0 3 38.5 6 190.5 5 186.0 5 175.0

ENERGY
ID 

1 20.0

ICGA
TOTAL 

1 20.0

POPJLAT ION
JATO 1 30.0 1 25.0 2 55.0 2 55.0

IDR 15.0 1 7.0 1 12.0 15.0 1 22.0

TOTAL 1 30.0 1 40.0 1 7.0 1 12.0 2 70.0 3 77.0

POE£
IPAD1 9.0 1 26.0 1 13.0 1 40.0 2 55.0 2 63.0 5 66.3 4 116.1 7 287.1 6 143.0 7 197.0

IDA 2 60.0 22.0 1 30.0 1 5.3 3 71.5 3 112.0 3 112.0

TOTAL 1 9.0 3 86.0 1 13.0 1 62.0 3 85.0 2 63.0 5 66.3 5 121.4 10 358.6 9 255.0 10 309.0

TCURISM 1 17.0
IBRD 1 14.0
IDA 1 '4.0 1 17.0 1 14.0
TOTAL 1 '4.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

PEGION IS EASTERN AFRICA FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-e3 TOTAL 0-B4

FY 1979 FY 1900 FY 1981 F ____ _ _ _ _--------------NTT

SECTOR NO. AMNUNT NO AMC NT N. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOONT NO. AMCUNT

IRSPORTATION 2 101.0 1 30.0 3 70.0 4 155.0 2 27.0 2 35.0 4 100.0 9 192.6 10 122.6 12 383.0 12 3¶7.0

1I[A 9 149.0 2 56.0 4 101.0 3 80.0 5 128.0 5 143.0 14 91.4 Is 191.2 20 342.9 23 514.0 19 5 8 .0

TGTAL i 250.0 3 86.0 7 171.0 7 235.0 7 155.0 7 178.0 14 191.4 27 383.8 30 465.5 35 697.0 31 825.0

UR83AN3 

565 5 9. 7 110

ITD 
1 400 2 20.0 20.0 

4 61.0 3 60.0 4 80.0

IDA 1 19.0 2 35.0 1 12.0 1 25.0 2 60.0 7 117.5 8 151.0 11 231.0

TOTAL 1 19.0 3 75.0 1 12.0 3 45.0 3 80.0

W TOTA 1JPL 19. 3 -E A 
2 19.1 4 63.-, 6 68.0) 6 76.0

1 b8l 1 20.0 1 5.0 1 4.0 2 19.0 1 40.0 1 8.0 2 1. 83 6 7.

IDA 2 25.5 6.0 2 36.0 3 17.0 3 48.0 3 45.0 1.1 1 3.0 3 34.5 11 162.5 12 182.0

101A 3 45.5 2 6.0 3 40.0 5 66.0 4 88.0 4 53.0 1 1.1 3 22.1 7 118.0 17 250.5 18 258.0

TECH-ICAL ASSISTANCE 4 4.5 3 12.5 I 5.0

1aRD 24. 

7.25 1 5.0

IDA 2 7.5 1 5.0
TOTAL 2 7.5 5.0

REGIGN TOTALS 1 . .0 39.0 16 415.0 12 188.9 31 536.1 69 1244.4 61 1465.0 68 1635.0

T OAL9.7 27 1 8.0 28 366.0 29 30 1.06 2p, 162.7 62 534.1 101 1393.6 138 2541.2 17 2693.5

TOTAL 37 714.7 38 694.5 40 742.0 41 915.0 43 9b,F00 45 1033.0 40 351.6 9 002 1023. 9 0622540.
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION FICA FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TLiAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84
FY 1979 FY 1980 F 91 F 92----- -- -------- -- --.------- ----- -------- ---

SECTOR NO. ACJNT NO. AMOUN NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AWOUNT NO. AMOUNT

SECTO-- N---. AM --T NO.- -- -- AMOUN N -A --- ..-- ------------ --------------- -------------------- -

AGRIC & RURAL OEVT.
I AR 5 97.6 6 209.0 6 150.0 6 155.0 13 261.0 10 350.0 1 7.0 8 60.3 27 505.2 36 872.6 41 1125.0

ID8A 5 51.5 12 180.7 10 140,0 5 59.0 13 174.0 10 133.0 11.0 19 92.7 38 348.5 45 605.2 50 6B6.7

TOTAL 10 149.1 18 389.7 16 290.0 11 214.0 26 435.0 20 483.0 1 18.0 27 153.0 65 853.7 C' 1477.8 91 1811.7

TELECO'.MAUNICATIONS
IEQD 1 6.3 2 48.0

IDA 1 10.0 1 10.0 3 8.9 1 5.2 2 20.0 2 20.0

'IOTAL 1 10.0 1 10.0 4 15.2 3 53.2 2 20.0 2 20.0

INC-uST.DEVEL. & FINANCE
IRD 1 12.5 2 28.0 1 20.0 3 75.0 1 10.0 5 170.0 3 17.0 8 101.8 8 145.5 12 303.0

IDA 2 36.0 3 23. 1 15.0 2 20.0 4 40.0 1 10.0 4 15.0 12 134.8 t0 103.8 ,

TOTAL 3 46.5 5 51.8 2 35.0 5 95.0 5 50.0 6 180.0 3 17.0 12 116.8 20 2a0.3 22 406.8

EDUCAT ION i

Dio 1 25.0 1 10.0 2 50.0 1 40.0 1 1.6 3 82.3 6 47.5 4 85.0 5 125.0

IDA 3 43.7 1 12.0 2 30.0 5 53.0 3 29.0 1 12.0 1 20.0 11 51.0 7 56.5 14 167.7 12 136.0

TOTAL 3 43.7 2 37.0 3 40.0 7 103.0 3 29.0 2 52.0 2 21.8 14 133.3 13 104.0 18 252.7 17 261.0

ENER'&Y
IER0 1 35.0 2 95.0 

3 130.0 3 130.0

1CA 13 14.4 2 25.0 1 14.4 2 25.0

TOTAL 1 14.4 1 35.0 2 95.0 2 25.0 4 144.4 5 155.0

I 02 10 S TRY

LD 1 60.0 2 150.0 2 85.0 1 85.0 2 50.0 1 30.0 2 60.6 6 380.0 7 370.0

IDA 1 2.0 
1 2.0 1 2.0

TOTAL 1 60.0 3 152.0 2 85.0 1 85.0 2 50.0 1 30.0 2 60.6 7 382.0 8 372.0

NO-PROJECT
IB093 

1 80.0

IDA
TOTAL 

1 80.0

POPULAT ION
IBRD 8. 18.0

;DA 1 8.0 1 10.0 2 18.0 2 18.0

TOTAL 1 8.0 1 10.0 2 18.0 2 18.0

POa.ER
1PER 2 125.0 1 75.0 2 170.0 1 30.0 3 115.8 6 112.5 5 62.7 5 370.0 6 400.0

IDA 2 8.1 1 10.0 2 22.0 1 10.0 1 10.0 1 7.1 1 17.2 5 40.1 4 42.0

TOTAL 2 8.1 2 125.0 1 10.0 3 97.0 2 170.0 2 40.0 4 125.8 7 119.6 6 79.9 10 410.1 10 442.0

TOURISM
I6RD 1 15.0 2 23.3 1 15.0 1 15.0

IDA 1 4.0

TOTAL 1 15.0 3 27.3 1 15.0 1 15.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS WESTERN AFRICA798 TOA 06
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

-- - -- --1979-- -- FY-- --- -19-- --0- FY- -- --19- -- ---- ---------------- ------ --- ----
-

SCR N--- .---- NO. -M -NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AYOUNT

--EC-- - O MUTN.AON N.------------ ----------------

TRANSPGPTAT ION
4 87.8 2 45.0 6 210.0 2 35.0 5 169.0 2 70.0 8 59.8 15 216.3 18 367.6 19 546.8 17 529.0

IDA 5 86.8 5 94.0 4 30.0 8 98.0 2 27.0 5 61.0 6 42.4 24 127.1 19 255.2 24 313.8 23 337.0

TOTAL 9 144.6 7 139.0 10 248.0 10 133.0 7 196.0 7 131.0 14 102.2 39 343.4 37 622.8 43 860.6 40 F36.0

R2 58.0 3 75.0 2 85.0 1 44.0 133.0 7 218.0

IDA 2 32.0 1 20.0 1 8.0 5.0 3 36.0 1 8.0 1 8.2 4 65.0 7 101.0

ICTAL 2 32.0 3 78.0 1 8.0 3 80.0 5 121.0 1 8.0 2 52.2 198.0 14 319.0

AATEP S PLY SEWERAGE
1 100.0 1 35.0 1 20.0 2 50.0 1 40-0 2 105.0 2 14.5 3 58.0 6 245.0 7 250.0

4 25.5 5.0 1 20.0 1 15.0 2 15.0 1 3.5 1 10.4 6 65.5 4 55.0

5 125.5 1 35.0 1 25.0 3 70.0 2 55.0 4 120.0 3 18.0 4 68.4 12 310.5 11 305.0

TECIN:CAL ASSISTANCE
I 

50 1

IDA 1 4.5 5 18.7 1 4.5

TOTAL 1 4.5 5 18.7 1 4.5

REGION TOTALS
EON 12 357.9 15 482.0 20 653.0 20 620.0 26 810.0 25 900.0 14 214.4 39 589.2 74 1318.7 93 2922.9 106 3465.0

IDA 23 240.5 23 342.5 22 278.0 25 290.0 24 300.0 25 302.0 8 83.4 60 298.3 78 738.9 117 1451.0 117 1496.5

TOTAL 35 598.4 38 824.5 42 931.0 45 910.0 50 1110.0 50 1202.0 22 297.8 99 887.5 152 2057.6 210 4373.9 223 4961.5
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 7q-83 TOTAL 80-84

REGION 1S EUROPE1.5IO EAS & N AFRFY 193 - --63 - Y 19NT AON N- - A

------ NO.-A-OUNT- . ----------- -- AMOUN- N.- U NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AOUNT NO. AOLNT

NO. AMOUNT NO. AMAUNT 
---MON N.-AO ----

5I 3 R--- -------- 19 E50. 17 810.0 15 810.0 18 1021.0 4 61.5 11 247.5 41 1626.7 74 3444.0 79 3913.0

AGRC &RURAL OE 5.V0T2..9 85 7 80. 5 85 529 31 3

1Q13 55. 5o 126.0 3. 70 . 0. 2 12.0 11 205.3 14 275.3 20 '190.4 22 447.5

S7.9 5 578.5 23 932.0 24 907.0 16 7.0 10 5.0 6 73.5 22 453.4 55 1902.0 94 3524.4 101 4360.5

TELE ::.,"AUNICAT IONS 39.0 1 15.0 2 95.0 3 158.0 1 28.0 5 162.0 4 149.0

1 13.0 1 50.0 
2 83.0 50.0 1 5.0

I 1 CA 1 3. 5 2 95.0 3 158.0 3 111.0 6 212.0 5 199.0

T 1.C3.0 1 39.0 2 30 205.0 4 189.0 8 115.0 18 441.0 19 780., 22 1145.0 21 1134 0

~0VE. 5 200.0 3 125.0 
230.0 4 305.0 3 205.0 4 189.0 2 30.0 2 17.0 2 29.0 1 12.0 1 12.0

IDA8 322.0 4 305.0 3 
371 - 11 41

TOT AL 5 200.0 3 125.0 8 32. 4 30. 3 200 4 10. 10 150 2 45. 21 890 3 S70 2i4T0

A 9.5 3 97.0 1 60.0 3 iOO.0 1 50.0 6 82.4 10 371.1 91 450.5 1 403.5

T AL0. 3 97.0 1 40.0 3 64.0 1 30.0 3 27.5 2 13.9 6 61.4 9 196.0 6 152.0

C 1 174.0 4 3.5 1 00.0 6 164.0 2 80.0 3 27.5 8 96.3 16 432.5 20 646.S 7 552.5

30 130.5 9 2 65.0 3 170.0 
2 91.4 49.0 8 365.5 8 35.5

74.0 4 111.5 

21 
30.0 1 3).0

1 30.0 2 65.0 3 170.0 
2 91.4 1 49.0 9 395.5 9 395.5

4 130.5

14 160.5 515.0 7 465.0 2 31.0 4 134.5 21 931.1 33 1784.5 31 1642.0

9 387.5 6 362.0 5 310.0 4 210.0 9 515.0 8 10.0 1 .2 6 49.2 2 30.3 3 10.0

1 10.0 1 20.0
9 37.5 6 362.0 6 320.0 5 230.0 9 515.0 3 475.0 2 31.0 5 134.7 27 980.3 35 1514.5 34 1902.0

9 37.53 
155.0 2 300.0 1 150.0

1 150.0 1 150.0 
3 9.0

I 5001 ¶003 

190.0 2 300.0 1 150.0

1165501 
10.0 1 10.0

2. 2.3 1 9.8 9 10.0 105.0

D1 10.0 1 30.0 1 25.0 2 40.0 1 4.8 1 9.8 3 80.0 4 95.0

GN t 25.0 1 30.0 1 2 - 0.0 2 21.3 1 9.8 4 90.0 5 10
3TL25.0 

1 10.0

po5 1 10.0 1 30.0 1 70.0 2 160.0 6 60.3 11 293.5 18 1009.1 12 667.0 12 677.0

IpD 2 150.0 
3 38.0 1 24.0 1 10.2 3 20.0 5 108.0 4 61.0

S17.0 
4 132.0 23.0 2 90.0 4 108.0 2 160.0 7 84.3 12 303.7 21 1029.1 17 775.0 I 738.0

TOA D 1947.0 4 132.0 41 248.0 2 9. 40 3 5.

T3O1 

10.0 1 6.0 1 30.0

OA 530.0 

3 54.0 4 58.6 1 30.0

TOTAL 1 30.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EUROPE,MID EAST 6 N AFR
FY 1979 FY 198C Y 1931 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 8-84

SECIOR NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMUUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AYOUNT NO. AMCUNT

TRANSPORTATION
IBQD 3 232.0 7 352.0 3 152.0 a 385.0 7 289.0 5 334.0 8 231.0 16 348.0 25 1215.0 '8 1410.0 29 1433.0

:DA 1 16.5 1 68.6 1 10.0 2 30.0 1 6.0 1 8.5 8 83.0 6 56.7 5 125.1 5 114.6

TOTAL 4 248.5 8 420.6 3 152.0 9 395.0 9 319.0 6 340.0 9 239.5 24 431.0 31 1271.7 33 1535.1 34 1547.5

I9RD 2 65.0 4 147.0 2 45.0 3 126.0 3 71.0 8 257.0 11 383.0

iDA 1 40.0 4.0.0 , 1 2.3 1 21.0 1 80.0 1 80.0

TOTAL 2 65.0 5 187.0 2 85.0 3 126.0 1 2.3 4 92.0 9 337.0 12 453.0

WATER SUPPLY & SEv.ERAGE
18DD 4 117.5 4 195.0 1 30.0 5 285.0 2 94.0 6 385.0 6 150.4 14 481.5 16 721.5 18 989.0

U3. 1 16.5 1 12.0 1 5.J 2 57.0 3 46.0 1 3.5 3 34.2 7 50.6 5 90.5 7 120.0

' 5 134.0 5 207.0 2 35.0 5 285.0 4 151.0 9 431.0 1 3.5 9 184.6 21 532.1 21 812.0 25 1109.0

TEC',:CAL ASSISTANCE
2 4.3

IDA

TOTAL 2 4.3

PEGION TOTALS
186D 39 1902.0 44 1926.0 47 2286.0 45 2255.0 45 2348.0 46 2730.0 28 498.8 81 2007.2 161 6774.4 220 10717.0 226 11466.0

IDA 12 246.9 9 265.1 10 222.0 11 237.0 12 221.0 13 237.0 10 105.5 30 381.5 49 697.0 54 1212.0 55 1202.1
TOTAL 51 2148.9 53 2211.1 57 2508.0 56 2492.0 57 2569.0 59 2967.0 38 604.3 111 2388.7 210 7471.4 274 11929.0 281 12668.1
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS LAT. AMER. & CARIBBEAN
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

SECTOR NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. ArmOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AWOJNT NO. AMOUNT

AORIC & RJRAL DEVT.
IbCD 10 369.0 11 602.0 13 533.0 14 895.0 14 865.0 15 890.0 14 219.7 24 499.0 47 1958.9 62 3264.0 67 3785.0IDA 1 7.0 1 15.0 5.0 10.0 1 25.0 3 13.1 8 46.8 7 73.6 4 37.0 3 62.0TOTAL 10 369.0 12 609.0 14 549.0 14 900.0 14 875.0 16 915.0 17 232.8 32 545.8 54 2032.5 64 3301.0 70 3847.0TELE2o'.UNICATIONS

D 2 60.0 1 40.0 4 73.7 6 99.5 7 176.1 3 100.0 3 100.0IDA
TOTAL 2 60..0 1 40.0 4 73.7 6 99.5 7 176.1 3 100.0 3 100.0INDU'>T.DE4EL. & FINANCE
ICRD 5 138.0 6 258.0 5 404.0 6 312.0 6 240.0 9 735.0 2 37.5 8 215.0 19 765.5 28 1352.0 32 1949.0IDA 4.0 1 5.0 20.0 1 6.2 1 29.0 1 29.0TOTAL 5 138.0 6 262.0 6 409.0 6 332.0 6 240.0 9 735.0 2 37.5 8 215.0 20 771.7 29 1381.0 33 1978.0

ED- , I ION
12RD 2 34.0 3 120.0 3 95.0 4 107.0 3 100.0 5 121.0 3 16.2 12 83.5 16 211.9 15 456.0 17 523.0IDA 1 20.0 1 5.1 2 12.0 3 31.5 1 20.0 1 20.0OTAL 2 34.0 3 120.0 3 c5.0 5 127.0 3 100.0 5 121.0 4 21.3 14 95.5 19 243.4 16 476.0 18 543.0

ENE1GY
IbD40 3 110.0 2 140.0 1 55.0 1 70.0 6 305.0 7 375.0IDA 7.0 7.0 7.0
TOT AL 3 117.0 2 140.0 1 55.0 1 70.0 6 312.0 7 382.0IncaSTRY• 7 38 .

3 4 240.0 3 225.0 4 365.0 1 100.0 4 415.0 4 280.0 2 27.0 5 267.0 11 724.0 16 1345.0 15 1285.01,A 1 10.0 1 10.0TOCA- 5 250.0 3 225.0 4 365.0 1 100.0 4 415.0 4 280.0 2 27.0 5 267.0 11 724.0 17 1355.0 15 1285.0NCN-,'TD.ECT
3 135.0 1 40.0 1 60.0 2 56.5 4 175.0 1 40.0

5.0 1 4.0 5.053 140.0 1 40.0 1 60.0 3 60.5 4 180.0 1 40.0

I %;) 1 10.0 1 20.0 3 73.0 2 5.0 4 55.8 2 30.0' 5 103.0
IA

TOTAL 1 10.0 1 20.0 3 73.0 2 5.0 4 55.8 2 30.0 5 103.0PC.RP
5 6 524.5 7 530.0 7 700.0 8 467.0 9 /42.0 7 510.0 29 866.8 24 983.8 21 1269.7 37 2963.5 38 2949.0IDA 1 18.0 15.0 1 10.0 1 15.0 5.0 2 19.0 3 25.3 2 22.0 3 58.0 2 45.0TOT L 7 542.5 7 545.0 8 710.0 8 467.0 10 757.0 7 515.0 31 685.8 27 1009.1 23 1291.7 40 3021.5 40 2994.0

ISRD 3 52.5 1 22.0 3 113.0 3 52.5IDA
TOTAL 3 52.5 1 22.0 3 113.0 3 52.5
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TABLE IVA - LENDI.ZG PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

REGi0N IS LAT. AMER. & CARUT7EAN
RE 1N79 FY 19 A F 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 60-84

--- 19Y-- 1 
.------- ------------

SECT-R NO. ----- NO. A-2 --T NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT f4O. AVOANT NO. AY.LNT
- --EC T- - - - - - - - -- - - --.- -A Y- -- --T- --N- - --. ----- ---- --- - - - - - - ---- - - - -- -- --- -- - - - - - - - ---- - - - -- -- -- -

TRA.SURTATION
7 502.0 8 385.0 8 343.0 9 547.0 11 640.0 8 525.0 17 227.1 29 918.7 31 1462.1 43 2417.0 44 2443.0

LA7 520 1 3.0 1 10.0 1 20.0 11.5 2 12.4 3 50.0 3 331.0 3 23.0

AL 7 502.0 9 388.0 9 353.0 9 547.0 12 660.0 8 525.0 17 238.6 31 931.1 34 1512.1 46 2450.0 47 2473.0

U3RD 3 178.3 4 160.0 4 77.0 5 340.0 3 235.0 5 480.0 1 5.4 9 208.6 9 99C-3 21 1232.0

1 10. 1 20.0 12.0 1 10.0 1 10.0

3 178.3 5 170.0 4 77.0 5 340.0 3 235.0 5 480.0 2 25.4 9 220.6 20 1000.3 22 13:2.0

~AATEP SPPLY &SE*ERAGE
E5 175.8 3 240.0 3 185.0 5 220.0 7 485.0 5 255.0 2 35.3 8 256.5 14 357.6 23 1305.8 23 13C5.0

1 1 9.0 1 6.6 1 9..0 1 9.0

' At 5 175.8 3 240.0 3 185.0 6 229.0 7 485.0 5 255.0 2 35.3 8 256.5 15 364.2 24 1314.8 24 1394.0

IECH'ICAL ASSISTANCE

ICA3 1 20.0 3 24.3 1 20.0 1 20.0

ICA

TOTAL 1 20.0 3 24.3 ¶ 20.0 1 20.0

TOGINTOTA

REGION TOTALS 55 3103.0 58 3742.0 62 3939.0 73 1503.3 121 3415.4 187 7384.0 262 14776.1 274 16246.0

IDA 2 33.0 3 46.0 4 40.0 2 54.0 2 45.0 1 30.0 6 48.7 16 116.5 18 205.9 13' 218.0 12 215.0

TOTAL 50 2382.1 52 2716.0 56 2952.0 57 3157.0 60 3787.0 63 3969.0 79 1552.0 137 3531.9 205 7589.9 275 14994.1 286 16461.0
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PROGRAM SUMMARY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL YEAR

REGION IS EAST ASIA & PACI IC
Fy 1979 FY 198 Y 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

-------- -- --- ------- ------- N- AMOUNT NO. A NO. AUN NO A-JUNT NO.-A--U-T

SECTOR NO. AN!OUNT NO. AMOUNT NJ. AM urT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AV30NT NO. A!,'2UNT

AGRIC & RURAL DEVT.
IERD 10 457.0 14 644.0 16 903.0 18 1141.0 17 963.0 18 1215.0 2 144.2 10 204.4 53 2050.0 75 4108.0 83 4866.0

IDA 6 218.0 5 176.0 3 103.0 2 90.0 5 122.0 3 155.0 20 236.4 6 119.2 21 709.0 1l 646.0

TOTAL 16 675.0 19 820.0 19 1006.0 20 1231.0 22 1085.0 21 1370.0 a 144.2 30 440.8 59 2169.2 96 4817.0 101 5512.0

TELECC.MUNICATIONS 3 27.0 6 83.3 2 31.0 1 90.C

90.0 1 12.8

IDA 3 27.0 7 96.1 2 31.0 1 90.0

TOTAL 1 90.0

IND~j;T.GEVEL. & FINANCE
IN< D. 3 170.0 3 100.0 3 435.0 4 225.0 5 375.0 4 305.0 6 70.5 6 138.0 18 884.5 18 1305.0 19 1440.0

IDA 
1 13.0 1 10.0 2 50.0 1 13.0 1 13.0

TOTAL 3 170.0 3 100.0 3 35.0 4 225.0 6 388.0 4 305.0 6 70.5 7 148.0 20 934.5 19 1318.0 20 1453.0

EDUCIT ION
LID 2 84.0 3 200.0 3 110.0 4 165.0 1 50.0 5 240.0 2 12.0 6 81.2 12 273.0 13 C09.0 16 765.0

:A 1 49.0 1 33.0 2 47.0 2 65.0 6 91.4 1 4.0 6 194.0 5 145.0

7OTAL 3 133.0 4 233.0 5 157.0 4 165.0 3 115.0 5 240.0 2 12.0 12 172.6 13 277.0 19 803.0 21 910.0

ENERGY 2 84.9 1 80.0

'BRD 1 4.9 1 80.0

ID A 1 80.0 2 84.9 1 80.0
TOTAL 1 4.9

I N51J, TP Y

i1 27.0 2 135.0 3 165.0 2 200.0 2 135.0 6 309.8 8 527.0 9 635.0

ID 2A 2 90.0 1 40.0 1 30.0 2 45.0 2 35.0 1 16.5 4 160.0 6 205.0

-AL 1 27.0 4 225.0 4 205.0 1 30.0 2 200.0 4 180.0 2 35.0 326.3 12 687.0 15 840.0

N'Th--q3JECT 2 175.0

1 92D
1CA 2 175.0

IOTAL

POPULAT7ION 1 20.0 2 65.0 1 45.0 2 135.0 1 5.0 3 62.5 5 147.0 6 255.0

IDA 1 17.0 1 13.2 1 33.1 2 65.0 1 35.0

ICA 1 30.0 1 35.02 1.2 4 9. 7 22. 7 300

TJiAL 2 47.0 1 35.0 1 20.0 2 65.0 1 45.0 2 135.0 2 18.2 4 95.6 7 212.0 7 300.0

P1ER 3 291.0 4 412.0 2 140.0 2 130.0 3 380.0 2 210.0 7 144.9 10 320.2 15 812.8 14 1353.0 13 1272.0

1 3A 1 30.0 
3 111.0 1 30.0 1 30.0

TOTAL 3 291.0 4 412.0 3 170.0 2 130.0 3 380.0 2 210.0 7 144.9 13 431.2 15 812.8 15 1383.0 14 1302.0

TOJRISM 1 25.0

I18D 1 16.0

IDA 2 41.0

TOTAL
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TABLE IVA - LENDING PRODRAM SUM 
AqY BY REGION SECTOR AND FISCAL 

YEAR

N IS C ASIA r F 1C8 
Y 0 Fl 94 OTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL EO-84

- -R NO. - - -NO. U N MOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AIOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT No. AYUNT

SECI~~ NO MOUN NO AMOUNT N -------- ---- -- ------------ 
-

5- --C--- -------- ------ --

- ----- 3 115.0 5 250.0 5 460.0 3 152.0 4 370.0 5 117.5 16 400.4 19 1126.1 20 1378.7 20 1367.0

E;1)4 381.7 31. 
115-6.5 25 23. 5 8 5 16050 72717

I ~~ 10.0 2 80.0 2 60.0 1 30.0 2 40.0 1 1.0 6 1.7 2 3. 5 100 7 200

T A 4 381.7 3 125.0 7 330.0 7 540.0 4 182.0 6 410.0 6 128.5 22 517.1 21 1149.5 25 1550.7 27 1507.0

D; A 30 3 3 235.

UR30 3 103.0 3 150.0 2 130.0 4 30.0 1 16.0 6 1591 1 688.0 12 20.

2 130.0 4 305.0 3 235.0 1 16.0 6 159.1 1 688.0 12 820.0

E 2,P 3 1¶3.0 3 80.0 1 40.0 3 13.0 3 180.0 1 80.0 2 27.0 3 23.1 6 151.0 1 471.0 9 438.0

1 4D2 1130 1 32.0 1 0. 
82.0 2 82.0

2 S13.0 2 112.0 1 40 0 4 10.0 3 100.0 1 80.0 2 27.0 3 23.1 6 151.0 2 553.0 11 520.0

-Efr JCAL ASSISTANCE 1 5.0

ID0.0 

3 10.0 1 5.0 1 10.0

1 10.0 

3 10.0 2 18.0 1 10.0

REGICN TOTALS
RE oT 31 1738.6 33 1836.0 35 2143.0 40 2394.0 39 2650.0 41 225.0 33 543.1 59 1271.6 144 6072.8 178 10761.6 t88 11949.0

lrA 9 337.0 10 376.0 9 300.0 6 230.0 9 230.0 7 240.0 1 11.0 43 636.5 15 267.2 43 1443.0 41 1376.0

TOTAL 40 2045.6 43 2212.0 44 2443.0 46 2624.0 48 2880.0 48 3165.0 34 554.1 102 1908.1 159 6340.0 221 12234.6 229 13324.0
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ELPS' C'.o NTE-T..N 2ANK 2 RECO -T UcINN A' RUN DATE 1/1/7

TAOLE IVA - LENDING FRIkORAM SjM.'ARY BY REGION SECT0R ANO FISCAL YEAR

C 15 52;'H ASIA y1 f 191 FY 193 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-68 TOTAL 69-73 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

-- NO.-- ---------- - N-- -AM-N AUNT NO. --- NO. AMCUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NO. AWeC..1T NO. AWCNT

--- A---UNT NO.- ---- A-- -- -- ------ ----------- --- -------------- - ------------ --- -- --- ------------ --
-

AGqlC a RURAL DEvT 1 50.0 3 52.5 5 246.0 1 50.0 1 50.0

19 639.7 ~ 995.0 19 l00.0 21 1135.0 I8 9410.0 27 1390.0 6 125.7 23 485.6 63 2000.3 94 4769.7 102 5522.0

9 639.7 17 995.0 19 1060.0 21 1135.0 19 990.0 27 1390.0 6 125.7 26 538.1 68 2246.3 5 48I9.7 103 5570.C

TEL ICATION 1 27.5 2 200.0

1 35.0 1 25 0 1 10.0 1 30.0 3 135.0 1 33.0 6 223.7 4 91.5 7 235.0 6 200.0

1 35.0 1 2 1 10.0 1 30.0 3 135.0 1 33.0 7 251.2 6 291.5 7 235.0 6 200.0

1 EVEL. 6 FINANCE 1 50.0 6 174.0 , 5 218.0 6 295.0 1 50.0

1 10.0 1 300 1 *2 5. 0 1 30.0 1 15.0 . 2 45.0 6 78.5 4 95.0 5 110.0

S10.0 1 30.0 1 25.0 1 30.0 2 65.0 6 174.0 7 263.0 12 373.5 4 95.0 6 160.0
23022.

10.0 1 22.0 2 45.0 2 40.0 2 35.0 1 15.0 3 26.0 2 20.0 3 32.7 8 152.0 6 157.0

'0LI 10.0 1 22.0 2 45.0 2 40.0 2 35.0 1 15.0 3 26.0 2 20.0 3 32 7 8 152.0 8 137.0

1 150.0 1 50.0 1 19.2 2 210.0 3 1K -. c 4 350.0

E330.0 2 150.0 3 3 95.0 2 65.0

1 30.0 2 180.0 2 35.0 1 19.2 2 210.0 6 395.0 6 415.0

1 00 2 1002 150.0 1 35.0 1 50.0

1 50.0 1 60.0 2 170.0 1 100.0 1 30.0 1 32.0 3 199.0 5 530 0 5 380.0
1 25000. 0 .0 1 .O 4 170.0 4 91.0 5 295.0 15 94 .0 18 1040.0

1 78.0 3 185.0 4 245.0 5 215.0 2 225.0 4 1004 9.0 5 295.0 15 14.0 18 14.0

2 3:8.0 3 IC. 0 5 295 0 6 275.0 4 305.0 5 270.0 1 30.0 5 123.0 8 494.0 20 1478.0 23 1420.0

1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 6 455.0 8 551.6 11 1025.0 5 375.0 5 375.0

1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 1 75.0 6 455.0 8 551.6 11 1025.0 5 375.0 5 375.0

40.02 90.0 2 45.0 1 21.2 1 15.0 4 174.0 5 179.-

1 40.0 1 44.0 2 90.0 2 45.0 1 21.2 1 15.0 4 174.0 5 179.0
1 40.0 1 44.0

PC13 2 300.0 300.0 2 350.0 3 105.5 1 21.0 2 155.0 7 1170.0 9 1520.0

3 238.0 3 155.0 1 20.0 . 80.0 2 40.0 1 23.0 4 189.0 5 583.0 10 493.0 9 295.0

3 238.0 4 355.0 3 390.0 2 300.0 5 380.0 4 390.0 4 128.5 5 210.0 7 738.0 17 1653.0 18 1815.0

1 4.
1 4.2

AL1 
4.2
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T-3 A - LCNDe ARAE 3,1ARy a' RE3ECN SECT AN' FSAL YE4

rE^. O FY s83 FY 31 Fv n- Fv 1983 FY 1984 TOTAL 64-58 TOTAL 69-72 TOTAL 74-78 TOTAL 79-83 TOTAL 80-84

- -------------------F Y- --19- -8- -------Y- --:,3 1 ------- - ------ ------- --- --------- ----------- -

-

SA?%.3_ NO. AM- NO. A--J--T N-. A-AC.-NT NO. AMOUNT NO. A.OLONI NO, AMOUNT NO. A%1CL'4 NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT NC. AWCUNT

----- A N-- -- - - AMO-- NT N-- . A--- -- -- T - - -- --N- --- --A- --- --A-- --N-- N- -- --- ------ ------------ -
-

3 45.5 4 62.4 1 35.0

T82 206.0 3 175.0 3 145:0 .N T.0 4 100.0 8 210.8 8 272.4 7 271.7 1i 776.0 14 5~0.0

TOT AL 2 206.0 3 175.0 3 145.0 4 150.0 4 100.0 11 256.3 12 334.8 8 306.7 1! 776.0 14 570.0

1 25.0

ID 1 60.0 1 100.0 1 60.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 3 146.0 340.0 5 440.0

TOTAL 1 60.0 100.0 1 80.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 4 171.0 340.0 5 440.0

WATtr, SUPPLY f, SE4ERAGE 1 s~ 
00 1 5.

TCTAL0 
1 50.0 1 50.0

A E4 23.5 3 182.0 130.0 3 180.0 3 145.0 6 2 C.o 3 51.8 1 55.0 5 95.6 15 920.5 16 847.0

4 283.5 3 182.0 3 180.0 3 a0.0 3 145.0 290.0 3 51.8 1 55.0 5 95.6 16 970.5 17 697.0

TEO-.iOAL ASSISTANCE

13; 1 10.0 1 10.0 2 6.0 2 10.5 2 20.0 1 10.0

TOTAL I 10.0 1 10.0 2 6.0 2 10.5 2 20.0 1 10.C

REGION TOTALS
250.0 2 350.0 4 470.0 5 510.0 5 520.0 5 5S0.0 13 355.0 16 432.6 22 1365.0 17 2100.0 21 2-0.0

IDOA 35 16-;5. 2 36 1958.0 35 1860.0 39 1930.0 42 2000.0 45 21.40.0 28 925.3 62 1964.7 115 4644.8 187 9393.2 1 36 9L38-0

TOTAL 36 1095.2 38 2308.0 39 2330.0 44 2440.0 47 2520.0 5.0 2690.0 41 1280.3 78 2397.3 137 6009.8 204 11493.2 217 12208.0
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FRCOI Craham Donaldson, Chief, ACR

SUBO C': CE a ieAal th C

1. During the Maot yeny the Aria turc M W Deaveloyent Depar 'ant
in collaboration WWth the Co 7nq Aiv PLpaitnt ha5 delped a

compumr package imed Cl B for ecoycel aod sennitivity nalysis in

projct ;pprA; I . CD een tAod Ecepfu!l ad i nc availb le .
for use by Bank stt Dunn, February AM oil! czauct a series of short
training courses to acquaint now users with the paclngs,

2. CBDISLAYan interactive pac e which coploments farm budget

analysis performed with the AgriculturAl Project An lysis System (AMS),
allows users to:

- enter benefit and cot stram. from a terminal;

- manipulate (multiply, log, combine, etc.) their datq as desired;

- perform conomic and sensitivity analysis as prescribed in Central
Projects Notes 2.01 and 2.C2;

- previer the analysis visually on a terminal prior to its display

Cn the CALC0OP plotter, for direct use in appraisal reports;

- accumulate inrstrue:oap used during the analysis for fulure use
without retyping (roults in t" ie-avings of 902 in re-runs).

Soma particular a-dvanags of CEDISPLAY are:

- a conversational co.mand lanruge (reduces training requirements to

30 minutcs for untraincd sunport staff);

- an automatc in-line editor (allcs users to correct errors wilhout

losing i ut - pernts use by skaff without typing skills);

autoMAde c omputatio of standard.ned sensitivity analysis (up to
400 co.oin. ions A changes with con simple cpmmand);

indepcedot seni tirit y tests for up to 1,300 cost and benefit
streass (rcmoves constraints on the number of streams per project
componant and allows easy aggrt'i.on of project strem);

- use of the computer .. a desk calcntor to perform arithmetic
on columns of dotn N,o .tof 1hM Writhmede and eecution of
iterAtiv calculntin to compUt sWthinn values (permits com--
puatn r! switc v:n x foc strums that are not a constnnc.

continued



Agriculture and R l -2- January 24 , 1979
Developnt Division Chiefs

Overall, the major advango of CBDISPLY is that it allows staff to
concenItC r on corFieN issues by alowin thum to cooplete simple sensitivity

tests quIly. As pmxt of occeptimce testing, CEDISPIAY has been used success-

fully in the appraisal of some 2 5 projcts Estimates of time saved reach vs

high as 75%.

Trasinivg

3. Separate trining courses for secretaries, research assistants, and

economists wilI bin in Februry and contine as long as intercst warrants.
Sessions 01i consist of cne hour's classroom instruction follo7ed by "hands-

on" practice at a terminal. Staff who have participated in tbse sessions

should be able to do economic and sensitivity analysis for a project innedL.ia y

However, consulting assistanc will be supplied by MGREP should users encounaer

difficulties.

4. Chiefs of Agricultur anod Rural Development Divisions are invited to

send names of intereted staff i-=bers in eAch catcgory to Mr. Gordon Templ

(D-863, ext. 75295). Additional copies of 'Irction to CBDISPLAY nay be

obtained from Ms. Olive Hopkins (D-808, ext. 75295)

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Pickering, Ray

Assistant Directors - Agriculture:
Messrs. J.. ery Van Gigh, J. Unnall, A. Golan, R.E. Rowe,

D. Haynes, P. Coffin, L. Christoffersen

Distribution: Messrs. C. Walton D. Parsons
M. Wald.en G. Tibor
S. Eccles M. ffrench-Mullen

K. Berg B. Merghoub

J. Tillier R. Frank
K.G.V. Krishna P. Naylor
W. Smith C. Ramasubbu

0. Price K. Haasjes

R. Sadove P. Crecning
R. Wadsworth A. Otten
K. Pranich

GTemple oh
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The cos1t conutaticmsin t'eis report are threnan off by thOe
tr o of ci e s. e ting os per uitiL output on the

Cb IN assumptions d in the rcport buL with a proper

o ylS relts t contradict Mr. Llah's coniclusion that Aenotor

i i r bettec thaCn the three appropriate technology (AT) designs
consdered. Ilnas:uch as the report is short informative, interesting,
etc. and given our involvcment in solar pouered pumping, it seems worth-

while to try to straighten out the cost estimates~.

2. The cost computations in the report are made by, dividing life-

time energy or water output by lifetime cost. The only form of discounting

inclu ed u is an interest charge said to be based on a ten-year, ten-percent

loan for the initial cost. If we accept the 10% rate, thi.s procedure works

for equipmnt with a ten-year life, but underestimates the capital charge
for longer-life equipment. This produces the bias toward the Aermotor

design. The figures are further distorted- by arithmetic errors. The

ratio of interest payments to initial cost showrn for the Aerrnotor designs

(0.76) corresponds to a twelve-year, ten-percent loan rather than a ten-

ye"ar loan. A higher interest factor is used in costing the r,1alomo wind-

ill (0.2) and lower ones for the Brace Savonius (0.71) and Arusha (0.70).

3. The attached table shows on lines 12-14 estirated cos-ts per

equivalent kwhL computed using the capital recovery factor appropriate

for the assumed lifetime and a 10% continuous-compounding disegunt rate.

The Arusha and Brace Savonius come out looking better than the Aermotor

and Polofo designs. Two anomalies appear in the data, however:

(a) Aermotor costs per kwh drop significantly with increases

in diameter from 6' to 8' and from 10' to 12' Jt rise

slightly with increases from 8' to 10'and from 12 'to 14!

(b) Polomo ST-M output rises 143% as windspeed goes from 12

mph to 15 mph while the power of the wind has gone up

only 95% and the"Ecefficient of performrance "apparently
goes down (see page 16 of the report).

4. It may aeth iore sense to assume a 5% real discount rate (e.g.
ntrest r-ate of 127 and inflation rate of 77). Recoiputing costs on this

basis (ines 19-21) reduces but does not eliminatc the cost margin in
favor of the AT designs. Reducing their assumed usefuj lines to five

years~ (lis 24-26) t the 5 rate again red1 uccs but does not reverse
the cot 'vatag'es of the AT desinis.

Uer252 in ln 15 a with laken's as tion that an
elc'ec o o L be 20 f int.

OFFICIL FLE~ COY



5. 1 W1a yi also ho prob cle Ulth the wianill-vn avol ine-
N- C nolin en .0 ectS work out to Hbou P1.3I

ni &Nvlc with a jY oort Or ' an aout *3,1 per equivalent
n ho a oI Aowl 1hren Luestions about the computation that

s worth V;si 1 Ce:0

() y ' is it 0 hcen the head is increased from 90' to
00' the c-r-y per llon pumped by windmill goes up about:

propoi: n y wi th Cho 1hecad while the gasz;8oline engine
specified n both exnhles manages to pump only 18% as
sch vater i the higb-head case as in the low-head case?

(b) Is one-year a reasonable estimate of the life of the pumps
(-fifled in Ov two pasoline engine examples? (or) Might

the cost of the gasoline powered alternative be brought
down by using a more durable pump?

(c) VIWat would be a reasonable estimate of installation costs
for the gasoline powered systems?

ALtachment

\ Hfughairt m

cc: Messrs. Armar, PAS
Fallen-Bailey, EWT
Potes, AGR
Middleton, EWT

WV, F :AO'- . W n Ut n r bC llns pue) to would have an
VV ffr! -- 1 P;n oin fr.:. lions p0: ped to kwh ucing Blake's

nyl vy V Z '71 N h oi yds

A FO



Re-Computation of Windmill Costs

6' diam. 8' diam. 10' diam. 12' diam. 14' diam. Polomo Bruce ArushaAermotor Aermotor Aermotor Aermotor Aermotor S"M S-Rotor ill

equ~-men cost 1630 1855 2580 3950 5570 3502 Installation 600 600 700 800 900 50
3 first co. 2230 3280 4750 6470 400 19~
5 life in years) (30) (30) (30) (30)( ( c (30) (10) (

0C%) (.1052) (.1052) (.1052) (.1052) (.1052) (.1582) (,1582) (.1582)
6 An'-al capital

C re 235 258 345 500 681 63/ Anu L 0 2 561 33 47822 25 33 48 65 7 38 To~ 257 283 378 548 746

quiv . E ,/yr produced
0 1 ah 262 556 712 1312 1719 133 114 

-12,7: 338 722 835 1712 2200 181 11 3115 h 925 898 1150 2081 2750 441 206 -

Cost 7pr equiv. h
12 0.98 0.51 0.53 0.42 0.43 0.51 0.29 -13 '~'2 -~ 0.76 0.39 0.45 0.320.403 019 044 1 h0600.20.303 0.39 0.1 0.14
14+ Q 0.60 0.32 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.16 0,1'-6 -
I5 (annul c'harge rate

at ) (.0644) (.0644) (.1271) (.1271) (.1271)
6 A1nnul capital1

1 144 306 51 24 384
17 t, - 2248732
18 Total 166

354 -17 226
Cost per cquiv. kwh

h @ 1 h 0.6 0.27 0.42 0.24 
-

21 15ph 0.49 0.21 0.32 0.16 0.1121 15 ph, 0.39 0.17 0.13 0.13 -
22 (Annu-1 charge at 5%

) -year life) 
(.2260) (.2260) (.22CC)

23 Total annual cost 97 46 725

Cost per '>uiv. k0h
24 lo ::
25 12 ph0-71 0.40 -
26 C 15 rph 0.54 0:27 0,19

0,22 0.22 -



January 23, 1979

Dr. J. M. Jewsbury
Department of Parasitology
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine
University of Liverpool
Pembroke Place
Liverpool L3 5QA
England

Dear Dr. Jewsbury:

Thank you very much for the enclosure to your letter of January 19,
1979, and the invitation to attend a round-table discussion in April.
I am circulating copies to several persone within the Bank, who are
interested in schistosomiasis, to ascertain if operational requirements
will permit someone from the Bank to attend. If there is a positive
response, either they or I will respond.

With appreciation for your courtesy, I am

Very truly yours,

Frederick L. Rotes
Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural
Development Department

FLIotes:rm
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: January 22, 1979

FROM: A. A. Meimaris (WAF) .

SUBJECT: Meeting with CEFIGRE Training Director

On January 19, 1979, I met with Mr. P-F. Teniere-Buchot, the
Training Director of the Centre de Formation Internationale a la Gestion
des Ressources en Eau (CEFIGRE) - the International Training Center for
Water Resources Management (ITCWRM). Mr. Teniere-Buchot briefly
summarized the history of this relatively new institution and discussed
its research and training activities.

CEFIGRE was created jointly by the French Government and the
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) on September 21, 1976 in
response to the growing international need for training and research
in water resources management. CEFICRE's headquarters are located at
Valbonne-Sophia Antipolis, near Nice. It is directed by a Board of
Directors and a Scientific Committee. The latter, which determines the
training program of CEFIGRE, is composed of 30 members, one-third of
whom are selected from various international organizations, including
the Bank. (Mr. Rovani is the Bank's member on the Scientific Committee,
and Messrs. Kalbermatten and Hotes are alternates.) The other two-thirds
of the Scientific Committee include both French and international experts
in the field of water resources management (list attached).

Mr. Teniere-Buchot left various brochures (mostly in French, the
official language of CEFIGRE) explaining the objectives, procedures, statutes
and program of CEFIGRE and promised to keep us informed of subsequent
developments. He mentioned the international seminar of experts dealing
with agricultural and livestock water policy in arid and semi-arid countries,
to be held in Niamey February 12-17, 1979, in cooperation with the Comits
Interafricain d'Etudes Hydrauliques. He also mentioned that CEFIGRE would
be working in close cooperation with EDI and planned to adapt into French
several of EDI's English courses in water management. According to the
documentation left with us, the training provided by CEFIGRE can be either
regional or national in scope, and can also be held outside of France.

I mentioned to Mr. Teniere-Buchot that 0MVS officials had recently
requested training in water management for their irrigation project managers.
I emphasized that the Bank cannot accept a priori a specific institution
without first investigating alternative training programs of various
institutions, and requested that CEFIGRE provide us with a detailed program
for such training, including costs, content, selection requirements, etc.
Mr. Teniere-Buchot seemed interested in the project and indicated that
CEFIGRE would provide us with the information requested.

AMeimaris/JMasterson:jm

cc.: Messrs. Rovani (EWT), van Gigch (WAP), Kalbermatten (EWT), Hotes (AGR),
Tillier (WAP), Ginnsz (WAP), Brown (Dakar)

Mrs. Abel (IRD)



JANVIER 1979

CONSEIL SCIENTIFIQUE DU CEFIGRE

Membres titulaires Membres suppleants.

ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES

M. Vladimir BAUM M. Enzo FANO
Director Chief/ Development Programme
Center for Natural Resources Water Resources Branch
Energy and Transport Center for Natural Resources
Organisation des Nations-Unies Energy and Transport
NEW YORK (U.S.A.) Organisation des Nations Unies

NEW-YORK (U.S.A.)

M. BRADFORD MORSE
Administrator of United Nations
Programme of Development.
NEW YORK (U.S.A.)

M. M. CARPENTIER M. MANDL
Directeur du Service de l'Environnement Chef du Service Special de
et de la Protection des Consommateurs - Gestion des Eaux
Commission des Communautes Europ~ennes Commission des Communaut~s Europeennes
BRUXELLES (Belgique) BRUXELLES (Belgique)

M. DIETRICH M. Gerard ETIENNE
Directeur de la Division de l'Hygiene Division of Human Resources and Researc
Organisation Mondiale de la Sante Panamerican Health Organization
GENEVE (Suisse) WASHINGTON (U.S.A.)

M. DUMITRESCU M. W. H. GILBRICH
Chef de la Division des Sciences Specialiste des Problemes de Formation.
de l'eau des Hydrologues
U.N.E.S.C.O. U.N.E.S.C.O.
PARIS PARIS

M. R. DUDAL M. Th. MATHER
Directeur, Senior Officer
Division Mise en Valeur des Water Resources Development
Terres et Eaux and Management Service
F.A.0. Land and Water Development Division
ROME (Italie) F.A.0.

ROME (Italie)
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Membres titulaires 
Me.]bre--u2plants

Professeur J. NEMEC
Chief
Hydrology and Water Resources Department

World Meteorological Organization
GENEVE (Suisse)

M. SCIMENI M. G. DORIN

Directeur Adjoint 
Administrateur

Direction de o'Environneent Direction de l'Environnement

O.C.D.E. O.C.D.E.

PARIS PARIS

M. J. Ph. BARDE
Direction de l'Environnement
O.C.D.E.
PARIS

M. Y. ROVANI M. j. KALBERMATTEN

Director Water and Wastes Adviser

Energy Water and Telecommunications- Energy I-ater and Telecommuni-

Department 
cations Department

THE WORLD BANK THE WORLD BANK

WASHINGTON D.C. (U.S.A.) WASHINGTON D.C. (U.S.A.)

M. F. HOTES
Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural
Development Department
THE WORLD BANK
WASHINGTON D.C. (U.S.A)



EXPERTS FRANCAIS

Membres titulaires Membres suppl~ants.

M. R. AMBROGGI M. J. MARGAT

Ingenieur en Chef des Carburants Ingenieur G~ologue en Chef
F.A.0. Adjoint au Directeur du

ROME Service Geologique National
B.R.G.M.
ORLEANS (France)

M. BANAL M. M. ROCHE
President de la Socifte Hydrotechnique Ingenieur en Chef A E.D.F.
de France Chef du Service Hydrologique
PARIS de l'ORSTOM

PARIS

M. CLEMENT M. ARVIEU
Ingenieur en Chef du Genie Rural Directeur des Services Techniques
des Eaux et des Forats Societe du Canal de Provence et
Directeur G~neral de la Soci~t& du d'Amenagement de la Region Provengale
Canal de Provence et d'Amenagement AIX EN PROVENCE (France)
de la Region Provengale.

AIX EN PROVENCE (France)

M. LE DOCTEUR COIN M. LE DOCTEUR JEAN VIAL

Charg8 d'Etudes aupres du Ministere Chef de Service a l'Institut Pasteur
de la Sant§ et de la Famille LYON (France)
CHARENTON LE PONT (France)

M. Germain LEYNAUD M. VERREL
Centre Technique du Genie Rural Centre Technique du Genie Rural
des Eaux et des Forats des Eaux et des Forets
Chef de la Division Qualite des Eaux Division Qualit6 des Eaux, P~che et
P~che et Pisciculture Pisciculture

PARIS PARIS



Membres titulaires Membres suppleants.

M. le Professeur Jean-Marie PERES
Directeur de la Station Marine
d'Endoume
Centre d'Oceanographie

MARSEILLE (France)

M. Pierre PIGANIOL M. Louis ZIEGLE
Administrateur d'AIR LIQUIDE Conseiller du P.N.U.D. pour

PARIS les pays du Sahel
U.N.E.S.C.0.
PARIS

M. SUZANNE M. MOYEN
Ingenieur en Chef des Mines Directeur Adjoint de l'Institut'
Directeur de l'Agence Financiare National de Recherche et
de Bassin "Rhin-Meuse" S~curit6

MOULINS LES METZ (France) PARIS
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Membres-titulaires Membres su22l~ants

M. Boonrod BINSON M. Pravit RUYAPORN
Member of Thailand on the Mekong Alternate Member for Thailand on the

Committee Mekong Committee
BANGKOK (Thailand) BANGKOK (Thailand)

Dr. Guillermo J. CANO M. Arturo WASQUEZ-AVILA
President Honoraire Directeur de l'Institut d'Economie

de l'Association Internationale Legislation et Administration des Eaux
de Droit des Eaux (INELA)
BUENOS AIRES (Argentine) MENDOZA (Argentine)

M. GAGARA Mayaou
Secretaire General du Comite Interafricain
d'Etudes Hydrauliques
OUAGADOUGOU (Haute-Vol ta)

M. Fethi GANA M. Ameur HORCHANI
Directeur au Ministere de l'Equipement Directeur des Etudes Hydrauliques
TUNIS (Tunisie) Ministere de l'Agriculture

TUNIS (Tunisie)

M. KOVACS
Head of Department Water Resources
Development - National Water Authority
BUDAPEST (Hongrie)

M. Nii Boy AYIBOTELE
Chief Research Officer
Water Resources Research Unit
(Council Scientific and Industrial Research)
ACCRA .(Ghana)

Professor Sir Norman ROWNTREE M. V.K. COLLINGE
University of Manchester Assistant Director
Institute of Science and Technology Water Research Centre
Department of Civil and Structural MEDMENHAM/MARLOW (Grande-Bretagne)
Engineering
MANCHESTER (Grande-Bretagne)



Membres titulaires Membres suppleants.

M. Gilbert WHITE
University of Colorado
Institute of Behavourial Science

BOULDER (U.S.A.)

M. Dev Raj SIKKA
Chairman and Managing Director
National Projects Construction
Corporation Ltd.
Ministry of Energy
NEW DELHI (Inde)

M. MOSTERMAN
Director
International Institute for Hydraulic
And Environmental Engineering
DA DELFT (Pays-Bas)
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DIRECTION DU CEFIGRE.

M. Ivan CHERET
Pr~sident du CEFIGRE
Ing~nieur en Chef des Ponts et Chaussees
PARIS.

M. Fran~ois VALIRON
Administrateur 0616gue du CEFIGRE, charg§ de la Direction Generale.

Directeur de l'Agence Financiere de Bassin "Seine-Normandie"

Ingenieur en Chef des Ponts et Chauss6es
PARIS

M. Yves EMSELLEM
Directeur de la Recherche au CEFIGRE
President Directeur G~neral d'ARLAB
06560 VALBONNE (France)

M. Pierre-Frederic TENIERE-BUCHOT
Directeur de la Formation au CEFIGRE
Agence Financiere de Bassin "Seine-Normandie"
PARIS

M. Jean-Paul PFISTER
Administrateur Civil
Secretaire G~neral du CEFIGRE
06560 VALBONNE



Members of the Sociological Group January 22, 1979

Michael Cernea (AGR)

SociolojicalVariables inIonitorin &_ Evaluation Meetin g, January 24, 1979

This is to inform you that our group meeting on the
Sociological Variables in Monitoring and Evaluation Systems (January 24,
12:30 p.m., Room D-958) will be attended by Mr. Richard Dosik, Implemen-
tation Policy Adviser (PAS), who is the chairman of the currently working
Bank Task Force on Monitoring and Evaluation. He is interested in listen-
ing to our views about how socio-cultural variables of project implementa-
tion should be taken into accouit in the design of M & E systems.

MCernea/dc

cc: Anna Sant'Anna, N. Colletta, Gloria Davis, M. Elmendorf, S. Fukuda-
Parr, R. Goodland, P. Hammond, S. Heyneman, F. Lethem, Heli Perrett,
R. Noronha, M. Mason, J. Maas, J. de Regt, Gloria Scott, J. Kearns,
M. Baxter, L. Gram, S. Parris, M. Koch-Weser, R. Dosik, A. Fonaroff

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Members of the Sociological Group January 19, 1979

Michael Cernea (AGR)

Group Meeting on Sociological Variables &n Monitoring and Evaluation

1. As previously announced, our January group meeting will be
devoted to project specific monitoring, more specifically to defining
the specific sociological variables which we believe should be looked at
in project monitoring. You probably know that Bank management has
recently set up a Bank-wide Task Force on monitoring and evaluation to
assess 'the state of the art" regarding the incorporation of- ?4& E systems
in various projects and to recommend what should be done in order to
strengthen Bank capabilities in this field.

2. For our group meeting, I will introduce the topic and present
the sociological aspects and experience with M & E in the agricultural
sector to date, for your discussion and suggestions. We may explore how
anthropology and sociology could have a substantive contributbn in moni-
toring and evaluation efforts and the outcome of our discussion can be
subsequently presented to the Bank's Task Force for consideration.

3. Thus, the schedule for our January 24, 1979 meeting in Room
D 958 at 12:30 p.m. is:

(a) Sociological variables in project specific monitor-
ing (Michael Cernea)

(b) Information on current concerns of group members
(topic suggested by Gloria Scott)

4. For point "b", it might be of mutual interest to listen to
brief presentations from group members on their current activities, which
could facilitate further intercmmunications.

MCernea/de

cc: Anna Sant'Anna, N. Colletta, Gloria Davis, M. Elmendorf, S. Fukuda-
Parr, R. Goodland, P. Hammond, S. Heyneman, F. Lethem, Heli Perrett,
R. Noronha, M. Mason, J. Maas, J. de Regt, Gloria Scott, J. Kearns,
M. Baxter, L. Gram, S. Parris, M. Koch-Weser, R. Dosik. A. Fonaroff

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Mr. Montague Yudelman, Director, AGR January 18, 1979

P.L. Scandizzo, AGREP

Is the ARD) Research in the Bank Unpublishable?
Re the Recent Letter of W. Falcon

1. The alleged "non-publishability" of the Bank research is denied by the
evidence. Research projects and indeed many other Bank reports that did not
originate as research have some published output. Because of the size of the
Bank staff, however, the need to generate intermediate output and bureaucratic
requirements, the unpublished output is also very large. However, one should
not be misled to think, that because unpublished output is large, the publishable
part of Bank sponsored research results is small.

2. For Agriculture and Rural Development, in particular, we can take the
pages published in the AJAE as a measure of publishing performance. During
the period 1974-78, the ARD groupil in the Bank produced about 100 pages of
published material, for an average of 10.67 non-invited pages per researcher.
If we compare this performance with the ones of the leading departments of agri-
cultural economics (see attached table from Opaluch and Just) in the period
1968-72, we should conclude that the Bank has been more successful than most
academic institutions in keeping its research publishable.

Aacf iAent

cc: Graham Donaldson

PLS:itw

1/ Donaldson, Duloy, Egbert, Fedor, Hazell, Lutz, Norton, Scandizzo, Singh

Reference: James Opaluch and Richard E. Just, Institutional Affiliation of
Authors of Contributions in Agricultural Economics, AJAE, Vol. 59,
No. 2, May 1977.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List Below DATE: January 18, 1979

FROM: D. Pickering (Assistant Director, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Land Clearing Costs

1. Please refer to the attached letter from Mr. Gordon Hawkins
and draft graph on subject matter. Mr. Hawkins is an active contributor
to the work of the International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage,
a non-profit group with headquarters in New Delhi. He was in the Bank
early this week and explained that he has experienced great difficulty
in getting any reliable data on land clearing costs, and that it would be
greatly appreciated if any Bank experience in that regard could be relayed
to him.

2. Since this is a topic frequently addressed by preparation,
appraisal and supervision missions, it would seem that current generalized
guidelines could be helpful to the Bank and many others engaged in develop-
ment work, and that any contributions we could make, informally, would be
worthwhile. Comments from you or any of your colleagues would be appreciated.

3. Perhaps plotting some known data on a copy of the attached graph
would be helpful, with a short identification note, such as "Chana-1973" or
"Indonesia-1977." We volunteer to prepare a consolidated response to
Mr. Hansen and to distribute the results within the Bank. Responses by
February 28, 1979, would be appreciated and should be sent to Mr. G. F.
Darnell (AGRDR/CPS).

FLHotes:rm

Distribution List: All Agriculture Assistant Directors and Division Chiefs; Messrs.
Yudelman, Darnell, Gray, Collins, Sutherland (AGR/CPS).



January 18, 1979

Mr. J.E.M. Arnold
Chief, Planning and Investment Studies Unit
Forestry Department
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
00100 ROME. ITALY

Dear Mike:

I'm sorry for the delay in replying to your letter of December 11 -
mission travel and holidays have intervened.

Herewith copies of the papers on wood stoves collated by VITA and
Energy and Development prepared by Mr. Jyoti Parikh; another paper by
Messrs. Dunkerley, Ramsay, Cecelski and Mbi of Resources for the Future
entitled "Rousehold Energy Use and Supply by the Urban and Rural Poor in
Developing Countries" is being reproduced and I will send you a copy when
it becomes available. I am also enclosing a draft of a paper being prepared
by David Hughart of our Energy Department. Mr. Wtighart (Energy, Water and
Telecomunications Department, Room D.1040) has an in-depth knowledge of
the energy problems and when you are next in Washington, you may be able to
exchange views with him. Meantime, he would appreciate any comments you have
on the draft paper.

Thank you for your seasonal greetings. I hope all is well with
you.

Best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Sydney A. Draper,
Rural Development Division.

P.S. We could usefully use a set of the Small-Scale Forest Industries papers
which Dr. Swiderski has produced. Is it possible you could request
publications to send us a set?

Enclosures.

c.c. Messrs. John Spears (AGR), D. Hughart (EWT)

SADraper:jh



Mr. Ted J. Davis (AGR) January 18, 1979

Guido Deboeck (AGR)

How the Indians Manage: Follow-up

1. As requested, I established contact with Mr. Morishima who
is involved in the development of a management information system, using
a mini-computer, for the Quinault Indian Reservation (see my memorandum
of January 5, 1979).

2. Mr. Morishima, and Mr. W. Shale (Director of the Department
of National Resources of the Quinault Indian Nation) are currently in
Washington and came to see us on January 17.

3. I explained to them why there experience has drawn our atten-
tion and why it would be useful to document their experience in order to
explore some alternative solutions to the data processing problems cur-
rently experienced in many M & E systems for rural development projects.

4. Messrs. Morishima and Shale said that they would welcome a
side-visit from a RORSU member, and would give us all their assistance
in documenting their experience. They asked that we give them advance
notice, such that they would be able to set up a schedule of meetings
both with the developers and users of their management information system.

5. In order to save travel costs, I suggest that a potential side-
visit to Taholah (Washington State) be planned in coordination with the
preparation of our workshop on M & E for East Asia.

GDeboeck/dc
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